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Abstract: Molecular vegetable breeding has been progressed intensively in recent years. Huge
advances have been made in germplasm evaluation, gene isolation, plant transformation, gene
editing and molecular-marker-assisted breeding. The goal of this Special Issue is to highlight, through
selected works, frontier research from basic to applied molecular vegetable breeding. The selected
papers published in Special Issue of Horticulturae exhibit a diversity in molecular vegetable breeding.
The papers listed in this editorial are especially noteworthy.

1. Advances in Gene Editing in Context of Vegetable Molecular Breeding

In recent years, it has become certain that genome editing is an efficient and powerful
tool for precise genome manipulations in plants. For applications in molecular vegetable
breeding, this new technique overcomes the shortcomings of conventional breeding, such
as long-term artificial selection and limited genetic germplasm resources [1,2]. Wan et al.
reviewed the development and application of CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing in vegetable crops.
Currently, this system has been used to improve shelf life, fruit quality and stress resistance
in major vegetable crops, such as tomato and cabbage. In the case of broccoli, genome
editing has succeeded in limited B. oleracea crops [3]. Although the application of genome
editing is extensive, how to obtain germplasm resources through gene editing of CREs
(Cis-regulatory elements) and create a universal regeneration system for vegetable crops
needs to be further studied and improved [1,4].

2. Germplasm Diversity Evaluation for Vegetable Improvement

In the modern breeding process, the evaluation of genetic diversity in agronomic and
quality traits is still a fundamental method and approach for germplasm utilization and
excavation. Uddin et al. performed phenotypic characterization and genetic diversity
evaluation of 130 local eggplant germplasms [5]. Based on an analysis of trait variance,
correlation matrix and MGIDI index, numerous traits were evaluated to determine the
inherent variation and select applicable parents for eggplant improvement.

Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are widely used genetic markers for genetic variation
research in various crops due to co-dominance traits and high polymorphism. Zhong et al.
employed this sequencing technology in Capsicum frutescens to provide resources of SSR
molecular markers and analysis genetic diversity for pepper breeding [6]. Genome-wide
identification of SSR markers revealed that trinucleotides were the dominant repeat motif.
A total of 147 collected pepper cultivars were determined, clustered into seven main groups
due to genetic diversity and phylogenetic relationships analysis. In Cucurbita moschata,
103,056 SSR loci were found by in silico PCR in which di-nucleotide motifs were the most
common type [7]. Synteny analysis of cross-species SSR markers indicated that the main
syntenic relationships between Cucurbita species were highly conserved during evolution.

3. Understanding the Genetic Basis of Biotic Resistance in Vegetable Crops

Fungal diseases remain challenges restricting the sustainable development of veg-
etable production. Although pesticides can prevent and control fungal diseases, excessive
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use of pesticides has brought great damages to the environment and human beings. Im-
proving disease resistance has become an important breeding objective. The development
and establishment of molecular marker technology makes it fast and effective to select
germplasm resources directly.

The development of molecular markers associated with resistance to gray mold disease
in onion (Allium cepa L.) through RAPD-PCR was assessed by Kim et al. [8]. RAPD analysis
was performed to identify the genetic relationship between the resistant and susceptible
lines and develop the SCAR marker. In addition, RNA-seq of the gray mold-resistant and
-susceptible onion lines were analyzed to develop a selectable marker for the resistant line.

Phytophthora blight is a common disease that causes decreased yield and quality in
pepper (Capsicum annuum L.). Li et al. generated a high-resolution genetic map of pepper
associated with resistance to Phytophthora capsici by SLAF-seq and QTL analysis [9]. CQPc5.1
was identified as a major quantitative trait locus (QTL) for the P. capsici resistance, including
23 candidate genes located within the interval.

4. Mining Genes Responsible for Abiotic Stresses for Vegetable Improvement

In vegetable crops, abiotic stresses cause serious damages, which limit growth and
affect physiological metabolic processes. Therefore, screening genes responsible for abiotic
stresses is essential to breeding resistant varieties. Pepper is sensitive to high temperatures,
which leads to severe symptoms, such as pollination failure, growth defects and other
aspects. Wang et al. identified differential expression genes in pepper leaves through
a transcriptomics analysis of heat-tolerant and heat-sensitive varieties [10]. Heat shock
(HS) proteins and HS transcription factors were identified as responsive to heat stress
or recovery.

A small heat shock protein CaHSP18.1a was isolated and charactered from pepper [11].
Liu et al. demonstrated that CaHSP18.1a was sensitive to heat stress and showed high
expression levels in thermo-tolerant line. The silencing of CaHSP18.1a caused elevated
MDA contents and decreased resistance to heat, drought, and salt stresses, indicating that
CaHSP18.1a positively regulates abiotic tolerance.

In eggplant, the genome-wide identification of Hsf and Hsp genes under heat stress
was assessed by Gong et al. [12]. RNA-seq analysis showed that Hsf and Hsp genes exhibit
different expression levels in the thermotolerant line 05-4 and the thermosensitive line
05-1, providing a basis for studying the relationship between thermotolerance and heat-
response genes.

Nowadays, the irrational use of nitrogen fertilizer has resulted in undesirable growth
and reduced yield in pepper. The molecular basis underlying the genetic variation in N-use
efficiency (NUE) remains largely unknown. Based on comparative transcriptome analysis,
Wang et al. selected two genotypes with contrasting low-N tolerance to explore the variation
in NUEin pepper [13]. Numerous DEGs involved in N metabolism or other physiological
processes were identified, providing candidate genes for improving N utilization in pepper.

5. Organic Compounds in Vegetables and Its Interaction with Environment

Flavonoids and volatile organic compounds act as important roles in the growth and
developmental processes of vegetable crops, including the attraction of insect pollination,
the inhibition of plants diseases and improvement in weed control.

In broccoli, anthocyanins contribute to the purple color and act as health-promoting
antioxidants. Liu et al. identified major loci and candidate genes responsible for antho-
cyanin biosynthesis in broccoli [14]. Two QTLs on chromosomes 7 were identified to be
tightly correlated with anthocyanin biosynthesis based on QTL-seq bulk segregant analy-
sis. Further high-resolution mapping identified 14 candidate genes, providing a potential
molecular marker into the breeding of novel varieties with abundant anthocyanins.

Volatile organic compounds released from plants are related to the allelopathy phe-
nomenon, a chemical relationship of plant interaction. Xie et al. reviewed the recent
advances in the allelopathy of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) of plants [15]. VOCs
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had multiple allelopathic effects on plants, such as enzyme activity, dormancy, diseases
resistance, ROS scavenging, plant-to-plant communication, and other aspects [15]. The
research suggested that the allelopathy of VOCs can be utilized in the development of
economical and effective measures for sustainable agriculture [15].

With germplasm evaluation, gene isolation, and marker development, both scientists
and breeders are working closely to generate more efficient breeding technology, e.g., gene
editing, and to produce more elite cultivars. With emerging substantial genomic data and
tools, further collaboration is worthwhile for next-generation breeding technology, e.g.,
genome-based breeding by design, to generate green, environmentally adaptive vegetable
cultivars with high yield and quality.
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Abstract: Broccoli (Brassica oleracea L. var. italica) is one of the most important vegetable crops culti-
vated worldwide. The market demand for broccoli is still increasing due to its richness in vitamins,
anthocyanins, mineral substances, fiber, secondary metabolites and other nutrients. The famous
secondary metabolites, glucosinolates, sulforaphane and selenium have protective effects against
cancer. Significant progress has been made in fine-mapping and cloning genes that are responsible for
important traits; this progress provides a foundation for marker-assisted selection (MAS) in broccoli
breeding. Genetic engineering by the well-developed Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transfor-
mation in broccoli has contributed to the improvement of quality; postharvest life; glucosinolate
and sulforaphane content; and resistance to insects, pathogens and abiotic stresses. Here, we review
recent progress in the genetics and molecular breeding of broccoli. Future perspectives for improving
broccoli are also briefly discussed.

Keywords: broccoli; progress; genetic researches; molecular breeding

1. Introduction

Broccoli (Brassica oleracea L. var. italica) is a member of the Brassicaceae family and is
widely cultivated as an important vegetable crop worldwide [1,2]. It produces edible hyper-
trophic reproductive organs (floral head and stalk), with rich health benefits and nutritious
properties, such as vitamin A, vitamin K, calcium, magnesium and anticancer bioactive
compounds, including glucosinolates, sulforaphane, selenium and flavonoids [3–5].

The italica group arises from the cultivation and domestication of Brassica oleracea (CC
genome; 2n = 18) in the Mediterranean region. Accurate knowledge about the cultivation
of B. oleracea mustard plants can be traced to the Hellenic culture, starting in approximately
the 6th century BC [6]. By distinguishing the B. oleracea cultivars, ‘Broccoli’ is probably
a colloquial Latin word for any projecting shoots of the cabbage family [6]. Broccoli-like
varieties were developed from selections of desirable B. oleracea types during the past
2000 years and formed various broccoli landraces mainly in Italy [6–9]. The broccoli variety
‘Vrocculi o Sparaceddi’ is considered the first domesticated form of wild brassica from
which broccoli originated [10]. During the past 300 years, the heading broccoli has greatly
improved, largely attributed to selection by Danish and English horticulturists [6]. For a
long time, the consumption of broccoli as a vegetable was confined to the Italian peninsula
and it was grown mainly as sprouting broccoli cultivars [10]. With the breeding and
improvement of calabrese broccoli varieties, a particular type producing large and compact
heads more similar to cauliflower, broccoli spread and gained popularity worldwide [10,11].
Various broccoli landraces were introduced to the United Kingdom in the 1700s and to
the United States in the 1800s and became popular after World War II [11]. Broccoli was
initially introduced into several southern provinces of China in the 1980s and has been a
popular vegetable widely grown in China. In recent years, China, with a cultivation area
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of over 80,000 ha, has become the largest producer of broccoli in the world [12]. Driven
by scientific evidence that broccoli is beneficial to human health, the market demand is
still increasing in the main broccoli-producing countries, including China, the US and
India [12–14].

With the development of molecular biology technology and functional genomics,
a large number of studies on broccoli have been performed. Marker-assisted selection
(MAS) and genetic transformation were combined with conventional breeding to improve
broccoli for high yield, quality, resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses, etc. We review the
recent progress on the genetics and molecular breeding of broccoli, focusing on desirable
agronomic traits, male sterility, abiotic stress resistance, disease resistance, secondary
metabolites and genetic transformation. Postharvest yellowing (or prolonging shelf life) of
broccoli is also a research hotspot that has been reviewed recently and thus is not included
in this review [2]. Broccoli improvement by genetic engineering was reviewed in 2016 [1],
so relevant advances in recent years from 2016 to 2021 are included in this review.

2. Genetics and Molecular Breeding of Broccoli

2.1. Abiotic Stress Resistance
2.1.1. Heat Stress

Broccoli production faces challenges of demand to extend plant areas and maintain
production security under extreme weather brought by climate change [13,15]. Broccoli
is suitable for growth in cool weather with optimal temperatures ranging from 15 to
23 ◦C during the early stages of floral development [16]. High temperatures above 25
severely reduce broccoli quality because (1) most broccoli germplasms require vernalization
at temperatures below 23 ◦C and superoptimal temperatures would even result in no
head formation; (2) some broccoli germplasms do not require vernalization, but floral
development under high temperatures (e.g., above 30 ◦C) results in undesirable traits,
such as bracting, uneven head surface and sizes of buds, discoloration or even brown
bead, making the broccoli products unmarketable; and (3) high temperatures during the
head maturity stage decrease broccoli yield [15,17,18]. In recent years, substantial progress
has been made in creating heat-tolerant breeding lines and genetically controlling heat
tolerance in broccoli. In the USA, researchers have made efforts to achieve sustainable
broccoli production under heat tolerance in the main production area on the east coast,
supported by projects (National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) Project No.
2010-51181-21062 and the USDA Vegetable Brassica Research Project (CRIS No. 6080-21000-
019-00D)) [16,19,20]. In Asia, researchers are trying to introduce broccoli to subtropical and
tropical regions, such as in Taiwan, China and Indonesia [21,22].

The ability to produce high-quality heads by several broccoli germplasms under
heat stress is considered a quantitative trait controlling multiple positive loci [13,15]. Lin
et al. identified 31 QTLs for head size and weight phenotypes of broccoli grown in high-
temperature seasons (average 36.4 ◦C day/25.9 ◦C) [23]. Branham et al. constructed
a high-density genetic map by genotyping-by-sequencing of a DH broccoli segregating
population for heat tolerance and identified five QTLs and one positive epistatic interaction
between QHT_C03 and QHT_C05, explaining 62.1% of phenotypic variation [15]. Using a
new DH population of broccoli, Branham et al. performed whole-genome resequencing of
bulked segregants and identified two novel heat tolerance QTLs, of which QHT_C09.2 may
explain the negative correlation between maturity and heat tolerance [13].

Using reversed genetic approaches, a heat-stress-related broccoli catalase gene was
cloned, and ectopic expression of this gene in Arabidopsis can enhance heat tolerance, but
whether it plays a role in maintaining a high-quality head under high temperatures is
still unknown [24,25]. In addition, benefiting from improved sequencing techniques and
the release of reference genomes, some researchers performed omics-related studies and
identified differentially expressed microRNAs/genes and potential pathways involved in
heat tolerance [26,27].
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2.1.2. Other Abiotic Stresses

Several studies have focused on broccoli resistance to other stresses, such as pro-
teomic analysis for waterlogging stresses [28], microRNA analysis for salt stress [29]
and transcriptome and metabolomics for wounding stress [30]; differentially expressed
proteins/microRNAs/genes were identified as possibly related to resistance to these
stresses [28–30].

In addition, cuticular waxes on the plant surface contribute to resistance to many
environmental stresses, such as drought, UV light, high radiation and both bacterial and
fungal pathogens [31]. Some loci and linked markers for this trait have been obtained.
Using a natural glossy (cuticular wax defective) mutant, Branham and Farnham identified
three candidates, Bo3g001070, Bo3g122030 and Bo3g008780, for this trait on C03 [32]. In the
broccoli × Chinese kale-derived BolTBDH population, leaf color was segregated, which
resulted from the differences in cuticular waxes between broccoli and Chinese kale; a locus
for this trait, LC_C09@15.1, was identified on C09, explaining 45.64% of the phenotypic
variation [33].

2.2. Desirable Agronomic Traits
2.2.1. Heading

Broccoli produces edible reproductive organs characterized by proliferation and de-
velopmental arrest of floral buds [17]. Floral head quality is the most important agronomic
trait selected by breeders. With forward and reversed genetic approaches, some genes/loci
related to head formation have been identified, but the genetic basis remains elusive [34].

Some works tried to identify homologs of the Arabidopsis floral meristem identity
genes LEAFY (LFY), APETALA1 (AP1) and CAULIFLOWER (CAL) and implied that BoCAL
and BoAP1 are involved in curding in cauliflower, a subspecies similar to broccoli but
different in the developmental stage of the reproductive meristem at harvest [35–37].
Subsequent studies suggest that heading is quite complex in both cauliflower and broccoli,
which seems not to be controlled solely by these floral genes [34].

In the 1990s, researchers started to construct genetic maps by crossing broccoli culti-
vars/inbred lines with various materials, including broccoli cultivar/landrace, cabbage,
cauliflower, kale and Chinese kale, to detect loci of important traits, such as disease re-
sistance, head morphology, nutritional quality and flowering/maturation time [38–42]. Sev-
eral quantitative trait loci influencing head traits, including head weight, head height/width
and floret height/width, have been identified, but the early constructed genetic maps are
hard to unify [23,42,43] due to the differences in plant germplasm, marker types and link-
age group nomenclature and the lack of B. oleracea reference genomes before 2014. Using
a double-haploid BolTBDH mapping population derived from Early Big (broccoli DH
line) and TO1000DH3 (nonhead Chinese kale), Stansell et al. identified heading-quality
QTLs, including BU_C04@51.5, BR_C09@49.5, HC_C09@48.8, HU_C09@48.8, HE_C09@47.7
and OQ_C09@49.5 (Table S1), and found genomic regions of approximately 49 Mb on C09
harboring FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC) homologs Bo9g173400 and Bo9g173370, as hotspots
contributing largely to over 40% phenotypic variance of the heading phenotype [33]. In
another study, three head quality QTLs, qCQ-2, qCQ-3 and qCQ-6, associated with subtrop-
ical adaptation were identified [21]; and specific haplotype combinations of candidates
BoFLC3 in the interval containing qCQ-3 and PERIANTHIA (PAN, a bZIP-transcription
factor required for AGAMOUS activation) in the interval containing qCQ-6, were supposed
to adapt broccoli to high ambient temperature and short daylength. Along with these key
head-related traits, QTL mapping for bud morphology was also reported by Stansell et al.
and Lin et al. [21,33]. These studies provide genetic information and breeding materials for
improving broccoli varieties.

2.2.2. Flowering Time

Flowering is an important agronomic trait of broccoli, as it influences maturity, head
quality, hybrid seed production and geographical region adaptation. Flowering time is con-
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sidered to be controlled by multiple QTLs. To detect QTLs/genes associated with this trait,
segregation populations were generated by crossing broccoli with different germplasms,
such as broccoli × cabbage, broccoli × Chinese kale and broccoli × broccoli. Different QTLs
were detected in these studies, even using similar populations, such as broccoli × cabbage
and broccoli × Chinese kale [21,33,44–47]. Most studies have implied that flowering is
largely controlled by one or a few major QTLs [21,33,44–47]. As early as the late 1990s, us-
ing populations of broccoli (nonvernalization type) × cabbage (vernalization type), broccoli
(late flowering type) × Chinese kale (early flowering type), several QTLs for flowering time
were mapped [44–47]. Two subsequent studies used a similar population derived from
broccoli × cabbage but obtained different results [48,49], possibly due to the differences
of the specific germplasms used and the planting environmental conditions. Okazaki
et al. detected six QTLs controlling flowering time (from February to July, 2001, Niigata,
Niigata Prefecture, Japan), among which the major QTL in the interval BRMS215–F2-R4b,
accounting for 36.8% of the phenotypic variance and BoFLC2 in the interval is thought
to be the candidate control of flowering time [48]. Similarly, using a broccoli × cabbage
population, Shu et al. combined QTL-seq and a traditional linkage map to detect flowering
time loci (from the spring of 2013 to the winter of 2014, Beijing China). A major QTL Ef2.1
is located on C02 2.65–2.68 Mb, responsible for early flowering and explaining 51.5% of the
phenotypic variation, and a homolog of GROWTH-REGULATING FACTOR 6 (BolGRF6) is
a possible candidate [49]. Using DH populations of broccoli × Chinese kale, Stansell et al.
(2019) identified two QTLs DM_C03@6.4 and DM_C09@50.0 for days to maturity, two QTLs
DF_C03@6.4 and DF_C09@50.0 for days to flowering, and the major QTLs DM_C09@50.0
and DF_C09@50.0 on C09 at approximately 50 Mb, explaining approximately 50% of the
phenotypic variation [33].

Broccoli is usually sensitive and not feasible in high-temperature areas/seasons, which
are thought to impede vernalization, resulting in defects in floral meristem development.
Using tropical accessions in Taiwan, China, Lin et al. 2018 identified nonvernalization-
responsive QTLs that contribute to subtropical adaptation (high ambient temperature and
short day length) [21]. The candidate gene BoFLC3 identified in the major QTL qDCI-3 may
function as an alternative pathway for the control of flowering in temperate and tropical
environments [21].

2.2.3. Plant Architecture

Plant architecture is a complex trait attributed to stem and leaf morphologies, includ-
ing plant height, leaf size, leaf shape, leaf angle, petiole length and lateral shoot growth.
It affects the planting density, yield and quality of broccoli [50]. Several QTLs for plant
architecture-relevant stem and leaf traits have been reported [23,27,32,51,52]. Before the
release of reference genomes, researchers mapped QTLs associated with leaf lamina width
on linkage groups C01 and C07 [51], stem width on LG5 [23], leaf apex on linkage groups
C06 and C07 [43], leaf shape on linkage group C3 [43], leaf length on linkage group C7 [43],
wing petiole length on linkage group C7 [43] and lobe number, wing number, leaf shape
and lamina petiole length on linkage group C3 [43]. In recent years, in addition to fo-
cusing on heading traits, Stansell et al. mapped several QTLs for leaf morphology and
lateral shoots. Four QTLs for leaf apex, two QTLs for leaf margin and leaf-associated
hotspot genomic regions, Lea3 on C03 0.7–1.7 Mb and Lea7 on C07 37.0–39.5 Mb were iden-
tified. A GRF1-INTERACTING FACTOR 1 (GIF1) homolog (Bo7g093130) within major QTL
LA_C07@36.6 may be responsible for the narrow leaf phenotype, and a LATE MERISTEM
IDENTITY1 ortholog (BoLMI1, Bo3g002560) near the major LM_C03@0.7, explaining over
40% phenotype variation, may be responsible for leaf margin phenotype [33]. Three lateral
shoot growth-associated QTLs, LT_C03@5.9, LT_C04@15.0 and LT_C09@9.0, are located
on C03, C04 and C09, although no likely candidates were predicted [33]. Huang et al.
constructed a genetic linkage map using a broccoli DH population and identified QTLs
for plant height (PH), maximum outer petiole length (PL) and leaf width (LW), including
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major QTLs phc1 for PH on chromosome 1, plc6−2 for PL on chromosome 6 and lwc3−1
for LW on chromosome 3 [52].

2.2.4. Stem Development

Broccoli hollow stem is an undesirable phenotypic disorder showing symptoms of
cracks in the internal stem tissue [53,54]. It reduces the quality of broccoli products because
hollow stems can result in (1) yield reduction, as harvested broccoli comprise partially
edible stalks; (2) secondary pathogen infection and rotting of stems and florets [38,39]. The
incidence of hollow stems increases when plants grow rapidly, triggered by, for example,
high levels of nitrogenous and warm weather but also varies in different broccoli accessions,
indicating that this trait is largely genetically determined and can be controlled by breeding
resistant varieties [53,54]. However, relevant studies on this trait are very limited. Yu et al.
constructed a genetic map using specific locus-amplified fragment (SLAF) sequencing in
a double-haploid segregation population of broccoli and defined nine QTLs on C02, C03,
C05, C06 and C09 for hollow stems, among which QHS. C09-2 could explain 14.1% of the
phenotypic variation [55].

2.2.5. Head Color

Broccoli is rich in anthocyanin, an important nutritional value with antioxidant activity,
can improve health, increase life expectancy and prevent diseases [56]. Anthocyanin
accumulation in broccoli inflorescences, especially in septals, makes the appearance range
from green/blue to purple. Some cultivars, such as ‘Purple Sprouting Early’, are selected for
rich anthocyanin contents, producing obvious purple heads [56]. Purple traits in B. oleracea
are attributed to the independent activation of Brassica oleracea MYB DOMAIN PROTEIN 2
(BoMYB2) in subspecies of cabbage, cauliflower, kohlrabi and possibly broccoli [57].

On the other hand, broccoli cultivars producing heads with green-purple color are
considered not beautiful and would be less attractive to consumers than the completely
green type, especially in the market of China [58]. This green-purple type is sensitive
to temperature, and cool weather would induce and deepen the purple degree. Yu et al.
mapped this purple sepal trait using a DH population and SLAF sequencing; three QTLs
were detected, with a major locus, qPH. C01–2, located on linkage group (LG)1, and two
loci, qPH. C01–4 and qPH. C01–5, located near qPH. C01–2 [59].

2.3. Male Sterility and Fertility Restoration

Broccoli displays obvious heterosis and most commercial broccoli varieties are F1
hybrids. The production of broccoli F1 hybrids depends on self-incompatibility before the
early 21st century and now nearly completely depends on male sterility-based breeding
systems [11,12,59]. Male sterility comprises cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) and genic
male sterility (GMS) [60]. Among them, Ogura CMS, with the advantages of complete
male gamete abortion, maternal inheritance and easy transfer, is now the most widely
studied and applied male sterility source in broccoli seed production [60,61]. Ogura CMS
is a natural mutation found in radish populations [62], which is caused by a mitochondrial
gene named orf138, and can be fully restored by the nuclear gene RFO (PPR-B) [63,64].

Researchers have made efforts to introduce the CMS source to B. oleracea by distant
hybridization and/or protoplast fusion, but the initially created CMSR1 and CMSR2 contain
too much radish cytoplasm, displaying undesirable characteristics, including yellowing at
low temperature, deformed flower shape and poor seed setting, which cannot be used in
seed production [65–67]. Until the late 1990s, the American Asgrow company applied the
method of asymmetric protoplast fusion to reduce the proportion of radish mitochondria,
creating CMSR3 with normal fertility and pistil structure; this CMS has been transferred
to many elite parent lines, playing a dominant role in the seed production of B. oleracea
crops [67,68]. During the creation and transfer processes of Ogura CMS, specific orf138 PCR
markers were developed for MAS [69]. Additional mitochondrial markers were developed
to distinguish the CMS types; detected by these six orf138-related and two simple sequence
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repeat markers in 2016, Shu et al. divided 39 CMS broccoli accessions into five groups, and
observed that CMSR3 constituted 79.49% of the CMS accessions from China [67].

In addition to the Ogura CMS, GMS resources and GMS-based seed production
systems were reported as promising alternatives [60,70–73]. A special dominant genic
male sterility (DGMS) resource, 79–399–3, which arose in cabbage populations in China,
has been successfully and widely applied in cabbage hybrid seed production [61,72]. The
DGMS-based breeding system has been established in B. oleracea crops, including cabbage,
broccoli and kohlrabi [61,72]. Compared with the Ogura CMS, the DGMS-based breeding
system displayed advantages of much higher seed quality and yield [61]. However, its
utilization is limited in broccoli, largely because homozygous DGMS plants must be
preserved and reproduced by tissue culture, which is not effective for large-scale hybrid
seed production [61]. Despite these disadvantages, this DGMS-based system has been
preserved as an alternative for broccoli hybrid seed production. In recent decades, dozens
of broccoli DGMS lines have been created, and several markers have been developed
for MAS for the rapid creation of DGMS lines [61,74]. Shu et al. developed generic SSR
markers linked to the male-sterile gene, with the marker scaffold10312a showed the highest
accuracy of ≥96.43% [74]. By distinguishing the amplified products polyacrylamide gel,
these markers were successfully used for identification of male and sterile plants in broccoli
breeding lines DGMs8554, DGMs93219 and DGMs94174; enabled DGMS plants selection
in the seedling stage. Han et al. developed a high-throughput kompetitive allele specific
PCR (KASP) marker K6 with high accuracy and no genetic background bias applicable
to all B. oleracea crops, including broccoli [61]. This marker was based on allele specific
fluorescence on an Applied Biosystems Viia 7 real-time PCR system for high-throughput
detection. In the DGMS-based breeding system, this marker was used for identifying
homozygous DGMS plants from selfing progenies of heterozygous plants as an alternative
to test crossing, which requires at least two years and additional labor in tissue culture [61].
These DGMS-specific markers enable effective selection in breeding programs.

On the other hand, there is increasing demand for the reutilization of CMS resources
in B. oleracea crops. The Ogura CMS restorer gene RFO (PPR-B) was introduced from
radish to rapeseed and recently to B. oleracea crops [75,76]. Liu et al. applied strategies of
interspecific hybridization and backcrossing and introduced the RFO gene from rapeseed
to broccoli. The foreground Rfo-specific markers BnRFO-AS2F/BnRFO-AS2F and BnRFO-
AS2F/BnRFO-NEW-R, were used for detecting Rfo-positive interspecific hybrids; and 28
background SSR markers were used for detecting true intergeneric hybrids and assessing
the genetic backgrounds of Rfo-positive interspecific hybrids. By evaluating polymorphism
loci of the 28 background markers, the BC2 Rfo-positive individuals were found closer to
the broccoli’s genetic background [76].

2.4. Disease Resistance
2.4.1. Downy Mildew

Downy mildew, caused by the obligate fungus Hyaloperonospora parasitica (Pers. Fr.), is
a destructive disease that affects brassica crops, including broccoli [77,78]. Broccoli plants
are often stunned or killed when infected with downy mildew at the young seedling stage
or infection can result in quality reduction and yield loss at the adult stage [79,80]. The
disease is prevalent in cool weather, with initial symptoms of light green-yellow lesions on
the upper leaf surface and later on the undersurface; the spot enlarges and turns yellow;
white fungi are visible on the undersurface of leaves under high humidity conditions [79,80].
High resistance to downy mildew both at the young and adult stages is present in some
broccoli germplasms and is controlled by a single dominant locus [79,81–84]. Resistance
loci were mapped and linkage markers were developed for MAS, but the gene has not
been cloned [79,82,83]. Giovannelli et al. identified 8 RAPD (random amplification of
polymorphic DNA) markers linked to downy mildew resistance in broccoli (cotyledon
and true leaf stage), among which two, UBC3596620 and OPM16750, were converted to
SCAR (sequence characterized amplified regions) markers linked to the locus with 6.7 and
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3.3 cM [82]. Farinhó et al. mapped the locus Pp523 for downy mildew resistance to adult
plants of broccoli and developed flanking RAPD markers OPK17_980 and AFLP marker
AT. CTA_133/134, with genetic distances of 3.1 cM and 3.6 cM, respectively [83]; in a later
study, new AFLP markers were developed and some of them were more user-friendly
SCAR and CAPS (cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence) markers; sequencing indicated
that Pp523 is syntenic to the top arm end of Arabidopsis thaliana chromosome 1 [79]. We
aligned the marker sequences to the broccoli HDEM reference genome [85] and found that
the target Pp523 region is 49.29–50.68 Mb on C8.

2.4.2. Clubroot

Clubroot, caused by the soil-borne pathogen Plasmodiophora brassicae, is one of the
most devastating diseases of Brassica crops, including broccoli [86–88]. Plants infected by
the pathogen form galls on roots, which prevent plant uptake of nutrients and water and
become stunted and wilt under warm weather [89]. B. olearcea lacks germplasm highly
resistant to clubroot, although it has been identified and studied for mining resistance
loci/genes in its close relatives, such as turnip, radish and rapeseed [90–93]. The resistance
gene CRa has been introduced from B. rapa to B. olearcea by distant hybridization and
MAS [94]; in this process CRa-specific markers SC2930-Q-FW/SC2930-RV were applied for
detection of CRa gene in the F1 and each backcross plants, enabled successful introgression
of the CRa gene into the cabbage inbred lines. In recent years, commercial broccoli varieties
with the CRa resistance gene, bred by the Syngenta Corporation, are available on the market
of China, but the MAS process is not available.

While highly clubroot-resistant germplasms are lacking, some moderate clubroot re-
sistance has been identified in B. oleracea [95–97]. There are two studies on genetic mapping
for resistance loci related to broccoli, although both of them used broccoli as susceptible
parents. These studies are useful for the rapid introduction of clubroot resistance from
other subspecies/related species to broccoli with MAS [95,96]. Rocherieux et al. generated
F2:3 segregation populations by crossing clubroot-resistant kale and clubroot-susceptible
broccoli and constructed a restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) based ge-
netic map. The populations were infected by five isolates and two to five QTLs were
identified depending on the isolates; one of these QTLs, Pb-Bo1, showed broad-spectrum re-
sistance detected in all isolates [95]. Using populations of crossing resistant double-haploid
line (Anju) with a susceptible double-haploid line (GC), Nagaoka et al. identified five
CR-QTLs, pb-Bo(Anju)1, PbBo(Anju)2, PbBo(Anju)3 and PbBo(Anju)4 derived from Anju
and pb-Bo(GC)1 from the susceptible parent GC; this study also provided specific primer
sequences linked to CR loci and a comparison with known B. rapa CR genes [96].

2.4.3. Black Rot

Black rot, caused by the bacterium Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris (Pam.) Dow-
son (Xcc), is also one of the most destructive diseases of brassica crops in the world [98,99].
The pathogen often invades plants through hydathodes and spreads through vascular
tissue, forming V-shaped lesions at the leaf margins, causing systemic infection and great
loss of quality and yield [98–100]. While some resistant plant resources have been reported
in B. oleracea, few loci/genes have been identified [101–103]. Camargo et al. identified
genomic regions associated with young and adult plant resistance to black rot in linkage
groups 1, 2 and 9 using a population of black rot-resistant cabbage line BI-16 and suscepti-
ble inbred broccoli line OSU Cr-7 [38]. Doullah et al. identified two genomic regions on
LG 2 and LG 9 significantly associated with resistance to black rot, with a disease rating
of populations from susceptible broccoli green commet P09 and resistant Reiho P01 [104].
In a later study using the same plant materials, Tonu et al. improved the previous ge-
netic map and identified three QTLs, XccBo(Reiho)1, XccBo(Reiho)2 and XccBo(Reiho)1, for
resistance to black rot, and the major QTL, XccBo(Reiho)2, was from parent Reiho [105];
comparison using common markers of the previous study by Camargo et al. revealed that
XccBo(Reiho)1 and XccBo(GC)1 may be identical to the previously reported QTLs [104,105].
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Iglesias-Bernabé et al. performed QTL analysis of black rot resistance (Xcc race 1) in the
BolTBDH mapping population and identified four QTLs, including Xcc1.1 showing overlap
with the previously reported cabbage resistance locus BRQTL-C1_1, BRQTL-C1_2 [106],
Xcc6.1 showing overlap with BRQTL-C6, Xcc8.1 showing overlap with XccBo(Reiho)2 [105]
and a novel locus, Xcc9.1 [107]; in addition, this study indicated that resistance might be
related to the synthesis of secondary metabolites [107].

2.5. Secondary Metabolites

Broccoli contains a number of beneficial secondary metabolites, including glucosi-
nolates/sulforaphane, carotenoids, phenolic acids and flavonoids. Several loci/genes
regulating the accumulation of these compounds in broccoli have been identified. Genetic
models of secondary metabolite biosynthesis in Arabidopsis provide a convenient tool for
homologous studies in broccoli [108,109]. Via a homologous cloning strategy, some broccoli
genes are isolated directly, including cytochrome P450 79F1 (CYP79F1), cytochrome P450 83A1
(CYP83A1), UDP-glucosyltransferase 74B1 (UGT74B1), sulfotransferase 18 (ST5b) and flavin-
containing monooxygenase GS-OX1 (FMOGS-OX1), cytochrome P45083B1 (BoCYP83B1),
BoMYB51, GSL-PRO, GSL-ELONG, GSL-ALK, GSL-OH, Myb28 and BoMYB51 for glucosi-
nolate biosynthesis [109–113], and BoPAL, BoDFR, BoTT8 and BoTTG1 for anthocyanin
biosynthesis [114]. Genetic loci determining the variation in these secondary metabolites
were also detected by genetic mapping. Sotelo et al. performed genetic analysis to identify
the genome regions regulating glucosinolate biosynthesis in the DH mapping population
BolTBDH and detected eighty-two significant QTLs for individual and total glucosinolate
synthesis in leaves, seeds and flower buds, and QTL9.2 (proposed candidate as GSL-ALK)
plays a central role in determining glucosinolate variation, showing epistatic interactions
with other loci [115]. Brown et al. constructed a genetic linkage map with a broccoli map-
ping population, identified 14 QTLs associated with the accumulation of aliphatic, indolic
or aromatic glucosinolates in florets, and a locus GSL12 on C09 explains approximately
40% of the phenotypic variability of progoitrin [116]. Li et al. performed genetic mapping
for sulforaphane metabolism with a DH population; 18 QTLs for sulforaphane metabolism
in broccoli florets were identified, and six QTLs among them were detected in more than
one environment [117]. Using the same population previously reported [116], Brown
et al. constructed a genetic linkage map with an SNP array and identified three QTLs
for carotenoid variation in broccoli florets [118]. Gardner et al. performed QTL analysis
saturated with SNP markers in an Illumina 60 K array for total phenolic concentration
and its individual components in the population previously reported by Brown et al. [118]
and obtained twenty-three loci identified in at least two analyses [119]. In the BolTBDH
mapping population, 33 QTLs were identified controlling phenolic concentrations in leaves,
flower buds and seeds [120]. In addition, transcriptome analyses were performed to iden-
tify differentially expressed genes related to glucosinolate metabolism in broccoli seeds,
sprouts and byproducts [121–123].

2.6. Development of Omics Research

Advances in techniques and reduced costs of high-throughput next- and third-generation
sequencing have brought high-throughput tools for genomic-related studies and the improve-
ment of broccoli. In 2014, B. oleracea draft genome-based short reads of the next generation
were released [124,125]; in 2018, the first broccoli (HDEM) reference genome, a high-quality
daft genome based on third-generation nanopore long reads and optical maps, was accessi-
ble [85]. These studies provided information on genome duplication and gene divergence and
the direct prediction of genes related to phytochemicals and morphological variations and, as
mentioned above, provided a reference for high density marker development [97,116,118].
Bulked-segregant analysis combined with whole genome resequencing (BSA-seq) for rapid
gene/QTL mapping and candidate searching [13,32] and omics-related studies exploring
differentially expressed genes/miRNAs related to important traits [26–30,121–123]. In addi-
tion, high-throughput strategies promote KASP marker-based fingerprinting for the essential
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broccoli germplasm [126], genetic diversity and population structure analysis for broccoli
cultivars [11,127], and the genomic and morphological domestication syndrome of broccoli
calabrese landraces, hybrids and sprouting broccoli [11].

2.7. Genome Editing

Genome editing is a powerful tool for efficient and targeted genome manipulations in
living organisms. Depending on the genome editing tools, four engineered nucleases were
developed: Meganucleases [128], zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) [129], transcription activator-
like effector-based nucleases (TALENs) [130] and short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-
associated protein (Cas9) systems [131,132]. CRISPR/Cas9 has proven to be a cost-effective
and versatile tool for precise and efficient genome editing and in recent years, it has been
extensively studied and applied to manipulate desired genes in plants [133]. While it has
been realized in some B. oleracea crops [134,135], genome editing by CRISPR/Cas9 has not
succeeded in complete broccoli background plants. Only one study applied this tool to
broccoli-related plant material DH1012, a doubled haploid genotype from the crossing of
B. oleracea alboglabra (A12DHd) with B. oleracea italica (Green Duke GDDH33), targeting
BolC.GA4.a (Bol038154), resulting in dwarf stature [136,137].

2.8. Genetic Transformation

Agrobacterium-mediated transformation in broccoli was first reported by Metz et al. [138].
In the last decade, this genetic engineering tool has been applied for improving broccoli
regarding (1) insect resistance by the genes cry1A(c), cry1C and cryIA(b); (2) fungal resistance
by the Trichoderma harzianum endochitinase gene, PR-1 and PR-2; (3) abiotic stress resis-
tance by AtHSP101; (4) herbicide resistance by Bar gene; (5) prolonged shelf-life/delayed
postharvest yellowing by ipt (isopentenyl transferase) gene, ACC synthase 1, BoCLH1 and
ACC oxidase gene; and (6) flowering control by CYP86MF, SLG, FCA and CONSTANS, which
has been reviewed by Kumar and Srivastava in 2016 [1]. Thus, we review the advances of
broccoli transgenic improvement in recent years (Table 1).

Table 1. Broccoli improvement by genetic transformation in recent years.

Gene Transferred Origin Recipient Plant Performance References

BoAPX broccoli broccoli
enhanced resistance to downy

mildew
enhanced tolerance to heat stress

[139]

BoWRKY6 broccoli broccoli enhanced resistance to downy
mildew [140]

BoiCesA (RNAi) broccoli broccoli enhanced salt tolerance; dwarf and
smaller leaves [141]

BoC3H broccoli broccoli enhanced salt stress tolerance [142]

BoC3H4 broccoli broccoli enhanced salt stress tolerance;
more susceptible to S. sclerotiorum [143]

BoERF1 broccoli broccoli
enhanced salt stress tolerance;

enhanced resistance to Sclerotinia
stem rot

[144]

cryIAa Bacillus
thuringiensis broccoli resistance to diamondback moth [145]

BoMYB29 wild B. oleracea DH line AG1012, (partial
broccoli background) increased glucosinolate content [146]

BoTSB1, BoTSB2 broccoli Arabidopsis increased glucosinolate content [147]

BroMYB28 (transient
overexpression) broccoli broccoli increased glucoraphanin content [148]
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Table 1. Cont.

Gene Transferred Origin Recipient Plant Performance References

MAM1 broccoli broccoli increased sulforaphane content [149]

FMOGS–OX2 broccoli broccoli increased sulforaphane content [149]

Myrosinase broccoli broccoli increased sulforaphane content [149]

BoiDAD1F (RNAi) broccoli broccoli recoverable male sterility [150]

bol-miR171b broccoli broccoli nearly completely male sterile and
increased the chlorophyll content [151]

2.8.1. Transgenic Breeding for Fungal Resistance

In two independent studies, Jiang et al. generated transgenic broccoli plants overex-
pressing the cytosolic ascorbate peroxidase gene BoAPX and the WRKY transcription factor
gene BoWRKY6; both of them obtained enhanced resistance to downy mildew [139,140].
BoAPX-overexpressing broccoli, with a lower level of electrical conductivity and a higher
level of APX enzyme activity, exhibited significantly higher resistance to Hyaloperonospora
parasitica infection, as well as to heat stress, than wild-type plants [139]. BoWRKY6-
overexpressing broccoli exhibited significantly increased resistance to downy mildew
but varied from low to very high [140]; two of them, lines BWK14 and BWK31, exhibited
very high resistance to downy mildew [140].

2.8.2. Transgenic Breeding for Abiotic Stress Resistance

Li et al. generated RNAi transgenic broccoli lines targeting the cellulose synthase gene
BoiCesA; the BoiCesA knockdown plants showed a loss of cellulose content and significantly
enhanced salt tolerance, and the expression of related genes (BoiProH, BoiPIP2;2, BoiPIP2;3)
was significantly changed but also displayed phenotypic defects characterized by dwarfs
and smaller leaves [141].

In three independent studies, Jiang et al. reported that the overexpression of the
C3H-type zinc finger genes BoC3H and BoC3H4 and the ethylene response transcription
factor gene BoERF1 enhanced salt stress tolerance [142–144]. The BoC3H-overexpression
lines exhibited higher germination rates, dry weight and chlorophyll content under salt
stress and less cell death in the leaves due to the decreased hydrogen peroxide level,
relative electrical conductivity and malondialdehyde contents but increased free proline
content and catalase, peroxidase and superoxide dismutase enzyme activities [142]. The
BoC3H4-overexpression lines exhibited increased salinity stress tolerance, with an increase
in proline and H2O2 and a decrease in chlorophyll loss, MDA and REC compared with
WT plants; however, the lines were more susceptible to S. sclerotiorum, possibly due to
the inhibited expression of the BoPDF1.2 gene [143]. The BoERF1-overexpression lines
exhibited a higher seed germination rate and less chlorophyll loss under salt stress, with
less cell death in the leaves similar to the BoC3H-overexpression lines; in addition, the
transgenic lines showed enhanced resistance to Sclerotinia stem rot [144].

2.8.3. Transgenic Breeding for Insect Resistance

Transgenic broccoli for insect resistance was extensively studied in the late 1990s and
the beginning of the 21st century [1], but in recent years there have been few related studies.
Kumar et al. generated transgenic broccoli overexpressing cryIAa, which showed effective
resistance to infestation by diamondback moth (Plutella xylostella) larvae [145].

2.8.4. Transgenic Breeding for Enriched Glucosinolate/Sulforaphane Content

In recent years, improving the anticancer metabolite glucosinolate/sulforaphane con-
tent in broccoli by the genetic engineering of biosynthesis-/regulation-related genes has
increased [146–149,152]. Zuluaga et al. reported that the overexpression of BoMYB29 in
DH line AG1012 resulted in the upregulation of the aliphatic glucosinolate pathway and
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higher production of methylsulphinylalkyl glucosinolates, including glucoraphanin [146].
Li et al. isolated two tryptophan synthase beta subunit (TSB) genes from broccoli and
generated overexpression lines of BoTSB1 or BoTSB2 in Arabidopsis, which showed accu-
mulation of tryptophan, indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and indole glucosinolates; this study
provides a target for improving glucosinolates, but no broccoli transgenic plants were
generated [147]. Studies on BroMYB28 revealed its possible role in the biosynthesis of
glucoraphanin [152], but its function was not proven in broccoli until 2019 [148]. Agrobac-
terium-mediated transient overexpression of BroMYB28 in broccoli results in the accumu-
lation of glucoraphanin [148]. Cao et al. generated transgenic broccoli by overexpressing
MAM1, FMOGS–OX2 and Myrosinase independently or in triple [149]. Compared with
wild-type plants, independent transgenes of MAM1 FMOGS–OX2 and Myrosinase enhanced
sulforaphane content by 1.7–3.4-, 1.6–2.7- and 3.7-fold, while transgenic plants with the
triple gene enhanced sulforaphane content by 1.86–5.5-fold [149].

2.8.5. Transgenic Breeding for Manipulating Male Fertility

Creation of a new male-sterile type by genetic engineering strategies can rapidly
provide alternative resources for hybrid seed production. Male-sterile transgenic broccoli
was reported by Chen et al. via RNAi of the jasmonic acid pathway gene BoiDAD1F [150].
These transgenic plants showed male sterility under normal conditions but recovered
to fertility when treated with exogenous JA and were thus suitable for utilization in a
two-line seed production system [150]. Li et al. reported that the overexpression of a
microRNA bol-miR171b in broccoli resulted in nearly complete male sterility and increased
the chlorophyll content [151].

3. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

In recent years, progress has been made in the molecular breeding of broccoli for
agronomic traits, secondary metabolites, male sterility, abiotic stress resistance, disease
resistance and insect resistance. MAS facilitates the breeding of heat-stress-resistant vari-
eties and clubroot-resistant varieties. However, the molecular breeding of broccoli is still
restrained by a lack of basic research and an unknown genetic basis of most desirable traits.
Future research on the molecular breeding of broccoli may pay attention to the following
aspects.

3.1. Mining Functional Loci/Genes

Some linked markers and mapped genes/QTLs for desirable traits have been reported,
and with the development of sequencing technology in recent years, candidates have
been predicted for mapped genes/QTLs. Omics technologies, such as transcriptomics,
proteomics and metabolomics, have been employed to understand the mechanism of
desirable traits. Despite efforts, quite a few genes in broccoli have been cloned and
functionally verified. Further research should focus on mining and functionally verifying
more genes/QTLs for guiding and promoting the breeding work of broccoli: (1) As the
most desirable traits in broccoli are controlled by complex QTLs, secondary mapping
populations, including near-isogenic lines, introgression lines and chromosome segment
substitution lines, should be developed for fine mapping and isolation of these genes; (2)
by reverse genetics approaches, released databases and advanced sequencing technology
can be used to identify more functional genes; and (3) the obtained target genes, neither
from fine mapping nor homology cloning, should be verified by transient expression or
genetic transformation.

3.2. Improving Broccoli by Landraces or Other B. oleracea Subspecies

Modern broccoli has very narrow genetic diversity, which may cause undesirable
quality, yield and resistance. Broccoli landraces (especially from Italy) and other subspecies
provide diverse genetic resources with promising traits, such as differential heading type,
differential flowering/maturation time, high glucosinolate content and strong disease
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resistance. Desirable genes can be introduced by MAS from landraces/different subspecies
to breeding materials to improve the quality and extend the genetic diversity of broccoli. A
particular case is the head compactness of calabrese broccoli, the most popular broccoli
type; in recent decades, head compactness of this broccoli has been significantly enhanced
for easy transport and storage, which may be improved via genomic fragment introgression
from cauliflower (no published literature).

3.3. Introducing Disease Resistance Genes from Related Species

Broccoli lacks resistance to some devastating diseases, such as clubroot and black
rot. To guard broccoli genotypes against these diseases, distant hybridization and MAS
can be used to introduce pyramid resistance genes/loci from related species. The club-
root pathogen P. brassicae evolved many physiological races showing different infection
responses on host plants. Only one resistant locus, CRa for race 4, has been introduced from
B. rapa, which is not enough for sustainable production of broccoli under the threat of other
P. brassicae races. More resistance genes/loci should be introduced from related species,
such as turnip, radish and rapeseed, and pyramided in broccoli. For black rot disease,
strong resistance sources have been reported in the A and B genomes of Brassica species,
and moderate clubroot resistance has been reported in the C genome of cabbage. These
resistance genes/loci can be introduced from Brassica carinata and cabbage to broccoli.

3.4. Improving the CRISPR/Cas9 Genome Editing System

The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been proven to be a highly efficient genome editing
method in plants. In recent years, this genome editing system has been successfully applied
in many crops, including rice, maize, soybean and tomato, for gene function studies and
crop improvement, such as high yield, disease resistance, herbicide resistance, ideal plant
architecture and other desirable traits. However, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has not been
established in broccoli; thus, future studies should pay more attention to improving and
employing the CRISPR/Cas9 system for broccoli improvement.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/horticulturae7090280/s1, Table S1: Genetic mapping of genes/QTLs in broccoli.
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Abstract: Fruit and vegetable crops are rich in dietary fibre, vitamins and minerals, which are vital
to human health. However, many biotic stressors (such as pests and diseases) and abiotic stressors
threaten crop growth, quality, and yield. Traditional breeding strategies for improving crop traits
include a series of backcrosses and selection to introduce beneficial traits into fine germplasm, this
process is slow and resource-intensive. The new breeding technique known as clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-CRISPR-associated protein-9 (Cas9) has the potential
to improve many traits rapidly and accurately, such as yield, quality, disease resistance, abiotic
stress tolerance, and nutritional aspects in crops. Because of its simple operation and high mutation
efficiency, this system has been applied to obtain new germplasm resources via gene-directed
mutation. With the availability of whole-genome sequencing data, and information about gene
function for important traits, CRISPR-Cas9 editing to precisely mutate key genes can rapidly generate
new germplasm resources for the improvement of important agronomic traits. In this review, we
explore this technology and its application in fruit and vegetable crops. We address the challenges,
existing variants and the associated regulatory framework, and consider future applications.

Keywords: CRISPR/Cas; gene knockout; genome editing; germplasm resource; precision editing;
regulatory framework; trait improvement

1. Introduction

Fruit and vegetable crops are rich in cellulose, vitamins, trace elements, minerals, and
other important nutrients, which are essential in the human diet [1]. However, climate
and environmental changes potentially threaten the production and supply of fruits and
vegetables [2]. Humans have long domesticated and cultivated wild species. Cross-
breeding technology enables breeders to improve varieties by crossing selected dominant
varieties [3]. However, with long-term artificial selection, the shortcomings of conventional
breeding become increasingly prominent, mainly in the excessive dependence on naturally
occurring allelic variation. There are limited genetic germplasm resources for improving
target traits, and conventional breeding can expose many adverse traits, thereby reducing
breeding efficiency [4]. Although traditional breeding can produce new vegetable cultivars
with high yield, good quality and disease resistance, with the increasing global population
and continuous food-supply demands, it is important to rapidly select new varieties to
meet market demands [5]. The development and application of emerging methods in crop
biotechnology can promote high-efficiency and precise varietal breeding [6].

Genetic engineering has been used to improve the responses to biotic and abiotic stress,
and to improve the quality of fruits and vegetables. In 1994, a storage resistant transgenic
tomato was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [7]. For papaya, 80%
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of the market was supplied with high-yield transgenic papaya with high resistance to
the cyclic spot virus [8]. However, in order to ensure safety in planting processes and
product consumption, genetically modified (GM) plant development and application are
strictly legislated and regulated, greatly delaying the development to market of transgenic
cultivars [9]. In 2013, CRISPR-Cas-mediated gene editing was developed as a tool to study
plant gene function. Over the next two years, many new gene-edited crop germplasm
resources emerged. In 2016, the US FDA approved the CRISPR gene editing of a waxy corn
null segregant line and an anti-browning mushroom (Agaricus bisporus) for the market,
without applying the strict regulatory process required for GM crops [10,11]. This indicates
that CRISPR gene editing has already succeeded in promoting the development of crop
cultivars.

In this review, we summarise the mechanisms underlying CRISPR technology, recent
applications in fruit and vegetable crops, and improvements in CRISPR-Cas systems. We
further outline CRISPR-associated regulatory frameworks that enable commercialisation
of gene edited crops in different countries. Finally, we discuss the future challenges and
opportunities for introducing desirable alleles and improving many traits.

1.1. The Discovery and Development of CRISPR Technology

CRISPR-associated (Cas) genes were first discovered in the Escherichia coli genome in
1987 and were officially named by the Dutch scientist who identified them [12]. In 2005,
it was discovered that many CRISPR spacers consist of short sequences that are highly
homologous with sequences originating from extrachromosomal DNA. The Cas-encoded
protein can combine with the CRISPR transcription products and with the homologous
foreign DNA sequences to form a protein–RNA complex, which can cut the foreign DNA
fragments. The primary function of the CRISPR complex in bacteria and archaea is to
integrate specific fragments of exogenous DNA (from invading phages or other sources)
into their own genomes to become interval sequences. During subsequent invasion by
foreign DNA, the specific recognition system is then activated, providing an acquired
immune defence function [13–15].

CRISPR-Cas technology has been successfully applied to the editing of human, animal,
and plant genomes, and has been developed for use in drug screening, animal domes-
tication, and food science research [16–18]. There are three main types of CRISPR-Cas
systems. Types I and III use a large multi-Cas protein complex for interference [19]. Type II
requires only a simple effector-module architecture to accomplish interference via its two
signature nuclease domains, RuvC and HNH [20]. Among various CRISPR nucleases, type
II Cas9 from Streptococcus pyogenes (SpCas9) is the most widely used in CRISPR-Cas tech-
nology [21]. The sgRNA-Cas complex recognises the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) and
Cas9 cleaves the target DNA to generate a double-strand break (DSB), triggering cellular
DNA repair mechanisms (Figure 1). In eukaryotes, DSBs have two main repair mechanisms.
The first is nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ). In the absence of a homologous repair tem-
plate, the NHEJ repair pathway is activated at the DSB site, thus disrupting gene function.
The second is homology directed repair (HDR). If a donor DNA template homologous to
the sequence surrounding the DSB site is available, the HDR pathway is initiated, precisely
introducing specific mutations such as insertion or replacement of desired sequences into
the break sites [22]. Using a donor DNA as a template, gene targeting (GT) can precisely
modify a target locus to repair DNA DSBs.

Several strategies are used to improve the homologous recombination frequency
between a genomic target and an exogenous homologous template donor. Most of the
strategies focus on enhancing the number of donor repair templates using virus repli-
cons [23], suppressing the NHEJ pathway [24], and timing DSB induction at target sites to
coincide with donor repair template delivery in plant cells [25]. Finally, the recombination
frequency can be enhanced by treatment with Rad51-stimulatory compound1 (RS-1) [26].
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Figure 1. The potential applications of CRISPR-Cas systems in genome editing. CRISPR-Cas systems
mediated genome modification depending on the two main double-strand break (DSB) repair path-
ways. Indel mutation and gene deletion are outcomes of the dominant nonhomologous end joining
(NHEJ) repair pathway. Gene insertion, correction, and replacement, using a DNA donor template,
are outcomes of the homology directed repair (HDR) pathway.

1.2. Development of the CRISPR-Cas System in Plant Studies

Since the CRISPR-Cas system was first adopted for plant genetic engineering in 2013,
numerous efforts have been made to develop it into a more powerful tool, for instance,
to enable precisely targeted DNA mutations or genetic modifications [27]. CRISPR-Cas
can now target the open reading frame, untranslated region, and promoter region of a
target coding gene, as well as noncoding RNAs [28–30]. Single-base mutations at genomic
targets have also been achieved by nickase Cas9 (nCas9) or catalytically inactive Cas9
(dead Cas9; dCas9) variants fused with cytosine or adenine deaminases, without inducing
DSBs [31]. Cas9 proteins have been developed extensively to broaden PAM preferences.
Cas9 orthologs which possess not only the canonical NGG PAM, but also NG and other
PAMs, will expand the repertoire of CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing in plants [32].

1.3. CRISPR-Cas9 in Fruit and Vegetable Crop Improvement

In 2014, CRSPR-Cas9 was used to create the first needle-leaf mutant in tomato, by
knocking out Argonaute 7 [33]. Many studies have since been published on its possible
applications in protecting plants against biotic and abiotic stresses, and improving fruit
quality, plant architecture, and shelf life [34]. Currently, the system is in the research stage
for many fruits and vegetables crops, such as cabbage, mustard, tomato, and watermelon.

Most gene-editing studies have evaluated mutation efficiency in terms of the number
of albino plants obtained after mutation of the endogenous phytoene desaturase (PDS) gene.
The disruption of PDS impairs the production of chlorophyll and carotenoid, generating
an easily identifiable albinism phenotype in plants. However, the products of gene editing
obtained in this way have no economic value [35–37]. Because of its high economic value
and the availability of Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, tomato has become a
model crop for testing CRISPR-Cas9 applications (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. CRISPR-Cas9 mediated genome editing. (I) Selection of the desired genomic DNA target,
and recognition of protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequences before 20 bp sequences. Design of
the sgRNA using online bioinformatics tools. (II) Cloning of designed sgRNAs, and binary vector
construction using promoters. (III) The delivery of CRISPR-Cas editing reagents into plant cells.
The vector can be transferred into the plant via Agrobacterium tumefaciens, nanoparticles, biolistic
bombardment, or polyethylene glycol (PEG). Alternatively, plant RNA viruses have been used to
induce heritable genome editing. When the cassette harbouring the sgRNA, RNA mobile element,
and tobacco rattle virus (TRV) is transformed into the Cas9 expressing plants, the systemic spread
of sgRNA will introduce heritable genome editing. (IV) Plant transformation and development of
transgenic plants. (V) Genotyping of transgenic plants. (VI) Transgene-free plants with the desired
mutation are obtained.

1.3.1. Improvement of Biotic Stress Resistance

Two strategies have been used to improve plant resistance to viruses: (1) designing
sgRNAs and targeting the virus genome; or (2), modifying the fruit crop genes in the
antiviral pathway. The binding of virus genome linked protein (VPg) to the plant protein
‘eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E’ (eIF4E) is key in Y virus infection of plants.
Mutation of a key site of eIF4E can affect the virus–plant interaction, and mediate plant
resistance to this virus [38]. In cucumbers, using CRISPR-Cas to target the N′ and C′ ends
of eIF4E-produced nontransgenic homozygous plants in the T3 generation; these showed
immunity to cucumber vein yellow virus and pumpkin mosaic virus, and resistance to
papaya ring spot mosaic virus (PRSV-W) [39].

CRISPR-Cas9 can generate mutations in the coding and noncoding regions of gem-
inivirus, effectively reducing its pathogenicity. In Nicotiana benthamiana, sgRNA-Cas9
constructs target beet severe curly top virus (a geminivirus), inhibiting its accumulation
in leaves [40]. Geminivirus noncoding-region mutations are believed to reduce or even
inhibit its replication ability. Compared with coding-region mutations, noncoding-region
mutations generate fewer viral variants [41].

Fungi cause many diseases, potentially causing severe losses in crop yield and quality.
For instance, downy and powdery mildews cause serious economic losses in tomato [42].
Arabidopsis thaliana DMR6 (down mildew resistant) is a member of the 2-oxoglutarate
oxygenase Fe(II)-dependent superfamily and is involved in salicylic acid homeostasis.
Overexpression of DMR6 in plants can reduce susceptibility to downy mildew [43]. The
DMR6 mutation obtained using CRISPR-Cas9 to knock out the homologous genes in
tomato showed resistance to Pseudomonas syringae, Phytophthora and Xanthomonas spp. [44].
Mlo1 (Mildew resistant locus 1) encodes a membrane-associated protein and is a powdery
mildew disease-sensitivity gene. In tomato, Mlo1 mutants obtained via gene editing
exhibited resistance to the powdery mildew Oidium neolycopersici. Further, a mutant free of
mlo1 T-DNA was obtained by selfing T0 generation plants [45].
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The fungal pathogen Fusarium oxysporum can cause Fusarium wilt disease in fruit and
vegetable crops [46]. In tomatoes, Solyc08g075770-knockout via CRISPR-Cas9 resulted in
sensitivity to Fusarium wilt disease [47]. In watermelons, the knockout of Clpsk1, encoding
the Phytosulfokine (PSK) precursor, confers enhanced resistance to Fusarium oxysporum
f.sp.niveum (FON) [48]. Botrytis cinerea, an airborne plant pathogen that infects fruit and
vegetable crops, causes great economic losses. Its initial symptoms are not obvious, and
the lack of effective pesticides makes its prevention and control difficult. Pathogens
can be effectively controlled in crops by the use of genetic resources that convey heritable
resistance. In tomatoes, mutations in MAPK3 (mitogen-activated protein kinase 3) produced
using CRISPR-Cas9 induce resistance to Botrytis cinerea [49].

The bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae causes leaf spot diseases in crops, severely
impacting the yield and sensory qualities of fruits and vegetables. In Arabidopsis thaliana,
CRISPR-Cas9 was used to mutate the C-terminal jasmonate domain (JAZ2Δjas) of JAZ2
(jasmonate ZIM domain protein 2), causing expression of JAZ2 repressors; these repressors
confer resistance to Pseudomonas syringae [50].

1.3.2. Abiotic Stress Resistance Improvement

With climate change, crop production is exposed to increased potential risks of abiotic
stress. Although traditional breeding can to some extent ensure stable crop production, the
application of new technologies to rapidly obtain new crop germplasm resources capable of
responding to abiotic stress is essential for accelerating the cultivation of new varieties [51].
The emergence of CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing has shortened the time required to create new
varieties. Brassinazole-resistant 1 gene (BZR1) participates in various brassinosteroid (BR)
mediated development processes. The CRISPR mediated mutation in BZR1 impaired the
induction of RESPIRATORY BURST OXIDASE HOMOLOG1(RBOH1) and the production
of H2O2. Exogenous H2O2 recovered the heat tolerance in tomato bzr1 mutant [52]. Further,
new cold- and drought-tolerant germplasms can be created using gene-editing, for instance,
of CBF1 (C-repeat binding factor 1), which regulates cold tolerance in plants, and MAPK3,
which participates in the drought stress response to protect plant cell membranes from
peroxidative damage in tomatoes [53,54].

1.3.3. Herbicide Resistance Improvement

Weeds are an important cause of stress that affect vegetable yield and quality, and
selective herbicides are often used to control weed growth during cultivation. To obtain
herbicide-resistant fruits and vegetables for field production, CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing
was used for site-directed mutagenesis of the herbicide target gene acetolactate synthase
(ALS) in watermelon, yielding a herbicide-resistant watermelon germplasm [55]. Cytidine
base editing (CBE) was used for cytidine editing of key ALS sites in tomato and potato,
resulting in amino acid mutations. Up to 71% of edited tomato plants exhibited resistance
to the pesticide chlorsulfuron, and of the edited tomato and potato plants, 12% and 10%,
respectively, were free of GM components [56]. Phelipanche aegyptiaca, an obligate weedy
plant parasite, requires the host roots to release the plant hormone strigolactone (SL) to
promote seed germination; CRISPR-Cas9 was used to mutate carotenoid dioxygenase
8 (CCD8), a key enzyme in the carotenoid synthesis pathway that produces SLs in tomato,
and More Axillary Growth1 (MAX1), which is involved in the synthesis of SLs, thereby
significantly reducing SL content, and creating P. aegyptiaca-resistant tomato plants [57,58].

1.3.4. Fruit and Vegetable Quality Improvement

The primary goal in fruit and vegetable breeding is to improve quality and prolong
shelf life after harvest. Quality refers to both external and internal factors. External quality
refers to fruit size, colour, and texture, which can be discerned by the naked eye. Internal
quality must be measured using equipment, and includes the levels of nutrients such as
sugars, vitamins, and bioactive compounds including lycopene, anthocyanins, and malate.
For example, in tomato, the ovary locule number, which determines 50% of the genetic
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variation in fruit size, is determined by multiple QTLs [59]. Researchers at Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory designed eight sgRNAs and used CRISPR-Cas9 to edit the promoter
region of the tomato CLAVATA-WUSCHEL (CLV-WUS) stem cell gene CLV3 to obtain
fruits that are larger and more numerous than wild-type fruits [60]; editing of fruit-size
determining QTLs, such as the QTLs for locule number (lc) and fasciated number (fas),
generated germplasm resources with an increased number of locules [61].

Fruit and vegetable colour and texture are important traits for consumers. For exam-
ple, European and American consumers prefer red tomatoes, whereas Asian consumers
prefer pink tomatoes [62,63]. CRISPR-Cas was used to modify phytoene synthase 1 (PSY1),
MYB transcription factor 12 (MYB12), and anthocyanin 2 (ANT2) to obtain yellow, pink,
and purple tomatoes, respectively [64–66]. The carotenoid isomerase gene of Chinese
kale (BoaCRTISO) is responsible for catalysis, then conversion of lycopene precursors to
lycopene. When BoaCRTISO was targeted and edited, the colour of mutants changed from
green to yellow [67]. The primary goal of improving the intrinsic quality of fruits and veg-
etables is to improve their nutrient and bioactive compound content. Carbohydrates and
vitamins are essential nutrients. Many genes are involved in the synthesis and metabolism
of sucrose and carotenoids. One of the carotenoids, provitamin A, can be absorbed by the
human body and converted into vitamin A. For example, CRISPR-Cas was used to knock
out MPK20 (mitogen-activated protein kinase 20), blocking the transcription and protein
products of multiple genes in the sucrose metabolism pathway [68]. Biofortification, the
biotechnological improvement of the absorption, transport, and metabolism of minerals by
plants, increases the levels of micronutrients that are beneficial to human health; long-term
consumption of these micronutrients can effectively prevent cardiovascular disease and
cancer [69].

Anthocyanins [70], malate [71], γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) [72], and lycopene [73]
are bioactive compounds. Adjusting key metabolic-pathway-related genes via CRISPR-
Cas9 can enrich these nutrients in fruits. For example, in tomatoes, butylamine content
was increased 19-fold through editing multiple genes in the GABA synthesis pathway,
and malate content was improved by regulating aluminium-activated malate transporter
(ALMT9) [72].

CRISPR-Cas9 can also be used to reduce the content of substances in vegetables
that are not conducive to human health, by targeting mutations that inactivate genes
in biosynthetic pathways. In potato tubers, for example, excessive content of steroidal
glycoalkaloids (SGAs), such as α-solanine and α-chaconine, affects their taste and makes
them less safe for human consumption, hence low content is an indicator of high quality.
CRISPR-Cas9 was used to delete St16DOX (steroid 16α-hydroxylase) in the potato SGA
biosynthetic pathway, resulting in SGA-free potato lines [74].

Prolonged shelf-life is an important breeding goal in fruit and vegetable production.
CRISPR was used to knock out ripening inhibitor (RIN) or DNA demethylase (DNA
demethylase 2, DML2) to slow fruit ripening, thereby prolonging their shelf life. However,
regulating these two genes in fruit alters peel colour and reduces flavour and nutritional
value, severely reducing the fruit’s palatability and sensory qualities [75,76]. In tomatoes,
inhibiting the expression of the pectate lyase (PL) and alcobaca (ALC) genes effectively
extended shelf life, without affecting the sensory qualities or nutritional value [77,78].

1.3.5. Application of CRISPR-Cas9 to Crop Domestication

The domestication of wild species into commercial cultivated species requires changes
in numerous crop traits, including seed setting, size, consistency of maturation, flowering,
photoperiod sensitivity, and the nutritional value of the fruit [79]. Plant domestication
mostly affects the genes controlling plant morphology, plant growth habit, floral induction,
fruit size and number, dispersal, and architecture, as well as the nutritional composition.
To achieve the ideotype, alleles controlling favourable nutritional attributes and stress
resilience from wild relatives are introduced into cultivated species via traditional domes-
tication technology, but this process is very time-consuming in bringing about changes
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to many loci. With its ability to precisely manipulate the genome, CRISPR-Cas9 can
substantially accelerate de novo domestication.

The tomato is a model crop for artificial domestication using CRISPR-Cas9. In tomato
plants, the joint is a weak region of the stem which allows the fruit to drop from the
plant, making the fruit prone to fall after ripening, thus improving seed dispersal. Many
years of artificial domestication based on harvesting habits has generated cultivars with
jointless fruit stems, in which the fruit do not fall after maturation [79,80]. Roldan et al. [81]
used CRISPR-Cas to mutate MBP21 (MADS-box protein 21), obtaining a new jointless
germplasm resource.

Parthenocarpy (fertilisation-independent seedless fruit development) is an important
agronomic fruit and vegetable trait and can help ensure stable yield in fluctuating envi-
ronments. It satisfies consumer preferences for seedless over seeded fruits and provides
savings in energy consumption when separating the seeds for industrial production. In
tomatoes, SlAGL6 (SlAGAMOUS-like 6) is essential for parthenocarpy during high tem-
perature stress. SlAGL6-mutant plants grow normally and have the same fruit weight
and morphology as wild-type plants. Therefore, this gene is an important resource for
creating new parthenocarpic germplasms. Homozygous or biallelic mutant plants ob-
tained by modifying SlAGL6 produced parthenocarpic fruits and fruits with a maximum
of 10 seeds, respectively [82]. CRISPR-Cas has also been used to knock out SlARF7 (auxin
response factor 7) and SlIAA9 (indole-3-acetic acid inducible 9) to obtain seedless tomatoes.
Seedless tomatoes are obtained from the T0 generation of the biallelic and homozygous
SlIAA9-mutant Micro-Tom cultivar and the commercial Ailsa Craig cultivar [83,84].

Plant yield depends primarily on the number of flowers, which in turn is determined
by inflorescence structure. BOP (blade-on-petiole) is homologous to genes associated with
leaf complexity and silique dehiscence in tomato and Arabidopsis. Knocking out BOP
via CRISPR-Cas9 altered inflorescence morphology. CRISPR-Bop1/2/3 triple mutants
flower faster and have simpler inflorescence structure than wild-type plants [85]. The
site-directed editing of six key genes that determine yield in wild tomatoes (Solanum
pimpinellifolium) has resulted in morphological changes in aspects such as size, fruit number,
and nutritional composition [86]. In domesticated wild tomatoes, genes associated with
morphology, number of flowers, fruit yield, and vitamin C synthesis have been improved
by editing their coding sequences, cis-regulatory sequences, and upstream open reading
frames [81]. APETALA2a (AP2a), NON-RIPENING (NOR), and FRUITFULL (FUL1/TDR4
and FUL2/MBP7) have been modified to accelerate tomato maturation, producing plants
that mature earlier in natural environments [87].

Crop sensitivity to photoperiod restricts their planting areas and regulating the
photoperiod-associated genes can accelerate domestication. The disruption of self-pruning
5G (SP5G) generated a rapid surge in flowering that leads to an early fruit harvest [88].

Dwarf-crop breeding is an important direction in domestication research, as dwarf
plants are resistant to lodging under high wind conditions. Compared with normal plants,
it is more convenient to pick fruits from dwarfed plants [89]. Dwarf plants transport
nutrients more readily over the shorter distances from the roots to the leaves [89]. The
application of CRISPR-Cas9 technology in the genomes of several commercially important
fruit and vegetables has been achieved as outlined in Table 1.
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1.4. Improvements to CRISPR-Cas9 Gene-Editing Systems
1.4.1. Production of Non-GM Plants Using CRISPR-Cas9 Gene Editing

Most fruit crops have heterozygous genotypes, hybrid incompatibility, and long
growth periods. Some have complex triploid or polyploid genomes [90]. During the last
20 years, innovative breeding technology employing genetic engineering has provided a
favourable way to accelerate crop improvement for such species [91]. For example, the
introduction of foreign DNA fragments when creating transgenic lines may block the
function of endogenous genes and affect the expression of adjacent genes. In contrast to
transgenic approaches, CRISPR/Cas9 technology is able to generate nontransgenic plants.
Because CRISPR/Cas9 expression cassettes and their target sites are located at different
positions of the genome, segregation and removal of the CRISPR/Cas9 cassettes is possible
via subsequent selfing or crossing; however, this is not feasible in most fruit crops, because
of their complex, highly heterozygous, and polyploid genomes, and because they are
usually vegetatively propagated.

Fruit trees have a long juvenile stage and take several years to reach the reproduc-
tive stage. In such cases, the CRISPR/Cas9 components can be transiently expressed in
the nucleus and function for a short time to induce precise mutations. This means that
transgene-free edited plants can be generated, since the CRISPR/Cas9 expression cassette
is not integrated into the genome. Currently, the overall efficiency of the transient system
for the production of T-DNA-free edited apple lines is very low (0.4%) [92]; thus, the next
step is to improve editing efficiency and to make this system suitable for other crops.

Preassembled CRISPR-Cas-sgRNA ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) can be delivered into
plant cells and used for genome editing without the integration of foreign DNA because of
degradation by endogenous proteases [93]. The protoplast transformation technique has
been used to transform grape, apple, and lettuce with purified Cas9 RNPs. Sequencing
analysis of transformed cells revealed mutagenesis efficiencies of 0.1 to 6.9% in grapevine
and apple; however, due to the poor regeneration ability of protoplasts, no plants were
regenerated [93,94].

Two methods have been used to obtain transgene-free plants with mutations via
CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing. The first is based on the site-specific recombinase flippase
(Flp) [95], which recognises 34 bp-long flippase recognition target site (FRT) sequences. The
Flp/FRT system has been extensively used to remove undesired transgenic components in
transgenic apple [96,97]. The second removal method relies on the Cas9 enzyme cleavage
mechanism. Two additional synthetic target sites, referred to as cleavage target sites, were
added next to the left border (LB) and right border (RB) sites of the CRISPR/Cas9 vector.
When plants are transformed using CRISPR/Cas9, the Cas9 cleavage activity not only edits
the endogenous target site, but also removes T-DNA by inserting two additional cleavage
target sites, thereby resulting in T-DNA-free plants [98].

1.4.2. Novel Variants of Cas Protein and Applications

In commonly used CRISPR-Cas9 systems, the Streptococcus pyogenes (SpCas9)-gRNA
complex generally recognises the region 20 nt upstream of the PAM sequence (5′-NGG-3′).
To broaden the Cas9 protein recognition sequence and reduce the off-target editing rate,
several approaches have been used to broaden PAM compatibility and enhance speci-
ficity. These approaches are based on the structural characteristics of SpCas9 binding
to gRNA and target DNA. For example, the Cas9 variants SpCas9-VQR (NGA-PAM),
SpCas9-EQR (NGAG-PAM), and SpCas9-VRER (NGCG-PAM) functioned, but their cleav-
age activity levels were lower compared to that of the wild-type SpCas9 in Arabidopsis and
rice [99–102]. SpCas9-NG has a broader recognition sequence with enhanced compatibil-
ity, recognising NG-PAM, and has successfully generated targeted mutations in rice and
Arabidopsis [103–105].

The variants SpCas9-HF1, eSpCas9, and HypaCas9 have been developed to enhance
Cas9 protein-cleavage specificity. They show reduced off-target editing activities, indicating
high specificity in plant cells [106–108]. Cas9 protein-directed evolution has been developed
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for Cas9 engineering, conferring high-specificity engineered SpCas9 proteins such as
xCas9 [109], evoCas9 [110], and Sniper-Cas9 [111]. xCas9 recognises the NG, GAA, and
GAT PAM sequences. Although the gRNA containing these PAM sequences can be mutated
in plants, the mutation efficiencies and the preferences for different corresponding PAM
sequences differ between cells. For example, the cleavage activity of xCas9 is lower in
rice callus than in mammalian cells [112], and xCas9 does not recognise the NG-PAM
sequence in tomatoes [32]. Cas9-NG has a stronger cleavage activity than xCas9, especially
at CGG, AGC, TGA, and CGT sequence recognition sites [98], making Cas9-NG more
suitable for genome editing at the NG-PAM site in plants. The single-base editing system
developed based on Cas9 variants (SpCas9-NG and SpCas9-VQR) has been applied to
precise base-editing of plant genomes [103,113].

At present, the most commonly used Cas9 protein comes from Streptococcus pyogenes,
in order to broaden the Cas9 protein recognition sequence, orthologous Cas9 proteins have
been isolated from other bacteria; for instance, NmCas9 has been isolated from Neisse-
ria meningitidis [114], SaCas9 from Staphylococcus aureus [115], StCas9 from Streptococcus
thermophilus [116], FnCas9 from Francisella novicida [117], and CjCas9 from Campylobacter
jejuni [118]. These proteins are smaller than SpCas9, which is an advantage in cassette de-
livery. In Arabidopsis, the SaCas9 and SpCas9 systems do not interfere with each other [119],
so they can fully utilise Cas9 orthologues that recognise different PAM sequences. Such
simultaneous targeting by Cas9 orthologues with different PAM sequences would enable
multiplex genome engineering by simultaneously targeting more than one site.

With the continued discovery and investigation of the functions of CRISPR protein
family members, new types of Cas proteins have been discovered including the type VI
CRISPR-Cas system Cas13 (C2c2) protein, which recognises RNA sequences and exhibits
RNA editing activity without altering the genome sequence [120,121]. This system has
been successfully applied to knockout gene function in rice and tobacco and promote
resistance to RNA viruses in Arabidopsis [121,122]. Likewise, the CRISPR-Cas13 system
created RNA-guided immunity against RNA viruses in plants. Type V CRISPR-Cas systems,
such as Cas12c, Cas12g, Cas12h, Cas12i, and Cas14, are distinguished according to the
type of their target template (ssRNA, ssDNA, dsDNA, or ssDNA) and cleavage activity
strength. Their functions range from dsDNA nicking and cleavage, and can have collateral
cleavage activity on ssRNA, ssDNA, dsDNA, and ssDNA [123,124]. In short, the functional
differentiation of these Cas protein variants can be used to target mutations in different
nucleic acid types, induce a small number of 100 kb sequence deletions, and expand the
repertoire of plant genome-editing tools.

1.5. Regulatory Framework of CRISPR-Cas-Edited Crops

During CRISPR-Cas gene editing of plants, Cas cuts the target sequence to produce
double-strand breaks, resulting in the loss of gene function. The CRISPR-Cas technique
has been utilised to create modifications in the genome that are identical to natural genetic
variation [94]. Similarly, in HDR (homologous DNA repair) of CRISPR-Cas-mediated
dsDNA fragmentation, exogenously provided homologous DNA sequences are deemed
transgenic; however, when the repair template is derived from the genes from the same
species and related interbreeding species, the resultant crops are not regarded as transgenic
crops [125]. Nevertheless, the regulatory framework regarding NHEJ and HDR-mediated
gene editing contains differing definitions.

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), FDA, and Environmental Pro-
tection Agency state that the removal of transgenic elements in plants by CRISPR-mediated
editing is equivalent to crop improvement by conventional breeding programs, and crops
generated in this way are thus not considered GMOs for regulatory purposes [126]. In
2016, the USDA approved the marketing of gene-edited waxy corn without exogenous
transgenic elements [127], and an Agaricus bisporus mushroom with an anti-browning trait
obtained from CRISPR-Cas9 editing was exempted from GMO regulatory procedures [128].
This definition of gene-edited crops by the United States regulatory agencies promotes the
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genetic improvement of crops and accelerates the introduction of gene-edited crops to the
market. Genome editing has emerged as a powerful and elegant technology to develop
novel varieties or organisms with desirable traits in tomato, citrus, soybean, sugarcane,
camelina, and rice. In May 2020, the USDA–APHIS issued the latest edition of biotech-
nology regulations that provide three exemptions for genetic modifications in any plant
species: (i) resultant changes in DNA after DSB in the absence of an external repair donor
template; (ii) single base pair substitution in targeted loci; and (iii) introduction of a known
gene that exists in the plant’s gene pool.

As a major producer of GM crops, Canada considers gene-edited products such as
plants, animal feed, or human food as different from nonedited products, so they must
undergo a premarket assessment. In Europe, there are stringent regulations regarding
CRISPR/Cas9, and the European Court of Justice has included gene-edited crops in the
scope of GM crop regulation [129]. Australia has taken a milder approach, allowing gene-
editing without the introduction of any foreign genetic material [130]. In Asia, the attitude
towards gene-edited crops has eased in China and Japan, and cases of gene-edited crops
being planted in the field have been reported [131]. In addition, some countries have regu-
latory frameworks that are applied case-by-case, considering the breeding methodology
used, new traits or characteristics introduced, and evidence of the genetic changes in the
final product.

2. Future Challenges in the Application of CRISPR-Cas Gene Editing

CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing has been introduced and used to obtain abundant
germplasm resources with genetic variation, thanks to the results of whole genome se-
quencing and functional genomics studies in fruit and vegetable crops. Nonetheless, its
future application faces two major challenges. The first is the accurate selection of key genes
for targeted mutations and the corresponding types of mutations. Important agronomic
traits are often complex quantitative traits and editing a single gene does not produce
phenotypic changes. Therefore, efficient CRISPR-Cas-mediated target site-specific insertion
and chromosome recombination methods can be used to accumulate mutant alleles [132].

The use of gene-editing technology to inhibit the expression of specific genes in plants
reduces their adaptability. Therefore, precise genome editing requires efficient and specific
regulation of gene functions. Mutations in the exons of genes can change the function of
proteins, and mutations in the exon-intron splice sites can result in different alternative
splicing variants. Cis-regulatory elements (CREs) are noncoding DNA sequences that
often serve to regulate gene transcription. In CREs, single-nucleotide mutations, insertions,
deletions, inversions, and epigenetic variations in gene regulatory regions are closely
associated with crop domestication [133]. The CRISPR-Cas system has been used to
create mutations in the regulatory regions of promoters, and to generate a number of
alleles with variable phenotypes, which serve as excellent genetic resources in breeding
programs. Currently, the gene editing of CREs in fruit and vegetable crops is still in its
preliminary stages. Future studies are aimed at associating changes in expression produced
by different mutant CREs with the corresponding phenotypes and obtaining abundant
breeding resources through gene editing of CREs. Target induction of DSBs using CRISPR-
Cas results not only in small mutations, such as base substitutions, insertions, and deletions,
but also large rearrangements of the genome, including large deletions, chromosomal
translocations, and inversion, which is an efficient way to completely delete undesired
genes, such as those encoding allergens, in fruit and vegetable crops [134–136]. Although
such chromosomal rearrangements occur at a lower frequency than with conventional
targeted mutagenesis, a deficiency of Ku70, which is involved in the NHEJ pathway,
increases the frequency of inversion and translocation (Figure 3) [135].

The second challenge in the application of gene-editing technology is transforming the
CRISPR-Cas gene-editing system into plant cells and obtaining regenerated plants. Genetic
mutation vector systems mediated by conventional Cas9 or Cas variants, and precise gene-
editing systems mediated by CBE, ABE, and prime editing, have been successfully applied
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in model crops such as rice, corn, tobacco, and tomatoes, via Agrobacterium, gene gun,
polyethylene glycol (PEG), and electroporation-based methods, providing a foundation
for application in other crops [137]. However, developing a universal and efficient genetic
transformation and regeneration system for fruit and vegetable crops is more difficult. In
particular, the genetic transformation efficiency of CRISPR-Cas cassettes, and the ability
of transformed tissues to regenerate plants, have become limiting factors. To improve
explant regeneration ability after transformation, and meristem induction activity, the
plant morphogenesis regulatory genes Bbm (baby boom) and Wus2 (Wuschel2) can be
overexpressed at the same time as CRISPR-Cas expression cassette transformation [138].
Using plant RNA and DNA viruses as vectors to transform plant cells via CRISPR-Cas can
provide sufficient sgRNAs and shorten and simplify the process of genetic transformation
and regeneration, making this method suitable for in situ transformation, and facilitating
the production of gene-edited plants without transgenic elements [139].

Figure 3. Genome-editing toolbox for trait improvement. CRISPR-Cas9, Cas9 variants, and base and primer editing enable
precise gene modification and predictable rearrangement of genomes and chromosomes.
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Abstract: Anthcyanins determine the colors of flowers, fruits, and purple vegetables and act as
important health-promoting antioxidants. BT 126 represents a broccoli variety with a high content
of anthocyanins (5.72 mg/g FW). Through QTL-seq bulk segregant analysis, the present study aimed
to determine the quantitative trait loci (QTLs) involved in anthocyanin biosynthesis in the F2 pop-
ulation (n = 302), which was obtained by crossing BT 126 with a non-anthocyanin-containing SN
60. The whole-genome resequencing of purple (n = 30) and green (n = 30) bulk segregates detected
~1,117,709 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the B. oleracea genome. Two QTLs, tightly
correlated with anthocyanin biosynthesis (p < 0.05), were detected on chromosomes 7 (BoPur7.1) and
9 (BoPur9.1). The subsequent high-resolution mapping of BoPur9.1 in the F2 population (n = 280) and
F3 population (n = 580), with high-throughput genotyping of SNPs technology, narrowed the major
anthocyanin biosynthesis QTL region to a physical distance of 73 kb, containing 14 genes. Among
these genes, Bo9g174880, Bo9g174890, and Bo9g174900 showed high homology with AT5G07990
(gene encoding flavonoid 3′ hydroxylase), which was identified as a candidate gene for BoPur9.1.
The expression of BoF3’H in BT 126 was significantly higher than that in SN60. Multiple biomarkers,
related to these QTLs, represented potential targets of marker-assisted selection (MAS) forantho-
cyanin biosynthesis in broccoli. The present study provided genetic insights into the development
of novel crop varieties with augmented health-promoting features and improved appearance.

Keywords: Brassica oleracea; broccoli; QTL; candidate gene; anthocyanin

1. Introduction

Broccoli (Brassica oleracea var. italic) is a popular vegetable of B. oleracea that differs from
most Brassica species, including Chinese cabbage, turnip, cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower,
and oilseed rape. Most varieties of broccoli are domesticated from crop wild relatives
in the Mediterranean Basin and grow as annuals, producing a large head with florets, buds,
leaves, stalks, and stems for consumption. Both of broccoli and cauliflower cultivar groups
are members of the CC genome B. oleracea (2n = 18) coenospecies. High-quality reference
genomes of cauliflower have been reported, and the assembled cauliflower genome was
584.60 Mb in size [1]. As a great food source of essential vitamins and minerals, broccoli
contains antioxidant phytochemicals, such as glucoraphanin, which may help prevent
cancer [2]. Purple broccoli attracts increasing attention as a functional food, owing to its
pleasing appearance and high level of health-promoting effects [3]. The purple coloration
has been identified as one of the signs of anthocyanin accumulation [4].

Anthocyanins belong to a class of flavonoid compounds that impart color to plants
and play an important role in plant protection against a variety of biotic and abiotic
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stresses [5–7]. Anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway genes have been extensively character-
ized in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), maize (Zea mays), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum),
eggplant (Solanum melongena), and other plant species [8–11]. The induction of structural
genes and transcription factors is considered to be an important mechanism for the reg-
ulation of anthocyanin biosynthesis in the Brassica species [12–14]. A cauliflower purple
mutation exhibited a tissue-specific pattern of anthocyanin overproduction [15]. Due to
the insertion of Harbinger transposon, the upregulation of BoMYB2 specifically activates
BobHLHs and some downstream anthocyanin structural genes to generate the ectopic ac-
cumulation of anthocyanin. Similarly, the accumulation of anthocyanin is caused by the ac-
tivation of TT8 and MYB2 genes in red cabbages [14]; of BrMYB2 and downstream genes,
such as BrTT8, BrF3’H, BrDFR1, BrANS1, BrUGTs, BrATs, and BrGSTs, under the control
of BrMYB2 in a purple head of Chinese cabbage cultivar 11S91 [16]. In purple cabbages,
deleting or replacing nucleotides in the exon of BoMYBL2-1 is solely responsible for the pur-
ple coloration [17]. In addition, temperature and light are the major environmental factors
that affect anthocyanin accumulation. In purple head Chinese cabbage, BrMYB2 and BrTT8
activated anthocyanin structural genes after low temperature induction [18]. Elevated
temperature could suppress anthocyanin accumulation via COP1-HY5 signaling, and
MYBL2 down-regulation partially modulated the high-temperature-associated suppression
of anthocyanin production [19]. Some efforts have also led to the identification of candidate
genes that regulate the coloration of the Brassica species. In broccoli, three QTLs have been
mapped to the purple sepal trait of the flower head on chromosome C01 [20]. In orna-
mental kale, the genes that individually conferred pink and purple leaf colorations have
been mapped to chromosomes C3 [21] and C9 [22], respectively. In Zicaitai, an important
locus on chromosome 7 highly controlled the stalk color trait, which was significantly
correlated with bHLH49 expression in the F2 population [23]. In purple-heading Chinese
cabbage, the purple inner leaf trait was solely regulated by the dominant gene BrPur,
which was mapped to A07, between SSR markers A710 and A714, with a genetic distance
of 3.1 and 3.5 cM, respectively [24].

The majority of agronomic traits are controlled by QTLs, which are critical for improve-
ment in crop breeding, through marker-assisted selection (MAS). The classical method of QTL
mapping is linkage mapping, which is laborious and requires a great amount of time. Next-
generation sequencing (NGS) has become the new strategy for establishing associations
between agronomic traits and biomarkers or genes. It has been demonstrated that the QTL-
seq method, which combines bulk segregant analysis (BSA) with NGS, is an effective tool for
mapping and isolating QTLs [25]. QTL-seq is performed with two groups of individual plants,
with a contrasting phenotype on a trait of interest, from segregating population-either F2 re-
combinant inbred lines, double haploid, or backcross populations. Through high-throughput
SNP (Hi-SNP) technology, the genotype analysis of two mixed pools identifies the genomic
position of the polymorphic molecular markers, and the major QTL region with significant
segregation of genotypes is identified. Hi-SNP is a technique for large-scale SNP genotyping,
based on multiplex-PCR, combined with the next generation sequencing and bioinformatics
tools. Amplicon sequencing, combined multiplex-PCR and NGS with higher depth and low
false discovery rate (and was more accurate than the whole-genome resequencing (WGS)),
has been used for known SNPs genotyping in diploid but was not reported in allopolyploid
crops. QTL-seq used for SNP genotyping had many advantages, such as simple primer
design, single short reads sequences, high-throughput, high-depth sequencing, and easy to
automate and process, e.g., recently, the QTL-seq method has been utilized for mapping
QTLs related to resistance to rice blast disease and seedling vigor [26], leaf spot resistance
in peanuts [27,28], heat tolerance in broccoli [29], resistance to Fusarium oxysporum f. sp.
niveum race 1 in watermelon [30], cucumber early flowering [31], and tomato fruit weight
and lobule amounts [32].

Mutant analyses, leading to purple or red organs, has been extensively studied in flowers,
fruits, and model plants [15]. Although there is much research on the underlying mechanisms
of anthocyanin biosynthesis in cauliflower [15], cabbage [17], kohlrabi [33], kale [22], and
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Chinese kale [34], only few have focused on broccoli [20]. The purple broccoli mutant
represents an interesting mutation, in which the accumulation of anthocyanins in flower buds
causes the mutant heads to exhibit purple coloration. The broccoli purple mutation was found
to be controlled by QTLs. We designate the symbol Pur for the Purple allele.

Through QTL-seq, this work aimed to identify QTLs involved in anthocyanin biosyn-
thesis in the F2 population, which was obtained by crossing the purple broccoli line BT 126
with SN 60 (a cultivar with green heads).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials

Two broccoli inbred lines, including BT 126 (with purple heads) and SN 60 (with
green heads), were used as parental lines in this study. To develop segregating populations
for anthocyanin biosynthesis, the purple head plant BT 126 was crossed with the green
head plant SN 60 (Figure 1). The F1 plants were self-pollinated to produce the two F2
populations with 302 and 280 individuals, respectively.

 
Figure 1. Phenotypes of the parents and F2 individuals and their frequency distributions. (A) Maternal line BT 126;
(B) paternal line, SN 60; (C,D) the frequency distribution of the purple head trait in the F2 populations with 302 and 280
individuals planted in 2018 and 2019, respectively; (E–I) phenotype of two F2 populations with 1st to 5th grades of head
color. The DNAs of 30 F2 individuals with extreme phenotypes (1st and 5th grade) were used to develop high anthocyanin
and low anthocyanin bulks; scale bar = 1 cm.

Initially, a population of 302 F2 individuals, along with 10 plants from each parental
line, were grown at Zhuanghang Experimental Base of Shanghai Academy of Agricultural
Sciences, Shanghai in 2018. The phenotyping of each F2 individual was carried out on
at least three separate days, after the flower head reached maturity in the field. Curd
color, which showed a color distribution from green to purple, was visually scored from
1 to 5: 1–green, 2–slight purple, 3–light purple, 4–slightly darker purple, and 5–purple
(Figure 1E–I). The total anthocyanin content has been determined by the high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) method at six biological replicates. The BT 126 is a purple
broccoli variety, with an average content of anthocyanin 5.72 mg/g FW. It was crossed
to SN 60, with very low anthocyanin content (0.64 mg/g FW), to generate F1 progeny.
The average contents of anthocyanin, for the 5 phenotypic categories, were 5.38, 3.26,
2.29, 1.27, and 0.78 mg/g FW. All the above information was increased in the revised
manuscript. Subsequently, two populations of 280 F2 and 580 F3 individuals were grown
under routine management at Zhuanghang Experimental Base of Shanghai Academy
of Agricultural Sciences, Shanghai in 2019 and 2020, respectively. We started the broccoli
seeds in the plastic tunnel in August. Four weeks after germination, we transplanted
them to field plots. The head color of each F2 and F3 plants was visually phenotyped
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in 60 days, when grown from transplants, when the heads usually had a diameter larger
than 2 1

4 inches. To avoid the sunlight and temperature effects, all the plants were grown
in the same plastic tunnel. Leaf tissues were harvested and stored at −20 ◦C for DNA
extraction. The head tissues of both parents (BT 126 and SN 60), at the full-size, mature
stage, were collected from the same site of the top head, at three biological replicates, and
used for RT-qPCR analysis. The anthocyanins in the broccoli heads were isolated and
assessed, according to the method proposed by Liu C. et al. [4].

All materials were obtained from the Institute of Horticulture, Shanghai Academy
of Agricultural Sciences.

2.2. DNA Purification, Library Generation, and Whole-Genome ReSequencing

Total DNA was extracted from fresh leaves using the CTAB method [35]. A total
of 1.5 μg DNA, per specimen, was utilized for DNA sample preparations. The DNA quality
was assessed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. Among the F2 segregating population,
composed of 302 plants, 30 with purple heads (high anthocyanin biosynthesis, HAB) and
30 with green heads (low anthocyanin biosynthesis, LAB) were selected to extract equal
amount of DNA, pooled to construct the DNA bulks. The DNA bulks, together with
the two parental DNA, were used for whole-genome resequencing.

By ultrasonication, 350-bp fragments were obtained from the tested DNA sample.
A sequencing library was generated using the Truseq Nano DNA HT Sample Prepara-
tion Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The constructed library was sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq4000 platform (Illumina,
CA, USA), and 150-bp paired-end reads were produced with approximately 350-bp in-
serts. Stringent quality control (QC) steps were applied to ensure the reliability and
accuracy of the reads. Then, the filtered, high-quality sequences from the DNA bulks and
parental genotypes were aligned and mapped to the public B. oleracea genome database
(TO1000) (http://plants.ensembl.org/Brassica_oleracea) (accessed on 5 May 2021) with
the Burrows-Wheeler alignment (BWA) tool [36,37]. Alignment files were converted into
BAM files with SAMtools (Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, Cambridge, UK) [38]. SNP
detection was carried out for each specimen, utilizing the UnifiedGenotyper function
in the GATK3.8 software (The Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT, Cambridge, MA,
USA) [39]. ANNOVAR (Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA, USA) was
employed for SNP annotation, based on the GFF3 file of the reference genome [40].

2.3. QTL-Seq Analysis

By applying an established QTL-seq method, based on SNP-index and Δ( SNP-index)
estimates, candidate genomic regions harboring the main QTL(s) involved in anthocyanin
biosynthesis in broccoli were identified. Only the SNPs homozygous in either parent and
polymorphic between the parents were prepared for the further analysis. Then 1,117,709
SNPs, between both parents, were selected. The read depth for the above-mentioned
homozygous SNPs, in LAB and HAB bulks, was obtained to evaluate the SNP-index.
The SNP-index, calculated according to the reads order-checking depth information, uti-
lized short reads covering the given nucleotide position, calculated the differs reads bar
number, and accounted for the ratio of the total number [26]. The genotype of one parent
was utilized as a reference to determine the number of reads for the parental genotype, or
other genotypes, in the LAB and HAB libraries. Then, the number of the various reads was
divided by the total read number, and the ratio constituted the SNP-index of the base sites.
The SNP-index points below 0.3, in both libraries, were removed. The sliding window
method was utilized to present the SNP-indexes for the entire genome. All SNP-indexes
in a given window were averaged to obtain the SNP-index for that particular window.
The window size of 1Mb and the step size of 1Kb were routinely utilized. The Δ (SNP-
index) was then calculated using the following formula: [SNP index (HAB bulk)—SNP
index (LAB bulk)].
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2.4. High-Throughput Genotyping of SNPs in Intra-Specific Mapping Individuals

In order to validate the BoPur QTL, obtained by QTL-seq, classical QTL mapping
was performed, via the selection of the SNP, with a polymorphism between the genotypes
of the parents (BT 126 and SN 60). Through the Hi-SNP method, a total of 33 SNPs, dif-
ferentiating BT 126 and SN60, were utilized for validation and high-throughput geno-
typing in the F2 segregating population with 280 individuals and parents. The HI-
SNP technology was developed by Shanghai BioWing Applied Biotechnology Company
(http://www.biowing.com.cn/) (accessed on 9 June 2021) the genotyping of 33 SNPs
was carried out by multiplex PCR with NGS on Illumina X-10 (Illumina, CA, USA) [41].
The genotyping primers were shown in the Supplementary Table S1. Based on the pheno-
typic and genotypic data, linkage maps were constructed by QTL IciMapMaker (Chinese
Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Beijing, China) with a logarithm of the odds (LOD)
value [42]. The LOD score is a measure of the strength of the evidence for the presence
of a QTL at a particular location (the LOD score = log10 likelihood ratio, comparing
single-QTL model to the “no QTL anywhere” mode).

2.5. Analysis of the Candidate Gene

To infer the gene regulation patterns of BoF3’H during anthocyanin biosynthesis, a qRT-
PCR assay was performed. The RNA was isolated from BT 126 and SN60 at three head
developmental stages, with both low and high anthocyanin contents. Reverse transcription
was conducted using oligo-dT primers and PrimeScript™ RT Master Mix (Takara BIO, Inc.,
Shiga, Japan). The primer pair sequences for BoF3’H, BoANS2, and BoTTG1 used in this
study were previously designed for the RT-qPCR analysis. BoLBD38.3-specific primers were
designed based on the sequences in NCBI (accession number: XM_013739916). The qPCR
primer pair sequences for BoLBD38.3 were 5′-GCCCAAACGGAGACGATTAG-3′ (for-
ward) and 5′-AACCGTTCACTGGCGATGTG-3′ (reverse), gene-specific primers that were
confirmed to produce specific gene products by sequencing [15]. Real-time PCR was per-
formed using TB Green® Premix Ex Taq™ (Tli RNaseH Plus) (Takara, Dalian, China) on an
ABI QuantStudio 5 real-time PCR system(Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Actin was used as a reference gene [43]. The data
were processed using the 2−ΔΔCt method [44]. Sequence data of BoF3’H can be found
in the GenBank data libraries, under accession number XM_013751545.

3. Results

3.1. Inheritance of Head Color of BT 126 with SN 60

Significant differences in head color were observed among the BT 126 (parent 1, P1,
purple head), SN 60 (parent 2, P2, green head), and F1 hybrids planted in 2018 and 2019
(Figure 1). The BT 126 purple line exhibited a high anthocyanin accumulation in the heads
(5.72 mg/g FW) and developed normally when compared to green broccoli, under normal
conditions, in the field and greenhouse [4]. It was crossed to SN 60, with very low antho-
cyanin content (0.241 mg/g FW), to generate the F1 progeny. F1 individuals displayed third
grade color. As expected, the F2 population was divided into purple and green classes, with
varying degrees of continuous distribution in 1st–5th color grades (Figure 1E–I). No trans-
gressive segregation was observed in either direction of the parental genotype in the mapping
population. We could infer that the purple trait was controlled by QTL.

3.2. QTL-Seq Analysis

The high-throughput, whole-genome resequencing of both parents, as well as the LAB
and HAB libraries, yielded 158.49 to 261.57 million reads per sample. Based on the B. oleracea
reference genome (estimated genome size~630 Mb), the read mapping ratio was >93%
(Table 1). The mean coverage of the reference genome, across all samples, was 33×.
As depicted in Table 1, the 4× coverage of each specimen ranged from 86.85% to 92.43%.
Meanwhile, the value of Q20 was above 93% in all specimens (data not shown). The com-
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parative genome sequence analysis of the parental DNA and DNA bulks with the reference
genome revealed 1,117,709 polymorphic SNPs.

Table 1. Whole-genome mapping statistics for parents, as well as LAB and HAB bulks.

Sample
Mapped

Reads
Total
Reads

Mapping
Rate (%)

Average
Depth (X)

Coverage
1× (%)

Coverage
4× (%)

SN 60 245,092,342 261,565,560 93.7 41.81 92.33 89.41
BT 126 148,780,556 158,487,152 93.88 26.2 91.51 86.85
LAB 218,978,598 232,601,048 94.14 34.9 95.03 92.43
HAB 192,459,282 203,800,728 94.44 31.13 94.77 91.78

The SNP-index of each SNP, that distinguished LAB from HAB, was determined.
The mean SNP-index, covering 1 Mb genomic sequence, was assessed separately in LAB
and HAB, by the 1 kb sliding window method, and mapped against all B. oleracea reference
chromosomes (9 in total). The Δ (SNP-index) was determined by combining the SNP-
index data of LAB and HAB and was plotted against the positions (Mb) on the B. oleracea
genome. The QTL-seq analysis detected two major genomic regions on chromosomes 7
(36,784,249–44,791,849) (BoPur7.1) and 9 (46,217,406–52,600,419) (BoPur9.1), with significant
associations with anthocyanin biosynthesis in broccoli (Figure 2). Moreover, LAB and
HAB mapping plants with reduced or elevated anthocyanin biosynthesis had the majority
of SNP alleles from SNP 1 to SNP 26 (Table S1). An important genomic region [BoSNP5
(46,217,406 bp) to BoSNP 26 (52,600,419 bp)] harboring the QTL Pur on chromosome 9
showed a Δ (SNP-index) that was markedly different from 0 (p < 0.05) (Figures 2A and 3B).
The QTL-seq data confirmed an important QTL (BoPur9.1) located at the 6.38 Mb genomic
interval [46,217,406 (BoSNP 5) to 52,600,419 (BoSNP 26) bp] on chromosome 9, which was
associated with the regulation of anthocyanin biosynthesis in broccoli.

Figure 2. Distribution of two progeny SNP-index on the chromosome length, represented by the hori-
zontal axis (Mb); vertical axis: SNP-index. (A) Δ (SNP-index) graphs generated from QTL-seq study;
(B) SNP-index graphs depicting the HAB (high anthocyanin biosynthesis bulk); (C) SNP-index graphs
depicting the LAB (low anthocyanin biosynthesis bulk). Gray shaded boxes indicate significant QTLs.
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Figure 3. Maps of the Pur loci on C07 (A) and C09 (B) constructed using 26 SNP markers.

3.3. Validation of QTL-Seq-Derived Anthocyanin Biosynthesis QTL through
High-Throughput SNP

To assess BoPur7.1 and BoPur9.1, detected by QTL-seq, a high-throughput SNP was
carried out. The genotyping data of 26 SNP markers were mapped to a highly dense
intraspecific genetic region of chromosomes 7 and 9, depicting polymorphisms between
parental genotypes and between LAB and HAB, and were combined with phenotypic
features of a second F2 mapping population with 280 individuals. Classical QTL analysis,
based on interval mapping and composite interval mapping, revealed two highly impor-
tant genomic regions: [BoSNP37 (32.5 cM) to BoSNP38 (33.22 cM)], harboring a potent
(LOD: 13.1) Pur QTL (BoPur9.1) on broccoli chromosome 9, and [BoSNP1 (0 cM) to BoSNP2
(16.43 cM)], harboring a potent (LOD: 14.6) Pur QTL (BoPur7.1) on broccoli chromosome 7.
The detected QTLs had an interval of 0.72 cM with 72,683 bp [BoSNP22 (51,716,244 bp) to
BoSNP23 (51,788,927 bp)] on chromosome 9 and an interval of 16.43 cM with 6,920,903 bp
[BoSNP1 (36,784,249 bp) to BoSNP2 (43,705,152 bp)] on chromosome 7 (Figure 3). The pro-
portions of phenotypic variants caused by the BoPur9.1 and BoPur7.1 QTLs were 28.19%
and 38.12%, respectively (Table 2).

Table 2. Quantitative trait loci (p < 0.05) associated with anthocyanin biosynthesis in broccoli.

Chromosome Start End LOD PVE (%) Add Dom

7 SNP1 SNP2 14.6193 38.1207 −0.8350 −0.4366
9 SNP22 SNP23 13.1231 28.1935 0.0150 1.0399

LOD-logarithm of odds; PVE-phenotypic variance explained; Add-additive effect; Dom-dominance
effect.

To further delineate the BoPur9.1 QTL, the genotyping data of 17 selected SNP markers,
the most tightly linked to BoPur9.1 (SNP10–SNP26), were analyzed in 580 F3 mapping
individuals. Loci mapping analysis identified a major QTL for anthocyanin biosynthesis,
designed by two SNP markers, including SNP22 and SNP23. This result was consistent
with the QTL analysis supporting a major anthocyanin biosynthesis QTL BoPur9.1, which
was located in the genomic interval of 51.71–51.79 Mb on chromosome 9 (Table S2).
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3.4. Prediction and Analysis of the Candidate Gene

Based on the B. oleracea genome databases (TO1000) (http://plants.ensembl.org/
Brassica_oleracea) (accessed on 5 May 2021), a total of 3 anthocyanin-related and 14 pre-
dicted protein-coding genes were found in the interval of BoPur7.1 and BoPur9.1, respec-
tively (Table 3). According to domain annotations from InterPro and BLASTX (best hit)
analyses, two of these fourteen genes have not been annotated (Table 3). The other fifteen
candidate genes were as follows: Bo7g096780 (homologous gene AT5G24520), encod-
ing the transparent testa glabra 1; Bo7g099150 (homologous gene AT3G49940), encoding
the LOB domain-containing protein 38; Bo7g108300 (homologous gene AT4G22880), en-
coding the anthocyanin synthase; Bo9g174870 (homologous gene AT5G08000), encoding
the X8-GPI family of proteins; Bo9g174880, Bo9g174890, and Bo9g174900 (homologous gene
AT5G07990), encoding flavonoid 3′ hydroxylase (F3’H), which catalyzed the conversion
of dihydrokaempferol to dihydroquercetin in anthocyanin biosynthesis [45]; Bo9g174920
(homologous gene AT5G07960), encoding the Asterix-like protein; Bo9g174940 (homolo-
gous gene AT5G07890), encoding the myosin heavy chain-like protein; Bo9g174950 (ho-
mologous gene AT5G07830), encoding the glucuronidase 2; Bo9g174960 (homologous gene
AT5G07820), encoding the calmodulin-binding, protein-like protein; Bo9g174970 (homolo-
gous gene AT5G07800), encoding the flavin-containing monooxygenase; and Bo9g174980,
Bo9g174990, and Bo9g175000 (homologous gene AT5G07740), encoding the actin-binding
protein. BoF3’H was annotated as a homologue of the anthocyanin biosynthesis gene.

Table 3. Annotation of B. oleracea genes in the candidate region.

Bo Genes Chromosome Gene Position (bp) AT ID a E-Value AT GO b Annotation

Bo7g096780 C7 37466680–37466680 AT5G24520 0.0 TRANSPARENT TESTA
GLABRA 1

Bo7g099150 C7 38873553–38874347 AT3G49940 0.0 LOB domain-containing protein
38

Bo7g108300 C7 42567442–42568605 AT4G22880 0.0 anthocyanin synthase
Bo9g174870 C9 51722173–51723584 AT5G08000 1 × 10−127 X8-GPI family of proteins
Bo9g174880 C9 51725909–51727132 AT5G07990 0.0 flavonoid 3′ hydroxylase activity
Bo9g174890 C9 51728802–51729245 AT5G07990 0.0 flavonoid 3′ hydroxylase activity
Bo9g174900 C9 51731919–51732761 AT5G07990 0.0 flavonoid 3′ hydroxylase activity
Bo9g174910 C9 51736550–51738488 - - -
Bo9g174920 C9 51742405–51744195 AT5G07960 1 × 10−128 Asterix-like protein
Bo9g174930 C9 51744445–51745784 - - -
Bo9g174940 C9 51747328–51749122 AT5G07890 0.0 myosin heavy, chain-like protein
Bo9g174950 C9 51751745–51754512 AT5G07830 0.0 glucuronidase 2

Bo9g174960 C9 51758770–51760263 AT5G07820 0.0 calmodulin-binding, protein-like
protein

Bo9g174970 C9 51764406–51766923 AT5G07800 0.0 Flavin-containing
monooxygenase

Bo9g174980 C9 51767719–51777672 AT5G07740 0.0 actin-binding protein
Bo9g174990 C9 51779465–51787686 AT5G07740 0.0 actin-binding protein
Bo9g175000 C9 51788944–51794354 AT5G07740 0.0 actin-binding protein

a The best hits of the seven B. oleracea genes compared to A. thaliana (AT). b GO annotations for seven Bo to AT best-hit genes obtained from
TAIR.

A primer pair, spanning the full-length CDS of BoF3’H was designed, and PCR was
performed using the cDNA of BT 126 and SN 60 as a template. DNA sequencing re-
vealed that the full-length of BoF3’H in purple-head SN 60 is 1669 bp, whereas it was
1600 bp in green-head SN 60. Compared with BoF3’H in BT 126, a deletion of 68 bp and
1bp was found at nucleotide 1080 and 1501, respectively, and nine SNPs were present
in SN60 (sequences of BT 126 and SN60 were illustrated in Table S3). The polymorphism
of the candidate gene BoF3’H was further confirmed in the segregating population. To de-
lineate the potential candidate genes regulating the anthocyanin biosynthesis in broccoli,
differ-ential expression profiling of BoF3’H was performed in two parental lines, at three
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head developmental stages. The expression of BoF3’H, BoANS2, and BoLED38 in BT 126
were up-regulated at three head developmental stages of anthocyanin accumulation, and
the expression levels were significantly higher than those in SN60 (Figure 4B–F).

Figure 4. Structure identity and expression of broccoli gene BoF3’H. (A) Comparison of BoF3’H promoter and cDNA
sequence between parental lines BT 126 and SN 60; (B–E) relative expression of BoF3’H, BoTTG1, BoANS2, and BoLED38 at
three head developmental stages. Significant differences between BT 126 and SN 60 are indicated by * based on Students
t test (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001); (F) the phenotype of the head during three developmental stages. The upper part
depicts the head of BT 126, while the lower part depicts the head of SN 60. Scale bar = 1 cm.

4. Discussion

Increasing the anthocyanin content in Brassica vegetables represents an important
goal for nutriment breeding. This work discovered two important genomic regions har-
boring anthocyanin biosynthesis QTLs BoPur7.1 and Bopur9.1 on chromosomes 7 and 9,
based on intra-specific broccoli mapping individuals, through whole-genome NGS-based,
high-throughput QTL-seq. The two QTL-seq-derived Pur QTLs were subsequently verified
by Hi-SNP analysis. In previous studies, a major locus was reported to control antho-
cyanin pigmentation. In purple cauliflower (B. oleracea var botrytis), a Pur gene, encoding
the transcription factor R2R3 MYB, was isolated [43]. Broccoli flower head’s purple sepal
trait is regulated by a major loci and two minor loci on chromosome C01 [20]. The purple
gene of non-heading Chinese cabbage is subject to a single dominant inheritance mode but
does not follow the Mendel law [33]. Due to the considerable variations in anthocyanin
content, a novel locus was mapped in the linkage group R07 in purple turnip plants [46].
Moreover, a single dominant gene on C09, named BoPr, was reported to control antho-
cyanin pigmentation in leaves. The physical region of the C09 QTL was from 19,018,694
to 24,359,626 (5.3 Mb in internal length), which was different from our major QTLs for
head anthocyanin contents. The major locus on C09 from 51,716,244 to 51,788,927 was
included in this study. This indicates a population-specific inheritance modality for certain
QTLs controlling anthocyanin biosynthesis in the Brassica species. Hence, the integrated
approach developed here could be used for rapidly identifying the target QTLs, important
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genes, and/or alleles involved in the qualitative and quantitative traits of various crops.
Diverse models of purple traits, related to anthocyanins, may come from different genetic
backgrounds. The purple gene in ornamental kale (B. oleracea L. var. acephala) shows
a single dominant inheritance pattern on chromosome C09, and Bo9g058630 encoding
dihydroflavonol 4-reductase (DFR) was considered to be a candidate gene [22].

Combining QTL-seq with Hi-SNP analysis, the 0.73 Mb QTL Bopur9.1 region [BoSNP37
(51,716,244 bp) to BoSNP38 (51,788,927 bp)], encompassing 14 genes, was detected on chro-
mosome 9, which accounted for ∼28.19% of all phenotypic variations in anthocyanin
biosynthesis. Among these genes, according to their respective annotations (Table 3), three
genes, Bo9g174880, Bo9g174890, and Bo9g174900 were homologues of Arabidopsis F3’H,
encoding flavanone 3′-hydroxylase. The BoF3’H gene has been suggested to have played
a critical role in modifying plant coloration [45], which contained a coding sequence length
of 1536 bp and encoded a protein of 511 amino acids with four exons. All of the 3 candidate
genes became aligned to the different regions of BoF3’H. An increased expression of F3’H
was found to be responsible for anthocyanin production in a number of anthocyanin-
accumulating mutants. For example, the ectopic expression of apple MdF3’H can increase
the production of flavonols and cyanidin-based pigments in the Arabidopsis tt7 mutant, un-
der nitrogen pressure [47]. The VvF3’H gene was identified from grapevine, and its ectopic
expression results in high accumulation levels of anthocyanin and flavonols in the petunia
ht1 mutant line [48]. OsF3’H editing in the Heugseonchal or Sinmyungheugchal variety,
using the CRISPR/Cas9 system, might be responsible for ocher seeds with lower antho-
cyanin contents than wild-type black rice plants [49]. Two copies of the F3’H gene were
isolated in the barley genome and exhibited a tissue-specific expression pattern of antho-
cyanin synthesis [50]. Furthermore, nine SNPs and a 68-bp insertion, between the 3rd
and 4rd exon of BoF3’H CDS sequences, were found, which may cause a gain-of-function
mutation (Figure 4A). The 68 bp InDel was in the open reading frame (between E3 and
E4), as well as the T InDel in the 3′ end. Therefore, a frame shift is expected, resulting
in a putative truncated or extended protein. In addition, since most enzymes had conserved
regions, anthocyanin discoloration might occur, as a result of BoF3’H enzyme inactivity,
due to one of the two isoforms. In addition, the 6.92 Mb QTL Bopur7.1 region [BoSNP1
(36,784,249 bp) to BoSNP2 (43,705,152 bp)], encompassing 3 anthocyanin-related genes,
was detected on chromosome 7, which accounted for ∼38.12% of all phenotypic variations
in anthocyanin biosynthesis. Among these genes, BoANS2 and BoLED38 were activated at
three head developmental stages of anthocyanin accumulation [12,13]. However, further
experiments involving transformation are needed to verify whether the function of this
gene is responsible for the purple head in broccoli.

Most of the agronomic traits are controlled by multiple QTLs. The traditional QTL fine-
mapping method usually requires several generations of backcrossing, screening of a large
population for recombinants and exhaustive field phenotyping, which is both time-consuming
and labor-intensive [51]. Although the genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) approach has been
shown to be an efficient way to develop high-resolution genetic mapping [52], the genotyping
of a large population with genome-wide markers is expensive. It is important to note that
the QTL-seq approach has been successfully used to conduct a BSA analysis, as well as
deployed for the mapping of a segregated population of homozygous parental lines with
opposite phenotypes. Using QTL-seq, only two samples need to be sequenced. The sequence
coverage is decided by genome size and complexity, but as an example for broccoli, sufficient
data could be generated by sequencing each bulk to 30× coverage. Further, it’s an effective
method to identify markers most tightly linked to the trait.

In this study, two identified QTLs were distributed on chromosome 7 and 9, respec-
tively. The purple intensity and size of the heading leaves had great variations among F2
individuals. The anthocyanin content of purple head BT 126 was also affected by the tem-
perature condition. Therefore, environmental factors might have an important effect on
anthocyanin synthesis. The genetic mechanism of anthocyanin biosynthesis is complex.
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Candidate genes that control the purple trait may be different in diverse genetic back-
grounds and may have different spatial and temporal expression patterns.

In summary, the above findings indicated that combining QTL-seq, Hi-SNP analysis
and differential gene expression profiling might help identify candidate genes manipulating
anthocyanin biosynthesis at major QTL intervals in broccoli. Bo9g174880, Bo9g174890, and
Bo9g174900 were first selected as the strong candidate genes at the BoPur locus. The func-
tional assessment of the candidate gene homologs, identified within the confidence intervals
of both QTLs, would provide novel insights into the detailed mechanisms of anthocyanin
biosynthesis in broccoli.
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Abstract: Onions (Allium cepa L.) are one of the most consumed vegetable crops worldwide and are
damaged by several fungal diseases in the field or during storage. Gray mold disease caused by the
necrotrophic pathogens Botrytis cinerea and Botrytis squamosa is a disease that reduces the productivity
and storage life in onions. However, it is difficult to control gray mold disease in onions by using
physical and chemical methods. Breeding resistant onions against gray mold disease can reduce
the damage caused by pathogens, reduce the labor required for control, and reduce environmental
pollution caused by fungicides. However, onions have a large genome size (16Gb), making them
difficult to analyze, and have a biennial cycle, resulting in a very long breeding period. Therefore, in
this study, markers were developed to shorten the onion breeding period. First, random amplified
polymorphic DNA (RAPD) was performed to confirm the genetic relationship between the gray
mold disease-resistant and -susceptible lines through a dendrogram. In addition, the sequence
characterized amplified region (SCAR)-OPAN1 marker to select resistant lines was developed using
a polymorphic RAPD fragment. Second, the RNA-seq of the gray mold-resistant and -susceptible
onion lines were analyzed using NGS technology. Using the RNA-seq results and DEG and GO
analyses were performed, and the variants, such as SNPs and indels, were analyzed to develop a
selectable marker for the resistant line. This study developed the SNP-3 HRM marker for selecting
gray mold disease-resistant lines by using the SNPs present in the aldo-keto reductase (AKR) gene
with high expression levels in these lines. The SCAR-OPAN1 and SNP-3 HRM markers developed in
this study could be used to select gray mold disease-resistant onions in breeding programs to reduce
the damage caused by gray mold disease.

Keywords: HRM; molecular marker; phylogenetic analysis; RNA sequencing; SCAR; SNP

1. Introduction

Onions (Allium cepa L.) are one of the most economically and nutritionally important
crops worldwide. They are also one of the oldest cultivated crops and are used as an
ingredient in various foods and sauces to enhance flavor and promote health, such as for
lowering cholesterol levels [1–3]. Therefore, it is important to breed and produce higher-
quality onions to improve their competitive advantage in the market. Onion breeding is
performed for various purposes, such as to improve the onion yield; for qualities like size,
taste, or color; for male sterility; and for a resistance against biotic and abiotic stresses [3–5].

Onions are susceptible to many pathogens and insects [3]; therefore, breeding for
resistant onions has been extensively studied to reduce the damage caused by various
diseases, many of which are caused by the genus Botrytis. Onion botrytis leaf blight is
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caused by B. squamosa, and onion neck rot is caused by B. aclada, B. alli, B. squamosa, and
B. porri [6]. In particular, B. cinerea is a necrotrophic pathogen with more than 200 host
crop species, causing severe damage to onions [7]. Gray mold, caused by B. cinerea and
B. squamosa, reduces the yield and storage capacity. Gray mold disease affecting the onion
bulb is caused by B. squamosa during bulb formation and bulb filling and by B. cinerea during
the later cultivation and storage periods [8,9]. Previous studies have attempted chemical
and biological controls to prevent damage to onions by gray mold. To prevent this disease,
onions should be kept dry, infected onions should be rapidly removed, and crops must be
rotated every 3 to 4 years. In addition, many fungicides are used to control gray mold, with
approximately 10% of the global fungicide market focused on controlling B. cinerea [10].
However, despite these efforts, it is difficult to control gray mold disease. Furthermore,
synthetic fungicides can cause problems, such as residue concerns and a negative impact
on human health, the emergence and increase of resistant pathogen populations, and
environmental pollution [11–14]. Therefore, breeding disease-resistant onions can reduce
the damage caused by diseases, such as gray mold disease, increase production, and reduce
labor and environmental pollution.

Disease-resistant onions have a long breeding period, as onions are a biennial plant;
therefore, a complete generation of onions requires two years. Marker assistant selection
(MAS) can be used to shorten the breeding period of onions. In addition, a genome analysis
of onions is difficult, because onions have a large genome size (16Gb), which is 100 times
larger than that of Arabidopsis genomes [3,4]. Molecular markers such as random amplified
polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and sequence characterized amplified region (SCAR) have been
developed for various purposes. These markers are used for MAS, facilitating selection
in breeding and shortening the breeding periods. RAPD is a PCR-based marker using
short random primers; therefore, a RAPD analysis can reveal small genetic polymorphisms
between large genomes, such as that of onions [15,16]. The disadvantage of RAPD markers
is their low reproducibility. Therefore, in this study, we developed a SCAR marker by
using a more specific primer than RAPD from the results of polymorphism studies between
resistant and susceptible lines of onion.

In addition, NGS technologies such as RNA sequencing have enabled large-scale
transcriptome data analysis, which has improved the efficiency of gene discovery despite
no prior knowledge of reference genome sequences [4,17,18]. In this study, RNA-seq was
performed to develop molecular markers for breeding gray mold-resistant onions. RNA-
seq was used for a DEG analysis and the analysis of variants such as SNPs and insertions
and deletions (InDels) between the resistant and susceptible groups. The HRM markers
confirm the fluorescence of the PCR product’s melting curve when the double-stranded
DNA becomes single-stranded DNA. The sequence region of interest was amplified with
a fluorescent dsDNA-binding dye, and the PCR melting curve was measured when the
product was gradually melted. The melting curve varies depending on the sequence, such
as the presence of SNPs, GC content, length, and heterozygosity [19,20]. In this study, the
HRM marker was also developed through selected transcripts from gene ontology (GO)
and variant analysis using RNA-seq data to breed gray mold-resistant onions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials and Genomic DNA Extraction

To develop molecular markers, four (S&P 7522, S&P 7521, S&P 7129, and S&P 7168)
gray mold-resistant and three (S&P 7130, S&P 7175, and S&P 7483) susceptible onion
(Allium cepa L.) lines grown in ‘Seeds & People’ Co., Ltd. (Yeonggwang, Korea) were used
in this study. The characteristics of the seven onion lines of ‘Seeds & People’ Co. are
shown in Table S1. The pedigree of the seven onion lines used in this study is shown in
Figure S1. In addition, to confirm the versatility of the developed molecular markers, three
(Asia-12, Asia-42, and Asia-53) resistant and four (Asia-30, Asia-35, Asia-45, and Asia-50)
susceptible onion lines against gray mold were provided by ‘Asia Seed’ Co., Ltd. (Seoul,
Korea) and analyzed. Genomic DNA was isolated from the leaf tissues of each line by
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using cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) [21]. The concentration and purity of
the gDNA were measured using a Nanodrop® ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop
Technologies, Wilmington, NC, USA).

2.2. RAPD and Phylogenetic Analysis

The gDNA of each line was used for a RAPD analysis to identify the genetic rela-
tionship between the resistant and susceptible lines. For a RAPD analysis, OPERON
random primers OPAN-1~OPAN-20 and OPL-1~OPL-20 were used. The sequences of
the 40 OPERON random primers are shown in Table S2. The RAPD PCR was performed
in 20 μL by using the Maxime PCR Premix (iNtRON Biotechnology, Seongnam, Korea)
containing 2.5-U i-TaqTM Taq polymerase, 2.5-mM dNTPs, 1X reaction buffer with 10 pmol
primer, and 50 ng of gDNA. The amplification program was as follows: denaturation at
95 ◦C for 10 min, 40 cycles of 1 min at 95 ◦C, 1 min at 37 ◦C, 1 min at 72 ◦C, and a final
extension at 72 ◦C for 10 min. The amplified RAPD PCR product was electrophoresed at
100 mA for 3 h in a 1% agarose gel. The polymorphic bands obtained from the RAPD-PCR
of each line were converted into binary data, depending on the presence of a band; the
presence of a polymorphic band was scored as 1, while its absence was scored as 0. The
dendrogram was obtained using the unweighted pair group method (UPGMA) with an
arithmetic mean [22] by using the Jaccard coefficient [23] through the XLSTAT program
(Addinsoft, New York, NY, USA).

2.3. Development of the SCAR Marker

To develop the SCAR marker, the 2-Kb polymorphic bands obtained between four
resistant and three susceptible lines by using the OPAN-1 primer (5′-ACT CCA CGT C-3′)
were sequenced and identified. The amplified polymorphic products were eluted from a
1% agarose gel and purified using the NucleoSpin® Gel and PCR Clean-up Kit (Macherey-
Nagel, Duren, Germany). The eluted products were ligated into the pGEM-T easy vector
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA) for sequencing. The plasmid was purified using the Fast
DNA-spinTM Plasmid DNA Purification Kit (iNtRON Biotechnology, Seongnam, Korea),
and the fragments were sequenced by Macrogen® (Seoul, Korea). The SCAR primer set
was designed from the sequence of the 2-Kb polymorphic band between the resistant and
susceptible lines. PCR using the SCAR primer set was performed under the following
conditions: initial denaturation for 10 min at 95 ◦C, 35 cycles of 30 s at 95 ◦C, 30 s at 61 ◦C,
1 min at 72 ◦C, and a final extension for 10 min at 72 ◦C. Thereafter, the amplified products
of the resistant onion lines were confirmed by electrophoresis in a 1% agarose gel. In
addition, to confirm the versatility of the SCAR marker, three gray mold-resistant and four
susceptible onion lines from the ‘Asia Seed’ Co. were also analyzed.

2.4. RNA Sequencing and Variant Analysis

For RNA sequencing, the leaves of four resistant and three susceptible lines were
ground, and the total RNA was extracted using the RNease® kit (QIAGEN, Hilden,
Germany). Before analyzing the RNA sequence, the OD values were measured using
Dropsense96 (Trinean, Gentbrugge, Belgium), and the total RNA quality was checked
using a Bioanalyzer RNA Chip (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The library
was constructed using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), and
RNA-seq was performed using HiseqX (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) by the DNAcare
Company (Seoul, Korea). To remove the low-quality base and Illumina adapters, the Trim-
momatic program (USADELLAB, Aachen, Germany) was used on the RNA-seq raw data
of each line. After trimming, only paired reads containing at least 50 nucleotides were used
for the analysis. In addition, quality trimming was performed by applying options such
as a sliding window, average quality, and minimum read size. Thereafter, the generated
trimmed data were used for the de novo assembly of resistant and susceptible lines by
using the Trinity program. As a reference for mapping, the onion reference transcript
(National Agricultural Biotechnology Information Center (NABIC), Rural Development
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Administration (RDA), JeonJu, Korea) and the data obtained through the de novo assembly
were used. Read mapping was performed using the BWA-Mem algorithm. To remove the
duplicated PCR reads from the produced BAM file, the Picard program (Broad Institute,
Cambridge, MA, USA) was used. Thereafter, the variant information of seven lines was
produced using haplotypeCaller of the Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK, Broad Institute,
Cambridge, MA, USA), and the final raw variant call file (vcf) was generated by integrating
the variant files of each line. Variant filtering was performed using Vcftools (VCFtools, 1000
Genomes Project Analysis Group, http://vcftools.sourceforge.net/ accessed on 1 October
2021) to remove the low-quality genotypes, target missing levels of depth coverage (DP),
genotype quality (GQ), and genotype data. The filtering conditions were set to min DP = 5,
max DP = 100, and min GQ = 220, and the missing was set to 20%. Various information was
used to select the variants showing polymorphisms between the resistant and susceptible
lines. For the selection condition for the variants, those showing the same genotype in
each resistant and susceptible group and showing polymorphisms between these groups
were selected.

2.5. Differentially Expressed Gene (DEG) and Gene Ontology (GO) Analysis for Selection of
Transcript Related to Disease Resistance

Among the sequences generated from Trinity, sequences with a length of more than
100 amino acids were selected using TransDecoder. Based on these data and onion refer-
ence transcript data (NABIC, RDA, JeonJu, Korea, https://nabic.rda.go.kr, accessed on
7 February 2021), the sequences of each onion line were aligned with HISAT2. The read
count of the transcript expression level was then calculated using the StringTie program.
The transcripts obtained through StringTie were calculated at the transcript level, and a
comparative analysis was performed between each onion line based on the read count
of each transcript. After dividing into resistant and susceptible groups, a DEG analysis
was performed using DEGseq (Bioconductor, http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/
release/bioc/html/DEGseq.html, accessed on 2 October 2021) [24]. First, after normalizing
the raw read count data, a correlation analysis was performed between each onion line
based on the normalized data. The analysis was conducted using Pearson’s correlation
coefficient and the average linkage method. The DEGseq of the R package was used to
confirm the statistical significance of the expression differences between resistant and
susceptible groups. After comparing the average expression levels between the two groups,
the conditions were set as follows to select genes using significantly different expressions.
The test was conducted using the equation log2

(
Base Mean of R
Base Mean of S

)
. A negative value was set

for the transcripts more expressed in the susceptible group than in the resistant group, and
a positive value was set for the transcripts more expressed in the resistant group than in the
susceptible groups. Thereafter, the transcripts with DEGs satisfying the conditions of |log2
fold change| ≥ 2 and PADJ < 0.05 were selected. From the results of variants analysis and
DEG analysis, transcripts that commonly satisfied each condition were selected. A gene
function analysis was performed to identify whether the selected variants were related to
the disease-resistant mechanisms. To identify the functions related to disease resistance, the
selected transcripts were analyzed using The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) ID
derived from Arabidopsis, a model plant. Thereafter, GO annotation was performed using
the transcripts’ confirmed gene functions by TAIR ID, and the transcripts with functions
related to disease resistance were selected.

2.6. HRM Primer Designs from Selected Transcripts and HRM Analysis

HRM primers were designed from 14 selected transcripts with SNPs that exist between
the resistant and susceptible lines. The conditions of the designed primers were as follows:
the amplified product size was between 80 and 200 bp, the variant region was inside the
PCR product, and the annealing temperature was approximately 60 ± 1 ◦C. The sequences
and annealing temperature information of the HRM primers are listed in Table 1. HRM was
performed using a total 10-μL reaction mixture containing the BioFactTM 2X Real-Time PCR
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Master Mix (BIOFACT, Daejeon, Korea) with a 10-pmol primer and 50 ng of gDNA. The
reaction conditions were: pre-denaturation at 95 ◦C for 15 min, 40 cycles of denaturation
at 95 ◦C for 20 s, annealing at 60 ◦C for 30 s, and extension at 72 ◦C for 20 s. Thereafter,
the temperature was sequentially increased from 65 ◦C to 95 ◦C, and the melt curve and
peak value were measured. At least six repetitions were performed for each line. The HRM
results were statistically grouped using the ANOVA of the XLSTAT program. In addition, to
confirm the versatility of the selected HRM marker, which was able to distinguish between
resistant and susceptible onion lines, an additional analysis was performed using ‘Asia
Seed’ Co. onion lines.

Table 1. HRM primers designed from 14 selected transcripts with SNPs that exist between the resistant and susceptible lines.

No. SNP Name Primer Name Sequence (5′→3′) Tm PCR Product Size

1 SNP-1
SNP 1 F CTTTGAACTTCGGGCAATACCCG 60.5 199 bp
SNP 1 R CCTCATCAGGCGAGTGAGTGGAC 59.6

2 SNP-2
SNP 2 F AACGTCCGCCGAAGAAGCTGA 60.7 204 bp
SNP 2 R TTTGCTGGAGGAGGTGGTGGTG 60.1

3 SNP-3
SNP 3 F CGTTAGCTCAAGTGGGTTTGAGGTG 59.9 134 bp
SNP 3 R TTCTTCCAGCTCTTCTTCGCT 59.2

4 SNP-4
SNP 4 F AGGGTTCAGAACCAAAACAGCATCA 59.8 163 bp
SNP 4 R CGATGCTTTTTTGGTAACTGGGAAG 59.1

5 SNP-5
SNP 5 F TCGATGGCATTAAGGATGCTAAGGA 59.8 163 bp
SNP 5 R ATTGCCTTTGCTAGGGAGCCATAA 59.1

6 SNP-6
SNP 6 F TGGTGACAAGAAATTCTTCAACGGC 60.2 158 bp
SNP 6 R TCTCCATGCATCTCTTTCCCCACT 59.8

7 SNP-7
SNP 7 F TGAGCTCCTTTCAGACTCCTTTCCC 60.1 170 bp
SNP 7 R CGACCACCTTAACAGCTTGATCGTC 59.9

8 SNP-8
SNP 8 F CTTTCTCAGGGTTAATAGAGGCGGG 60.1 171 bp
SNP 8 R GCCAAACTGGCTGAAAACCTTTTCT 59.9

9 SNP-9
SNP 9 F TTCATGGTCACAGAAACGCCAAGA 60.1 181 bp
SNP 9 R GGCAGAACTTCTTTGTTCATCCGCT 59.9

10 SNP-10
SNP 10 F AATCTCACAATCGAACCTCACTGCC 59.4 175 bp
SNP 10 R TGCGAGGTGAATTCCAGTCAAAGAG 60.4

11 SNP-11
SNP 11 F GCAACAAGGGCTGCAAATTACAGTT 60.1 169 bp
SNP 11 R GTTTGTGTGCATGAATCTGTGCAGG 59.9

12 SNP-12
SNP 12 F CGACTATGGCTGGGACACTGCA 59.6 164 bp
SNP 12 R TCCCCGAACTTGACCCCGTTAC 60.7

13 SNP-13
SNP 13 F AGCAATGTTGTCCGGTACTCCAAAG 59.4 185 bp
SNP 13 R CGCTCAAAAACCCAGCTCGTACA 60.1

14 SNP-14
SNP 14 F TATCGTACCTTCCTACCCTGAGCGA 60.1 182 bp
SNP 14 R TCCGAACATGGGCAGCTTCC 59.9

2.7. Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qPCR) to Identify Expression Level of Transcripts

The total RNA was extracted from the leaves of the resistant and susceptible lines by
using the Plant RNA Extraction Kit (Takara, Shiga, Japan). The concentration and purity
of the RNA were measured using a Nanodrop® ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop
Technologies, Wilmington, NC, USA). Thereafter, cDNA was synthesized from 500 ng of
RNA extracted from each line by using the HiSenScript™ RH[-] RT PreMix Kit (iNtRON,
Seongnam, Korea). PCR for cDNA synthesis was performed using the following cycle:
reverse transcription step at 42 ◦C for 1 h and RTase inactivation extension step at 85 ◦C for
10 min. The synthesized cDNA was stored at −20 ◦C. Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)
was performed to compare the expression levels of the SNP-3 transcript related to the
aldo-keto reductase (AKR) gene with in silico data, which showed significant HRM results
in 14 transcripts. The qPCR primer conditions were as follows: the amplified product size
was less than 200 bp, and the annealing temperature was approximately 60 ± 1 ◦C. The
forward primer was 5′-CGT TAG CTC AAG TGG GTT TGA GGT G-3′, and the reverse
primer was 5′-CTC CAG CAC ACG CCC TCC A-3′. Before the qPCR analysis, it was
confirmed that the 171-bp band targeted by the qPCR primer set was amplified by RT-PCR
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using the Maxime™ PCR PreMix Kit (iNtRON, Seongnam, Korea). The reaction cycle was
as follows: 10 min of initial denaturation at 95 ◦C, followed by 40 cycles of 95 ◦C for 30 s,
60 ◦C for 30 s, 72 ◦C for 40 s, and a final extension at 72 ◦C for 10 min. The amplified
product was electrophoresed using 1% agarose gel.

The qPCR analysis was performed with the TransStart Top Green qPCR Super Mix
(TransGen, Beijing, China) containing 1 pmol of qPCR primer and 500 ng of cDNA by using
Roter-GeneTM6000 (Corbett, Melbourne, Vic, Australia), and the qPCR program proceeded
at 95 ◦C for 10 s, followed by 40 cycles consisting of 2 steps: 95 ◦C for 10 s and 60 ◦C for
30 s. After amplification, a fluorescence melting curve was obtained by heating the samples
from 60 ◦C to 95 ◦C. AKR gene expression was identified using the Ct value. To compare
the differences in the gene expression levels between the resistant and susceptible lines,
the actin gene, the housekeeping gene, was used as a control. After obtaining the Ct value
using Roter-Gene Q Series Software, the ΔCt value ((Ct value of target gene)−(Ct value of
actin gene)) was calculated. To compare the expression levels based on the susceptible S&P
7483 lines, the ΔΔCt value ((ΔCt of each onion line)−(ΔCt of S&P 7483)) was obtained. The
difference in the expression levels was confirmed by calculating the 2ΔΔCt. The expression
level of each line was calculated from the results of six repetitions. Data were presented as
the means with standard errors, and the means were compared using Duncan’s multiple
comparison test (p ≤ 0.05).

3. Results

3.1. RAPD and Phylogenetic Analysis

Four (S&P 7522, S&P 7521, S&P 7129, and S&P 7168) gray mold-resistant and three
(S&P 7130, S&P 7175, and S&P 7483) susceptible onion lines were amplified using 40 OPERON
random primers, and the polymorphic bands were confirmed by electrophoresis. Most
of the amplified band sizes ranged from 200 bp to 2500 bp, and 124 bands (38%) of the
330 bands showed polymorphisms. The RAPD analysis was repeated at least three times
to obtain reproducibility, and the presence or absence of amplified bands was transformed
into binary data. The binary data were converted into dendrograms by using the UP-
GMA methods of the XLSTAT program using Jaccard coefficients (Figure 1). The genetic
similarity within the group was 78.27%, and the genetic similarity between the groups
was 21.73%. Based on the phylogenetic analysis, a genetic relationship between the seven
lines was confirmed. The results of the phylogenetic analysis were compared with the
pedigrees of the seven breeding lines to confirm the reliability of the RAPD (Figure S1). The
phylogenic analysis results were consistent with the genetic relationship of the pedigree of
the breeding lines.

3.2. Development of a SCAR Marker for the Selection of Resistant Lines

From the RAPD results, a SCAR marker was developed using a specific RAPD product
showing polymorphisms between the resistant and susceptible lines (Figure S2). The
2-Kb bands were amplified in the resistant lines S&P 7522, S&P 7521, S&P 7129, and
S&P 7168 by using the OPAN-1 primer. The amplified polymorphic bands were eluted,
purified, and sequenced. From the sequencing results, 5′-ACT CCA CGT C-3′, which
is a sequence of random primer OPAN-1, was identified at both ends of the fragment
sequence (Figure 2). In addition, the sequences were analyzed using BLAST at the National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), and insignificant results were obtained.
Therefore, further studies are required to analyze this unknown DNA sequence. The SCAR
marker primer was designed to include the 5′-ACT CCA CGT C-3′ sequence of the OPAN-1
random primer. The forward primer was 5′-ACT CCA CGT CAT CGA TTC GAA-3′, and
the reverse primer was 5′-ACT CCA CGT CCG AAC TAC AGA A-3′. The primer set for
the SCAR marker was designed for considering the annealing temperature, GC content,
the possibility of dimer formation, and hairpin loops. The developed SCAR marker was
designated as SCAR-OPAN1.
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree of the resistant and susceptible lines provided by ‘Seeds & People’ Co. by
a RAPD analysis. The resistant lines S&P 7168 and S&P 7129 showed a close genetic relationship,
and also, resistant lines S&P 7522 and S&P 7521 showed a close genetic relationship. The susceptible
onion lines S&P 7175, S&P 7130, and S&P 7483 appeared to have a closer genetic relationship.

Figure 2. The SCAR-OPAN-1 primer and sequence of a 2-Kb product amplified in four resistant lines
by an OPAN-1 random primer. The SCAR-OPAN-1 primer contained the OPAN-1 random primer
sequence. The sequence of the designed SCAR-OPAN-1 primer is shown in bold. The underlined
sequence is the sequence of OPAN-1 random primer, 5′-ACT CCA CGT C-3′.

3.3. Validation of the Developed SCAR Marker Using the Resistant and Susceptible Onion Lines

The SCAR-OPAN1 marker was used to screen the resistant and susceptible lines. The
2-Kb-sized polymorphic band was amplified in the resistant lines S&P 7522, S&P 7521, S&P
7129, and S&P 7168 and was not amplified in the susceptible lines S&P 7483, S&P 7130,
and S&P 7175 (Figure 3a). The developed SCAR-OPAN1 marker amplified the specific
band only from the resistant lines, demonstrating its potential as a molecular marker
for the selection of resistant lines. To validate the SCAR-OPAN1 marker, three resistant
lines and four susceptible lines of ‘Asia Seed’ Co. were screened using the SCAR-OPAN1
marker (Figure 3b). Similar to the screening results of the ‘Seeds & People’ Co. onion
lines, a product size of 2 Kb was amplified only in the resistant lines (Asia-12, Asia-42, and
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Asia-53). These polymorphic bands between the resistant and susceptible lines allow the
selection of gray mold-resistant onion lines for breeding programs.

Figure 3. Identification of resistant onion lines of ‘Seeds & People’ Co. and ‘Asia Seed’ Co. using
the SCAR-OPAN1 marker. (A) The 2-Kb-sized polymorphic products were amplified in the resistant
lines (S&P 7522, S&P 7521, S&P 7129, and S&P 7168) and were not amplified in the susceptible lines
(S&P 7483, S&P 7130, and S&P 7175). M: 100-bp DNA ladder marker, Lane 1: S&P 7522, Lane 2: S&P
7521, Lane 3: S&P 7129, Lane 4: S&P 7168, Lane 5: S&P 7483, Lane 6: S&P 7130, and Lane 7: S&P 7175.
(B) The 2-Kb products were amplified only in the resistant lines (Asia-12, Asia-42, and Asia-53) and
were not amplified in the susceptible lines (Asia-30, Asia-35, Asia-45, and Asia-50). M: 100-bp DNA
ladder marker, Lane 1: Asia-12, Lane 2: Asia-42, Lane 3: Asia-53, Lane 4: Asia-30, Lane 5: Asia-35,
Lane 6: Asia-45, and Lane 7: Asia-50.

3.4. Preprocessing of Raw Data of the RNA Sequence

After the quality check of the extracted RNA was completed, a library was constructed,
and the quality of distribution by cDNA size and concentration of the constructed library
were measured using a Bioanalyzer DNA Chip (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
USA). Thereafter, RNA sequencing was performed using the constructed library infor-
mation and HiseqX (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), and the raw RNA sequencing data
of each onion line were obtained. The raw RNA-seq data are shown in Table S3. The
raw reads of the seven onion lines ranged from 28,899,894 to 41,664,542, the total reads of
the trimmed reads ranged from 20,744,300 to 27,932,656, and the mapped reads ranged
from 16,852,911 to 21,958,205. Trimming was performed by removing low-quality bases
and Illumina adapters from the raw data. Mapping was performed on the reference data
of NABIC (RDA, JeonJu, Korea, https://nabic.rda.go.kr, accessed on 7 February 2021),
and the number of paired reads containing at least 50 nucleotides was confirmed. As a
result of mapping, the lengths of the mapping reads ranged from 267 nucleotides to 5478
nucleotides, the average length of the reads was 2236 nucleotides, and the median was
1988 nucleotides. The mapping results determined that the length of the mapped reads
was sufficient for the next analysis, and the following analysis was performed.
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3.5. Variant Analysis and Filtering for Selection of Transcripts

A variant analysis was conducted to confirm the genetic variations between the gray
mold disease-resistant and -susceptible lines. The total raw variants was 359,288, which
was generated using haplotypeCaller of the Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK, Broad
Institute, Cambridge, MA, USA). These variants were confirmed to have occurred in
28,602 transcripts out of a total of 87,427 acquired transcripts. To remove the low-quality
genotypes, the minimum depth coverage was set to five, and the maximum depth coverage
was set to 100. The minimum genotype quality was filtered to 20%. As a result, the
total filtered-out variants were 28,602, including 27,303 SNPs and 1299 indels. Among
them, the variants that matched the following conditions were selected: four resistant
lines showed the same genotype within a group, and three susceptible lines also showed
the same genotype within a group but showed differences between the resistant and
susceptible groups. A total of 233 variants were obtained that matched these conditions,
and 118 corresponding transcripts were selected.

3.6. Selection of Transcripts Related to Disease Resistance through DEG Analysis and
GO Annotation

A DEG analysis between the resistant and susceptible lines was performed to develop
molecular markers related to disease resistance. TransDecoder was used to select 109,521 se-
quences with a length of 100 or more amino acids among the sequences generated using
Trinity de novo assembly. As a result of calculating the read count of the transcript expres-
sion level using the StringTie program, we confirmed that the overall average mapping
rate was 85%, and a total of 87,427 transcript read counts were obtained. Based on the read
count of the transcript of each line, a comparative analysis between each onion line was
performed using DESeq2. First, the raw read count data were normalized through size
factor and dispersion. Thereafter, a correlation analysis between each line was performed
based on the standardized value. In addition, from the RNA-seq results, the DEGs were an-
alyzed for the resistant and susceptible groups. Using the DEGseq of the R package, it was
confirmed that the difference in resistance versus susceptibility was statistically significant.
Significantly expressed genes were verified using the MA plot results (Figure S3). In the
MA plot, a false discovery rate (FDR) of less than 0.05 was indicated in red. Through the
identification of the significantly expressed genes shown in red, it was confirmed that it was
sufficient for use in the subsequent resistance-related gene analysis. In addition, a heatmap
was constructed using z-scores to analyze the differences in expression for each line by
using a group of significantly expressed genes (Figure 4). The heatmap was analyzed by
comparing and analyzing the Pearson correlation coefficients for each line and gene after
hierarchical clustering using the average linkage method. In addition, a volcano plot of
the DEGs was obtained (Figure S4). The results of the volcano plot are shown in different
colors according to the following conditions: FDR < 0.05 and |log2 fold change| ≥ 2. In
the volcano plot, it was expressed in different colors according to the following conditions:
red: FDR < 0.01 and |log2 fold change| ≤ 2, green: FDR < 0.01 and |log2 fold change| > 2,
and orange: FDR ≥ 0.01 and |log2 fold change| > 2. Through this visualized DEG result,
it was confirmed that there was a transcript showing a significant DEG difference between
the gray mold-resistant and -susceptible groups.
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Figure 4. The heatmap constructed using z-scores to analyze the differences of expression in each
line by using a group of significantly expressed genes.

The differences between resistant and susceptible lines of ‘Seeds & People’ Co. were
significant, and it could be statistically confirmed that a resistance-related mechanism
analysis was possible. Among the obtained 87,427 transcripts, the transcripts with signifi-
cantly different expression levels between the resistant and susceptible lines were selected
to satisfy the following conditions: PADJ < 0.05 and |log2 fold change| ≥ 2. A total of
1636 transcripts were selected. Among the 1636 transcripts, 320 transcripts showed higher
expression levels in the resistant group, and 1316 showed higher expression in the suscepti-
ble group. Among the 320 transcripts that showed a higher level in the resistant group,
only 182 transcripts matched to TAIR ID, while 138 did not, suggesting an unknown onion
gene. In addition, among the 1316 transcripts that showed higher expression levels in the
susceptible group, only 897 transcripts matched, while 419 did not. The matched transcripts
were analyzed by GO annotations of the cellular components, molecular functions, and
biological processes using TAIR ID.

To select genes with increased expression in relation to resistance, among the 182 tran-
scripts with increased expression levels, 22 transcripts related to ‘response to stress’ and
seven transcripts related to ‘response to biotic stimuli’ were analyzed by GO annotation
(Figure S5). Finally, 29 resistance-related transcripts were confirmed to be related to disease
resistance, and variants were also observed between the resistant and susceptible groups.
In addition, the gene functions of the identified transcripts were analyzed using TAIR ID

3.7. Transcripts Selection to Develop SNP Markers and a HRM Analysis

Based on variant analyses, including the DEG and GO analyses, the transcripts were
selected to develop SNP markers for the screening of gray mold-resistant onions. A total
of 118 transcripts with 233 variants, such as SNPs and indels, between the resistant and
susceptible groups were selected by variant analyses. Thereafter, 29 transcripts that were
found to be related to disease resistance through the GO analysis and showed higher gene
expression levels in the resistant group than in the susceptible group in the DEG analysis
were selected. Finally, a total of 14 transcripts with SNPs were selected to develop SNP
markers, and HRM primers were designed from these 14 selected transcripts with SNPs
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that existed between the resistant and susceptible lines (Table 1). These selected transcripts
were associated with genes with functions related to ‘response to biotic stimulus’ and
‘response to stress’. Plants are known to show resistance to pathogens in various ways.
Although it prevents infection by pathogens structurally, such as through cell walls, it has
several defense systems that show resistance to invading pathogens. The gene functions of
the selected transcripts were ‘lipoxygenase 3’, ‘Glutathione S-transferase’, and ‘systemic
acquired resistance’, which were genes related to plant resistance (Table 2).

Table 2. Gene functions of 14 selected transcripts with SNPs that exist between the resistant and susceptible lines.

No Transcripts No TAIR ID z Gene Function

1 SNP-1 transcript AT1G17420 Lipoxygenase 3
2 SNP-2 transcript AT1G42970 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase B subunit
3 SNP-3 transcript AT1G59960 Aldo/keto reductase
4 SNP-4 transcript AT1G67090 Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase small chain 1A
5 SNP-5 transcript AT1G68090 Annexin Arabidopsis thaliana 5
6 SNP-6 transcript AT1G78380 Glutathione S-transferase
7 SNP-7 transcript AT3G16640 Translationally controlled tumor protein
8 SNP-8 transcript AT4G39260 Glycine-rich protein
9 SNP-9 transcript AT5G13750 Zinc induced facilitator-like 1

10 SNP-10 transcript AT5G52810 Systemic acquired resistance
11 SNP-11 transcript AT1G14290 Sphingoid base hydroxylase2
12 SNP-12 transcript AT1G29930 Chlorophyll A/B protein
13 SNP-13 transcript AT5G25220 KNAT3
14 SNP-14 transcript AT5G38430 Rubisco small subunit 1B

z The Arabidopsis Information Resource ID.

Each HRM amplicon obtained from the 14 HRM primers was confirmed to match
the expected size by electrophoresis. In addition, the sequence analysis confirmed that
SNPs existed between the resistant and susceptible lines and revealed the amino acid
sequences that were altered by the SNP (Figure 5). The SNPs targeted by the HRM primers
are shown in green, and the nonsynonymous mutations are shown in red. Synonymous
mutations are shown in blue and were present in SNP-1, SNP-2, SNP-4, SNP-12, and SNP
14. Nonsynonymous mutations were identified in SNP-3, SNP-5, SNP-6, SNP-7, SNP-8,
SNP-9, SNP-10, SNP-11, and SNP-13. The melting peak values obtained from the HRM
analysis were confirmed by ANOVA grouping. As a result, SNP-3 primers targeting the
AKR gene transcript capable of distinguishing resistance and susceptibility were selected.
The expected amplicon size of the SNP-3 primer was 134 bp. The HRM amplicon sizes of
all seven onion lines were identified as the same. In addition, the sequences of the four
resistant and three susceptible lines targeted by the SNP-3 primer were analyzed (Figure 6).
Two SNPs were identified within the sequence. One SNP showed the ‘T’ allele in the
resistant lines and the ‘C’ allele in the susceptible lines, while the other SNP showed the ‘C’
allele in the resistant lines and the ‘G’ allele in the susceptible ones.
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Figure 5. SNPs and amino acid sequences targeted by the HRM primers in the resistant and susceptible lines. The SNPs
targeted by HRM primers are shown in green. The synonymous mutations are shown in blue, and the nonsynonymous
mutations between the resistant and susceptible groups are shown in red.
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Figure 6. Sequences of the products amplified with the SNP-3 HRM primer in four resistant and three susceptible onion
lines. Two SNPs were identified within the sequence. One SNP showed the ‘T’ allele in the resistant lines and the ‘C’ allele
in the susceptible lines, while the other SNP showed the ‘C’ allele in the resistant lines and the ‘G’ allele in the susceptible
ones. The forward (F) and reverse (R) primers for the SNP-3 HRM marker are underlined with the arrow.

In the results of the HRM analysis, which was repeated six times using the SNP-3
primer, the melting values of the resistant strains were 79.642–79.838 and those of the
susceptible strains were 80.353–80.472. Upon statistically grouping these values by the
Duncan method using ANOVA, significant results were obtained by grouping four resistant
lines into one group (A) and three susceptibility lines into another group (B) (Table 3a). In
the HRM result graph, the resistant lines (red) show a distinct curve from the susceptible
lines (blue) (Figure 7a). Compared with the sequence results, it was confirmed that the
resistant group that showed ‘T’ and ‘C’ at the SNP position had a lower melting temperature
than the susceptible group that had ‘C’ and ‘G’. In addition, for validation, the ‘Asia Seed’
Co. onion lines were analyzed using the SNP-3 HRM marker. As a result of ANOVA
grouping, the resistant lines (Asia-12, Asia-48, and Asia-53) were grouped into one group
(A), and the susceptible lines (Asia-30, Asia-35, Asia-45, and Asia-50) were also grouped
together (B) (Table 3b). Similar to the HRM results of the ‘Seeds & People’ Co. onion lines,
the HRM curve graph of the ‘Asia Seed’ Co. onion lines showed that the resistant lines
were melted at a lower temperature than the susceptible lines (Figure 7b). Based on this
result, it was confirmed that the SNP-3 HRM marker is versatile and can be used to select
resistant onions.
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Table 3. HRM analysis with the SNP-3 primers and statistically grouped by using ANOVA.

(A) HRM analysis results of the ‘Seeds & People’ Co. onion lines.

HRM Marker Line LS Means Group *

SNP-3

S&P 7522 79.642 A
S&P 7521 79.768 A
S&P 7129 79.782 A
S&P 7168 79.838 A
S&P 7483 80.388 B
S&P 7130 80.353 B
S&P 7175 80.472 B

(B) HRM analysis results of the ‘Asia seed’ Co. onion lines.

HRM Marker Line LS Means Group *

SNP-3

Asia-12 82.183 A
Asia-53 82.217 A
Asia-48 82.253 A
Asia-50 82.473 B
Asia-35 82.500 B
Asia-45 82.527 B
Asia-30 82.550 B

* In each column, means with the same letter are not significantly different.

Figure 7. HRM analysis of the ‘Seeds & People’ Co. and ‘Asia Seed’ Co. onion lines. (A) HRM curve of the ‘Seeds & People’
Co. onion lines. Red: resistant lines (S&P 7522, S&P 7521, S&P 7129, and S&P 7168) and blue: susceptible lines (S&P 7130,
S&P 7175, and S&P 7483). (B) HRM curve of the ‘Asia Seed’ Co. onion lines. Red: resistant lines (Asia-12, Asia-42, and
Asia-53) and, blue: susceptible lines (Asia-30, Asia-35, Asia-45, and Asia-50).

3.8. Confirmation of AKR Gene Expression Level in the Onion Lines through qPCR Analysis

The SNP-3 HRM marker was selected from the AKR transcript and showed higher
expression levels in the resistant line group in the in silico data. qPCR was performed
to confirm the gene expression levels of AKR. Before performing qPCR, RT-PCR was
performed to confirm the amplification using the primer set designed for qPCR. RT-PCR
showed that all seven onion lines were amplified into one band of 171 bp. qPCR was
performed in six replicates by the SNP-3 primer, and the results were calculated using the
ΔΔCt method. The gene expression level was normalized to the actin gene expression level
and compared with the susceptible line S&P 7483 with the highest susceptibility (Figure 8).
In the qPCR analysis, the expression level of the AKR gene was higher in the resistant
group than in the susceptible group, with S&P 7522 showing the highest expression level
and S&P 7130 showing the lowest expression level.
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Figure 8. The gene expression level of the aldo-keto reductase (ARK) gene in the seven onion lines
using the SNP-3 primer by the qPCR analysis. Four resistant lines (S&P 7522, S&P 7521, S&P 7129,
and S&P 7168) and three susceptible lines (S&P 7483, S&P 7130, and S&P 7175) were analyzed.
The qPCR analysis was performed in six replicates, and the standard errors are indicated as bars.
Means with the same letter on the bar were not significantly different according to Duncan’s multiple
comparison test.

4. Discussion

Using molecular markers, genetic differences can be quickly and easily identified at
the DNA level without phenotyping. RAPD markers can easily identify polymorphisms
by using short random primers, commonly 10 bp in length. In addition, it does not rely on
knowing the target DNA sequence information, and RAPD is inexpensive, simple, quick,
and easy to use [25–27]. Based on the RAPD results, small genetic differences between
large genomes can be identified. Genetic relationships between the onion lines can also be
confirmed through the unweighted pair group method with an arithmetic mean cluster
dendrogram [15,16].

In this study, a phylogenetic analysis of gray mold disease-resistant and -susceptible
lines was conducted using RAPD. The phylogenic analysis obtained from the RAPD
showed that the resistant lines were closely related to other resistant lines, and the suscepti-
ble lines were closely related to other susceptible lines. S&P 7522, S&P 7521, S&P 7129, and
S&P 7168 belong to the gray mold disease-resistant line group, and S&P 7483, S&P 7130,
and S&P 7175 belong to the gray mold disease-susceptible line group. Additionally, a close
genetic relationship appeared between the resistant S&P 7522 and S&P 7521 lines and be-
tween the resistant S&P 7129 and S&P 7168 lines. Similarly, susceptible lines S&P 7483, S&P
7130, and S&P 7175 showed close genetic relationships in the phylogenic analysis. These
results were similar to the pedigree of the ‘Seeds & People’ Co. onion lines. According to
the pedigrees, two gray mold disease-resistant lines, S&P 7129 and S&P 7168, were bred
by crossing the resistant lines S&P 7522 and S&P 7521. The gray mold disease-susceptible
lines S&P 7130 and S&P 7175 were bred through the crossing of the susceptible lines S&P
7406 and S&P 7405. A comparison of the results of the phylogenetic analysis obtained from
the RAPD with the pedigree of the breeding lines revealed similar genetic relationships,
thereby demonstrating the reliability of the RAPD results.

The SCAR-OPAN1 marker was developed using the polymorphic fragment in the
RAPD analysis. The SCAR-OPAN1 marker sequence was designed to extend longer,
including the 5′-ACT CCA CGT C-3′ sequence of the OPAN-1 random primer. The primer
set for the SCAR- OPAN1 marker was designed considering the annealing temperature, GC
content, the possibility of the dimer formation, and the hairpin loops. A BLAST analysis
was performed to analyze the products amplified by the SCAR marker. In the BLAST
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analysis of the DNA sequence of the fragment amplified from the SCAR marker, there
was no significant percentage of sequences matched to the other sequences from onions
and other species; therefore, additional analysis is required. SCAR markers have been
used to distinguish between various cultivars and species [28,29]. SCAR markers can be
used to select individuals with specific traits and to identify disease-resistant individuals.
Using SCAR markers, the selection of male infertility-dominant Ms and -recessive ms in
onions [30], anthrax resistance in grapes [31], and Acokita blight resistance in lentils [32]
have been reported. It was confirmed that the selection of gray mold disease-resistant
onions was possible using this SCAR- OPAN1 marker in the onion breeding lines of ‘Seeds
& People’ Co.

In addition, to validate the developed SCAR-OPAN1 marker, additional gray mold
disease-resistant and -susceptible lines from the ‘Asia Seed’ Co. were analyzed. In the
analysis of the gray mold disease-resistant and -susceptible ‘Asia Seed’ Co. lines, it was
confirmed that a product of 2Kb was amplified only in the resistant lines. Therefore, it was
confirmed that the SCAR-OPAN1 marker developed in this study not only facilitates the
selection of gray mold-resistant onions but also facilitates easy selection in a considerably
short time.

The HRM marker was developed to select gray mold disease-resistant onion lines
by using the selected transcripts through a DEG analysis from RNA sequencing. After
analyzing the RNA-seq, the selected 14 transcripts were analyzed using the Arabidopsis
Information Resource (TAIR) ID derived from Arabidopsis. The matched transcripts were
analyzed using GO annotation and were largely divided into cellular components, molec-
ular functions, and biological processes. Among them, the transcripts related to disease
resistance, classified as ‘response to biotic stimulus’ and ‘response to stress’, were selected.

Plant cells synthesized reactive oxygen species (ROS) and pathogenesis-related pro-
teins (PR proteins) after the detection of the presence of pathogens, along with a hyper-
sensitive response (HR) to prevent the growth of pathogens. These resistance responses
can induce a systemic acquired resistance (SAR) response, which is a resistance response
of the whole plant. When SAR is activated by pathogens such as fungi, bacteria, and
viruses, salicylic acid (SA) accumulates, and the accumulation of SA is essential for SAR
expression [33,34].

In this study, the SAR gene was targeted by the SNP-10 transcript and showed DEGs
and variants between the gray mold disease-resistant and -susceptible line groups (Table 2).
After analyzing the relationship between SA accumulation and SAR in the early 1990s, SARs
have been identified in Arabidopsis thaliana, tobacco, and cucumbers. The immune response
by SAR is induced by PR proteins and has been studied to recognize SA as a signal [35–37].
When tobacco began to show resistance to B. cinerea and Psequdomonas syringae, it was
confirmed that the resistance mechanism was initiated by the involvement of SAR, PR
genes (PR-1 and PR-5), and SA before preparation in whole plants [38].

In contrast to SAR, the induced systemic resistance (ISR) with other signaling path-
ways induced by the plant hormones jasmonic acid (JA) and ethylene is also one of the
resistance responses of plants. JA is a plant hormone that is related to disease resis-
tance. The transcript targeted by SNP-1 was found to be the lipoxygenase (LOX) 3 gene
(Table 2). The LOX gene is involved in JA biosynthesis. In particular, LOX3 was rapidly
upregulated when the pathogen B. cinerea was inoculated in Arabidopsis thaliana. This
LOX-upregulated response was shown in LOX3 and LOX4, which was presumably related
to the early JA response of oligogalacturonides acting as damage-associated molecular
patterns (DAMPs) [39].

In addition, the glutathione S-transferase (GST) gene, the transcript targeted by SNP-
6, has been identified in many studies on disease resistance in plants (Table 2) [40–42].
GST plays a major role as an antioxidant and is resistant to plants in relation to a hyper-
sensitive response to cell death. The transformed Nicotiana benthamiana was resistant to
Colletotrichum destructivum and C. orbiculare by the GST gene [43].
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In other selected transcripts, it was also confirmed that target genes have various
functions related to plant resistance. Among them, the SNP-3 transcript developed as an
HRM marker was confirmed to be an aldo-keto reductase gene (AKR) (Table 2). It was
confirmed that the SNP-3 HRM marker related to the AKR gene can also select gray mold
disease-resistant lines from ‘Seeds & People’ Co. and ‘Asia Seed’ Co. AKR gene expression
was higher in the gray mold disease-resistant line group than in the -susceptible line group.
AKR has been mentioned in previous studies and is known to increase the resistance at
high expression levels [44,45].

Since the SNP-3 HRM marker was a gene-based marker, a qPCR analysis was con-
ducted to confirm the expression level of the AKR gene. The expression level of AKR
was higher in the resistant group than in the susceptible group. The qPCR results were
compared with the in silico data. In the RNA-seq results, the expression level of AKR
was higher in the resistant group than in the susceptible group, and S&P7522 showed
the highest expression level. The similarity of the AKR gene expression levels between
the qPCR analysis and in silico RNA-seq results showed that the gene was associated
with resistance to gray mold disease, increasing the reliability of the in silico data used to
develop the molecular markers.

It has also been identified that the AKR gene provides multiple stress tolerances in
plants. In particular, there have been studies related to abiotic stresses such as herbicide
resistance, heat stress tolerance, and biotic stress, such as mildew [41,46,47]. For biotic
stress from pathogens such as microorganisms, the AKR gene group is mainly involved in
plant secondary metabolic pathways, including flavonoid biosynthesis in plant-microbial
interactions. Therefore, these AKRs primarily function as plant defense systems against
biological stresses, such as a pathogen attack. However, despite reports identifying plant
AKR as a potential target for developing abiotic and biotic stress-tolerant plant species, the
importance of plant AKR has not yet been emphasized [46,48].

Various studies have revealed that AKR plays a stress-related role. This study also
showed differences in the resistance and gene expression levels according to SNPs between
the gray mold-resistant and -susceptible line groups. It was considered that the AKR gene
affected the resistant group to show a resistance to gray mold disease. Therefore, further
studies of AKR will be needed, and the SNP-3 HRM marker developed in this study could
be used to select gray mold disease-resistant onion lines.

5. Conclusions

Onions have a large genome size, and the information on the existing DNA sequences
is insufficient. In this study, a molecular marker was developed to breed resistant onions
against gray mold disease. A phylogenetic analysis between the gray mold disease-resistant
and -susceptible lines was performed using a dendrogram derived from the RAPD analysis.
The constructed dendrogram was compared with the pedigree of the gray mold disease-
resistant and -susceptible breeding lines provided by ‘Seeds & People’ Co. The results of
the phylogenetic analysis were consistent with the genetic relationship of the pedigree of
the breeding lines and showed the reliability of the RAPD results. Thereafter, a SCAR-
OPAN1 marker was developed based on the RAPD results showing polymorphic fragments
between the resistant and susceptible lines. The SCAR-OPAN1 marker only amplified
the resistant lines of the specific 2-Kb product, and no product was amplified in the
susceptible lines.

In addition, the RNA-seq of the gray mold disease-resistant and -susceptible onion
lines was analyzed using NGS technology. Based on the RNA-seq results, DEG and GO
analyses were performed to identify the variants, such as SNPs and indels. As a result,
a selectable marker, SNP-3 HRM, was developed to select gray mold-resistant lines. The
SNP-3 HRM marker for the selection of the resistant lines includes SNPs present in the
AKR gene exhibiting high expression levels in these lines. Consequently, in this study,
the SCAR-OPAN1 and SNP-3 HRM markers were developed for the selection of resistant
onion lines in breeding programs to reduce the damage caused by gray mold disease. Thus,
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using these molecular markers, the breeding period of biennial onions can be shortened
by selecting an onion line that is resistant to gray mold disease, thereby alleviating the
economic loss of onions.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
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Abstract: Pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) is an economically significant global crop and condiment. Its
yield can be severely reduced by the oomycete plant pathogen, Phytophthora capsici (P. capsici). Here,
a high-density genetic map was created with a mapping panel of F2 populations obtained from 150
individuals of parental lines PI201234 and 1287 and specific-locus amplified fragment sequencing
(SLAF) that was then utilized to identify loci that are related to resistance to P. capsici. The sequencing
depth of the genetic map was 108.74-fold for the male parent, 126.25-fold for the female parent, and
22.73-fold for the offspring. A high-resolution genetic map consisting of 5565 markers and 12 linkage
groups was generated for pepper, covering 1535.69 cM and an average marker distance of 0.28 cM.
One major quantitative trait locus (QTL) for the P. capsici resistance (CQPc5.1) was identified on Chr05
that explained the observed 11.758% phenotypic variance. A total of 23 candidate genes located within
the QTL CQPc5.1 interval were identified, which included the candidate gene Capana05g000595 that
encodes the RPP8-like protein as well as two candidate genes Capana05g000596 and Capana05g000597
that encodes a RPP13-like protein. Quantitative reverse-transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) revealed higher
expression levels of Capana05g000595, Capana05g000596, and Capana05g000597 in P. capsici resistance
accessions, suggesting their association with P. capsici resistance in pepper.

Keywords: pepper; Capsicum annuum; Phytophthora capsici; high-density genetic map; QTL

1. Introduction

Pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) is a common condiment and an economically significant
vegetable crop. It is not only used in many cuisines but also found to have many medicinal
properties. In 2019, approximately 212.04 million tons of chilies and peppers were grown on
about 49.31 Mha around the world (http://www.fao.org/faostat/zh/#data/QC). However,
pepper is susceptible to a variety of pathogens such as CMV, TMV, Colletotrichum spp., and
Phytophthora capsici (P. capsici) [1–4]. Phytophthora blight can significantly decrease pepper
yield and quality [5]. The disease is caused by the oomycete plant pathogen P. capsici that
initially infects the roots and crown roots, then subsequently spread to every plant part,
including the roots, stems, fruits, and leaves [6]. Phytophthora blight is a severe disease that
commonly occurs under warm (25–28 ◦C) and highly humid conditions [7–9]. No effective
and safe measures to control Phytophthora blight have been established to date, except
for chemical control [10–13]. Therefore, the utilization of resistant varieties has become a
simple, effective, and safe way of resolving Phytophthora blight occurrence in pepper. Plant
breeders have also focused on selecting varieties with high levels of resistance.

The three physiological races of P. capsici, named “races 1–3,” have been determined
by their virulence on four pepper varieties: early calwonder (sensitive), PI201234 (resistant),
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PBC137 (partially resistant), and PBC602 (partial resistance) [14]. Previous studies have
reported several pepper accessions that are resistant to P. capsici, including PI123469,
PI201232, PI201234, AC2258, and CM334 (Criollo de Morelos 334) [4,14–18]. Resistance to
P. capsici is mainly regulated by a single dominant gene in PI201234 or by one dominant
gene in the presence of modifiers [9,19–21], and AC2258, which has been derived from
PI201234, is resistant to P. capsici [17,18]. Studies have shown that resistance to P. capsici in
CM334 is controlled by a minimum of two genes [22,23]. In addition, these reports revealed
that the regulatory mechanism underlying P. capsici resistance in pepper is highly complex.
Numerous reports have investigated the effect of a pepper QTLs on chromosomes that
are associated with resistance against P. capsici [18,23–31]. Pc5.1 is a homologous QTL on
chromosome 5 of CM334, PI201234, and Perennial that has been associated with resistance
to P. capsici [23,29,31]. Mallard et al. (2013) have identified resistance QTLs among three
meta-QTLs (MetaPc5.1, MetaPc5.2, and MetaPc5.3) by meta-analysis [31]. Siddique et al.
(2019) identified three QTLs on chromosome P5, including QTL5.1, QTL5.2, and QTL5.3,
which were associated with resistance to three P. capsici isolates (race 1, race 2, and race
3) by traditional QTL mapping combined with GWAS strategy [30]. In addition, a few
minor-effect QTLs has been identified on different chromosomes [23,27,28,32].

Large-scale SNP markers have recently been discovered by next-generation sequenc-
ing (NGS) that have expedited the construction of the pepper genetic map. SLAF-seq is
a novel high-throughput sequencing technique that is less expensive and complex than
high-quality reference genome libraries [33]. In addition, the SLAF-seq strategy has been
generally utilized in constructing high-density genetic maps of different species and in QTL
mapping [34–42]. This strategy had also been successfully used in the creating high-density
pepper genetic maps [40,43,44]. For instance, Guo et al. (2017) determined two candidate
CMV resistance genes on pepper chromosomes 2 and 11 using SLAF-seq along with BSA
technologies [43]. In addition, Zhang et al. (2019) utilized SLAF-seq in detecting two major
QTLs that were strongly associated with FFN [40].

In this work, we developed a high-density pepper linkage map with SLAF-seq as
well as identified QTLs that are related to P. capsici resistance using F2 populations that
were obtained from a cross between parental lines 1287 (P. capsici susceptible, female) and
PI201234 (P. capsici resistant, male). Finally, we investigated the main effect of QTLs as
well as select candidate genes. Our results could potentially facilitate the elucidation of the
genetic mechanism underlying P. capsici resistance in pepper and lay the foundation for
breeding highly resistance pepper cultivars.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mapping Population

The P. capsici-susceptible sweet pepper line “1287” was obtained from Zhongjiao808,
whereas the P. capsici-resistant “PI201234” was collected from Central America. The present
study used an F2 mapping population, comprising 150 individuals that were obtained by
crossing female parent 1287 and male parent PI201234, which was then used as mapping
population. The parental lines and the F2 population were grown at the Chongqing
experimental station of the Chongqing Academy of Agricultural Sciences (Chongqing,
China). Sowing of pepper seeds was performed using 50-cell trays containing a mixture of
peat and vermiculite that was autoclave sterilized for 30 min in 2018.

2.2. Pathogen Preparation and Plant Inoculation with P. capsici

P. capsici isolate HT1 was used for P. capsici resistance identification in pepper. HT1
has been identified as physiological race 3 and was isolated from infected pepper fruit at
the experimental station in Jiulongpo District, Chongqing, China. The isolate was cultured
on V8 juice-agar medium at 28 ◦C in an incubator. To prepare the inoculums for disease
screening, the cultures were soaked in 5 mL ddH2O and cultivated at 4 ◦C for 1 h and then
set at room temperature for 1 h to promote sporulation. Spore density was determined
using a hemocytometer and adjusted to 1 × 105 spores/mL in distilled water. Before
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inoculation, pepper plants were soaked in water. Then, 5 mL of suspension was injected
into the root of each six- to seven-true-leaf stage pepper plant. The inoculated plants were
then grown at 28 ◦C for 16 h/day and at 80% relative humidity.

2.3. Disease Evaluation

Seven days post inoculation, the plants were assessed for disease symptoms using the
0–5 scale of the Chinese standard NY/T 2060.1-2011 (Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s
Republic of China 2011), which consisted of the following: 0 = no disease symptoms;
1 = emergence of brown lesions in the roots and stems with no to slight wilting of leaves;
2 = extension of root and stem lesions by 1–2 cm, the leaves wilted and had fallen off;
3 = root and stem lesions exceed 2 cm and leaves clearly show wilting or defoliation;
4 = large brown lesions on stems are extended and dehydrated, with the exception of the
uppermost leaves which have been lost; and 5 = plant death. According to the disease
grade of each plant, the disease index (DI) of each identification material was calculated.
The DI was calculated using the equation below:

DI =
Σ(s × n)

N × S
× 100,

where s is the disease level ranging between 0 and 5; n is the number of plants with
corresponding disease level; N is the number of plants investigated in each F2; and S is the
representative value of the highest grade.

2.4. Statistical Analysis of Phenotypic Data

The laboratory study was conducted at the experimental station of the Chongqing
Academy of Agricultural Sciences. The phenotypic data collected for the disease parameters
were considered and analyzed as individual traits. The resistance traits were recorded
for the F2 population and parents. The traits means were calculated using DPS 18.10
(DPS, China).

2.5. DNA Extraction, SLAF Library Construction, and High-Throughput Sequencing

An improved CTAB method was utilized to extract genomic DNA from the young
leaves of two parental lines and 150 F2 individuals that were at the five- to six-leaf stage [45].
We employed an ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop, Wilmington, DE, USA) and
performed 1.0% agarose gel electrophoresis to respectively measure DNA concentration
and quality. The SLAF-seq library was constructed as detailed previously by Sun et al. [33],
with only a few small changes. The restriction enzyme HaeIII (New England Biolabs, NEB,
USA) was utilized for digestion of the genomic DNA of the parental lines and individuals
of the F2 population. We added polyA tails to the 3′ ends of the digested fragments, which
were then connected to duplex-labelled sequencing adapters and PCR amplified. PCR
was performed with the diluted restriction-ligation DNA sample, Q5® High-Fidelity DNA
polymerase (NEB), dNTPs, and PCR primers (forward, 5′-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGA-
3′ and reverse, 5′-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACG-3′). The PCR products were purified
with Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, High Wycombe, UK) and then
resolved on a 2% agarose gel. Fragments that were 314 to 364 bp in size were separated
and purified with a QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). SLAF-seq was
then conducted on an Illumina High-Seq 2500 sequencing platform (Illumina, San Diego,
CA, USA) at Beijing Biomarker Technologies Corp. (Beijing, China, http://www.biomarker.
com.cn, accessed on: 8 January 2019). We employed the Oryza sativa L. genome as reference
for quality control and conducted library construction and sequencing using similar settings
as that for the pepper mapping population.

2.6. SLAF-seq Data Grouping and Genotyping

In this study, reads with a quality score below Q30 (quality score < 30e) were filtered
out. After that, high-quality reads were mapped to the pepper reference genome utilizing
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BWA software, with the paired-end mapped reads at the identical position and >95%
identity divided into a single SLAF locus. In each SLAF, a polymorphism locus was
observed between the parents, of which most were SNPs. All of the polymorphism SLAF
loci were then genotyped with consistency at SNP loci of the offspring and parents. SLAFs
that consisted of more than eight SNPs were screened out, and then the parental SLAFs
with a sequencing depth of <10-fold were discarded. A high-density linkage map was then
created using polymorphic SLAFs showing parental homozygosis (aa × bb).

2.7. High-Density Linkage Map Construction

We quantified the modified logarithm of odds (MLOD) value between two adjacent
markers and markers with MLOD values < 5 were filtered out. Then, the SLAF markers
were assigned to chromosomes (Chr), and 12 Chr were obtained. Simultaneously, we
analyzed the linear array of markers in every Chr using HighMap software [46] and then
estimated the genetic distances between a pair of adjacent markers.

2.8. QTL Mapping of P. capsici Resistance and Candidate Gene Prediction

QTL analysis was identified by r/QTL software using CIM methods [47,48]. The
LOD score thresholds for evaluating the statistical significance of the QTL effects were
established using 1000 permutations (p < 0.05). The predicted genes within the target
QTL interval were determined by comparison with the annotated Zunla-1 and CM334
reference genomes (http://peppersequence.genomics.cn, accessed on: 20 January 2019).
The function of genes identified in the candidate regions was manually determined by
BLASTX (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/, accessed on: 20 January 2019). In addition, the
predicted genes were further annotated based on KEGG (https://www.kegg.jp/kegg/,
accessed on: 20 January 2019), COG (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/, accessed on:
20 January 2019), Swiss-Prot (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/uniprot/ accessed on: 20 January
2019), and NR (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ accessed on: 20 January 2019) databases.

2.9. qRT-PCR Analysis

For expression analysis, we conducted qRT-PCR to investigate the expression pattern
of five disease-resistant or defense-related genes for P. capsici resistance in pepper. Leaf
samples were gathered from days 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 post inoculation with P. capsici in the
resistant line “PI201234” and the susceptible line “Early calwonder.” “Early calwonder” was
defined as susceptible to three physiological races of P. capsici. Total RNAs were extracted
utilizing the Plant RNA Kit (Tiangen DP441, China) as per the company’s instructions.
Subsequently, cDNAs were reverse-transcribed using TaKaRa Reverse Transcription Kit
(Takara Biomedical Technology (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Beijing, China). Quantitative PCR was
conducted on a 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) using TB Green® Premix Ex TaqTM Kit (TaKaRa). The PCR program was as follows:
Holding Stage Step 1: 95 ◦C 30 s, followed by 40 cycles of Step 1: 95 ◦C for 5 s, Step 2:
60 ◦C for 30 s, and 72 ◦C for 2 min. After the last cycle, the amplification was extended for
7 min at 72 ◦C. AY572427 was used as internal control for qRT-PCR analysis. We employed
the 2−ΔΔT method to determine relative expression levels of candidate genes, which were
normalized to that of actin gene (AY572427). Each target sample was analyzed using three
biological replicates. All values were reported as the mean ± standard deviation (n = 3),
and the statistical significance of any differences was analyzed using a Student’s t-test.

3. Results

3.1. Sequencing and Genotyping Based on SLAF-seq

In this study, genotyping of 150 F2 individuals and their parents was performed using
the SLAF-seq technology. The sequencing data generated in this work were sent to the
NCBI SRA database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/ accessed on: 20 October 2020)
as accession no. PRJNA669602. Approximately 76.22 GB of raw bases and 381.15 Mb of
paired-end reads were generated, of which 94.37% achieved or exceeded quality score of 30
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(Q30), and GC (guanine-cytosine) content was 38.86% (Table 1). Oryza sativa L. was used as
control for evaluating the effectiveness of library construction. In addition, 12,250,440 reads
representing 139,046 SLAFs with average depths of 63.83 were obtained from the male
parent (PI201234), and 13,232,257 reads representing 141,584 SLAFs with average depths of
72.32 were obtained from the female parent (1287) (Table 1). In the offspring (F2 population),
2,371,153 reads that were representing 124,582 SLAFs with average depths of 14.66 were
generated (Table 1).

Table 1. Specific-locus amplified fragment sequencing (SLAF)-seq data statistics of the Capsicum F2 population.

Samples Total Read Total Bases
Q30

Percentage (%)
GC Content

(%)
SLAF

Number
Total Depth

Average
Depth(X)

PI201234 12,250,440 2,449,757,552 93.98 38.42 139,046 8,875,578 63.83
1287 13,232,257 2,646,335,364 94.71 38.15 141,584 10,239,208 72.32

Offspring 2,371,153 474,202,396 94.37 38.36 124,582 1,825,928 14.66
Total 381,155,587 76,226,452,308 94.37 38.86 405,212 / /

After filtration of low-depth SLAF tags, approximately 174,193 high-quality SLAF
markers were obtained, of which 19.77% (34,432) were polymorphic SLAFs (Table 2).
In addition, 25,839 of the 34,432 polymorphic SLAFs were cultured into eight segregation
patterns (aa×bb, ab×cc, ab×cd, cc×ab, ef×eg, hk×hk, lm×ll, and nn×np) (Figure 1).
As the parents were homozygous (i.e., with genotype aa or bb), 21,069 SLAFs exhibited the
aa×bb segregation pattern and were successfully selected for map construction.

Table 2. Description on basic characteristics of the 12 linkage groups.

Linkage Group SLAF Number Polymorphic

Chr01 16,109 3221
Chr02 9259 1626
Chr03 15,231 3159
Chr04 12,696 1569
Chr05 13,024 2986
Chr06 12,887 2640
Chr07 11,667 1907
Chr08 9426 1263
Chr09 14,507 3250
Chr10 11,356 1687
Chr11 11,890 3937
Chr12 13,089 2343
Other 23,052 4844
Total 174,193 34,432

3.2. Genetic Map Construction

After four-step filtering, our final map contained 5565 markers on 12 Chrs, which were
designated Chr01-Chr12 using HighMap software and presented in Table 2 and Figure 2.
The linkage map encompassed a total of 1535.69 cM and exhibited an average marker
distance of 0.28 cM (Figure 2). The largest Chr was Chr03, which consisted of 444 markers,
showed a length of 169.18 cM, and an average marker-to-marker distance of 0.38 cM, while
the smallest Chr was Chr05 that consisted of 460 markers, showed a length of 99.98 cM, and
an average marker-to-marker distance of 0.22 cM (Table 3). The extent of linkage between
markers was represented by the percentage of “Gaps ≤ 5 cM,” which ranged from 99.08%
to 100%, and an average of 99.70% (Table 3). The largest gap on this linkage map was
situated on Chr10 at 9.99 cM, whereas the smallest gap was 3.94 cM at Chr08 (Table 3).
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Figure 1. Specific-locus amplified fragment sequencing (SLAF) polymorphism analysis. Marker count
in eight segregation patterns. The x-axis represents eight segregation patterns for the polymorphic
SLAF markers, and the y-axis shows the number of markers.

Figure 2. Distribution of SLAF markers across 12 pepper linkage groups. The black bar indicates a SLAF
marker. The x-axis shows the linkage group number, whereas the y-axis represents genetic distance.

3.3. Quality and Accuracy of the Genetic Map

The quality and accuracy of the genetic map were assessed based on collinearity
between the genetic and physical maps. The average integrity of each marker was 99.91%
(Figure 3). Furthermore, among the 12 linkage groups, Chr03 showed the highest collinear-
ity, with a correlation coefficient of 0.9979, and the average Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient was 0.9758 (Table 3). On average, the coverage of these markers was 108.74-fold
in PI201234 (male parent), 126.25-fold in 1287 (female parent), and 22.73-fold in every F2 in-
dividual (Table 4), thereby indicating genotyping accuracy. Furthermore, collinearity with
the physical map was utilized to examine the quality of the genetic map. Figure 4 shows
that most of the genetically mapped loci were collinear with their physical positions on the
reference genome sequence of C. annuum cv. Zunla-1 v2.0 [45]. Every correlation coefficient
of 12 linkage groups was also assessed. The correlation coefficients of the 12 linkage groups
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were all close to 1, which indicated relatively high collinearity between linkage groups and
the pepper reference genome (Figure 3).

Table 3. Basic information of the 12 linkage groups. The closer the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is to 1, the better
the collinearity.

Linkage Group
Marker
Number

Average Distance
between Markers (cM)

Size (cM) Gaps ≤ 5
Max Gap

(cM)
Correlation
Coefficient

Chr01 437 0.36 158.32 99.08% 6.77 0.9968
Chr02 415 0.28 114.98 100.00% 4.57 0.9273
Chr03 444 0.38 169.18 100.00% 4.63 0.9979
Chr04 336 0.36 120.20 99.70% 6.38 0.9948
Chr05 460 0.22 99.98 99.78% 7.29 0.9054
Chr06 722 0.19 137.92 99.58% 6.31 0.9977
Chr07 517 0.27 137.66 99.22% 8.71 0.9712
Chr08 373 0.27 100.81 100.00% 3.94 0.9568
Chr09 414 0.27 112.88 99.52% 5.82 0.9875
Chr10 532 0.23 122.63 99.81% 9.99 0.9963
Chr11 458 0.29 133.80 100.00% 4.70 0.9974
Chr12 457 0.28 127.33 99.56% 6.38 0.9803

Maximum 722 0.38 169.18 100.00% 9.99 0.9979
Minimum 336 0.19 99.98 99.08% 3.94 0.9054

Total 5565 0.28 1535.69 / / /
Average 463.75 / 127.97 99.70% / 0.9758

Figure 3. Collinearity between genetic and physical maps. The correlation between the pepper
chromosomes (Chr) and the linkage group (LG) of the genetic map is illustrated.
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Table 4. Details on the depth of mapped markers.

Samples Marker Numbers Total Depth(X) Average Depth(X)

PI201234 5565 605,153 108.74
1287 5565 702,568 126.25

Offspring 5513 125,293 22.73

Figure 4. Quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis of the P. capsici resistance trait of pepper. The x-axis indicates linkage group
in pepper, and the y-axis presents LOD values. The blue line indicates the additive effect, and the red line represents the
dominant effect.

3.4. Phenotypic Analysis of P. capsici Resistance

In 2008, the disease indices (DIs) of 150 F2 populations were determined (Table 5). The
highest DI value was recorded in the susceptible 1287 (84.3), while the lowest ID value
was recorded in the resistance parent PI201234 (7.9). The DI values of the F2 population
varied between 0.00 and 100. The average DI value of the F2 population was 47.2. The
variation was 0.75, and skewness and kurtosis value of the DI in the F2 population was
small, indicating that the population was suitable for QTL identification.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of disease index and the whole population of the parents.

Traits

F2 Population Parent

Min Max Range Average
Standard

Error
Var Skew Kurt PI201234 1287 Midparent

Disease
index (100%) 0 1 0–1 0.4772 0.029 0.75 −0.17 −1.43 7.9 84.3 46.1

3.5. QTL Mapping of P. capsici Resistance

In present study, the maximum LOD value of 6.972 was used as the threshold to
determine the existence of QTL. Based on the high-density genetic map, a single major
QTL for the P. capsici resistance trait was identified in the F2 population and designated as
CQPc5.1 (Table 6, Figure 4), which explained 11.76% of the observed phenotypic variance.
CQPc5.1 was localized in 17.9–19.4 Mb on Chr05, which encompassed a genetic distance of
about 0.35 cM, as well as a physical distance of about 1.47 Mb on Chr05 (Table 6).
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Table 6. Quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis of the P. capsici resistance trait in F2 populations.

QTL
LOD

Threshold
Chr ID

Physical Distance
Interval (bp)

Genetic Distance
Interval (cM)

Max
LOD

ADD DOM PVE (%)

CQPc5.1 6.125 05 17,967,630–19,446,349 33.103–33.448 6.972 −0.897 0.079 11.758

Note: LOD, logarithm of odds. Maximum LOD score (QTL peak). ADD, additive effects. DOM, dominance effects. PVE, phenotypic
variance explained.

3.6. Candidate Gene Prediction and qRT-PCR Analysis

According to the annotations of the C. annuum cv. Zunla-1 v2.0 genome, 23 pre-
dicted candidate genes were determined in the physical interval of CQPc5.1 on Chr05
(Table 7). Among these, nine candidate genes were identified in the COG database, in-
cluding 11 genes with KEGG annotations and 12 genes with Swiss-Prot annotations. Fur-
thermore, 5 of the 23 genes were related to disease resistance or defense, and thus might
be involved in P. capsici resistance in pepper; the Capana05g000595 gene was annotated as
disease resistance protein, RPP8-like; two genes (Capana05g000596 and Capana05g000597)
were annotated as disease resistance protein, RPP13-like; Capana05g000598 was annotated
as likely LRR receptor-like serine/threonine-protein kinase; and Capana05g000604 was an-
notated as an F-box/LRR-repeat protein. These five genes were then analyzed by qRT-PCR.
The primer sequences are listed in Table 8. The results showed that three genes (i.e., Ca-
pana05g000595, Capana05g000596, and Capana05g000597) were up-regulated in “PI201234,”
and expression levels peaked 2–3 days after pathogen inoculation (Figure 5). Five genes
were up-regulated in “Early calwonder” after pathogen inoculation, and expression levels
peaked at 5 days. In “Early calwonder,” the expression of Capana05g000604 gradually
increased over time; however, it was expressed at a markedly lower level in “PI201234.”
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Figure 5. qPCR analysis of five genes in PI201234 and Early calwonder that are related to disease resistance or defense.
PI: PI201234 inoculated using P. capsici zoospore suspension; EA: Early calwonder inoculated using P. capsici zoospore
suspension. The x-axis shows the time points of sample collection, d: days post-inoculation. The y-axis shows the relative
expression quantity of genes. Gene expression was normalized to that of actin, and the data were expressed as the
mean ± standard deviation of two biological replicates and three technical replicates. A Student’s t-test was used to analyze
statistical significance of differences. * 0.05 level of significance; ** 0.01 level of significance.
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Table 8. Information on genes employed in qRT-PCR analysis.

Gene Name Primer Sequence (5′-3′) PCR Product Size (bp) TM (◦C)

Capana05g000595
F:AAGGAGGCATTTAGCCGCAA

115 59.0
R:TGTCTCAAGGCGAGCAACAT

Capana05g000596
F:CTGCAAGAAAGCGTGTCAGG

98 59.0
R:AGCCTCCACATCTTTCCACC

Capana05g000597
F:CAATCCCTCAAGCGACGAGT

121 55.0
R:CCAGGTCGGACCGATTGTTA

Capana05g000598
F:ACCTTCCGTGGTGAAATCCC

190 55.0
R:CGATCCGCGTAACAGGTTTG

Capana05g000604
F:TTAGCTGTTGCTGAGGGGTG

163 59.0
R:GCTTGCGTCCAGAGAGACAAA

Actin (AY572427)
F:AGCAACTGGGACGATATGGAGAAG

198 50.0
R:AAGAGACAACACCGCCTGAATAGC

4. Discussion

4.1. Genetic Map Constructed of Pepper

Phytophthora blight caused by P. capsici is one of the most serious diseases in pepper,
inducing a significant reduction in yield and quality [49]. Despite decades of genetic
research on the resistance of pepper to P. capsici, no resistant cultivars have been established
to date. At present, as a key tool, genetic linkage maps are not only used in plant genetics,
but also to identify genomic regions that are related to agronomic and qualitative traits
through QTL mapping. Recently, SLAF-seq has been utilized in the creation of genetic
linkage maps of pepper, and a number of high-density genetic maps have been successfully
created. For instance, Zhu et al. (2019) identified six QTLs using a molecular genetic linkage
map via SLAF-seq in relation to flowering time and number of flowers per node in pepper,
which consisted of a total of 9038 markers at an average spacing of 0.18 cm that were
distributed across 12 linkage groups, and the total distance was 1586.78 cM [44]. In the same
year, Zhang et al. (2019) identified two major pepper QTLs (Ffn2.1 and Ffn2.2) that were
strongly correlated with FFN using a high-density genetic map, which included 9328 SLAF
markers from 12 linkage groups, showing a total genetic distance of 2009.69 cM, as well as
an average distance of 0.22 cM [40]. Sun et al. (2020) reported two QTLs that were related
to aphid survival (Rmpas-1) and reproduction (Rmprp-1) using a genetic linkage map that
included 167 SNP markers [50]. In this work, we constructed a genetic map using the
SLAF-seq technology and according to a F2 population. The map consisted of 5565 markers
that assigned 12 linkage groups, spanning a total length of 1535.69 cM, and showed a mean
genetic distance of 0.28 cM. This genetic map exhibited adequate coverage of the polymorphic
markers in regions of interest, and the mapped QTLs showed positional accuracy.

4.2. Identification QTL with the Resistance to P. capsici Traits

Previous studies have showed that the major QTLs related to resistance to P. capsici
are situated on Chr05, despite the use of various resistant lines, pepper populations, or
P. capsici isolates [23,26,27,32,51]. Mallard et al. (2013) utilized published pepper genome
information and identified three major QTLs, namely, Pc5.1, Pc5.2, and Pc5.3, which were
localized to the 22.4–24.6, 53.0–162.6, and 9.7–13.3 Mb regions on Chr05, respectively [31].
Siddique et al. (2019) reported three major QTLs on Chr05, namely, QTL5.1 (18.7–19.5 Mb),
QTL5.2 (27.3–29.2 Mb), and QTL5.3 (34.6–37 Mb) that were related to resistance to three
P. capsici isolates on using combined traditional QTL mapping with GWAS [30]. Here,
we performed P. capsici resistance QTL analysis of pepper. We detected a major QTL
CQPc5.1 based on a high-density linkage map of F2 plants. CQPc5.1 was localized to the
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17.9–19.4 Mb region on Chr05, with a genetic distance of 33.103–33.448 cM. In an earlier
study, Collard et al. (2005) documented that a QTL is only described as “major” when it
accounts for >10% of the PVE [52]. In the present study, the phenotypic variance of CQPc5.1
was 11.58%. In addition, the position of CQPc5.1 on Chr05 differs from Pc5.1, Pc5.2, and
Pc5.3, yet the location of CQPc5.1 that was identified in this work coincides with that of
the earlier determined locus QTL5.1 [30]. However, the physical location of CQPc5.1 on
the chromosome is closer than that of QTL5.1, so we infer that CQPc5.1 represents a more
accurate mapping of resistance to P. capsici in pepper.

4.3. Candidate Gene Prediction

Here, we identified five genes that are related to disease resistance in the CQPc5.1
QTL region. We identified three genes annotated as disease-resistance protein RPP13-like;
RPP13 was a singleton NBS-LRR gene located in CQPc5.1 on Chr05. Capana05g000595
gene was identified as disease resistance protein RPP-8. Two genes (Capana05g000596
and Capana05g000597) were annotated to be disease resistance protein RPP13-like. RPP13
is a CC (coiled-coil)-NBS-LRR domain-containing R gene that controls resistance to Per-
onospora parasitica oomycete pathogen in Arabidopsis thaliana [53,54]. These two candidate
genes encode RPP13-like NBS-LRR proteins and serve as potential candidates for P. capsici
resistance in pepper. Capana05g000598 was annotated as a probable LRR receptor-like
serine/threonine-protein kinase. Capana05g000604 was annotated to be an F-box/LRR-
repeat protein. Several LRR domain proteins have been determined to participate in
defense responses to infiltrating pathogens [12,55–57].

4.4. Candidate Gene qRT-PCR Analysis

Our qRT-PCR outcomes indicate that the expression patterns of three genes (Ca-
pana05g000595, Capana05g000596, and Capana05g000597) are up-regulated in both the
resistant “PI201234” and susceptible “Early calwonder” lines after pathogen inoculation.
Capana05g000598 was down-regulated in “PI201234” with pathogen inoculation and up-
regulated in “Early calwonder.” We infer that Capana05g000598 may have the part of the
negative regulator of resistance to P. capsici in PI201234. Capana05g000604 was up-regulated
in “Early calwonder” at post-infection, while its expression level was significantly lower
throughout in “PI201234”. Interestingly, the expression of five genes in “PI201234” peaked
2–3 days after pathogen infection, in contrast, expression in “Early calwonder peaked
at 5 day after pathogen infection.” Therefore, we deduced that Capana05g000595, Ca-
pana05g000596, and Capana05g000597 might be related to resistance to P. capsici. These three
genes are highly associated with CQPc5.1, but functional validation has not been reported.
Therefore, it is essential to conduct functional analysis of these genes to verify their molec-
ular functions in P. capsici resistance in pepper. The result of this study would provide
information for the next stage of research such as gene functional analysis, pyramiding
breeding, and marker-assisted selection (MAS) as well.
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Abstract: Capsicum frutescens, one of the domesticated species of pepper grown worldwide, is thought
to be highly advantageous due to its strong resistance against plant pathogenesis, high productivity,
and intense aroma. However, a shortage of molecular markers limits the efficiency and accuracy
of genetic breeding for pepper. With the newly developed next-generation sequencing technology,
genome sequences of C. frutescens can be generated, which are now available for identifying SSR
markers via data mining. In this study, a total of 278,425 SSRs were detected from the pepper
genome using MISA software. It was observed that trinucleotides were the dominant repeat motif.
This was followed by dinucleotides, tetranucleotides, pentanucleotides, and the hexanucleotides
repeat types. (AT)n (TTG)n (AAAT)n (AAATA)n (TATAGA)n is known to be the most common
repeat motifs corresponding to dinucleotide to hexanucleotide repeats, respectively. In addition, a
total of 240 SSR primers evenly distributed over all 12 chromosomes were designed and screened
against 8 C. frutescens cultivars. Of these, 33 SSR markers that have high polymorphism, have
been scrutinized for 147 accessions from 25 countries. The dendrogram constructed clustered these
accessions into seven major groups. The groups were found to be consistent with their origins. The
results obtained in this study provided resources of SSR molecular markers and insight into genetic
diversity of the C. frutescens.

Keywords: C. frutescens; SSR; germplasm; genetic diversity

1. Introduction

Pepper is an indispensable spice, as well as an important vegetable crop which is
cultivated around the globe. It originated in South America and belongs to the genus
Capsicum (Solanaceae) [1–3]. This genus has many varieties of cultivated and wild species.
However, only five of the species are commonly cited in the current literature as domesti-
cated and culinary species. These include C. annuum, C. chinense, C. frutescens, C. baccatum,
and C. pubescens [4]. Among those, C. annuum is considered to be the predominant species,
which is comprised of many commercial varieties with major variations in the size, shape,
color of the fruit, and, in particular, the pungency. However, after a long period of artificial
selection, continuous cultivation, and domestication, the characteristic performance of
pepper has tended to become diversified with narrowing genetic backgrounds. Conse-
quently, the reduced genetic diversity index has engendered a straggle in the production of
the piquant/hot pepper varieties. This has entailed searching and restoring potent traits
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from related wild species/wild pepper varieties in order to improve the quality traits [5].
Furthermore, the enriched genetic diversity in the other four species, along with the rest
of the wild species, has significantly rendered the possibility of improving C. annuum
through various new technologies [6]. The genetic diversity analyses of the aforementioned
accessions have provided excellent research resources, thereby utilizing their advantages
and also the potential of reasonably allocating parent traits, which will definitely guarantee
future breeding efficiency [7].

C. frutescens is a domesticated annual/perennial shrub crop bearing small erect, wheat-
shaped fruit, which are often strongly spicy in flavor. The unripe fruit are green to pale
yellow, which turn red as ripening occurs. This species has many wild types, particularly
one of the most commonly reported wild pepper species in China, which are mainly
distributed in tropical areas such as Yunnan and Hainan provinces in China. A member
of C. frutescens is locally known as ‘Xiaomijiao’ (Kunming Institute of Botany, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, 1979) [8]. In addition, this plant species is known to be highly
resistant to various biotic and abiotic stresses [8–11]. It also has the ability to withstand
pathogenic attacks [9]. C. frutescens is characterized by high yield capacity, delicate flesh
fragrance, and is also of ethnomedicinal importance. Therefore, investigating the genetic
diversity of the germplasm resources of C. frutescens can potentially provide a basis for the
improvement of existing cultivated pepper in China.

Simple sequence repeats (SSRs), or microsatellites, are a group of tandemly repeated
DNA sequences comprised of one to six nucleotide units. These are ubiquitous in the
genomes of prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms [12,13]. SSRs are the most highly
recognized genetic markers that are actively employed in plant breeding due to their
distinguished traits of co-dominant inheritance, multi-allelic nature, extensive genome
coverage, high abundance, and especially high reproducibility [12,14]. The polymorphism
resulting from SSRs can be detected from amplifying genes by employing primers flank-
ing the repeated motifs [15]. SSR markers are widely used when examining plants and
animals from different aspects, such as analyzing population characteristics [16], func-
tional diversity [17–19], constructing linkage maps [20,21], DNA fingerprinting [22–25],
and assisted breeding techniques [26–28]. There are many SSR markers which have been
developed and successfully used. However, it is imperative to develop a few with strong
stability and highly polymorphic SSR markers in order to comply with such intricate stud-
ies as high-density genetic mapping, genome comparative mapping, and genome-wide
association analysis.

It has been found that examining the diversity of the pepper germplasm via assessing
the morphological characteristics is not only very stringent, but often results in misguid-
ance. Furthermore, such attributes may be equally impacted by environmental conditions.
However, molecular markers have been found to have several advantages in representing
colossal amounts of information, as well as better stability and high analysis efficiency
when used to study the genetic diversity of plant germplasm resources. Therefore, molecu-
lar markers are widely used in genetic diversity research [29]. For example, in recent years,
molecular markers have been extensively employed for analyzing the genetic diversity of
pepper germplasm resources. In addition, among the many types of molecular markers,
SSRs are highly preferred for examining diversity due to their high polymorphism, ample
repeatability, and co-dominance traits [30]. These characteristics have been supported by
many earlier reports. For example, in the study conducted by Gu [31] regarding pepper
diversity, 1904 pepper materials were accommodated into two categories by employing
29 pairs of polytropic SSR markers. Similarly, Zhang [32] used SSR labeling technology to
analyze 372 pepper materials and then cluster them into three groups. The results were
found to be consistent with the botanical characteristics. Chen [5], when comparing the
efficiency of SRAP and SSR for the genetic diversity analyses of eight pepper germplasm,
found that the SSRs were more efficient, with higher polymorphism and detection ability.
In another related study, 14 pairs of SSR polymorphic primers were employed by Li [33],
who also analyzed the genetic diversity of 169 pepper materials. It was observed that when
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classifying them into seven groups and validating the findings, the results were in exact
congruence with the basic classification of the pepper species.

Pepper germplasm resources are the prime material basis for the breeding and pro-
duction of pepper crops. However, the genetic background of the pepper germplasm
resources in China is relatively narrow. Therefore, it is indicated that an emphasis should
be placed on gaining significant data resources with efficient utilization values from the
collection and proper exploitation of wild germplasm resources. Among the available
resources, ‘Xiaomijiao’ is the only wild C. frutescens plant found in China. As a result, this
research focused on the objectives of studying the development of SSR molecular markers
for C. frutescens on the basis of the ‘Xiaomijiao’ sequence data (unpublished), and then
analyzed the genetic diversity of the germplasm resources collected from the genome levels
through SSR markers. These new polymorphic microsatellite markers provide the basis
for further population research. In this paper, the genetic diversity of 147 C. frutescens
germplasm from 25 countries was analyzed to understand the genetic relationships and ge-
netic composition of various accessions, so as to provide basis for more effective utilization
of these germplasm resources in the future.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials and DNA Extraction

A total number of 147 pepper (C. frutescens) accessions, which had been collected from
25 countries, were used in this study. The details of the samples encompassing their English
names, cultivation regions, DNA concentrations (ng/uL), and the type of selected species
(wild/cultivated) are summarized in Supplementary File S1. Following the sampling
processes, young leaves were immediately frozen under liquid nitrogen and transferred
to −80 ◦C conditions for future DNA extraction. Then, following the process described
by Murray and Thompson [34], CTAB (Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium Bromide) methods
were used for genomic DNA extraction. In addition, the quality of isolated DNA was
ascertained using an NanoDropOneC Microvolume UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. Finally, the
DNA concentrations were adjusted to 10 to 35 ng/μL for use in the subsequent polymerase
chain reactions (PCR).

2.2. Source of Genic Sequences, SSR Identification and Primer Design

In this study, the wild pepper ‘Xiaomijiao’ (C. frutescens) was sequenced at Beijing
Nuohe Zhiyuan Technology Co., Ltd. The genome sequencing of ‘Xiaomijiao’ (C. frutescens)
was performed with Illumina HiSeq4000 (300x coverage) and PacBio Sequel (30x cover-
age). The assembled sequences, which totaled 2.95 G bases, were used in this study to
characterize the distribution of microsatellites in the pepper genome. The completeness of
the 2.95 Gbp assembly is supported by the mapping of over 99% of ~3 million EST reads
(generated using HiSeq4000 technology) from ‘Xiaomijiao’ (C. frutescens) leaf, stem and root
tissues. A MISA (MIcroSAtellite) SSR identification tool program was employed for the
sequence identification [35]. It was confirmed that 2 to 6 nucleotide motifs could be consid-
ered for identifying the presence of microsatellites. The minimum repeating units for the
dinucleotides, trinucleotides, tetranucleotides, pentanucleotides, and hexanucleotides were
defined as 6, 5, 4, 4, and 4, respectively. We allowed up to 5 nucleotide mismatches at the 5’
end of the primer, but no mismatches at the 3’ end, and a minimum of 80% overall match
homology. For a given primer pair, we considered that a specific amplicon was generated if
both forward and reverse primers were mapped to the same chromosomes/scaffold. Then,
based on the MISA results, Primer 5 software was employed for designing the SSR primers.
They generated amplicon sizes of 100 to 300 bp with the following criteria: 22 to 25 bp
lengths with 40 to 70% GC content levels; 45 to 65 ◦C melting temperature (Tm); and the
remaining parameters used the program’s default values. Eight pepper cultivars, referred
to as GRIF 9194, GRIF 9316, PI 439309, PI 439489, PI 631142, VI029462, VI062180, and
LJ091, respectively, were selected for validating the primers via PCR and electrophoretic
techniques. A total number of 240 SSR markers, which were distributed among 12 linkage
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groups, were screened. Finally, 33 markers were identified as being evenly distributed
along the linkage groups, which produced clear bands with high polymorphism. These
markers were further used to analyze all of the accessions, as detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Details of 33 SSR primers used in the study.

No. Primers Forward Primer Sequence (5′-3′) Reverse Primer Sequence (5′-3′) Repeat Unit Repeat Number

1 Chr1SSR8 GACTATAGCAAACATGTCCCCAG CCAGATTTTGTGGATCCTATTGA TCA 4
2 Chr1SSR12 ATTCAAAGAGGGCATGATGTAGA TGTCAACTTAGTGGGTGGGTTAG GGTAGG 6
3 Chr1SSR18 TTAGTGTTGTCAAAATACCCGTG CAATAAACATATCACACGTGCAAC ATAG 6
4 Chr2SSR12 GAAAGATCCGTCTAAGCAAACAA AAATCTCATGATTTTCGGTGATG AAT 4
5 Chr2SSR14 TGAATTTCGGAGTGTTACGTAGAG GCGAAGGTGAGTCTGTTCAATTA TAA 4
6 Chr2SSR15 AATTTGAAGAGCGTGCATAAAAA ACCATACCATACCATGGAAACAA ATGGT 4
7 Chr3SSR5 ATAAAATAGACCCCACCCACTTC GGGCTGCTGTACTAAAGAAGAAGA TTC 4
8 Chr3SSR6 CTCTCTAGAATGAAAAGTGCCGA TTGTCGATTTGTTCTTCTTCCAT CAC 4
9 Chr3SSR13 ACCCTAAAAGCTATGGAGTTGCT CCCACCATTCTTCTAAACTTTCC AC 6

10 Chr4SSR11 CCTACAAGTGAGGTCTGAGGAGA CAGCAAGTTGGAGAAACTAATGC ACCCT 4
11 Chr4SSR14 AGTGGAAAGTGCTGTTACGATGT GCGTGATAATTTTTCCACAAGAA TTTA 5
12 Chr4SSR20 AAAACAACACGACACACAGCTTA TATATTTTTCTTGGGAACGAGCA TATAT 6
13 Chr5SSR13 TAAAACCTTGTCACATGTACCCC AAATGAATAAATCCTCTGCATGG TGCA 4
14 Chr5SSR14 TAAGTTGTTCGAGAAATCAGACG CTGTCTCGTATTGAAGGGTGTTT CGGTGA 4
15 Chr5SSR16 CACTGTGAGAGCAACTTTCTGTG CACTATTTTCTCATGCACTTTACCA ACGGGC 4
16 Chr6SSR12 TTCGACCTCCGTATCACTATCAG CGTACTCTATCGCTTGTTGCTTT ACTC 7
17 Chr6SSR17 TCTGAAAAATCCTCGGCTAAAGT ACTGTCCCACCTTACATCCCTAT AAAAG 5
18 Chr6SSR19 CAGAGGCAGTTAGGTAGTAGCGA TGCTAAACCCACCTTCAGTCTTA GGATTC 4
19 Chr6SSR20 TCTGCTTTCCCACAGTATCTCTC TCAACAGATAAGCGTCAAGTGAA TCACCA 4
20 Chr7SSR2 CTGCTTAAAAAGTTGAAGATGAGAA TTGATACGCTAATAAAATTGTTGAAA AAT 4
21 Chr7SSR15 GCCTGGCATGTTTTGTATTTCTA TTTGGTGACCGACAATATAAAGG ATT 4
22 Chr8SSR6 TGAGTCAAGAAAACTTGCAGAAA TTTGAAAATAATTGAAGTTCCGC AAAGCA 4
23 Chr8SSR13 TAGATGTTGAACCCCTATTGGAA GGTAGAGGGTAGAGTGTACGCAG TACCAC 4
24 Chr8SSR15 GGTGTCATGCGTAAGCTCATAGT GGTGTCATGCGTAAGCTCATAGT GAGTTG 4
25 Chr9SSR16 CCCCACCGATGAATTTAGTAGA TGATGATGTGTCATGGTGTATGA CCCCCA 4
26 Chr9SSR17 ATTCCCCATATCGAAACTTCTTC AAATCAAGGAGACGATTGTTGAA CTGGTG 5
27 Chr10SSR12 ACGAGAGTTTGCTTTCTTTTCCT TCAGAGGTAGAGGTATGGACTGC AAC 4
28 Chr10SSR14 TTTTTCAGGCTTTTGTGTATGTAAA CGGAAACAACCTCTCTACTTCAG CAA 5
29 Chr11SSR4 AATTTTCAACAACAAACTCCACG CAGCAGTGAGGATGAAAAAGTTTA GAG 4
30 Chr11SSR14 TTTTAACTTTTTGTAATTTCGTGTCA ATCCAATTTTGTTAGGCCTATTG ATCAAA 4
31 Chr11SSR16 ACGAGTGAACACGTACATGAAAA GGTAGGAGCTAGGAGTAGTGACG TTA 6
32 Chr12SSR10 AAAAGGGACTTGTTTTCCTATCA AAATGGGAATGCGATTATCTAAA AAAAAT 4
33 Chr12SSR19 TCTTTCCTTCGGATTAAGTTTCC GAGGCAAGAAATAAGAGATGCCT CAAATC 4

2.3. PCR Amplification and Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

PCR were carried out in the final volume of the 10 μL reaction mixture (1 μL DNA, 1 μL
forward primer, 1 μL reverse primer (100 ng/μL), 5 μL of 2 × T5 Super PCR Mix, and 2 μL
nuclease-free water) on a thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, StepOnePlus ABI7500) with
the following reaction conditions: initial denaturation at 94 ◦C for 3 min, then 30 cycles
at 94 ◦C for 30 s; annealing at 55 ◦C for 30 s, extension at 72 ◦C for 1 min; and final
extension at 72 ◦C for 5 min. Electrophoretic analysis was completed in order to assess
the PCR amplicons, employing 8% polyacrylamide gel and 0.5 × TBE buffer at a constant
voltage of 180 V, 150 mA, and 50 W for three hours, along with a 100 bp DNA ladder.
When the electrophoresis was completed, the gel was carefully retrieved, rinsed with
sterile water, and kept incubated with 1% silver nitrate (AgNO3) (1 L) for 20 min under
shaking conditions. Following the incubation, the gel was washed 3 times with sterile
water and immersed in 1 L of developing solution (1.5% sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and
4 mL formaldehydes (CHHO)) until the bands were clearly visible (approximately 5 min).
Then, based on the number of clearly visible bands, the alleles in each pepper variety were
visually determined.

2.4. Data Statistics and Analysis Results

The scoring was given as 1 (presence) and 0 (absence) for the amplified fragments in
each microsatellite loci, and data matrixes were constructed accordingly. Then, employing
Popgen (version 1.32) software, several indices were calculated, such as the observed
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number of alleles (Na), effective number of alleles (Ne), observed heterozygosity (Ho),
expected heterozygosity (He), and the Shannon information index (I) [36]. The major allele
frequency (MAF), polymorphism information content (PIC), and gene diversity index were
calculated using PowerMarker (version 3.0) software [37]. In addition, the cluster analysis
of the germplasms was based on the Nei genetic distance [38] and a neighbor joining (NJ)
method was used to construct a dendrogram via PowerMarker (version 3.0) software. The
dendrogram tree was visualized and edited using MEGA7 (version 7.0) [39].

3. Results

3.1. Distribution of the SSRs in the Capsicum Frutescens Genome

The search results of the genome sequences of C. frutescens resulted in a total number
of 278,425 SSR loci being identified. (AT)n(TTG)n(AAAT)n(AAATA)n(TATAGA)n is the
most common repeat motifs corresponding to the dinucleotide to hexanucleotide repeat,
respectively. The SSR repeat types were found to be different. For example, the dominant
amongst the 1638 SSR repeats were the trinucleotides and dinucleotides, which accounted
for 57.1% (158,967) and 34.1% (94,916), respectively. The remaining was occupied by
tetranucleotide, pentanucleotide, and hexanucleotide repeat motifs, accounting for 5.9%
(16,351), 1.6% (4531), and 1.3% (3660), respectively. Taken together, it was found that the
majority of the SSR repeat motifs along the entirety of genome sequences were trinucleotide
repeats, and the hexanucleotide repeats were the fewest, as illustrated in Figure 1A. The
frequencies of each of SSR motif types along the entire C. frutescens genome were also
detected. Among the dinucleotide motifs, AT/TA was observed to be the most common
(69.91%; 66,356). This was followed by AC/GT (9.14%; 8671) and TC/GA (7.88%; 7476).
Meanwhile, the CG/GC motif repeats were rarely observed (0.05%). The trinucleotide
repeat motif consisted of 30 different types. The predominant motifs were TTG/CAA and
AAT/ATT, which accounted for 12.41 and 10.02%, respectively (Figure 1B). In addition,
AAAT/ATTT (13.85%) were the predominantly found tetranucleotide repeats (Figure 1C).

The statistical data showed that the SSR loci were widely distributed on all 12 chromo-
somes of the C. frutescens genome. These were mainly found in Chr3 (25,014), followed by
Chr1 (23,644), Chr12 (23,240), Chr9 (22,761), Chr11 (22,617), Chr7 (22,066), Chr5 (21,976),
Chr6 (21,448), Chr8 (21,286), Chr4 (20,939), Chr10 (20,333), and Chr2 (16,579), respectively.
In addition, 16,522 SSR loci were unable to allocate in the chromosomes. It was found that,
while analyzing the distribution frequency of the SSR loci/Mb, the results revealed that
the number of SSR loci/Mb on each chromosome ranged from 91.27 to 104.13. However,
the number of SSR loci on Chr3 was the highest. The density of the SSR loci on Chr3 was
found to be the third highest, with an average of 97.45 SSR loci/Mb. Moreover, although
the number of SSR loci on Chr2 was found to the fewest, the density of the SSR loci was
the highest overall (104.13 SSR loci/Mb), as shown in Figure 1D.

3.2. Analysis of the SSR Repeat Motif Types and Frequencies

As shown in Figure 1E, the distributions of the SSRs were also examined from the
aspect of the number of repeat units. It was observed that for all the SSR types, the SSR
frequencies decreased as the number of repeat units increased. Meanwhile, the change
rates became more gradual for the dinucleotides when compared with the longer repeat
motif types. The dominant numbers of repeats in the pepper SSR loci ranged between
4 and 10, with the exception of a few (more than 10). At the same time, the majority of
the observed repeat times were 6, accounting for 26.20% (45,076). The dinucleotides were
found to be the most abundant number of repeats, accounting for 55.16% (94,916), whereas
the number of repeats for remaining trinucleotide, tetranucleotide, pentanucleotide, and
hexanucleotide were determined to be 30.58% (52,614), 9.50% (16,351), 2.63% (4531), and
2.13% (3660), respectively, as shown in Figure 1E.
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Figure 1. Total number, distribution, frequency, and distinct motif types of SSRs in the entire genome of C. frutescens:
(A) Distribution of the SSR in the ‘Xiaomijiao’ genome; (B) Number of dinucleotide and trinucleotide repeat motifs in the
genome; (C) Number of tetranucleotide repeat motifs in the genome; (D) Distribution and frequency of the SSR loci in the
genome; (E) Relative frequency (%) of the SSR types with different repeat numbers in the ‘Xiaomijiao’ genome.

3.3. Primer Design of the Pepper Plant Genomic SSR Markers

For the designing of the primers in the current study, a total of 240 SSRs, which were
distributed on different chromosomes, were selected. Then, the reliability was evaluated on
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eight pepper cultivars. It was determined that out of the total primer sets tested, 41 were
successfully amplified showing full length polymorphisms. The remaining 199 primers were
found to be either non-polymorphic, non-specific amplification with ambiguous bands, or
not amplified, as evidenced from the gel results. Of the 41 amplified primer sets, only 33
(13.75%) were found to have generated both polymorphic and unambiguous bands on the
gel. Therefore, those primer sets were selected for further analysis, as detailed in Table 1.
Among the 33 SSR loci, 1 was observed to be dinucleotides, 11 were trinucleotides, 4 were
tetranucleotides, 4 were pentanucleotides, and 13 were hexanucleotides, respectively.

3.4. Polymorphism Analysis with SSR

The results of polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of several highly polymorphic SSR mark-
ers are shown in Figure 2C. In total, 91 alleles were obtained with the aforementioned 33 ampli-
fied SSR primers. Among those markers, the Number of Alleles (Na) per locus ranged from 2
(Chr1SSR8, Chr2SSR12, Chr2SSR14, Chr3SSR5, Chr3SSR6, Chr4SSR11, Chr5SSR13, Chr5SSR14,
Chr6SSR12, Chr6SSR20, Chr7SSR2, Chr8SSR6, Chr9SSR16, Chr10SSR14, Chr11SSR14, and
Chr11SSR16) to 6 (Chr4SSR20), with an observed average of 2.8 alleles. The Effective
Number of Allele (Ne) per locus ranged from 1.0288 (Chr7SSR2) to 3.6226 (Chr7SSR15),
with an observed average of 1.7055 alleles. The major allele frequency (MAF) ranged from a
low of 0.3231 (Chr7SSR15) to a high reaching 0.9858 (Chr7SSR2), with an average of 0.7547.
In addition, the Observed Heterozygosity (Ho) ranged from 0.000 (Chr1SSR8, Chr4SSR11,
Chr6SSR17, Chr7SSR2, Chr10SSR12, Chr11SSR4, and Chr11SSR14) to 0.9863 (Chr5SSR16),
with an average of 0.0989 observed. It was also determined that the Expected Heterozy-
gosity (He) ranged from 0.0281 (Chr7SSR2) to 0.7264 (Chr7SSR15), with an average of
0.3313. Also, the Shannon information index (I) ranged between 0.0744 and 1.3273, with
an average of 0.5758, and the polymorphic information content (PIC) ranged from 0.0276
to 0.6718, with a mean value of 0.2893. In the present study, the calculation of the mean
gene diversity confirmed it to be 0.3300 for all of the 147 types of material, as shown in
Table 2. It was observed that the different markers had displayed different polymorphism.
For example, primer Chr7SSR15 was found to be the most informative (PIC value: 0.6718),
whereas primer Chr7SSR2 was the least informative (PIC value: 0.0276). Therefore, this
study concluded that when considered altogether, the performances of the selected SSR
markers were very effective in detecting genetic diversity.

 

Figure 2. Regional distribution of the 147 pepper (C. frutescens) cultivars, and the detailed information material collected
from these countries. (A) Regional distribution of the 147 pepper cultivars in this study, mainly collected from Central and
South America, Africa, and Asia; (B) Labeling of 25 countries on the map, and information material collected from these
countries (including an unidentified source); (C) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analysis of 7 SSR markers with high
polymorphism on samples 1 to 15.
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Table 2. Polymorphism analysis of the 147 C. frutescens accessions with SSR primers.

Primer
Allele
Size

Na Ne MAF Ho He I PIC
Gene

Diversity

Chr1SSR8 134 2.0000 1.0615 0.9701 0.0000 0.0584 0.1342 0.0562 0.0579
Chr1SSR12 294 3.0000 1.2132 0.9048 0.1837 0.1763 0.3680 0.1665 0.1757
Chr1SSR18 278 4.0000 2.7999 0.4532 0.0360 0.6452 1.1545 0.5758 0.6428
Chr2SSR12 286 2.0000 1.1104 0.9476 0.0350 0.0997 0.2057 0.0945 0.0994
Chr2SSR14 294 2.0000 1.1764 0.9184 0.0272 0.1504 0.2827 0.1387 0.1499
Chr2SSR15 278 3.0000 1.3743 0.8417 0.2014 0.2733 0.4998 0.2452 0.2723
Chr3SSR5 286 2.0000 1.1259 0.9406 0.1189 0.1122 0.2254 0.1056 0.1118
Chr3SSR6 290 2.0000 1.3729 0.8379 0.0345 0.2725 0.4431 0.2347 0.2716
Chr3SSR13 272 3.0000 1.4543 0.8162 0.2059 0.3135 0.5784 0.2837 0.3124
Chr4SSR11 290 2.0000 1.1012 0.9517 0.0000 0.0922 0.1934 0.0877 0.0919
Chr4SSR14 204 3.0000 2.1276 0.5392 0.0588 0.5326 0.8242 0.4252 0.5300
Chr4SSR20 292 6.0000 2.3599 0.5822 0.0137 0.5782 1.0946 0.5175 0.5763
Chr5SSR13 282 2.0000 1.4302 0.8156 0.3404 0.3019 0.4780 0.2556 0.3008
Chr5SSR14 278 2.0000 1.0516 0.9748 0.0216 0.0493 0.1176 0.0479 0.0491
Chr5SSR16 292 3.0000 2.1992 0.5068 0.9863 0.5472 0.8578 0.4426 0.5453
Chr6SSR12 248 2.0000 1.9541 0.5766 0.0081 0.4902 0.6814 0.3691 0.4883
Chr6SSR17 288 3.0000 1.1656 0.9236 0.0000 0.1426 0.2931 0.1338 0.1421
Chr6SSR19 294 3.0000 1.3276 0.8571 0.0136 0.2476 0.4375 0.2195 0.2467
Chr6SSR20 280 2.0000 1.0894 0.9571 0.0857 0.0823 0.1769 0.0787 0.0820
Chr7SSR2 282 2.0000 1.0288 0.9858 0.0000 0.0281 0.0744 0.0276 0.0280
Chr7SSR15 294 4.0000 3.6226 0.3231 0.0476 0.7264 1.3273 0.6718 0.7240
Chr8SSR6 288 2.0000 1.5732 0.7604 0.0486 0.3656 0.5506 0.2980 0.3644
Chr8SSR13 294 3.0000 1.4308 0.8265 0.1361 0.3021 0.5775 0.2795 0.3011
Chr8SSR15 286 4.0000 3.4282 0.4021 0.0699 0.7108 1.3023 0.6566 0.7083
Chr9SSR16 250 2.0000 1.9678 0.5640 0.0560 0.4938 0.6849 0.3709 0.4918
Chr9SSR17 294 3.0000 1.6031 0.7721 0.0748 0.3775 0.6873 0.3430 0.3762
Chr10SSR12 270 4.0000 3.5014 0.3556 0.0000 0.7171 1.3058 0.6606 0.7144
Chr10SSR14 292 2.0000 1.5026 0.7877 0.0411 0.3356 0.5170 0.2785 0.3345
Chr11SSR4 292 3.0000 1.3060 0.8699 0.0000 0.2351 0.4723 0.2206 0.2343
Chr11SSR14 76 2.0000 1.2321 0.8947 0.0000 0.1909 0.3365 0.1706 0.1884
Chr11SSR16 294 2.0000 1.7306 0.6973 0.0884 0.4236 0.6132 0.3331 0.4222
Chr12SSR10 278 3.0000 2.5179 0.4928 0.1007 0.6050 0.9921 0.5226 0.6028
Chr12SSR19 294 4.0000 1.3399 0.8571 0.2313 0.2546 0.5140 0.2366 0.2537

Mean 271 2.7576 1.7055 0.7547 0.0989 0.3313 0.5758 0.2893 0.3300

3.5. Genetic Diversity Analysis

The genetic diversity and phylogenetic relationships were determined using 147 col-
lected pepper cultivars from 26 different countries around the world (Figure 2 and Supple-
mentary File S1). This study adopted Nei genetic distance and neighbor-joining methods,
and a dendrogram was constructed based on the genotypes detected by the newly devel-
oped SSR markers (Figure 3). These were clustered into seven main groups (designated in
this study as Groups I, II, III, IV, V, VI, and VII), which were comprised of 18, 37, 32, 20, 21,
5, and 14 members, respectively.

The dendrogram not only reflected the phylogenetic relationships of the cultivars, but
was also consistent with their places of origin. Remarkably, the dendrogram revealed that
Group I had become a unique branch. Furthermore, Group II consisted of 37 accessions,
majority of which were from Latin America, with the exception of 3 accessions (PI 281,419
and PI 281,420 from the Philippines, and PI 281,347 from India). Of plant material collected
from 15 countries, 32 types comprised Group III. All of the materials collected in Africa
were found to be clustered in that group. In addition, 4 Chinese cultivars were also assigned
to Group III. Group IV consisted of 20 accessions, among which 7 were from Guatemala;
7 were from South America; 3 were from United States; 2 were from Mexico; and 1 was
from an unknown country, which this study speculated may have been of North American
origin. Group V was composed of 21 accessions which were from various geographical
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origins, such as North America, South America, and other Asian areas. The five members
which were clustered in Group VI included four cultivars derived from Costa Rica, and
one derived from El Salvador. In addition, 20 accessions derived from Latin America
were clustered together in Group VII (Figure 3). These results suggested that the newly
developed SSR markers were both stable and suitable for assessing the genetic relationships
among C. frutescens cultivars.

Figure 3. Dendrogram was constructed based on the genotypes from 33 SSR markers using neighbor-joining methods, and
the icons indicated the information of material source, which was shown in Figure 2B.

4. Discussion

The genome wide analysis of SSRs could provide the opportunity to decipher the
optimal functions of these repeats in the regulation and organization of a genome. Also, the
potential uses of these markers, such as diversity and population analyses, evolutionary
history, and genome and comparative mapping, are currently being explored [19–21,40–42].
In previous studies, based on the results of sequencing analyses, assessments of the high-
quality genome sequences of C. frutescens were made possible, thereby accrediting the
opportunity to develop suitable SSR primers. In the present study, it was observed that
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the dinucleotide and trinucleotide motif repeats were the most abundant, accounting for
85.74%. The remainder of the repeats (14.26%) were contributed by the tetranucleotides,
pentanucleotides, and hexanucleotides, as illustrated in Figure 1E. This phenomenon has
also been reported in other plants, such as Radix codonopsis, Anthuriumand raeanum, and
Camellia sinensis, respectively [43–45]. Nevertheless, a few reports have found high abun-
dance of tetranucleotide repeats in some plants, such as Cucumis sativus, Medicago truncatula,
and Vitis vinifera [46–48]. The differences in the previous finding may have been due to
the dissimilarities in paradigms adopted for the SSR identifications. Moreover, the exam-
ination of the SSR motif frequency manifested that the scatterings of the dinucleotides,
trinucleotides, tetranucleotides, pentanucleotides, and hexanucleotides repeats were gen-
erally skewed toward fewer numbers of repeats. These findings indicated that there
were predominantly fewer repeats along the pepper genome. The results obtained in this
study indicated that higher repeats were found in dinucleotide and trinucleotide SSRs.
However, repeats were fewer in number or absent among the tetranucleotide, pentanu-
cleotide, and hexanucleotide SSRs (Figure 1A). Similarly, in other plants, such as citrus,
watermelon, and tea, the same trends were observed [18,19,45]. This may be due to the
obvious differences in the frequencies and types of SSR motifs. In the pepper genome,
this study found AT/TA was the most common, while the CG/GC motif was very rare
in the dinucleotide repeats (Figure 1B). These findings were consistent with the motif
frequencies found among cucumber, strawberry, maize, Radix codonopsis, potato, plum,
watermelon, and horseradish [19,43,48–53]. However, our results greatly differed from the
motif frequencies observed in rice, citrus, onion, and Atremisia frigida [18,54–56], where
AG/CT has been found to be the most dominant type. Similarly, TTG, AAT, and ATT
were the prevailing motifs of the trinucleotide in this study, with CCG and AGG being the
predominant motifs in the monocotyledons, such as barley, rice, and corn. It was found
that the number of SSRs, along with their structure and repeat motifs, will greatly differ
compared with those in plant species.

It has been found that SSR markers are very much beneficial in population genetics
and molecular breeding. However, their effectiveness mainly relies on the marker quality
and the accuracy of the experimentation [25]. In the present study, 240 selected SSR loci
markers were scrutinized, resulting in 33 unique markers. It was found that when eval-
uating 147 pepper cultivars, these markers demonstrated remarkable and unambiguous
amplification bands (Table 1). The screened SSR polymorphism primers accounted for
13.8% of the total. Previously, Li et al. obtained 17 pairs of SSR polymorphism primers
with clear bands and high polymorphism from 152 pairs of SSR primers covering 12 chro-
mosomes [33]. These accounted for 11.2% of the total number of SSR primers, which
was slightly lower than that obtained in this result. Liu et al. evaluated 85 pairs of SSR
polymorphic primers and 12 pairs were scrutinized [57]. These accounted for 14.1% of
the total, which was similar to this study’s research results. Wu et al. used three different
peppers as templates to select 65 pairs of SSR polymorphism primers from 153 pairs of
SSR primers [42]. These accounted for 42.5% of the total number, which was substantially
higher than that obtained in this study. Therefore, it was determined that the proportion
of SSR polymorphism primers screened in this study was relatively low, which may have
been attributed to the small differences existing in these peppers However, although the
proportion of polymorphic primers was low, the results could still be used to analyze the
genetic diversity of the pepper population. In regard to pepper, many SSR markers have
been developed and mapped to linkage groups [58–60], which provide a key basis for
analyzing pepper genetic diversity. However, such factors as the number, size, and types
of SSR markers, frequencies of the SSR motifs, as well as the various sampling schemes,
apparently result in differences in genetic diversity [25,61].

It is of major significance for the collection and efficient utilization of germplasm
resources to continue to carry out genetic diversity evaluations. Highly polymorphic, as
well as stable markers, are the prerequisites for studying genetic relationships and diversity.
Nevertheless, it was found that the SSR loci showed less diversity, as evidenced by low
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polymorphism information index and gene diversity when compared to earlier reports.
For example, in the study conducted by Nicolaï [62], a PIC of 0.67 and a gene diversity of
0.7 were reported, which were 0.38% and 0.37% higher than those of the current study (PIC:
0.29; Gene Diversity: 0.33). However, this may have been due to the volume and types
of test sampling. In the aforementioned study, 1352 accessions from 89 countries were
utilized, including 11 species of Capsicum. However, this study only examined a single
species, C. frutescens. Therefore, compared with Li’s report [33], the amount of accessions
used was approximate. The PIC was approximate (slightly higher than this study), but
the number of markers was different. Therefore, it was considered that the hypothesis
that the difference in genetic diversity was influenced by the number of SSR markers had
been confirmed.

Previously, researchers reported that genetic diversity of some peppers (Capsicum spp.)
accessions, including Capsicum chinense, Capsicum annuum. In 2016, 71 C. chinense accessions
from different Brazilian geographic regions, using fruit morphological descriptors and
AFLP molecular markers, were analyzed [63]. The results found no association between
the morphological descriptors and AFLP markers [63]. In the same year, the researchers
investigated patterns of molecular diversity using a transcriptome-based 48 single nu-
cleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in a large germplasm collection comprising 3821 acces-
sions. Among the 11 species examined, Capsicum annuum showed the highest genetic
diversity (HE = 0.44, I = 0.69), whereas the wild species C. galapagoense showed the lowest
genetic diversity (HE = 0.06, I = 0.07). The Capsicum germplasm collection was divided into
10 clusters (cluster 1 to 10) based on population structure analysis, and five groups (group
A to E) based on phylogenetic analysis [64]. The dendrogram constructed in this study
from 147 pepper accessions using NJ methods, indicated that the genetic relatedness of the
pepper cultivars clustered in the majority of the groups were in good agreement with their
geographic origins. This study’s analysis results were also consistent with the previous
findings reported by Luo et al. and Jia et al. [7,65]. Moreover, the geographical sources of
the Group III and Group V materials were found to be diverse, and not only attributed to
Asian and African countries, but also to Latin American countries. It was observed that
the pepper plants of the same geographical origin were not strictly divided into the same
groups. For example, the eight pepper materials from China were grouped into Group I
and Group III. These findings suggested that numerous complex migrations had occurred
in the pepper genotype as the result of human migration, which had led to their adoption,
acclimatization, and local selection.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, 278,425 SSRs were identified by searching the C. frutescens
genome sequences. The AT/TA, TTG/CAA, and AAAT/ATTT were observed to be the
most common repeat motifs in the dinucleotide, trinucleotide, and tetranucleotide repeats,
respectively. Among them, dinucleotides were the most abundant number of repeats,
accounting for 55.16%. In this research investigation, the genetic diversity of C. frutescens
germplasms was investigated using 33 SSR markers, which were evenly distributed on
all of the chromosomes. The 147 experimental materials used in this study were wild
peppers with rich genetic diversity. Their eminent properties (withstanding pathogenic
attacks, high yielding capacity, and so on) will potentially provide excellent genes for the
acquisition of pepper breeding accessions. They may also provide a basis for improving the
existing cultivated pepper species, as well as having important significance in expanding
the narrow genetic basis of pepper breeding in China. In addition, it was considered that
the genome-wide identification and development of SSR markers could be very useful
and may possibly provide insights into various research areas regarding C. frutescens in
the future, such as high-density genetic mapping, genome comparative mapping, and
genome-wide association analyses.
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.3390/{h}orticulturae7070187/s1, Supplementary File S1, Detailed information for the 147 pepper
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Abstract: Eggplant is an essential widespread year-round fruit vegetable. This study was conducted
using 130 local germplasm of brinjal to select diverse parents based on the multiple traits selection
index for the future breeding program. This selection was performed focusing on 14 qualitative
and 10 quantitative traits variation and genetic parameters namely, phenotypic and genotypic
variance (PV and GV) and genotypic and phenotypic coefficients of variation (GCV and PCV),
broad-sense heritability (hBS), genetic advance, traits association, genotype by trait biplot (G × T),
heatmap analysis and multi-trait index based on factor analysis and genotype-ideotype distance
(MGIDI). Descriptive statistics and analysis of variance revealed a wide range of variability for
morpho-physiological traits. Estimated hBS for all the measured traits ranged from 10.6% to 93%,
indicating that all the traits were highly inheritable. Genetic variances were low to high for most
morpho-physiological traits, indicating complex genetic architecture. Yield per plant was significantly
correlated with fruit diameter, fruits per plant, percent fruits infestation by brinjal shoot and fruit
borer, and fruit weight traits indicating that direct selection based on fruit number and fruit weight
might be sufficient for improvement of other traits. The first two principal components (PCs)
explained about 81.27% of the total variation among lines for 38 brinjal morpho-physiological traits.
Genotype by trait (G × T) biplot revealed superior genotypes with combinations of favorable traits.
The average genetic distance was 3.53, ranging from 0.25 to 20.01, indicating high levels of variability
among the germplasm. The heat map was also used to know the relationship matrix among all the
brinjal genotypes. MGIDI is an appropriate method of selection based on multiple trait information.
Based on the fourteen qualitative and ten quantitative traits and evaluation of various genetic
parameters, the germplasm G80, G54, G66, and G120 might be considered as best parents for the
future breeding program for eggplant improvement.

Keywords: eggplant; heritability; genetic advance; multi-trait selection; principal component analysis

1. Introduction

Eggplant or brinjal (Solanum melongena L.; 2n = 2x = 24) is considered a rich member
of the species Solanaceae, which contains approximately 1300 species. It can be grown
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in diversified climatic conditions of various ecological regions. It possesses high species
richness with considerable flexibility of phenotypic adaptability that made the species the
most important vegetable economically. Eggplant is a general term for various Solanum
species cultivated for their fruits, including the East Asian aubergine (S. melongena L.) and
the two African native eggplants, Scarlet (S. aethiopicum L.) and Gboma (S. macrocarpon
L.) [1]. Eggplant has become prominent due to its health-promoting properties. Therefore,
eggplant and its relatives have numerous medicinal applications, with 77 distinct medicinal
properties [2]. Eggplant is a widespread vegetable that grown from the subtropics to the
Mediterranean region, popularly in Asia, Africa, and the southern part of the USA, with
significant production in 2019 globally (55.15 million tons). Asia produces more than 90%
of global eggplant production with 87% of the growing area coverage [3,4]. It ranks second
most-produced vegetable after potato in Bangladesh.

It occupies roughly 15% of total vegetable farmland and produces about 8% of total
vegetable production [5]. However, wild forms grow in sympatry with landraces and
cultivars throughout their distinct areas of origin and domestication. Natural gene flow
between wild and cultivated materials, followed by natural and human selection, has re-
sulted in intermediate phenotypes that correlate with many wild features. The contribution
of features of breeding importance to diversity is unequal. The variables that contributed
the most to the divergence between accessions in Indian landraces of S. melongena were
yield per plant, fruit width, number of long-styled flowers per plant, flowering earliness,
total phenolic content, and ascorbic acid content [6]. Nevertheless, the results depend on
the sample size used. To date, there has not been any large-scale study of a representa-
tive sample containing the complete phenotypic diversity of each cultivated eggplant. In
Bangladesh, eggplant is grown throughout the country, however, the yield is not sufficient
due to the lack of improved and desired variety and remarkable infestation of insect pests.
However, morphological characterization has been useful in studying the relationship
and diversity of various eggplant varieties. The European Eggplant Genetic Resources
Network (EGGNET) defined the morphological characterization for eggplant [7], which
has been validated and used in the characterization of eggplant breeding materials in nu-
merous studies [8–10]. Therefore, creating variation through mutation, hybridization, and
biotechnology approaches is an expensive and time-consuming method [8]. Consequently,
characterizing collected germplasm (populations) is required to identify lines suitable for
new variety development [11]. Plant breeders are interested in genetic diversity studies
based on qualitative and quantitative traits because such traits can be scored quickly and
easily using low-cost methods.

The phenotypic variation of fruits, plants, and other interesting traits has been
demonstrated in many articles on Solanum or S. aethiopicum or two or more eggplant
species [12–19]. Moreover, summarizing the phenotypic diversity of eggplants following
the Mendelian or quantitative heredity patterns of traits of interest have been widely stud-
ied in many reports [20–22]. Different scientists [23–25] studied in-depth genetic diversity,
heritability and genetic advance in eggplant genotypes. Consequently, breeders face a
challenge in selecting genotypes that combine high yields in multiple attributes, which
requires a reliable decision support tool. In plant breeding studies, a strong selection
approach can save a lot of time and resources.

The Smith–Hazel Index (SH index) is widely utilized in plant breeding as a multi-trait
selection index [26]. Reversing a phenotypic covariance matrix and a vector of economic
weights is required to calculate the SH index. As a result of the presence of multicollinear-
ity, poorly conditioned matrices and biased index coefficients would occur, affecting
genetic gain estimations [26]. To account for the multicollinearity issue in multi-trait
indexes, a combination of multivariate approaches is effective in overcoming their lim-
its. FAI-BLUP is a factor analysis-based model in which each ideotype’s factorial scores
are created based on desirable and undesirable elements [26]. Then, depending on the
genotype-ideotype distance, a geographic probability is calculated allowing genotype rank-
ing. Olivoto and Nardino [27] offered a new multi-trait genotype-132 ideotype distance
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index (MGIDI) and the entire current index is combined with the exercise calculations in
the R-Metan package, which contains all the functions required for genotype selection in
plant breeding programs.

In Bangladesh, however, numerous genotypes of eggplant are available. The Bangladesh
Agricultural Research Institute (BARI Plant)’s Genetic Resource Center (PGRC) collects
and preserves several types of eggplant germplasm from all around Bangladesh. Study-
ing the level of accessible diversity in a crop development program is a crucial stage in
crop improvement, which can be accomplished through the collection and evaluation of
germplasm. Therefore, the present study was carried out to determine the inherent varia-
tion of local eggplant germplasm to identify the promising germplasm that exhibits genetic
diversity for crop improvement programs through advanced multi-disciplinary analysis.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Experimental Site

The experiment was executed at PGRC of BARI at Gazipur, Bangladesh during winter
(Rabi season) 2019–2020 at 23.988929 N latitude, 90.412393 E longitudes and 8.40 m above
sea level. The soil in the test field was silty clay with a pH of 6.

2.2. Experimental Materials, Treatments, Desing and Procedures

A total of 130 genotypes (126 locally collected germplasm and Bangladesh has devel-
oped and released four Bt brinjal varieties expressing Cry1Ac gene (Bt brinjal), viz., BARI
Bt brinjal-1,2,3 and 4 variety as a check) were used in the experiment (Table S1).

All 130 genotypes were arranged in an augmented randomized complete block design
(augmented RCBD) with four check varieties and seven blocks was followed in this study.
All check varieties received seven replications, giving a total of 154 experimental plots.
The plot size was 3 m × 2.1 m. Each genotype was implanted in three rows per plot. The
spacing was 70 × 60 cm.

Direct seeding was completed with inside the well-organized seedbeds on 12 Novem-
ber 2019. Thirty-day-old seedlings were transplanted in the organized pits of the predomi-
nant experimental plot on 22 December 2019.

Fertilizer doses were 10 tons ha−1 Cowdung, 210 kg ha−1 Urea, 33 kg ha−1 triple
superphosphate (TSP), 200 kg ha−1, MP and 5 kg ha−1 Borax ([28]. The total requirement
of Cow-dung, TSP and Borax was applied during final land preparation about one week
before transplanting. Urea and MP were supplied in the three equal splits [29]. Four times
weeding and mulching were carried out in the first 25 days of mid-December. Sumithion
60 EC at 2.5 ml L−1, Sevin 75 WP at 0.1 g pit−1 and Vertimac 18 EC at 1.2 ml L−1 were
sprayed for controlling insect and mite, respectively. The data was noted as per the
descriptor developed by IBPGR, 1990.

2.3. Data Recorded

Fourteen qualitative traits and ten quantitative traits (Table 1) were considered during
the morphological characterization based on EGGNET [7] and IBPGR descriptors [30].

Quantitative Traits Measuring

Data on the number of days required from planting to the first opening of the flower
(for example early genotypes took <91 days), optimum genotypes took 91–105 days, and
late genotypes took >105 days).

Data on plant height was recorded from five randomly selected plants at the edible
fruiting stage (for example, short (~30 cm), intermediate (~60 cm), and tall (61–100 cm).
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Table 1. Fourteen qualitative traits and ten quantitative traits.

Sl. No. Trait Code Sl. No. Trait Code

Qualitative Traits Quantitative Traits

1. Plant Growth Habit PGH 15. Days to First Flowering DFF (Day)
2. Leaf Blade Lobing LBL 16. Plant Height PH (cm)
3. Leaf Blade Tip Angle LBTA 17. Fruit Diameter FD (cm)
4. Leaf Prickles LP 18. Fruit Length FL (cm)
5. Leaf Hairs LH 19. Fruit Weight FW (g)

6. Corolla Color CC 20. Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index NDVI

7. Fruit Calyx Prickles FCP 21. Single Leaf Area SLA (cm2)

8. Fruit Color Distribution FCD 22. Soil Plant Analyses
Development SPAD

9. Fruit Curvature FC 23. Total Number of Fruits TF
10. Fruit Apex Shape FAS 24. Yield Per Plant YPP (kg)
11. Fruit Cross Section FCS
12. Fruit Color at Ripening FCR
13. Fruit Flesh Density FFD
14. Fruit Position FP

The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) was measured by hand green
seeker (Trimble) and green seeker RT100 (Agri Optics). Quantification of two natural light
sources (near infrared-NIR and red light) is measured by NDVI. These two natural lights
have individual mechanisms on vegetation. For example, NIR is reflected by the vegetation,
whereas red light is absorbed by the vegetation.

The NDVI formula is:
NDVI =

NIR − Red
NIR + Red

The chlorophyll content in plant leaves was determined with a SPAD meter (Model:
SPAD-502). The SPAD value was carried from the middle portion of the leaf of the tagged
main shoot at the first flowering stage through using a self-calibrating Minolta chlorophyll
meter. Measurements at each experimental plot consisted of an average of five readings [31].

Leaf area was calculated with an Automatic Leaf Area Meter (Leaf area meter-LICOR-
3300, USA) at the first flowering stage of a single leaf. The leaf area index (LAI) of the crop
at different growth stages was calculated using the equation as described by [32].

Data on fruit length, fruit diameter, mean number of edible fruits, and mean weight of
edible fruits were measures from 10 randomly selected fruits.

Length of fruit was measured from base of calyx to tip of fruit (for example, very short
(<1 cm), short (3–5 cm), Intermediate (6–10 cm), long (11–20 cm) and very long (>20 cm))

Fruit diameter was estimated as small (2–3 cm), intermediate (4–5 cm), large (6–10 cm),
and very large (>10 cm)

The mean number of edible fruits was very low (<7), low (7–12), intermediate (13–18),
high (19–24), very high (>25)).

The mean weight of edible fruit was low (<30 g), intermediate (30–60 g) and high (>60 g)).
The multi-trait index based on factor analysis and genotype-ideotype distance (MGIDI)

proposed by [27] was used to select the novel donors with high performing under optimum
and low nitrogen conditions. We also compared the result of the MGIDI index with the
result of the Smith–Hazel (SH) index proposed by Smith (29) and Hazel (30) multiple trait
index based on factor analysis and ideotype-design (FAI-BLUP) index proposed by [33].
The MGIDI [33] was computed as follows:

MTSIi =

[
f

∑
j=1

(
γij − γj

)2
]0.5
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where MGIDIi is the distance index of multi-trait genotype-ideotype for the ith genotype,
γij is the score of the ith genotype in the jth factor I = 1, 2, . . . , g; j = 1, 2, . . . , f), g and f are
the number of genotypes and factors, respectively, and Fj is the ideotype’s jth score. This
means that the genotype with the lowest MGIDI is closest to the ideotype, and as a result,
it has the ideal values for all the analyzed features.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed under the R-statistics platform (software ver-
sion 4.0.2) [34]. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) for each trait were assessed by using the
R package ‘augmented RCBD’ [35]. Phenotypic and genetic variance (PV and GV), along
with genotypic and phenotypic coefficients of variation (GCV and PCV), were calculated
using the formula provided by [36]. Broad sense heritability (hBS), genetic advance (GA)
calculation as formula elucidated in [37]. Components of the phenotypic variance of
each trait were estimated using restricted maximum likelihood methods. For the estima-
tion of variance components of linear mixed-effect “lmer”, lme4 package was employed.
R package ggplot2, scales and GGally were used for heatmap analysis.

The hierarchical clustering was performed using Spearman’s rank correlation algo-
rithm. Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using R package ggplot2,
ggfortify, usethis, devtools, plyr, scales and grid. Using a two-way matrix of 10 characteris-
tics and 130 genotypes, a G × T biplot was constructed. The first two PCs were plotted.
Genotypes were schemed according to scores on each PC, and traits were plotted based on
the eigenvectors on each PC. The genotypic, phenotypic variance and broad-sense heri-
tability were estimated using Agricola R-package [38] with “metan” package. Mathematic
figures were plotted using the ggplot2 package [39].

3. Results

3.1. Qualitative Traits

To determine the variability of the examined germplasm, different qualitative traits
were evaluated (Tables 2 and 3).

Table 2. Variability in growth and foliage traits in eggplant germplasm.

Trait Names Descriptor State No. of Germplasm Germplasm (%)

Plant Growth Habit

Upright 23 17.69

Intermediate 64 49.23

Prostrate 43 33.08

Leaf Blade Lobing

Weak 59 45.38

Intermediate 43 33.08

Strong 23 17.69

Very strong 5 3.85

Leaf Blade Tip Angle

Very acute 6 4.62

Acute 28 21.54

Intermediate 64 49.23

Obtuse 32 24.62

Leaf Prickles

Very few 13 10.00

Few 38 29.23

Intermediate 72 55.38

Many 5 3.85

Very many 2 1.54
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Table 2. Cont.

Trait Names Descriptor State No. of Germplasm Germplasm (%)

Leaf Hairs
Very many 128 98.46

Few 2 1.54

CorollaColor
Light Violet 41 31.54

Pale Violet 84 64.62

White 5 3.85

Table 3. Variability in fruit traits in eggplant germplasm.

Descriptor Name Descriptor State No. of Germplasm Germplasm (%)

Fruit Calyx Prickles

Very few 3 2.31
Few 31 23.85

Intermediate 49 37.69
Many 32 24.62

Very many 15 11.54

Fruit Color
Distribution

Uniform 18 13.85
Mottled 21 16.15
Netted 18 13.85
Striped 73 56.15

Fruit Curvature
None (fruit straight) 68 52.31

Slightly curved 37 28.46
Curved 25 19.23

Fruit Apex Shape Rounded 39 30.00
Depressed 91 70.00

Fruit Cross Section Circular (no grooves) 130 100.00

Fruit Color at
Ripening

Milky white 2 1.54
Lilac grey 7 5.38

Purple 32 24.62
Green with mottled at

the distal end 51 39.23

Green with a
yellowish stripe 37 28.46

Purple with light
green at the distal end 3 2.31

Fruit Flesh Density

Very loose (spongy) 74 56.92
Loose (crumbly) 24 18.46
Average density 21 16.15

Dense 7 5.38
Very dense 4 3.08

Fruit Position Pendant 130 100.00

3.2. Variability in Growth and Foliage

All the traits studied related to plant growth habits and foliage exhibited noticeable
variation among the germplasm except leaf hairs and corolla Color (Table 2). Plant growth
habit was observed in upright (17.69%), intermediate (49.23%) and prostrate (33.08%).
Leaf-blade lobing were exhibited four categories as Weak (45.38%), Intermediate (33.08%),
Strong (17.69%), and very strong (3.85%). The leaf blade tip angles were also exhibited
as four categories such as very acute (4.62%), Acute (21.54%), Intermediate (49.23%) and
Obtuse (24.62%). Leaf prickles were found in maximum variation such as very few (10.0%),
few (29.23%), intermediate (55.38%), many (3.58%) and very many (1.54%) in the studied
germplasm. Leaf hairs and showed minimum variation. Corolla Colors were found light
violet (31.54%), pale violet (64.62%) and white (3.85%). All the fruits traits displayed
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distinctive variation among the genotypes except fruit cross-section and fruit position
(Table 3). The maximum variation was identified in overall leaf prickles, fruit calyx prickles,
fruit color at ripening and fruit flesh density.

3.3. The Analysis of Variance and Frequency Distribution of Quantitative Traits

The germplasm panel, consisting of 126 accessions with four check varieties, was
tested for characterized through different morphological traits including 14 qualitative and
10 quantitative traits. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed high significant variation
among the accessions with a check for all the investigated traits. ANOVA for all the
traits also revealed highly significant differences among the check, accession by check
interaction as well as among the accession (Table 4) excluding normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI), plant height (PH), single leaf area (SLA), and yield per plant
(YPP) for check varieties. Adjusted blocks are insignificant for all the traits. All the traits
matched with normal distribution except for some traits skewed left and some were right
(Figures 1 and 2).

Table 4. Analysis of variance of the tested quantitative traits.

Traits

Source of Variation

Accession (G) with C
(df = 129)

Check (C)
(df = 3)

Accession (G) vs. C
(df = 1)

Accession (G)
(df = 125)

Adjusted Block (B)
(df = 6)

Residuals
(df = 18)

DFF 59.61 ** 161.62 ** 0.7 ns 57.63 ** 20.31 ns 16.67
FD 390.72 ** 586.56 ** 766.74 ** 383.01 ** 31.44 ns 27.71
FL 3.91 ** 5.87 ** 7.67 ** 3.83 ** 0.31 ns 0.28
FW 8.63 ** 49.04 ** 0.36 ns 7.72 ** 1.67 ns 1.27

NDVI 0.01 ** 0.01 ns 0.07 ** 0.01 ** 0.0023 ns 0.0028
PH 169.94 ** 18.57 ns 4014.75 ** 142.81 ** 3.14 ns 7.57
SLA 1572.19 ** 71.58 ns 40431.19 ** 1297.33 ** 8.38 ns 22.74

SPAD 59.63 ** 235.78 ** 637.78 ** 50.78 ** 17.9 ns 9.96
TF 104.55 ** 128.42 ** 68.89 ** 104.26 ** 2.54 ns 4.25

YPP 9.59 ** 0.9 ns 3.89 ns 9.84 ** 0.97 ns 1.12

ns, non-significant at p > 0.05; **, significant at p <= 0.01, DFF = Days to first flowering (day), FD = fruit diameter (cm), FL = Fruit length (cm),
FW = Fruit weight (g), YPP = Yield plant−1 (kg), NDVI = Normalized difference vegetation index, PH = Plant height (cm), SLA = Single
leaf area (cm2), SPAD = Soil plant analyses development, TF = Total number of fruits.

3.4. Descriptive Statistic of the Traits

For morpho-physiological traits evaluated in this study, their descriptive statistics
including means and standard error (std.Error), standard deviations (std.Dev), minimum
(Min), maximum (Max), skewness and kurtosis are summarized in Table 5. All the pheno-
typic values are shown a wide range of variability. Plant height (PH) ranged from 87.82 to
139.57. The NDVI value ranged from 0.33 to 0.78, SPAD ranged from 25.37 to 66.97, single
leaf area (SLA) ranged from 86.12 to 242.85 cm2, DFF ranged from 70.21 to 80.5 days, FD
ranged from 0.77 to 9.47 cm, FL ranged from 3.71 to 24.93 cm, FW ranged from 10.00 to
650.40 g, TF ranged from 10.21 to 49.21, and YPP ranged from 0.24 to 10.57 kg.
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Figure 1. Box plots showing the pattern of the measured traits of germplasm. DFF = Days to first flowering (day), FD = Fruit
diameter (cm), FL = Fruit length (cm), FW = Fruit weight (g), YPP =Yield plant−1 (kg), NDVI = Normalized difference
vegetation index, PH = Plant height (cm), SLA = Single leaf area (cm2), SPAD = Soil plant analyses development, TF = Total
number of fruits.
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of the germplasm based on quantitative traits: (A) Plant height, (B) NDVI, (C) SPAD value,
(D) SLA, (E) DFF, (F) fruits diameter, (G) fruit length, (H) FW, (I) TF and (J) YPP of eggplant.
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Table 5. Descriptive statistics of measured traits.

Trait Mean Std.Error CV Min Max Skewness Kurtosis

PH 111.4 1.05 2.52 87.82 139.57 0.21 ns 2.25 *
NDVI 0.56 0.01 9.55 0.33 0.78 0.11 ns 2.7 ns
SPAD 47.5 0.66 6.54 25.37 66.97 −0.07 ns 3.37 ns
SLA 140.53 3.18 3.55 86.12 242.85 0.56 ** 2.37 ns
DFF 98.4 0.7 4.15 83.32 122.07 0.46 * 3.27 ns
FL 47.25 1.6 11.35 3.71 24.73 0.47 * 2.71 ns
FD 4.72 0.16 11.35 0.77 9.47 0.47 * 2.71 ns
FW 7.55 0.23 39.52 10.00 650.40 0.14 ns 2.69 ns
TF 18.65 0.86 16.27 10.21 49.21 2.25 ** 7.16 **

YPP 7.12 0.28 46.14 0.24 10.57 0.54 * 5.41 **
ns, non-significant; *, ** indicate the significance at 5% and 1% level of probability.

Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry and kurtosis is a measure of ’peakedness’
of a distribution. The skewness and kurtosis were non-significant for all the traits except
PH, TF and YPP indicating all the traits fitted with a normal distribution (Figure 2). The
traits SLA, DFF, FD, TF and YPP were significant, and the distribution is positively skewed,
which means that more accessions are below the mean than expected in a normal distribu-
tion. Only the trait SPAD was non-significant, and the distribution is negatively skewed,
which means that more accessions above the mean than expected in a normal distribution
(Figure 2). The traits PH, TF and YPP were significant and positive for kurtosis which
means heavily leptokurtic distributions (Figure 2).

The results pertaining to genetic parameters viz., phenotypic coefficient of variation
(PCV), genotypic coefficient of variation (GCV), broad-sense heritability (h2 BS), and genetic
advance as percent of the mean (GAM) for all the 10 traits are summarized in Table 6.
TF had the highest PCV (54.76%) and GCV (53.64%), followed by FD, FL, FW, and YPP.
High PCV and high GCV suggesting that these traits were under the influence of genetic
control. The traits PH, NDVI, and SPAD were noted for moderate magnitudes of both
PCV and GCV respectively. The traits DFF recorded for low magnitudes of both PCV and
GCV, respectively.

Table 6. Estimation of statistical and genetic parameters of yield and its contributing traits of different eggplant germplasm.

Traits PV GV GCV GCV PCV PCV hBS hBS GA GAM GAM

PH 142.81 135.24 10.44 Medium 10.73 Medium 94.7 High 23.35 20.96 High
NDVI 0.01 0.0047 12.26 Medium 15.46 Medium 62.92 High 0.11 20.07 High
SPAD 50.78 40.82 13.45 Medium 15 Medium 80.38 High 11.82 24.88 High
SLA 1297.3 1274.6 25.4 High 25.63 High 98.25 High 73 51.95 High
DFF 57.63 40.96 6.5 Low 7.71 Low 71.07 High 11.13 11.31 Medium
FD 383.01 355.3 39.9 High 41.42 High 92.77 High 37.45 79.27 High
FL 3.83 3.55 39.9 High 41.42 High 92.77 High 3.75 79.27 High
FW 7.72 6.46 33.65 High 36.8 High 83.61 High 4.79 63.47 High
TF 104.26 100.01 53.64 High 54.76 High 95.92 High 20.21 108.37 High

YPP 9.84 8.72 41.49 High 44.07 High 88.63 High 5.74 80.58 High

GV = Genotypic variance, PV = Phenotypic variance, GCV = Genotypic coefficients of variation, PCV = Phenotypic coefficients of variation,
hBS = broad-sense heritability, GA = Genetic advance at 5% selection intensity, GAM = Genetic advance as the percentage of the mean at 5%
selection intensity, DFF = Days to first flowering (day), FD = Fruit diameter (cm), FL = Fruit length (cm), FW = Fruit weight (g), YPP =Yield
Plant−1 (kg), NDVI = Normalized difference vegetation index, PH = Plant height (cm), SLA = Single leaf area (cm2), SPAD = Soil plant
analyses development, TF = Total number of fruits.

3.5. Variability in Fruit Traits

All the traits studied related to the fruit of eggplant showed distinct variation among
the germplasm except fruit cross-section and fruit position (Table 6). The maximum
variation was found in ‘fruit Color at ripening stage’. Six categories of fruit Color at
ripening such as milky white (1.54%), lilac grey (5.38%), Purple (24.62%), green with
mottled at the distal end (39.23%), and Green with yellowish stripe (28.46%) and purple
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with light green at the distal end (2.31%) were observed. The next higher variation was
found in ‘fruit flesh density’. Very loose (spongy), loose (crumbly), average density, dense,
and very dense type of fruit flesh density was found where the majority of the germplasm
exhibited average density type. On the other hand, fruit calyx prickles were found as
very few (1.6%), few (13.9%), intermediate (36.5%), many (23.0%), and very many (25.0%).
Fruit Color distribution was exhibited as uniform (50.8%), mottled (13.1%), netted (16.8%),
and striped (27.9%). No fruits were found curved in 80.56% of the germplasm. Only
8.33 % germplasm showed curved and 11.11% showed slightly curved. Fruit apexes were
exhibited as two categories as rounded (40.28%) and depressed (59.72%).

3.6. Analysis of Correlation Matrix

The phenotypic correlation analysis is being used to explore a linear relationship
between various traits, which was visualized in the correlation matrix (Figure 3). In
this analysis, DFF displayed a significant positive correlation with FL, while NDVI was
correlated negatively. FW exhibited a strong negative correlation with TF and TF showed
a negative correlation with YPP. FW and PH showed a moderate positive significant
correlation with YPP (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Correlation matrix, scatter plot and phenotypic frequency distribution of traits; * p <= 0.05;
** p <= 0.01; *** p > 0.001; DFF = Days to first flowering (day), FD = Fruit diameter (cm), FL = Fruit
length (cm), FW = Fruit weight (g), YPP =Yield Plant−1 (kg), NDVI = Normalized difference veg-
etation index, PH = Plant height (cm), SLA = Single leaf area (cm2), SPAD = Soil plant analyses
development, TF = Total number of fruits.

3.7. Multivariate Analysis

Multivariate analysis is a tool to find patterns and relationships between several vari-
ables simultaneously. To understand the relationship among 130 eggplant genotypes with
various morpho-physiological traits, principal component, biplot, and heatmap analysis
were done which revealed different clusters of genotypes that performed better in differ-
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ent aspects. The genotypes by traits biplot were constructed from a two-way matrix of
10 morpho-physiological traits and 130 eggplant genotypes using the relative value of the
trait (Figure 4). Again, biplot analysis showed the trait profiles of the genotypes, especially,
those genotypes positioned far away from the origin and the results indicated a correlation
between traits with genotypes. Again, traits on opposite sides of the origin are negatively
correlated and traits near each other are positively correlated. Moreover, traits at 90◦ to
each other are not correlated, concerning the origin. The principal component (PC) analysis
identified a total of 10 principal components (PCs) for the morpho-physiological traits.
Among them, the first two PC explained 82.26% of the entire morpho-physiological varia-
tions (Figure 4). This biplot revealed superior genotypes with higher levels of expression of
favorable trait combinations. The total outcome proposed that TF, FD, SLA, FW, PH, and
YPP could help to detect superior genotypes in elite germplasm.

Figure 4. Genotypes by traits (G × T) biplot based on 130 germplasm and 10 quantitative traits of eggplant. DFF =Days to
first flowering (day), FD = Fruit Diameter (cm), FL = Fruit Length (cm), FW = Fruit Weight (g), YPP =Yield Per Plant (kg),
NDVI = Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, PH = Plant height (cm), SLA = Single Leaf Area (cm2), SPAD = Soil Plant
Analyses Development, TF = Total Number of Fruits.

3.8. Heatmap Analysis

The heatmap represented the overall performance of 10 observable traits among the
130 germplasm. A heatmap is a two-dimensional data visualization technique that uses
color to show the scope of a phenomenon. Color variation by hue or intensity provides
the reader with a visual representation of how the phenomenon is grouped or varies over
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space. It depicts the relative patterns of highly abundant features against a background of
mostly low-abundance features (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Heatmap showing the clustering pattern of 130 eggplant genotypes with 10 morpho-physiological traits. Heat
map displaying the relationship matrix among Eggplant genotypes. The red diagonal represents a perfect relationship of
each accession with itself. The symmetric off-diagonal elements represent the relationship measures for pairs of genotypes.
The white of warmer colors on the diagonal show clusters of closely related genotypes. DFF = Days to first flowering (day),
FD = Fruit diameter (cm), FL = Fruit length (cm), FW = Fruit weight (g), YPP = Yield plant−1 (kg), NDVI = Normalized
difference vegetation index, PH = Plant height (cm), SLA = Single leaf area (cm2), SPAD = Soil plant analyses development,
TF = Total number of fruits.
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A heatmap analysis of characteristics was performed to demonstrate a chromatic
examination of the genotypes. The heatmap analysis produced two dendrograms: one
in the vertical direction, representing the germplasm, and one in the horizontal direction,
representing the traits that caused the diffusion. The red diagonal depicts each accession’s
perfect connection to itself. The relationship measurements for pairs of germplasm are
represented by the symmetric off-diagonal elements. Based on the morpho-physiological
properties of the germplasm studied, six clusters emerged through hierarchical clustering
(Figure 5). Group (a) included 43 germplasm from clusters v (30 germplasm) and vi
(13 germplasm), while group (b) included the remaining 87 germplasm from four clusters.
Out of a total of 87 germplasm, cluster-i received 33, cluster-ii received 13, cluster-iii
received 30, and cluster-iv received 11 (Figure 5). Dendrogram two also revealed two
significant groups: group (a) is associated with seven traits (FD, FL, FW, YPP, NDVI,
SPAD, and TF), while group (b) is associated with three traits (DFF, PH, and SLA) (b).
Surprisingly, the dendrogram two groups and sub-groups revealed the disparity effects of
different eggplants.

3.9. Multi-Trait Index Based on Factor Analysis and Genotype-Ideotype Distance (MGIDI)

The MGIDI index was intended to select the genotypes with respect to considering all
measured traits. Based on the analysis, a highly significant genotypic effect was noted for
10 measured traits involving DFF (Day), PH (cm), FD, FL, FW, NDVI, SLA (cm2), SPAD,
TF, and YPP (kg) (Table 1). The broad-sense heritability (h2) ranged from 71.07% (for DFF)
to 98.25% (for SLA). All filtered traits are evaluated with high heritability values, which
indicates that the selection gain of these traits is promising. Among selected traits, traits FD,
FL, FW, TF, and YPP showed the highest genetic advanced mean. However, the genotypes
selected using the MGIDI index were G80, G54, G66, G120, G46, G61, G65, G108, G4, G79,
G42, G77, G47, G50, G51, G43, G44, G48, and G49 (Figure 6). The strengths and weaknesses
of all the genotypes are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Germplasm ranking and selected germplasm from 130 local germplasm through multi-trait genotype-ideotypes
distance index (MGIDI) considering 15% selection intensity.
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Figure 7. The strengths and weaknesses of all the genotypes.

4. Discussion

In the present study, numerous qualitative and quantitative features were assessed in
130 brinjal genotypes in order to discover superior genotypes. Genetic diversity research is
critical for the successful evaluation, preservation, and use of germplasm resources [40].
The breeding strategy is mostly determined by the degree of genetic variation, and morpho-
logical characteristics are viewed as a critical initial step in characterizing and identifying
plant genetic resources [41]. Screening for qualitative and quantitative features is crucial
for determining a plant’s socioeconomic preferences.

4.1. Qualitative Traits

All qualitative traits are found to have significant variations except leaf hairs, corolla
color, fruit cross-section, and fruit position (Tables 2 and 3). Some other previous re-
ports also published a similar type of fruit curvature [42–44]. Eggplant is a herbaceous
plant, mostly upright in nature [45]. Our results demonstrated that 17.69% upright,
49.23% intermediate, and 33.08% prostrate growth habit among all the studied genotypes
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(Table 2). Shekar et al. [46] clustered the eggplant plants into upright and intermediate.
Islam et al. [42] saw 48% intermediate, 45% upright, and 7% prostrate growth habit at
vegetative stage among the studied genotypes. They suggested that the plant growth habit
is used for the identification of eggplant varieties.

As per leaf blade length, eggplant genotypes were divided into two groups, viz.,
intermediate and short [47]. They reported that 30 genotypes had intermediate leaf blade
length while five genotypes showed short leaf blade length. Similarly, based on leaf
blade width, the genotypes were divided into three types, viz., wide, intermediate, and
narrow [45]. Osei et al. [13] found significant variation in leaf blade length and width in
eggplant. In the current study, we distributed eggplant genotypes into three types, viz.,
very strong (5 genotypes), strong, intermediate (43 genotypes), and weak (59 genotypes),
based on leaf blade lobing (Table 2). Sunseri et al. [48] reported 60% weak, 37% intermediate,
and 3% strong leaf blade lobbing in eggplant. In our investigation, 6 genotypes had very
acute, 28 had acute leaf blade tip angle followed by intermediate leaf blade tip angle, which
includes 64 genotypes, while 32 genotypes each had obtuse. Sunseri et al. [48] observed 62%
acute, 33% very acute, and 5% intermediate leaf blade tip angle in eggplant. Dash et al. [49]
noticed acute leaf blade tip angle in many eggplant genotypes. A much higher variation
was observed in leaf prickle (Table 2), where most of the genotype (72 genotypes) had
intermediate prickle on the leaf. Sunseri et al. [48] noted that leaf prickles were absent in
25% of genotypes, whereas the remaining genotypes produced 40% very few, 25% few, and
5% both intermediate and many prickles. Tiwari et al. [50] noted prickles in stem, petiole,
calyx including peduncle, and leaf including veins in eggplant. Many leaf hairs (98.46%)
are found in most of the genotypes. Light violet (31.54%), pale violet (64.62%), and white
(3.85%) colors were noted among the studied genotypes for corolla Color (Table 2).

In the present study, we described eight distinctive traits of eggplant fruits (Table 3).
For traits related to the fruit calyx prickles, fruit color distribution, fruit color at ripening,
and fruit flesh density much higher variation were observed in the cultivated eggplant
(Table 3). Similar kinds of fruit calyx prickle distribution were also reported by [45]. It
was noticed that 68 genotypes had no curvature on fruit; 37 genotypes showed slightly
curved fruit and 25 genotypes had curved fruit. Sunseri et al. [48,51] reported sickle-
shaped, snaked-shaped, curved, and U-shaped eggplant fruits along with fruits with no
curvature. Eggplant genotypes were distributed into two types: rounded (39 genotypes)
and depressed (91 genotypes), on the basis of fruit apex shape. Sunseri et al. [48] reported
that 38, 34, and 28% of eggplant genotypes had depressed, rounded, and protruded types of
fruit apex shape, respectively. Eggplant fruits traits variations are important in protection
from UV irradiation, insect attack in plants as well as socio-economic value. More fruit color
variation was noted by [52] and [53], which support our present study. Solaimana et al. [51]
found uniform and stripped fruit color distribution. The variations in fruits color were also
described by [51,54,55]. Tiwari et al. [50] divided the eggplant fruits into six color groups
i.e., green (37.27%), purple (25.45%), milky white (13.62%), purple-black (12.72%), light
purple or lilac grey (9.09%), and scarlet red (1.08%). Fruit flesh density is an important
characteristic for the determination of fruit volume and weight. A wide range of variation
was observed in fruit flesh density, the highest number of genotypes had very loose flesh
density (74 genotypes).

4.2. Quantitative Traits
4.2.1. Genetic Components

The proposed index of 0–10% for low, 10–20% for moderate, and 20% for high variation
was used to characterize the projected GCV and PCV values. In our experiment, closer PCV
and GCV values were estimated in most of the traits which possibly were less influenced by
the environment suggesting the reliability of selection based on these traits. The assessed
10 quantitative traits exhibited a wide range of variation and more or less similar results
were observed by [48,53,56]. The selection procedure considers the differences between
traits based on the degree of heredity. In order to understand the predicted selection
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benefits, assessing genetic progress may be an important method for improving crops.
Several studies have shown that selection can effectively use available genetic variations
with a certain degree of heritability to improve specific traits [26,57]. The concern of both
heritability and genetic advance is more effective over the distinctively use of heritability.
We found that the phenotype variance values of all traits were higher than the genotype
variance, indicating that the environment regulates the expression of traits. The same kind
of outcome also was gained from several studies for various traits in eggplant [51,58–61].

The evidence of the traits having essential potential in the assortment process due
to low environmental impacts was calculated using strong GA with hBS for all yield-
related traits except DFF. Heterosis breeding has the potential to improve traits with poor
heritability and genetic advance [28]. Regarding the hBS and GA index [62], which were
greater than 60% for high, 30–60% for moderate, and 0–30% for low, we discovered that all
traits were highly heritable together with a high genetic advance mean value except DFF,
implying that direct selection can be effective for eggplant crop improvement based on
these traits with the effect of additive genes; a more or less similar result was obtained by
many researchers [63,64]. Due to the strong influence of the environment on genetic effects,
low to moderate heritability and genetic advanced values will inhibit the improvement of
traits. Therefore, effective selection can only be achieved by selecting higher values of GCV,
PCV, hBS, and GA, which means that the influence of additive genes is more stable than
the influence of the environment. High GAM was also observed for all traits except DFF.
This revealed that if the selection was carried out for the next generation for these features,
a greater improvement in the population mean may be seen.

4.2.2. Correlation Matrix

The plant breeding correlation matrix is an outstanding method to assess the relation-
ship between two or more variables. For higher genotype selection procedures, considering
the correlation matrix can be a scaling measure [65]. In the correlation matrix, DFF dis-
played a strong positive correlation with FL, while NDVI was correlated negatively, FW
and PH showed a moderate positive correlation with YPP (Figure 6). A moderate to
positive significant association can be proposed; selection based on these traits can help
increase the yield of this crop. More or less similar results were consistent with the study
of [28,64,66,67].

4.3. Multivariate Statistical

Compared with univariate and bivariate statistical methods, multivariate statisti-
cal methods can analyze more than one relationship at the same time. There are many
multivariate data analysis methods, each of which has a different purpose, such as Regres-
sion analysis, factor analysis, cluster analysis, analysis of variance, discriminant analysis,
etc. [68]. Biplot analysis is usually employed to assess the component effects creating the
genotypic variations.

The highest values indicate the highest influence of the trait on the total variation. Bi-
plot analysis determines varietal stability in the multi-environmental trial [69]. It describes
the relationship between different genotype traits. The association between morpho-
physiological traits among the 130 genotypes was observed by the biplot analysis [70].
Again, the biplot analysis showed the trait profiles of the genotypes, especially, those geno-
types positioned far away from the origin and the results indicated a correlation between
traits with genotypes (Figure 4). An acute angle between two elements indicates a positive
correlation, and an obtuse angle between two elements indicates a negative correlation. As
a result, principal components (PC) analysis provides a good screening of available geno-
types and aids in the selection of possible parents for crop breeding initiatives. In our data,
the first two PC accounted for 82.36% of the overall variation (Figure 4). The yield potential
of accessions was represented in PC 1; thus, the accessions contributing to this component
are likely to undergo direct selection, or selected parents can be used in hybridization
operations. These PC1 results are consistent with the results of the correlation analysis. The
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figure summarizes the information of the matrix in principal components, where the cosine
of the angle between the vectors connecting the objects to the origin is proportional to the
correlation coefficient between these objects. The heatmap shows the highest and lowest
values of each genotype in different colors against all the traits comparing. The intensity of
the color indicates the degree of high or low of the traits. Hierarchical clustering based on
the morpho-physiological traits of the studied germplasm revealed six clusters (Figure 5).
The heatmap analysis depicted the degree of correspondence among the morphological
traits assessed in brinjal genotypes, and this result was consistently supported by [71,72].

4.4. Multi-Trait Index Based on Factor Analysis and Genotype-Ideotype Distance (MGIDI)

Experienced breeders often try to combine several desired traits into a new genotype
to produce high performance. When measuring multiple traits, it is often difficult to select
a genotype from the ideotypes. In this regard, various multivariate methods are widely
used, such as principal component analysis, factor analysis, cluster analysis, and different
samples to group measured traits or select test genotypes [73]. We used a two-way heat map
clustering pattern and PCA to connect test genotypes and measured attributes in this study
(Figures 6 and 7), however, we could not pick specific genotypes. To make the selection
of genotypes with several features easier, [27] the recently introduced MGIDI (multi-trait
genotype-ideotypes distance index) is a new method for genotype selection based on
multiple trait information. The eggplant genotypes were ranked based on information on
measured multiple traits (Figure 7). The MGIDI index selected genotypes G80, G54, G66,
G120, G46, G61, G65, G108, G4, G79, G42, G77, G47, G50, G51, G43, G44, G48, and G49
as promising eggplant genotypes. Apart from these genotypes, G80 was very close to the
cut point, which recommends that this genotype can exist desirable features. Hence, the
researcher should pay particular attention to assessing genotypes that are very close to the
cut point [27]. The application of the MGIDI index to plant crop research is predicted to
grow rapidly. Similarly, This index was used to find the best strawberry genotype [74].

5. Conclusions

The current study clearly established that the improvement of brinjal yield and related
traits can be obtained through selection with the valuation of different genetic parameters
analysis. Most of the qualitative traits showed distinct variations among the germplasm.
Qualitatively, the maximum variation was observed in leaf prickles, fruit calyx prickles,
fruit color at ripening, and fruit flesh density. Quantitatively, the highest variation was
observed in fruit yield per plant which was followed by fruit weight. Nevertheless, the
present study has shown that selection with the evaluation of various analyzes of genetic
parameters such as GCV, PCV, hBS, and GA can achieve an improved eggplant yield and
related traits. It can be observed that practically all of the agronomic traits tested in this
study exhibit significant variability based on the recorded data and additional analyses
(heatmap analysis, correlation matrix, PCA, MGIDI analysis). Therefore, the germplasm
G80, G54, G66, and G120 might be considered as best parents based on the qualitative
and quantitative characters for the future breeding program. The present findings have a
great genetic potential for the studied germplasm. Concurrently, the promising germplasm
identified in the present study might be used in future breeding programs for eggplant
improvement.
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Abstract: The molecular mechanisms underlying the variation in N-use efficiency (NUE) in pepper
(Capsicum annuum L.) genotypes are poorly understood. In this work, two genotypes (750-1, low-N
tolerant; ZCFB, low-N sensitive) with contrasting low-N tolerance were selected from 100 pepper
cultivars on the basis of their relative leaf areas, shoot dry weights, root dry weights, and plant
dry weights at the seedling stage. Subsequently, using RNA-Seq, the transcriptome of these two
pepper genotypes under N starvation for 28 days was analyzed. We detected 2621/2470 and
3936/4218 different expressed genes (DEGs) in the leaves/roots of 750-1 and ZCFB, respectively.
The changes in the expression of basic N metabolism genes were similar between 750-1 and ZCFB.
However, different DEGs not directly involved in N metabolism were identified between the 750-1
and ZCFB cultivars. In 750-1, 110 unique DEGs were detected in the leaves, of which 103 were
down-regulated, including genes associated with protein metabolism, photosynthesis, secondary
metabolism, cell wall metabolism, stress response, and disease resistance. In ZCFB, 142 unique DEGs
were detected in the roots, of which 117 were up-regulated, resulting in enhancement of processes
such as protein degradation, secondary metabolites synthesis, lipid metabolism, endocytosis, the
tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA), transcriptional regulation, stress response, and disease resistance.
Our results not only facilitate an understanding of the different regulatory process in low-N-tolerant
and low-N-sensitive pepper cultivars, but also provide abundant candidate genes for improving the
low-N tolerance of pepper cultivars.

Keywords: Capcicum annuum L.; RNA-Seq; nitrogen-use efficiency; low-nitrogen tolerance

1. Introduction

Nitrogen (N) is one of the most important macronutrients for plants, and it can be
absorbed and assimilated by the roots in various forms, including nitrate, ammonium, and
amino acids. Nitrate and ammonium are the most common forms used by plants, with
nitrate being the dominant form [1]. N metabolism can be divided into three processes:
uptake, assimilation, and remobilization. In the uptake stage, at least six transporters
participate in nitrate uptake in Arabidopsis (NPF6.3/NRT1.1, NPF4.6/NRT1.2, NRT2.1,
NRT2.2, NRT2.4, and NRT2.5) [2,3]. In the assimilation process, nitrate is reduced to ammo-
nium by nitrate and nitrite reductases, and then the ammonium is assimilated into amino
acids by glutamine synthetase (GS), glutamine antinotransferase (GOGAT), and asparagine
synthetase (AS) [4]. The N remobilization process comprises protein degradation and
amino acid transport. Several genes involved in the ubiquitin-26S proteasome pathway [5]
and encoding amino acid transporters [6,7] have also been shown to be associated with
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these processes. These studies have provided important clues for understanding the mech-
anism of N metabolism. However, present knowledge about the complicated N regulatory
network remains incomplete, and the molecular basis governing the genetic variation of
N-use efficiency (NUE) among crop cultivars remains unclear.

Pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) is one of the most important vegetable crops of the
Solanaceae family and is grown worldwide as a food, medicine source and ornamental
plant [8]. It is well documented that, within a certain range, there is a positive correlation
between the relative growth rate of pepper and the N concentration in the soil. However,
inappropriate N utilization can lead to undesirable growth, yield, and quality [9,10]. In
recent years, in areas with fertile soil, farmers have been using a higher amount of N
fertilizer than is required, which has resulted in low NUE and serious environmental
pollution [11]. By contrast, in some areas where the soil quality is poor, the need for a high
input of N fertilizer represents a great economic burden on pepper growers [12]. Therefore,
improving NUE is urgently needed for the development of sustainable pepper production.
Genetic variation in NUE has been reported for different crops such as rice [13], barley [14],
wheat [15], rapeseed [16], maize [17], and cotton [18], but molecular knowledge about
the genetic variation of NUE is still very poor. Several genes responsible for improved
NUE have been identified in rice, including DEP1 [19], OsNRT1.1B [20], OsNRT2.3b [21],
ARE1 [22], OsNRT1.1A [23], and OsNPF6.1 [24]. Unfortunately, studies on the molecular
regulation mechanism of N metabolism in pepper are scarce, let alone those studies focusing
on NUE variation.

The next-generation high-throughput RNA sequencing technology (RNA-Seq) is a
powerful tool for revealing genome-wide changes under biotic/abiotic stresses and can
provide system level information regarding the N metabolism network. RNA-Seq analysis
has been applied to the transcriptome analysis of low-N response of a single plant genotype,
such as those of cucumber [25], maize [26], wheat [27], physic nut [28], and rice [29]. A
large number of candidate genes involved in low-N response were detected [25,27–29].
Furthermore, the potential regulatory roles of IncRNAs in response to N stress have also
been investigated [26]. However, it is difficult to reveal variations in NUE using only one
genotype. Therefore, comparative transcriptome analysis of genotypes with different low
N tolerances has become more recognized as a tool for understanding NUE [30–35]. A
high abundance of transcripts related to high affinity nitrate transporters (NRT2.2, NRT2.3,
NRT2.5, and NRT2.6) in the N-stress tolerant sorghum genotypes [31] and an energy-
saving assimilation pattern in N-stress tolerant Tibetan wild barley genotype have been
revealed [32].

The focus of this study was to identify low-N-responsive genes that were differentially
expressed between low-N-tolerant and low-N-sensitive genotypes after long-term low-N
stress, with the aim of providing more information on NUE variation. First, we examined
the low-N tolerance of 100 pepper cultivars. Subsequently, we analyzed the genome-wide
gene expression changes of two pepper cultivars with contrasting low-N tolerance under
low-N stress. Lastly, the different low-N-responsive genes between the two cultivars
were intensively analyzed using RNA-Seq and various bioinformatics methods, revealing
potential new candidate genes for improving the low-N tolerance of pepper cultivars.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Screening of Pepper Cultivars with Different Low-N Tolerance

The low-N tolerance of 100 pepper cultivars was analyzed hydroponically in a green-
house at the Chongqing Key Laboratory of Adversity Agriculture. Yamazaki nutrient solu-
tion for pepper was used as a sufficient-N solution containing 1.50 mM Ca(NO3)2·4H2O,
6.00 mM KNO3, 0.83 mM NH4H2PO4, 0.75 mM MgSO4·7H2O, 0.10 mM FeSO4·7H2O,
0.10 mM Na2EDTA, 0.05 mM H3BO3, 0.0008 mM ZnSO4·7H2O, 0.01 mM MnSO4·4H2O,
0.0003 mM CuSO4·5H2O, and 0.00002 mM (NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O. Pepper seeds were
soaked in warm water (55 ◦C) for 30 min, and then germinated in the dark on moist
filter papers at 25–28 ◦C. Small buds were then transferred to foam boards floating in
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black plastic boxes filled with distilled water. The foam boards consisted of 15 uniform
holes in which 15 plants grew. After seven days, the distilled water was changed to one-
half-strength sufficient-N solution. A week later, the solution of half of the seedlings was
changed to low-N solution, in which the concentrations of Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, KNO3, and
NH4H2PO4 were 20% that of the sufficient-N solution, and the other nutrients were the
same as the sufficient-N solution. Furthermore, K2SO4, KH2PO4, and CaCl2 were added
in moderation to the low-N solution to avoid K, P, and Ca deficiency. The rest of the
seedlings grew under N-sufficient condition as controls. Each cultivar had three replicates
(15 plants/replicate) for each N condition (sufficient-N or low-N). The culture solution
was refreshed every seven days at pH 6.2–6.4. All plants were grown in a greenhouse at
28 ◦C (day) and 25 ◦C (night) with a relative humidity of 70–80% and a photoperiod of
14/10 h, 300 μmol m−2 s−1. The leaf areas, shoot dry weights, root dry weights, and plant
dry weights were evaluated 28 days later.

2.2. RNA Preparation and Sequencing

Seeds from the 750-1 (low-N-tolerant) and ZCFB (low-N-sensitive) pepper cultivars
were germinated, and the seedlings were cultured under two different N conditions
(sufficient-N and low-N) as described above. Four weeks later, the youngest fully ex-
panded leaves and roots of the seedlings grown in sufficient-N solution and low-N solution
were collected separately at 10:00–11:00 A.M., flash frozen in liquid N, and then stored
at −80 ◦C. Samples were collected from 45 independent plants from three replicates
(15 plants/replicates). Total RNA was extracted using an RNA Plant Kit (Aidlab Biotech,
Beijing, China). The quantity and quality of total RNA was examined on a NanoDrop
2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Madison, WI, USA) and an Agilent 2100
Bioanalyzer (Waldbronn, Germany), respectively. cDNA libraries were constructed and
sequenced on a BGISEQ-500 platform at BGI (Shenzhen, China).

2.3. Transcriptome De Novo Assembly, Gene Functional Annotation, and Differentially Expressed
Genes (DEGs) Analyses

The raw reads of transcriptome sequencing were filtered using SOAPnuke v.15.2 (BIG,
Shenzhen, China), and a set of clean reads was obtained. After de novo assembling, the
clean reads were mapped to the pepper reference genome [36]. Genes were functionally
annotated based on the NCBI non-redundant (Nr) [37], Gene Ontology (GO) [38], and the
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) databases [39]. For gene expression
analysis, the numbers of matched reads were calculated and then normalized to RPKM
by RSEM v.1.2.12. Significant differential expression genes (DEGs) were identified as
those with a fold-change ≥ 2.0 and an FDR ≤ 0.001. DEGs were clustered using GO-Term
Finder software, and pathway enrichment analysis was performed based on terms from
the KEGG database.

2.4. Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR) Analysis

To verify the reliability of RNA-Seq data, total RNA was extracted from the leaves
and roots of biological triplicates from the two sequenced genotypes, and the template
cDNA samples were prepared using an iScrip First Strand Synthesis System Kit (Bio-
Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). Primers for each PCR reaction were designed to
have a melting temperature of 58–62 ◦C and to produce a PCR product between 100 and
200 bp (Table S1). The pepper actin gene (AY572427) was used as an internal control. qRT-
PCR reactions were performed using a CFX96TMReal-Time System (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA, USA). The reaction conditions were as follows: 95 ◦C for 30 s, 40 cycles of
95 ◦C for 5 s, and 60 ◦C for 30 s. The 2−ΔΔCt method was used to calculate the expression
levels of genes.
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3. Results

3.1. Screening for Pepper Cultivars with Contrasting Low-N Tolerance

To identify pepper cultivars with contrasting low-N tolerance, 100 pepper cultivars
were screened based on various metrics. To avoid the effects of natural variation in
individual embryos and/or endosperm size on initial growth from different genotypes, the
relative value (low-N treated sample/control) of each character was used in the following
analyses. Our results showed that peppers from these 100 cultivars had a wide range of
relative values of leaf areas, shoots, roots, and plant dry weights, and the coefficient of
variation (CV) of all of the relative values was above 15%, demonstrating the high variation
in tolerance to low-N among cultivars (Table 1 and Table S2).

Table 1. Range of relative values of growth characteristics in pepper seedlings.

Index Mean Range CV (%)

Relative value of leaf area 0.63 0.38–0.95 18.9
Relative value of shoot dry weight 0.68 0.41–0.99 16.8
Relative value of root dry weight 1.08 0.66–1.61 15.6

Relative value of plant dry weight 0.73 0.44–1.03 15.4

Cluster analysis was then carried out based on the relative values of leaf areas, shoot
dry weights, root dry weights, and plant dry weights. The 100 pepper cultivars could be
grouped into three clusters, consisting of five (Group I), six (Group II), and 89 (Group III)
cultivars (Figure 1). There were significant differences in each characteristic between
the three groups (Table 2). The mean relative values of each characteristic in Group I
were significantly higher than those of Group II, and the mean relative values of each
characteristic in Group III were between those of Groups I and II, indicating that Group I
was a low-N-tolerant group, while Group II was a low-N-sensitive group.

Table 2. The low-nitrogen tolerance of each cluster group.

Cluster

Relative Value of Leaf
Area

Relative Value of Shoot
Dry Weight

Relative Value of Root
Dry Weight

Relative Value of Plant
Dry Weight

Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range

Group I 0.86a 0.75–0.95 0.90a 0.81–0.99 1.46a 1.31–1.61 0.97a 0.89–1.03

Group II 0.44c 0.38–0.48 0.47c 0.41–0.52 0.85c 0.66–1.03 0.52c 0.44–0.57

Group III 0.63b 0.41–0.91 0.68b 0.52–0.94 1.08b 0.67–1.44 0.73b 0.57–0.99
Note: Values followed by different letters within the same column are significantly different at the 0.05 level.

750-1 had the highest values for the relative leaf area as well as shoot and plant dry
weights (Table S2) and was classified into Group I. Thus, it was considered low-N tolerant.
ZCFB had the lowest relative values of shoot, root and plant dry weights (Table S2) and
was classified into Group II. This cultivar was therefore considered low-N sensitive.
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Figure 1. Cluster analysis of the low-nitrogen tolerance from 100 pepper cultivars.Cluster analysis
was carried out based on the relative values of leaf area and shoot, root, and plant dry weights.
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering was performed using the hclust algorithm in R, with dst = dist
(dat1, method = “euclidean”) and hclust (dst, method = “average”). Group I, low-N-tolerant group;
Group II, low-N-sensitive group; the low-nitrogen tolerance of Group III was between that of Groups
I and II.

3.2. RNA-Seq Analysis of Two Pepper Cultivars with Contrasting Low-N Tolerances

To better understand the molecular mechanism governing the genetic variation of
N-use efficiency (NUE) in pepper cultivars, the global gene expression profile of two
pepper genotypes (750-1 and ZCFB) with contrasting low-N tolerance was next analyzed
using RNA-Seq. Samples were taken 28 days after low-N treatment, and the following
samples were used for sequencing: TCL1 (750-1-leaf control), TCR2 (750-1-root control),
TTL3 (750-1-leaf low-N treatment), TTR4 (750-1-root low-N treatment), SCL5 (ZCFB-leaf
control), SCR6 (ZCFB-root control), STL7 (ZCFB-leaf low-N treatment), and STR8 (ZCFB-
root low-N treatment). Sequence data are available from the NCBI SRA database with
accession number PRJNA700470. Over 65 million clean reads were generated from each
library. A total of 91.75–93.55% of these clean reads could be well aligned to the pepper
reference genome, at least 69% could be uniquely mapped to the reference genome (71.88%
on average). The number of genes with at least one mapped transcript were 29,167, 29,817,
28,970, 29,981, 29,330, 29,814, 29,078, and 30,335 for libraries TCL1, TCR2, TTL3, TTR4,
SCL5, SCR6, STL7, and STR8, respectively (Table 3).
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Table 3. Summary of genome mapping.

Sample
Total Clean

Reads
Total Mapping

Ratio
Uniquely

Mapping Ratio
Total Gene

Number

TCL1 66,496,250 92.38% 70.18% 29,167
TCR2 66,186,556 92.03% 72.58% 29,817
TTL3 65,608,344 92.54% 69.65% 28,970
TTR4 65,388,728 92.26% 73.41% 29,981
SCL5 65,498,816 91.75% 69.00% 29,330
SCR6 65,052,664 91.53% 72.37% 29,814
STL7 66,211,026 93.55% 72.20% 29,078
STR8 66,062,774 93.09% 75.68% 30,335

3.3. Identification of DEGs and Validation of RNA-Seq by qRT-PCR

To identify low-N-responsive genes, comparisons were made between the low-N
treated samples and controls (Figure 2; Tables S3–S6). We found that 548/2073 differ-
entially expressed genes (DEGs) (TCL1 vs. TTL3) were up/down-regulated in leaves,
while 1385/1085 DEGs (TCR2 vs. TTR4) were up/down-regulated in the roots of 750-1.
Additionally, 1239/2697 DEGs (TCL5 vs. TTL7) were up/down-regulated in leaves, and
2956/1262 DEGs (TCR6 vs. TTR8) were up/down-regulated in the roots of ZCFB.

Figure 2. Volcano plot of DEGs. The X-axis represents the value of the difference multiple after log2 conversion, and the
Y-axis indicates the significance value after log10 conversation. The three colors red, blue, and gray, represent up-regulated
DEGs, down-regulated DEGs, and unchanged genes, respectively.
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To validate our RNA-Seq data, the expression levels of eight genes (LOC107841845,
LOC107855963, LOC107858815, LOC107867964, LOC107870519, LOC107875600, LOC107875602,
and LOC107875603) in the leaves and roots of 750-1 and ZCFB were next confirmed by
qRT-PCR. The expression trends of the eight genes were consistent with our results from
RNA-Seq in the eight libraries (Figure 3).

Figure 3. RNA-Seq results confirmed by qRT-PCR. A total of eight genes (LOC107841845, LOC107855963, LOC107858815,
LOC107867964, LOC107870519, LOC107875600, LOC107875602, and LOC107875603) were examined by qRT-PCR. The pepper
actin gene (AY572427) was used as an internal control.

3.4. GO and KEGG Enrichment Analysis of DEGs

Next, GO analysis was carried out using the identified DEGs in the three main GO
categories: biological process, cellular component, and molecular function (Figure 4A).
KEGG pathway analysis showed that the DEGs involved in N metabolism were enriched
in all of the four libraries (Figure 4B). The DEGs involved in nitrogen metabolism were
then intensively analyzed. The DEGs associated with nitrate transportation, assimilation,
and remobilization processes were detected in each genotype (Figure 5 and Figure S1A–D).
The genes of the nitrate transporter family were up-regulated, especially in the roots, while
N assimilation systems were suppressed. The genes participating in N remobilization were
also enhanced. Overall, the expression patterns of the DEGs involved in N metabolism
were similar in both genotypes. Thus, further analysis is needed to find clues governing
different NUEs between the two genotypes examined.
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Figure 4. Function classifications of DEGs. (A): GO functional enrichment analysis of DEGs. The X-axis represents
GO functional classification, and the Y-axis represents the number of up-regulated and down-regulated genes in each
corresponding GO term. (B): Pathway enrichment analysis of DEGs. The X-axis represents enrichment factor values, and
Y-axis represents pathway names.
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Figure 5. Heatmap of the DEGs involved in N metabolism. L1, TCL1 vs. TTL3; R2, TCR2 vs. TTR4;
L3, TCL5 vs. TTL7; R4, TCR6 vs. TTR8.

3.5. Different DEGs between Two Cultivars

To examine the different DEGs between the two cultivars, comparisons were made
between the DEGs of 750-1 and ZCFB (Figure 6A,B). The absolute values of log2 fold-
changes were set as equal to or greater than five. Furthermore, the DEGs involved in N
metabolism, which were analyzed previously, were excluded from these analyses. The
results indicated that 110 unique DEGs from 750-1 could be detected in leaves, and most
were down-regulated (Figure 6A), while 142 unique DEGs from ZCFB were detected in
roots, and most were up-regulated (Figure 6B). Most of the unique DEGs are described in
the following section (Figure 7A–J).

Figure 6. Venn diagram of unique DGEs in each genotype. (A): Unique DEGs in leaves. (B): Unique
DEGs in roots. The absolute value of log2 fold change was equal to or greater than 5.
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Figure 7. Classification of unique DEGs. (A): Protein metabolism. (B): Carbon metabolism. (C): Lipid metabolism.
(D): Secondary metabolism. (E): Cell wall synthesis and structure. (F): Transport. (G): Signal transduction. (H): Transcription
factor. (I): Stress response. (J): Disease resistance. L1, TCL1 vs. TTL3; R2, TCR2 vs. TTR4; L3, SCL5 vs. SCL7; R4, SCR6
vs. STR8.

3.5.1. Protein Metabolism

In 750-1, other than S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase proenzyme (LOC107855485), all
the unique DEGs required for protein metabolism were downregulated in the leaves (Figure 7A).
In ZCFB, more than half of the genes associated with protein degradation were up-regulated,
especially the members of ubiquitin-proteosome pathway (LOC107853739, LOC107862077,
LOC107851773, LOC107877293, LOC107869401, LOC10789245, and LOC107856197).

3.5.2. Carbon and Lipid Metabolism

In the carbon metabolism process, genes associated with photosynthesis were down-
regulated in the leaves of 750-1 (Figure 7B). Two genes (LOC107843574 and LOC107857137)
of the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) were upregulated in the leaves and roots of ZCFB.
In the lipid metabolism process, DEGs involved in lipid synthesis and degradation were
inhibited in the leaves of 750-1, while those in the roots of ZCFB were significantly enhanced,
including members of the 3-ketoacyl-CoA synthase (LOC107845580, LOC107847631, and
LOC107868466), fatty acid desaturase (LOC107851810), and phospholipase (LOC107859298)
families (Figure 7C).
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3.5.3. Secondary Metabolism

The genes responsible for the biosynthesis of phenylpropanoid, sesquiterpenoid,
diterpenoid, flavonoid, anthocyanin, and other secondary metabolites showed altered ex-
pression under N starvation in both genotypes, including members of the cytochrome P450
family (LOC107844024, LOC107860971, LOC107849698, LOC107871074, LOC107867086,
LOC107845094, LOC107877698, LOC107856388, and LOC107874613) and anthocyanin
biosynthesis (LOC107845761 and LOC107866550) (Figure 7D). The flavonoid biosynthesis
process consists of the largest number of DEGs followed by the phenylpropannoid biosyn-
thesis process. All the unique DEGs in the leaves of 750-1 were repressed, while most of
the unique DEGs in the roots of ZCFB were up-regulated.

3.5.4. Cell Wall Synthesis and Structure

In the leaves, all of the unique DEGs in this category were repressed in both of the
genotypes, including xyloglucan 6-xylosyltransferase 2 (LOC107842350), which is responsible for
cell wall synthesis in ZCFB, as well as Glucan edo-1,3-beta-glucosidase (LOC107879143) and beta-
D-xylosidase (LOC107854300), which functions in cell wall degradation in 750-1 (Figure 7E).
Most of these genes in the roots of the two genotypes were up-regulated, including probable
pectate lyase 5 (LOC107848186 and LOC107848183) in 750-1 and putative pectinesterase 11
(LOC107869412) and polygalacturonase-like (LOC107856362 and LOC107869773) in ZCFB.

3.5.5. Transport

In 750-1, all of the unique DEGs engaged in transport were down-regulated in the
leaves, including genes associated with osmosis (LOC107865680) and stoma movement
(LOC107844000), while in the roots, except for the gene encoding sodium-dependent
phosphate transporter protein 1 (LOC107857112), all of the genes were up-regulated,
including metal (LOC107869634) and sugar transport (LOC107873879) (Figure 7F). In ZCFB,
most of the genes were up-regulated in both of the leaves and roots, including genes
associated with channel (LOC107855209), endocytosis (LOC107848190), sodium/metabolite
and urea transport (LOC107871496 and LOC107870432) in the leaves, and gene encoding
channel proteins (LOC107840638) and proteins involved in endocytosis (LOC107848190,
LOC107840435, and LOC107845831) in the roots.

3.5.6. Signal Transduction and Transcription Factor

For hormone synthesis and regulation, all of the genes were inhibited in the leaves of
both genotypes (Figure 7G), including those involved in ethylene synthesis (LOC107840369)
and response (LOC107865651) in 750-1 and those associated with the auxin response
(LOC107840512 and LOC107853594) in ZCFB. In 750-1, the genes of the LRR receptor-like
serine/threonine-protein kinase family (LOC107869144, LOC107869171, and LOC107869351)
and those involved in Ca2+ signaling (LOC107847049 and LOC107844087) were up-regulated
in the leaves and roots, respectively. The genes of transcription factors (TFs) that showed
changes in expression mainly fell into the MYB, bHLH, NAC, WRKY, BEE, and ERF families
(Figure 7H).

3.5.7. Stress Response and Disease Resistance

In 750-1, most of the unique DEGs related to stress response and disease resistance
were observable in the leaves, and except for protein SRG1-like (LOC107859182) and NBS-
LRR root-knot nematode resistance protein (LOC107864520), all the DEGs of the two pathways
were down-regulated (Figure 7I,J). Meanwhile, in ZCFB, DEGs involved in stress response
and disease resistance were detected in both the leaves and roots, and most of the genes in
the leaves were down-regulated, in contrast to in the roots.

4. Discussion

In this study, a large number of low-N-responsive genes were identified from low-N-
tolerant (750-1) and low-N-sensitive (ZCFB) pepper genotypes after long-term N deficiency,
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and the number of low-N-responsive genes in ZCFB was far greater than those in 750-1
(Figure 2). The expression profiles of the genes associated with nitrate transport, assimila-
tion, and remobilization were similar between the 750-1 and ZCFB (Figure 5). However,
many unique DEGs were detected between the two pepper genotypes after long-term N
deficiency, implying different molecular mechanisms of resistance to N deficiency in these
two genotypes.

4.1. Unique DEGs in the Low-N-Tolerant Genotype

In 750-1, the unique DEGs involved in primary metabolism, secondary metabolism,
stress response, and disease resistances were down-regulated in the leaves after long-term
N deficiency. However, the relative biomass of 750-1 was significantly higher than that
of the other cultivars (Table S2), indicating that the growth of 750-1 was repressed less
than other cultivars under N starvation. The relative values of root dry weights and
leaf areas of 750-1 were much higher than those of other cultivars (Table S2), implying
a larger absorption area of N and stronger photosynthesis in 750-1. Interestingly, genes
of somatic embryogenesis receptor kinase 2 (SERK2)-like (LOC107857123) and LRR receptor-
like serine/threonine-protein kinase (LOC107869144 and LOC107869171) were up-regulated
in the leaves of 750-1 (Figure 7G). Both SERK2 and LRR receptor-like serine/threonine-
protein kinase belong to the receptor-like kinase (RLK) family. SERK2 is essential for male
microsporogenesis in Arabidopsis [40]. It has been postulated that at an early low-N stress
stage, processes such as absorption, transportation, and assimilation of N might be highly
enhanced in 750-1 under low-N conditions, as well as primary metabolism, which could
result in improved biomass accumulation in 750-1 relative to other cultivars. After long-
term N limitation, 750-1 might slowly decrease vegetative growth and enter reproductive
stage earlier to accelerate its life cycle and seed handing down.

4.2. Unique DEGs in the Low-N Sensitive Genotype

Lipids are a major subcellular component, the biosynthesis and composition of which
are influenced by N [41,42]. As essential components of the membrane, lipids play an im-
portant role in endocytosis, in which plasma membrane lipids and associated proteins are
internalized in vesicles that fuse with the endosomal system [43]. In our study, a number
of DEGs involved in lipid metabolism were up-regulated in the roots of ZCFB (Figure 7C).
Meanwhile, several genes associated with endocytosis were also enhanced (Figure 7F). In
plants, endocytosis plays an important role not only in transporting membrane proteins,
lipids, and extracellular molecules into the cell but also in nutrient delivery, toxin avoidance,
and pathogen defense [44,45]. To our knowledge, few studies have detected the involve-
ment of endocytosis in N starvation. Here, the detection of endocytosis-related genes being
involved in N starvation could provide new insights into N metabolism in plants.

Secondary metabolites have no direct role in plant growth, but their roles in stress
defense have garnered much interest in recent years [46,47]. In the present study, genes in-
volved in the synthesis of secondary metabolites, such as phenylpropanoid and flavonoid,
were significantly up-regulated after low-N stress in ZCFB, as well as those encoding
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters that are involved in the transport of plant sec-
ondary metabolites (Figure 7F) [48,49]. We also found that genes involved in the oxi-
dation/antioxidation response (Figure 7H) and disease resistance (Figure 7I) were up-
regulated in ZCFB, as well as the expression of genes belonging to the NAC, ERF, MYB,
and bHLH families (Figure 7H), which play essential roles in stress response. Considering
the low relative biomass of ZCFB (Table S2), enhanced secondary metabolism and stress
response could suggest that there was a diversion of materials from primary metabolism to
the defense system under N deficiency. Indeed, previous studies have shown that N limita-
tion results in the reduction of plant growth; however, some secondary metabolites were
also shown to accumulate [25,50]. Moreover, genes involved in the tricarboxylic acid cycle
(TCA) were up-regulated in ZCFB (Figure 7B), implying that to survive N deficiency, ZCFB
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may require more energy to support enhanced biological processes, such as endocytosis,
secondary metabolism, and transcriptional regulation.

4.3. P and N Crosstalk

Phosphorus (P) is acquired by plants primarily in the form of inorganic phosphate
(Pi) by Pi transporters (PHT). The Nitrogen limitation adaptation (NLA) gene is involved in
adaptive responses to low-N stress in Arabidopsis [51] and is an important regulator of PHTs
under N deficiency [52–55]. Over-expression of the rice Pi transporter gene OsPT2 enhances
tolerance to Pi deficiency, as well as N2 fixation and ammonium assimilation [56,57].
These studies indicate the intimate crosstalk between the N limitation and P deficiency
response pathways. In the present study, Sodium-dependent phosphate transport protein
1 (LOC107857112) was repressed in the roots of 750-1, and PHT1;2 (LOC107866602) and
PHT1;9 (LOC107866766) were up-regulated in the roots of ZCFB under low-N stress (Figure
7F), providing new information regarding the low-N induced crosstalk between N and P.

5. Conclusions

Improving NUE is urgently needed for the development of sustainable pepper pro-
duction. However, present knowledge about the molecular basis governing the genetic
variation of N-use efficiency (NUE) among pepper cultivars remains unclear. In this study,
transcriptome of two pepper genotypes with contrary low-N tolerance (750-1, tolerant;
ZCFB, sensitive) were compared using RNA-Seq and various bioinformatics methods after
N starvation for 28 days. The results showed that the transcriptomic responses to low-N
stress differed considerably between 750-1 and ZCFB, especially in genes that were not
directly involved in N metabolism. The unique low-N-responsive genes between the two
genotypes provide new insights for a comprehensive understanding of genotypic variation
in NUE.
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Abstract: Pepper is a thermophilic crop, shallow-rooted plant that is often severely affected by abiotic
stresses such as heat, salt, and drought. The growth and development of pepper is seriously affected
by adverse stresses, resulting in decreases in the yield and quality of pepper crops. Small heat shock
proteins (s HSPs) play a crucial role in protecting plant cells against various stresses. A previous
study in our laboratory showed that the expression level of CaHSP18.1a was highly induced by
heat stress, but the function and mechanism of CaHSP18.1a responding to abiotic stresses is not
clear. In this study, we first analyzed the expression of CaHSP18.1a in the thermo-sensitive B6 line
and thermo-tolerant R9 line and demonstrated that the transcription of CaHSP18.1a was strongly
induced by heat stress, salt, and drought stress in both R9 and B6, and that the response is more
intense and earlier in the R9 line. In the R9 line, the silencing of CaHSP18.1a decreased resistance
to heat, drought, and salt stresses. The silencing of CaHSP18.1a resulted in significant increases
in relative electrolyte leakage (REL) and malonaldehyde (MDA) contents, while total chlorophyll
content decreased under heat, salt, and drought stresses. Overexpression analyses of CaHSP18.1a in
transgenic Arabidopsis further confirmed that CaHSP18.1a functions positively in resistance to heat,
drought, and salt stresses. The transgenic Arabidopsis had higherchlorophyll content and activities of
superoxide dismutase, catalase, and ascorbate peroxidase than the wild type (WT). However, the
relative conductivity and MDA content were decreased in transgenic Arabidopsis compared to the
wild type (WT). We further showed that the CaHSP18.1a protein is localized to the cell membrane.
These results indicate CaHSP18.1a may act as a positive regulator of responses to abiotic stresses.

Keywords: CaHSP18.1a; gene silencing; transgenic Arabidopsis; heat stress; pepper; gene expression

1. Introduction

Plants can tolerate considerable biotic and abiotic stresses in their complex and chang-
ing environments, including drought, high salt, extreme temperatures, and oxidation [1,2].
To mitigate stresses, plants have developed several protective mechanisms. Heat shock
proteins (HSPs) can maintain protein homeostasis and prevent or repair the misfolding
of proteins in abiotic stresses response. Moreover, HSPs are evolutionarily conserved
molecular chaperones widely found among various plant taxa [3–5]. Plant HSPs also play
critical roles in the folding, transport, degradation, and assembly of proteins under normal
and stress conditions [6]. In response to high temperatures, plant cells dramatically increase
the concentrations of HSPs to prevent heat-related damage and increase plant thermotol-
erance [7]. In addition, HSPs are also involved in plant growth and development under
normal conditions, including the growth of flowers and seeds as well as fruit set, develop-
ment [8], tuberization [9], and nutrient uptake [10]. HSPs are present in the cell membrane
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and cytoplasm, nucleus, and cell organelles such as the mitochondria, chloroplasts, and
endoplasmic reticulum [11,12].

HSPs, based on their sequence homology and molecular weight, are generally grouped
into the following different families: HSP20s, HSP60s, HSP70s, HSP90s, and HSP100s [13,14].
Of the five conserved families, HSP20s, are also called small heat shock proteins (s HSPs).
The molecular weights of HSP20s range between 15 and 42 kDa [13,15,16]. Furthermore,
one of the distinctive characteristics of HSP20s is their ability to bind to substrate proteins
without ATP, and they also have a strong ability to bind to denatured substrates [15–18]. Thus,
s HSPs are highly able to maintain the stability of foreign proteins in cells to prevent them
from aggregating. Although there are many types of substrate proteins, s HSPs have a flexible
N-terminus and α-crystallin domain (ACD) hydrophobic surface that can adapt to bind these
different protein substrates. In addition, s HSPs can be combined with different substrates in
different ways, which makes s HSPs able to bind to a wider variety of proteins and to provide
more complicated mechanisms of action among HSPs [19].

Korotaeva et al. [20] and Nieto-Sotelo et al. [21] showed that different HSPs are
differentially expressed in different species, and even among different genotypes of the
same species. It has been reported that the overexpression of AtHSP17. 6A increased
the penetration resistance of Arabidopsis [22]. AtHSP21 improved the heat resistance of
transgenic Arabidopsis and extended the memory time of plants subjected to heat resistance,
such that Arabidopsis was more heat resistant when subjected to heat stress again [23].
Some studies have also reported that HSP gene expression positively regulated protective
enzyme activities. For example, in Arabidopsis, overexpression of AtHSP17.8 enhanced
SOD activity [24]. Similarly, overexpression of HSP16.9 in tobacco increased the activities
of POD, CAT, and SOD [25].

Pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) is one of the most important economical and medici-
nal vegetable crops worldwide [26].Pepper is usually cultivated in warm regions under
temperatures of 15–34 ◦C [27]. Salt, drought, and heat stress can limit pepper growth and
development and severely damage pepper pollination and seed set, which can lead to
flower and fruit abscission and thus lower pepper fruit yield and quality [28,29].HSP20s
in pepper play a major role in environmental stress responses, and a total of 35 pepper
HSP20s were identified by Guo et al. [30]. All HSP20s were named based on their molecular
weights, and stress-related cis-elements were detected in the promoter regions, including
heat shock elements (HSEs), TATA boxes, CCAAT motifs, and TC-rich repeats [26]. Many
CaHSP20 genes are not expressed across different pepper tissues (i.e., root, stem, leaf,
and flower tissues). In recent years, the functions of CaHSP22.4, CaHSP25.9, CaHSP16.4,
CaHSP24.2, and CaHSP26 have been identified. CaHSP16.4 is localized to the cytoplasm
and nucleus, while in Arabidopsis lines with CaHSP16.4 overexpression, increased tolerance
to heat stress has been observed [31]. Guo et al. [26] also found that overexpression of
CaHSP22.4, which is located in the mitochondria and cytoplasm, increased heat tolerance
in Arabidopsis, with the expression increasing when pepper plants were subjected to high
temperature. Similarly, the CaHSP25.9 protein was localized to the cell membrane and
cytoplasm, and positively regulates heat, salt, and drought stress tolerance in pepper (Cap-
sicum annuum L.) [32]. Pepper CaHSP24.2 is localized to mitochondria, the cytoplasm, and
chloroplasts, where CaHSP24.2 enhances the thermo-tolerance of transgenic Arabidopsis
plants and regulates the expression of heat stress-related genes [30]. He et al. [33] overex-
pressed CaHSP26, which enhanced the tolerance of heat stress in Arabidopsis. Interestingly,
heat-tolerance and salt-tolerance decreased in CaHSP22.0-silenced pepper [34]. All these
studies suggest that sHSP20s may participate in responses to heat stress [35] and contribute
to the acquisition of pepper thermo-tolerance [30].

Among the 35 CaHSP20s examined, the expression level of CaHSP18.1a was increased
in both the B6 and R9 lines under heat stress [30]. Moreover, sequence analysis showed
that CaHSP18.1a contained an HSE, and some other stress-related elements were also
identified [30]. Based on the above findings, we analyzed the subcellular localization and
expression pattern of CaHSP18.1a in different pepper tissues, as well as its response to salt,
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drought, and heat stresses. Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) was preliminarily used
to analyze the functions of CaHSP8.1a in response to stress in pepper plants. In addition,
overexpression (OE) in transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana indicated that CaHSP18.1a plays
a positive regulatory role in the responses to heat, salt, and drought stress. Our results
provide a basis for further functional studies of CaHSP18.1a in other important crop species
and in its role in stress tolerance.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

The thermo-tolerant pepper line R9 (a sweet pepper from the World/Asia Vegetable
Research and Development Center, PP0042-51) and the thermo-sensitive pepper line B6 (se-
lected by the Pepper Research Group, College of Horticulture, Northwest A&F University,
Yangling, China) were used in this study. Pepper seedlings were cultivated in a growth
chamber under the following growth conditions prior to various treatments: daily 16 h
light/8 h dark cycles and 65% relative humidity until the 6–8 true leaves stage. The tem-
perature was changed throughout the course of the experiment. R9 peppers were grown
under 25/20 ◦C day/night temperatures to enable analyzing gene expression [30,36,37].
However, the growing conditions for use of virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) in the R9
pepper line were 22/18 ◦C day/night temperatures [38]. Arabidopsis ecotype Col-0 variety
seedlings were incubated at 65% relative humidity, 22/18 ◦C (day/night), and 16 h/8 h
(light/dark) photoperiod conditions [37,38].

2.2. RNA Extraction and Real-Time Fluorescent Quantitative PCR qRT-PCR Analysis

Total RNA was extracted using the Trizol method [28]. Synthesis of cDNA was con-
ducted with the PrimeScript™ kit (Takara, Dalian, China) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. First, we downloaded the amino acid sequence of CaHSP18.1a from the Pepper
Genomics Database (accessed date on 1 January 2020, http://peppergenome.snu.ac.kr/:
Accession number: CA08g17060). Primer Premier 5.0 was used to design primers, and
primer specificity was detected using NCBI Primer BLAST (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/tools/primer-blast/, accessed on 5 January 2020) (Supplementary Table S1). The pep-
per ubiquitin binding gene CaUbi3 (Accession number AY486137) was used as a reference
gene [39]. qRT-PCR was performed using the iQ5.0 Bio-Rad iCycler thermal cycler (Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The SYBR Green Super mix (Takara, Dalian, China) was used
in the qRT-PCR reaction system following the manufacturer’s instructions. The relative
expression levels of the gene were analyzed using the 2−ΔΔCT method [40].

2.3. Subcellular Localization of CaHSP18.1a Protein

The ORF (open reading frame) of CaHSP18.1a without a termination codon was PCR-
amplified using a specific primer pair (Supplementary Table S1). The resulting CaHSP18.1a
fragment was cloned into the pVBG2307: GFP vector with XbaI and KpnI restriction sites.
The pVBG2307:CaHSP18.1a: GFP fusion protein transient expression vector and the control
vector pVBG2307: GFP, after having been successfully constructed, were transformed into
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101, which was then injected into tobacco (Nicotiana
tabacum) leaves to induce transient expression. After dark cultivation for approximately 36
h, epidermis samples of tobacco leaves were photographed under a fully automatic upright
fluorescence microscope on the public platform of the College of Horticulture, Northwest
A&F University, and the fluorescence patterns in the cells were observed; we specifically
used the method described by Yu et al. [41].

2.4. Virus-Induced Gene Silencing of CaHSP18.1a

A 256-bp fragment of the CaHSP18.1a ORF was PCR-amplified using a specific primer
pair (Supplementary Table S1). The underlined sequences are restriction enzyme cleavage
sites (for XbaI and KpnI). The resulting CaHSP18.1a fragment was inserted into TRV2:00
vectors, with the empty vector TRV2:00 and TRV2: CaPDS (phytoene desaturase gene) used
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as negative and positive controls. When R9 plants reached the two true leaves stage, we
followed the method of Wang et al [38], which involved mixing the pTRV1 bacterial culture
with an equal volume of the TRV2:00, TRV2: CaPDS, and TRV2: CaHSP18.1a cultures; this
solution was injected into the leaves of R9 plants. After incubation in the dark at 18 ◦C
for 2 days, plants were transferred to incubators under preset normal conditions. After 35
days, when most of the leaves of the TRV2-CaPDS pepper plants had become bleached,
total RNA was extracted from the leaves of the silenced TRV2: CaHSP18.1a plants and
the negative control TRV2:00 plants, and qRT-PCR was used to detect the CaHSP18.1a
expression level, which was used to calculate silencing efficiency.

2.5. Generation of CaHSP18.1a-Overexpression Arabidopsis Lines

The entire coding regions of CaHSP18.1a were cloned into the pVBG2307 vector be-
tween the XbaI and KpnI restriction sites to yield the final plasmid pVBG2307: CaHSP18.1a
used for genetic transformation (the primers used for this experiment are given in Sup-
plementary Table S1). The recombinant fusion vector was transformed into Agrobac-
terium strain GV3101 and transformed into Arabidopsis thaliana as described by Clough
and Bent [42]. Transformed strains of pVBG2307 expression vector were screened with
kanamycin and confirmed by PCR verification. We extracted DNA to detect the correct-
ness of the target band. First, the fragment lengths of the bands were compared with the
target band, obtaining, respectively, the OE1, OE2, OE3, OE4, and OE5 lines. Next, we
performed real-time qRT-PCR quantitative analysis and detected the transcript from the
inserted construct (Supplementary Figure S2B). CaHSP18.1a was thus determined to be
expressed in large quantities in the OE3, OE2, and OE1 strains, but the wild-type gene was
not detected. Both the target band and qRT-PCR results indicated that the CaHSP18.1a
gene was successfully transferred into Arabidopsis thaliana, and the obtained T3-generation
Arabidopsis thaliana could thus be used for further experiments.

2.6. Experimental Treatments and Sample Collection

The roots, stems, and leaves of R9 and B6 pepper seedlings (at the 4-to-6-leaf stage)
grown under normal conditions were sampled in order to analyze expression of CaHSP18.1a
in different tissues. For the thermotolerance treatment, R9 and B6 pepper seedlings (again,
at the 4-to-6-leaf stage) were grown at 42 ◦C for 24 h, and root, stem, and leaf samples
were collected from stress-treated seedlings at 0, 0.5, 1, 3, and 6 h post-treatment. For the
drought stress treatment, the roots of R9 seedlings were soaked in 300 mM mannitol, and
root, stem, and leaf samples were collected from stress-treated seedlings at 0, 3, 6, 12, and
24 h after treatment.

To analyze the function of CaHSP18.1a in response to pepper abiotic stress, silenced
pepper seedlings and TRV2:00 pepper seedlings were grown at 42 ◦C for 24 h. For the
drought and salt stresses, seedlings were treated with 300 mM mannitol and 300 mM NaCl
for 24 h. Samples were collected and malondialdehyde (MDA) content, total chlorophyll
content, and relative electrolyte leakage (REL) were determined. To identify the tolerance
of CaHSP18.1a-overexpression in Arabidopsis thaliana in response to heat, salt, and drought
stress, T3-generation Arabidopsis thaliana and wild-type lines were treated as described.

For heat stress, 2-week-old OE3 seedlings were treated at 42 ◦C for 24 h. For drought
stress, water was withheld from 3-week-old transgenic Arabidopsis seedlings for 10 d.
Samples were collected to measure the total chlorophyll contents, MDA content, REL, the
activity levels of CAT, SOD, and ascorbic acid peroxidase (APX). For salt stress, the seeds
of WT and transgenic lines were sown on MS medium with 0, 100, and 150 mM NaCl,
and the roots lengths were measured after 10 days of treatment. The germination rate
was determined after 6 d. The 3-week-old WT and transgenic plants were irrigated with
200 mM NaCl solution for 7 days, once every 2 days.
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2.7. Measurement of Physiological Indicators

REL was estimated using the thiobarbituric acid reaction [43]. Total chlorophyll
content was determined in the leaves according to methods previously described by Arkus
et al [44]. Lipid peroxidation was determined by measuring the MDA content following
the method of Campos et al [45]. POD and SOD activity levels were measured following
the methods of Guo et al [46]. APX activity was measured using the methods of Nakano
and Asada [47]. CAT activity was determined following AebiH [48].

2.8. Statistical Analyses

The experimental data were analyzed using Origin (Origin Lab, Northampton, MA,
USA) and SPPS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Significance tests for differences between con-
trol and stress treatments were assessed at a p ≤ 0.05 level of significance. All experiments
were performed and analyzed separately based on three biological replicates.

3. Results

3.1. Expression of the CaHSP18.1a in Pepper Plants under Abiotic Stress

To confirm whether heat, drought, and salt have an effect on the expression of
CaHSP18.1a, R9 and B6 pepper lines were used to analyze the expression of CaHSP18.1a
under heat, drought, and salt stress. Under heat stress (Figure 1A,B), the expression levels
of CaHSP18.1a were significantly upregulated (samples IV, V, and VI) at 3 h in the roots,
stems, and leaves of R9 plants and peaked at 6 h (sample Point V) in B6 plants. However,
during the 22 ◦C recovery stage, the recovery times of CaHSP18.1a in the R9 and B6 strains
differed. In roots, the expression levels of CaHSP18.1a in R9 and B6 plants returned to
baseline after a 6 h recovery at the normal temperature (sample VII point) (Figure 1B). In
stems, the expression level of CaHSP18.1a returned to a normal level after 3 h under the
22 ◦C recovery conditions for both the R9 and B6 plants (point VI in samples) (Figure 1C).
In leaves, the expression level of CaHSP18.1a returned to normal levels at 24 h (sample VIII
point) (Figure 1D). We also analyzed the expression pattern of CaHSP18.1a under salt and
drought stresses (Figure 1E–H). After 6-h NaCl treatments at different concentrations, the
expression of CaHSP18.1a in R9 and B6 leaves and roots was highest under the 150 mM
NaCl, 100 mM NaCl treatments, respectively. The transcription of CaHSP18.1a was higher
in R9 under different concentrations of NaCl treatment (Figure 1E, F). After 6-h treatments
with different concentrations of mannitol, the expression of CaHSP18.1a in R9 and B6 leaves
was the highest after the 150 mM mannitol treatment; the highest expression of CaHSP18.1a
was observed in R9 and B6 roots subjected to the 50mM mannitol treatment (Figure 1G, H).
In addition, the transcription of CaHSP18.1a was higher in R9 under different concentra-
tions of mannitol. This analysis showed that the expression of CaHSP18.1a in pepper was
induced by heat, salt, and drought. The response times of CaHSP18.1a in different organs
of different pepper lines differed, and the response was more intense and more early in
the R9 line, which suggests that CaHSP18.1a plays a substantial role in plant responses to
heat stress.
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Figure 1. The expression characteristics of CaHSP18.1a in peppers in response to heat stress. (A) Time course of heat stress
treatment and normal temperature recovery; the sampling time points are represented by triangles (pepper sample points
I–VIII); (B–D) The expression levels of CaHSP18.1a in roots, stems, and leaves of R9 and B6 plants at each sampling time
point; the expression levels of B6 and R9 plants were based on the reference level of their samples, and CaUBI-3 was selected
as the reference gene.(E–H) The expression levels of CaHSP18.1a following salt and drought treatment in R9 and B6 leaves
and roots. The data presented are means with standard deviations of three biological replicates. Different letters denote
statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05).
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3.2. Subcellular Localization of CaHSP18.1a Protein

To explore the subcellular localization of CaHSP18.1a, we constructed the pVBG2307:
CaHSP18.1a: GFP fusion expression vector. Both pVBG2307: GFP and pVBG2307:CaHSP
18.1a: GFP fusion plasmids were introduced into Nicotiana tabacum leaves, and fluorescence
was confirmed in the transformed tobacco cells with a microscope (Figure 2). We found
that the green fluorescence signal of pVBG2307: CaHSP18.1a: GFP was detected in the cell
membrane (Figure 2A), while the fluorescence of the empty pVBG2307: GFP vector was
distributed throughout the cell (Figure 2B), indicating that CaHSP18.1a is localized to the
cell membrane.

Figure 2. Transient expression of CaHSP18.1a in tobacco. (A) Schematic diagram of the CaHSP18.1a
subcellular localization expression vector. (B) Subcellular localization of the CaHSP18.1a protein in
tobacco leaves, with pVBG2307: GFP as control. Scale bar = 50 μm.

3.3. CaHSP18.1a-Silenced Plants Sensitive to Abiotic Stress

Confirming the VIGS procedure, after about 40–45 days, plants injected with the
positive control TRV2: CaPDS showed a large area of typical white leaves (Supplementary
Figure S1A), while under normal conditions there was no difference between CaHSP18.1a-
silenced (TRV2:CaHSP18.1a) and negative control (TRV2:00) pepper plants. The silenc-
ing efficiency of CaHSP18.1a-silenced and TRV2:00 plants was assessed using q RT-PCR.
As shown in Supplementary Figure S1A, the expression level of CaHSP18.1a in the si-
lenced pepper plants decreased to less than 20% of that observed in the negative control
plants. Thus, the silencing efficiency for CaHSP18.1a-silenced plants reached more than
80% (Supplementary Figure S1B). Therefore, control plants (TRV2:00) and silenced plants
(TRV2:CaHSP18.1a) were used for the follow-up investigation.

HS (42 ◦C) was applied to CaHSP18.1a-silenced and control pepper plants for 3 h,
and the silenced plants and the control group began to show different degrees of wilting.
The heat-stress treatment (42 ◦C) induced significantly different symptoms after 24 h,
such that the new growth of CaHSP18.1a-silenced plants was seriously wilted with curled
leaves and shed lower leaves, while the leaves of the control plants were only slightly
curled (Figure 3A). In addition, the MDA content and REL was lower in the control
plants compared to CaHSP18.1a-silenced pepper plants (Figure 3B,C); however, the total
chlorophyll content was higher in the control than in the CaHSP18.1a-silenced plants
(Supplementary Figure S1C).
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Figure 3. TRV2:CaHSP18.1a and TRV2:00 plant phenotypes under heat, drought, and salt treatments, respectively. (A–C)
TRV2:CaHSP18.1a and TRV2:00 plant phenotypes, malonaldehyde (MDA) content, and relative electrolyte leakage (REL)
under the 42 ◦C heat treatment for 24 h; (D–F) TRV2:CaHSP18.1a and TRV2:00 plant phenotypes, MDA content, and relative
electrolyte leakage (REL) following salt stress by being soaked in 300 mM NaCl solution for 24 h; (G–I) TRV2:CaHSP18.1a
and TRV2:00 plant phenotypes, MDA content, and REL following drought stress by being soaked in 300 mM mannitol
solution for 24 h. Data are means with standard deviations of three biological replicates. Different letters denote statistical
significance (p ≤ 0.05).

To study the salt-tolerance of silenced and control plants, we washed their roots and
soaked them in 300 mM NaCl solution for 24 h. The leaves of silenced plants showed
symptoms of wilting, shriveling, and serious yellowing, with lower leaves that had begun
to absciss, while the leaves of the control plants only showed some yellowing and did
not exhibit obvious wilting. The leaves of the control plants showed only yellowing and
no apparent wilting (Figure 3D). The MDA content of both plants increased significantly,
but that of silenced plants was higher than that of control plants (Figure 3E). Relative
electrolyte leakage (REL) was higher in silenced plants compared to control plants (0.96
versus 0.65) (Figure 3F). To study the effects of CaHSP18.1a-silencing on drought tolerance,
the silenced and control plants were soaked in 300 mM mannitol solution for 36 h. The
CaHSP18.1a-silenced pepper showed severe loss of water and wilting, while control plants
showed no obvious change (Figure 3G). Furthermore, the MDA content and REL both
exhibited a similar increase in the silenced pepper plants (Figure 3H,I). This indicated that
silencing of CaHSP18.1a reduced the drought tolerance of pepper plants.
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3.4. Effect of CaHSP18.1a Overexpression on Transgenic Arabidopsis
3.4.1. Overexpression of CaHSP18.1a Enhances Plant Tolerance of Heat Stress

First, we transformed pVBG2307:CaHSP18.1a into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain
GV3101, which was used to transfect Arabidopsis thaliana using the dipping method; suc-
cessful transformants were identified through resistance gene screening and molecular
level detection until homozygous T3 lines were obtained (Supplementary Figure S2A). The
wild-type (WT) line and five transgenic lines were cultured on Murashige and Skoog (MS)
medium for 10 days, and the lengths of their roots were measured. The survival rate of WT
plants was lower than those of the OE1, OE2, and OE3 seedlings (Supplementary Figure
S2C,D). Transgenic plants and WT plants were cultured under normal growth conditions
for 48 days, and the growth rates of the OE1, OE2, and OE3 lines exceeded those of WT
plants (Supplementary Figure S2D). Thus, the OE3, OE2, and OE1 lines were selected for
follow-up experiments.

The obtained transgenic lines and WT plants were heat treated (42 ◦C for 24 h) at
the 3-week stage. After heat-stress treatment, the WT plants showed wilting symptoms.
Notably, restorable wilt or indistinct-symptoms were observed among the CaHSP18.1a-OE
seedlings (Figure 4A), indicating that CaHSP18.1a plays an active role in increasing the
thermotolerance of transgenic Arabidopsis. In addition, REL and MDA content increased
significantly in both the OE and WT lines after heat treatment, while the MDA content was
notably lower in the transgenic lines relative to the WT plants (Figure 4B). In addition, the
SOD and POD activities of CaHSP18.1a-OE seedlings were clearly higher than those of the
WT plants (Figure 4C,D). However, the catalase (CAT) activity did not significantly differ
between the WT and transgenic lines (Figure 4E). CaHSP18.1a played a role in transgenic
Arabidopsis, probably by regulating the expression of endogenous genes.

In the present study, among 18 stress-related genes, 12 were up-regulated in transgenic
lines, while the other 6 did not change much (Figure 5). Among the up-regulated genes,
AtHSPC30, AtAPX3, AtCAT, AtHSP70, and AtRab1 were more prominently expressed in the
transgenic OE3 line. Moreover, the expression of the 18 stress-related genes was markedly
increased in both transgenic Arabidopsis and WT plants under heat stress. However, the
expression of these genes in WT seedlings was lower than that in transgenic seedlings
(Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Heat resistance of transgenic CaHSP18.1a-OE Arabidopsis plants. (A) Phenotypes of 42 ◦C-treated wild-type (WT)
and transgenic Arabidopsis; (B–C) Malonaldehyde (MDA) and relative electrolyte leakage (REL) of WT and transgenic
Arabidopsis; (D–G) Superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), peroxidase (POD), and ascorbic acid peroxidase (APX)
activity of WT and transgenic Arabidopsis. Data are means with standard deviations of three biological replicates. Different
letters denote statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 5. Expression patterns of stress–response genes in wild-type (WT), OE1, OE2, and OE3 lines before and after 42 ◦C
heat treatment for 24 h. Data are means with standard deviations of three biological replicates. Different letters denote
statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05).
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3.4.2. Overexpression of CaHSP18.1a Enhances Plant Tolerance to Drought Stress

CaHSP18.1a is a molecular chaperone, though its response to drought stress is still
unclear. To further study its function under drought and salt stress, CaHSP18.1a transgenic
Arabidopsis thaliana and WT seedlings were drought treated (Figure 6A). After water control
treatment was conducted for 10 d on 3-week-old plants with consistent growth, WT plants
showed severe wilting; the leaves turned yellow, while overexpression plants grew better
than WT plants (Figure 6A). These results indicated that CaHSP18.1a increases drought
tolerance of transgenic Arabidopsis. In addition, the MDA content and REL were increased
in both the WT and OE lines, whereas the MDA content of transgenic seedlings was
obviously lower than that of WT plants (Figure 6B,C). Thus, the degree of damage in OE
plants was lower than that in WT plants. The SOD, CAT, and peroxidase (POD) activity
showed an upward trend in both the WT and OE lines, but the activity level of SOD, CAT,
and POD in transgenic seedlings was notably higher than that in WT plants (Figure 6D,F,G).
While ascorbic acid peroxidase (APX) activity increased, there was, however, no visible
difference between CaHSP18.1a-OE and WT lines (Figure 6E). The expression levels of
the 18 stress-related genes were induced to varying degrees by drought stress. However,
the expression of AtHsfA2, AtHSPC30, and AtAPX1 exhibited almost no change in WT
seedlings, and all of them were strongly increased in CaHSP18.1a-OE lines after drought
stress. In addition, the expression levels of other genes were higher in transgenic lines
compared to the WT plants after drought stress (Figure 7). Thus, the 18 stress-related genes
examined may be involved at different levels in the response of CaHSP18.1a-OE lines to
drought stress.

3.4.3. Overexpression of CaHSP18.1a Enhances Plant Tolerance to Salt Stress

To study the role of CaHSP18.1a in salt stress, transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana was
subjected to salt stress. First, the germination rate of transgenic seeds under salt stress
was observed (Supplementary Figure S3A). OE2, OE1, and WT seeds exhibited normal
germination on MS plates without NaCl; the germination rate and seedling growth of
transgenic lines were almost unaffected by 100 mM NaCl MS plates. However, the seed
germination rate differed when the NaCl concentration was increased to 150 mM, and
the germination rate of WT seeds was slightly lower than that of transgenic seeds. The
salt tolerance of CaHSP18.1a transgenic Arabidopsis seeds increased. After the germinated
seedlings were moved to MS plates with NaCl concentrations of 0, 100, and 150 mM,
compared with the untreated seedlings, the growth of OE2, OE3, OE1, and WT seedlings
after 6 d under 100 and 150 mM NaCl treatments was worse (Supplementary Figure S3A,B);
root elongation was significantly inhibited, and the root length of transgenic lines seedlings
was greater than that of WT plants (Figure 8A).
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Figure 6. Drought resistance of transgenic CaHSP18.1a-OE Arabidopsis plants. (A) Phenotypes of
wild-type (WT) and CaHSP18.1a-OE Arabidopsis; (B,C) Malonaldehyde (MDA) content and relative
electrolyte leakage (REL) of WT and CaHSP18.1a-OE Arabidopsis; (D–G) Superoxide dismutase
(SOD), catalase (CAT), peroxidase (POD), and ascorbic acid peroxidase (APX) activity of WT and
CaHSP18.1a-OE Arabidopsis without watering for 10 days. Data are means with standard deviations
of three biological replicates. Different letters denote statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 7. Expression pattern of stress–response genes in wild-type (WT), OE1, OE2, and OE3 lines before and after 10
days of drought treatment. Data are means with standard deviations of three biological replicates. Different letters denote
statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 8. Overexpression of CaHSP18.1a enhanced tolerance to salt stress. (A) Root length of wild-type (WT) and
CaHSP18.1a-OE Arabidopsis lines grown for 10 d on Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium containing 0, 100, and 150 mM
NaCl. (B) Seedling growth for WT and transgenic plants exposed to NaCl. Three-week-old seedlings were watered with
200 mM NaCl once every 1–2 days. The images were taken after 7 days.

To explore the effect of CaHSP18.1a on the salt tolerance of Arabidopsis thaliana, 3-
week-old WT and transgenic plants were irrigated with 200 mM NaCl solution for 7 days.
As shown in Figure 8B, WT plants showed dehydration and wilting with weak growth.
However, the transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana showed no significant difference from the
control plants except for a slight yellowing phenotype in their leaves.

4. Discussion

Plants are inevitably subjected to various extreme environmental conditions, such as
heat, drought, oxidation and salt damage [36]. Under such adverse conditions, sHsP20s
make a valuable protective contribution [19]. Plant HSPs are linked to heat tolerance and
have been confirmed in many species [31,49]. Guo et al. [30] identified sHsP20s in pepper,
and showed that CaHSP18.1a was induced in different tissues of pepper plants under heat
stress, but the function of CaHSP18.1a under heat, salt, and drought stress has not been
further studied. In this study, we identified that CaHSP18.1a is positively involved in plant
tolerance to heat and salt, drought stress.

CaHSP18.1a was responsive to heat stress in both R9 and B6 plants and strongly
induced [30]. In accordance with the results, we also found that the expression level of
CaHSP18.1a was strongly induced in both the R9 and B6 lines after heat stress treatment
(Figure 1B–D). However, under heat stress, the expression of CaHSP18.1a in R9 plants was
higher than that in B6 plants (Figure 1B–D). This may be because R9 is a thermo-tolerant
cultivar, it has better thermo-tolerance and adaptability than B6 under heat stress. The
heat tolerance of plants is related to the dynamic expression patterns of heat stress-related
genes [50]. Under heat stress, other HSP20s or HSPs in R9 are also strongly and rapidly
induced in the early stage of heat stress (0.5–1 h). It had also been reported that the
expression level of CaHSP25.8 and CaHSP30.1 in R9 was higher than B6, but with the
extension of heat stress treatment time, the expression level of these two genes in B6 were
higher than R9 [30]. However, these results also showed that the expression of CaHSP18.1a
was lower at V in R9 than in B6. The expression of pepper HSP20s is regulated by many
transcription factors, such as HSFs [51]. Under heat stress, it is because HSFs that regulate
the expression of CaHSP18.1a in pepper variety R9 and B6 are different, or the expression of
the same HSFs that regulate the expression of CaHSP18.1a is different in R9 and B6, causing
the differential expression of CaHSP18.1a in B6 and R9 [51,52]. Therefore, the difference in
the expression of CaHSP18.1a between heat-resistant and heat-sensitive varieties is due to
the above reasons. However, the relationship between the function of this gene and the
heat-resistance mechanism of pepper still needs further research.

In addition, CaHSP18.1a was induced under salt and drought stress (Figure 1E–H).
The expression of CaHSP18.1a in R9 leaves and roots was highest under the 150 mM,
100 mM NaCl treatments, respectively (Figure 1E,F). The expression of CaHSP18.1a in R9
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leaves was the highest after the 150 mM mannitol treatment; the highest expression of
CaHSP18.1a was observed in R9 roots subjected to the 50 mM mannitol treatment (Figure
1G,H). However, the expression of the CaHSP18.1a decreased at higher NaCl and mannitol
concentrations. The response pattern of CaHSP18.1a that rapidly and sharply responded to
salt and drought stress in a short time, and then had slight variations, was similar to quite
a few HSP20s such as TaHSP23.9 [53] and ClHSP22.8 [54]. Thus, CaHSP18.1a may play a
role in pepper which rapidly adapts to drought and salt stress.

VIGS technology is an important method used to study gene function under adverse
environments [55]. In the R9 line, silencing of CaHSP16.4 reduces heat tolerance and
drought resistance of pepper plants [31]; CaHSP22.0-silenced peppers showed more sensi-
tivity to salt and heat stress, which was mainly reflected in decreased antioxidant enzyme
activity, increased leaf conductivity, and increased superoxide anion and MDA contents [34].
MDA content and REL are products of cell membrane lipid peroxidation, which damages
the integrity of plasma membranes under salt or heat stress [35] and may sensitize plants
to subsequent stress [56]. MDA content, total chlorophyll content, and REL are widely
used to determine the degree to which plants have been damaged by abiotic stress [4]. It
has also been reported that proline content, MDA content, and POD and SOD activity of
pepper were significantly related to the variation in heat tolerance and temperature stress
time, which can be used as an index for heat resistance identification [57].

In this study, after treatments with high temperature, salt, and drought stress, the
content of MDA and REL in peppers that had been silenced for CaHSP18.1a was higher
than that of the controls, indicating that the damage to cell membranes increased in
CaHSP18.1a-silenced plants (Figure 3A–C). It was also found that the CaHSP18.1a-silenced
plants had lower total chlorophyll content when exposed to heat stress (Figure 3B and
Supplementary Figure S1C). These results demonstrated that silencing of CaHSP18.1a
reduced pepper stress tolerance (Figure 3). In contrast, overexpression of CaHSP18.1a
in Arabidopsis thaliana transgenic lines was associated with minimal injury symptoms,
increased REL, and decreased MDA content compared with WT plants (Figures 4 and 6).
These results showed that CaHSP18.1a increases plant tolerance to heat, salt, and drought
stresses.

HSP20s are widely distributed in plants, and their location may be related to their
function, as exemplified by AtHsP21 being localized to chloroplasts [23]. CaHSP18.1a was
predicted to have cytoplasm localization [30]. Subcellular localization of CaHSP18.1a is
shown in Figure 2, which confirmed that it is localized to the cell membrane.

Studies have shown that HSP20 is a molecular chaperone that can also participate in
antioxidant mechanisms of plants [6,58]. HSP20scan cooperate with the plant’s antioxidant
scavenging system to protect plants from secondary damage [59,60]. For example, overex-
pression of AtHSP17.6 can increase CAT enzyme activity and further regulate abiotic stress
responses [61]. Furthermore, the over-expression of ZmHSP16.9 in tobacco can increase the
activities of POD, CAT and SOD, and enhance oxidative stress tolerance [62]. In this study,
SOD, CAT, POD, and APX enzyme activities in overexpression of CaHSP18.1a plants were
significantly enhanced under heat and drought stress. This is similar to the results obtained
with Arabidopsis transformed with CaHSP25.9; that is, by increasing the activities of ROS-
scavenging related antioxidant enzymes, the heat, salt, and drought tolerance of plants
can be increased [31,63]. It has been reported that plants have built defense mechanisms
that scavenge excess reactive oxygen species (ROS) throughout their long evolutionary
histories [64–66], such as ROS-scavenging non-enzymatic antioxidants (e.g., ascorbic acid
(AsA), glutathione, and proline) [67] and antioxidant enzymes (e.g., peroxidase (POD), cata-
lase (CAT), superoxide dismutase (SOD), and glutathione peroxidase (GPX)) that prevent
secondary oxidative stress caused by abiotic stress [68–70]. Moreover, the expression levels
of AtSOD1, AtAPX1, AtAPX3, and AtCAT1 were also increased by heat and drought stress,
and were higher in the CaHSP18.1a transgenic Arabidopsis than in the WT. This indicated
that CaHSP18.1a may improve stress resistance through the ROS-scavenging system, but
the specific mechanism needs further study.
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Many stress-related genes are involved in plant responses to heat, salt, and drought
stresses. It has been reported that AtHsfA2 is a heat shock transcription factor that enables
prolonged acquired thermo-tolerance, and it can enhance tolerance to salt and osmotic
stresses [71–73]. s HSPs are downstream target genes of HsfA2 [74]. Burke [75,76] have
also shown that AtHSA32 and AtHSP101 expression can be induced by high temperature
and participate in the acquired thermo-tolerance of plants. AtMYB44 can be induced by
salt, drought, and other stresses to participate in the abscisic acid (ABA) signaling pathway;
Refs. [77,78] found that the ABA signaling response gene AtDREB2A can be induced by
low temperature stress. The drought responsive gene AtRD29A was up-regulated under
heat, salt, and drought stresses [79], while the molecular chaperone HSP70 participates
in drought and heat stress responses [28]. NCED3 is related to biological metabolism and
also participates in defense responses to drought stress [80]. Notably, HSP20s can regulate
many of these stress-related genes [31,36]. For example, CaHSP16.4 and OsMSR-4 can
increase the expression of these genes in transgenic seedlings, thereby enhancing stress
resistance [31,81]. In this study, we assessed the expression levels of 13 stress-related
genes in WT and transgenic plants. CaHSP18.1a enhanced heat tolerance in transgenic
Arabidopsis, which may be closely related to its regulation of the expression of many heat-
stress-related genes in Arabidopsis. Overexpressed genotypes compared with wild type
under normal conditions also showed higher values of stress-related genes expression,
higher expression of AtP5CS, higher expression of AtNCED, higher expression of AtMYB,
and higher expression of AtRD29, AtHsfA2, AtRab1 and AtHSP30. These results showed
that CaHSP18.1a may play an important role in regulation of these genes. Under heat stress,
the expressions levels of AtHsfB4, AtHSFA8, AtHSFA2, AtHSFA7a, AtHSPC30, AtHSFA3,
AtHSP70, and AtHSP101 in transgenic plants were significantly higher than WT plants
(Figure 5). In particular, the AtHSPC30 and AtHSP70 transcripts were present at levels
nearly 3-fold higher in transgenic seedings than in WT plants; the transcript level of
AtHsfA2 was also up-regulated in transgenic plants. The expression levels of AtHSP70,
AtHSP101, AtDREB2A, AtMYB124, AtNCED3, AtRD29A, and AtRAB1 were higher (Figure
7) in the CaHSP18.1a transgenic Arabidopsis than in WT plants under drought stress. Similar
results were also reported by Feng and Huang [31,32]. Thus, CaHSP18.1a may respond to
heat and drought stress through its complex regulatory network.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we first analyzed the expression of CaHSP18.1a in R9 and B6 pepper
lines and demonstrated that CaHSP18.1a was expressed when induced by abiotic stress
factors such as high temperature, drought, and high salinity. CaHSP18.1a silencing de-
creased the resistance of pepper plants to heat, drought, and salt stresses through different
molecular and physiological mechanisms. Overexpression analyses of CaHSP18.1a in
transgenic Arabidopsis further confirmed that CaHSP18.1a functions positively in responses
to heat, drought, and salt stresses. The expression levels of other stress-related genes were
also measured, and some were determined to be significantly affected by CaHSP18.1a
overexpression. We further confirmed that CaHSP18.1a protein was localized in the cell
membrane. Collectively, these results show CaHSP18.1a likely acts as a positive regulator
of the response to abiotic stresses in pepper.
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Arabidopsis with overexpression of CaHsp18.1a; Figure S3: Germination of the transgenic Arabidop-
sis under salt stress; Table S1: The main primers sequence used in this research.
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Abbreviations

ACD alpha-crystallin domain
HS heat stress
HSP heat shock proteins
sHSPs small heat shock proteins
REL relative electrolyte leakage
MDA Malondialdehyde
OE Overexpression
OE1 No. 1 Arabidopsis line with overexpressed CaHSP18.1a
OE2 No. 2 Arabidopsis line with overexpressed CaHSP18.1a
OE3 No. 3 Arabidopsis line with overexpressed CaHSP18.1a
R9 a thermo-tolerant line
qRT-PCR real-time fluorescence quantitative PCR
VIGS virus-induced gene silencing
PDS phytoene desaturase
TRV tobacco rattle virus
ROS reactive oxygen species
APX ascorbate peroxidase
CAT catalase
SOD superoxide dismutase
POD peroxidase
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Abstract: Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are widely used in mapping constructions and comparative
and genetic diversity analyses. Here, 103,056 SSR loci were found in Cucurbita species by in silico
PCR. In general, the frequency of these SSRs decreased with the increase in the motif length, and
di-nucleotide motifs were the most common type. For the same repeat types, the SSR frequency
decreased sharply with the increase in the repeat number. The majority of the SSR loci were suitable
for marker development (84.75% in Cucurbita moschata, 94.53% in Cucurbita maxima, and 95.09% in
Cucurbita pepo). Using these markers, the cross-species transferable SSR markers between C. pepo
and other Cucurbitaceae species were developed, and the complicated mosaic relationships among
them were analyzed. Especially, the main syntenic relationships between C. pepo and C. moschata or
C. maxima indicated that the chromosomes in the Cucurbita genomes were highly conserved during
evolution. Furthermore, 66 core SSR markers were selected to measure the genetic diversity in
61 C. pepo germplasms, and they were divided into two groups by structure and unweighted pair
group method with arithmetic analysis. These results will promote the utilization of SSRs in basic
and applied research of Cucurbita species.

Keywords: pumpkin; simple sequence repeat (SSR); syntenic relationship; cross-species markers;
population structure

1. Introduction

The Cucurbita genus (2n = 2x = 40), belonging to the Cucurbitaceae family, contains
more than 13 species [1]. Most Cucurbita species are wild resources, and only three do-
mesticated species, Cucurbita maxima, Cucurbita moschata, and Cucurbita pepo, are widely
cultivated and have become important food crops globally [2]. At present, Asia has the
largest pumpkin cultivation area, and China is the main producer of pumpkins. In 2012, the
planting area of pumpkin was approximately 3.8 × 104 Hm2 in China, and the total output
reached 7.0 × 106 tons (http://www.fao.org/faostat/zh/#data/QC/visualize, 2020). Due
to the fact of their long history of cultivation and domestication, Cucurbita species show
a greater diversity in fruit shape, size, and color than other Cucurbitaceae species [3].
Furthermore, Cucurbita species have strong roots and exhibit good adaption to different
biotic and abiotic stresses, such as cold, viruses, and salinity, and so they are widely used
as rootstocks in grafting [4,5]. Although they are a common global crop, fundamental
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genetic research on Cucurbita is lacking, and few studies have been conducted to improve
the cultivation and breeding of this genus.

Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are widely used in genetic mapping constructions,
genetic diversity analyses, and genome-wide association studies due to the fact of their
relative abundance, multi-allelism, co-dominance, and low cost [6,7]. In the Cucurbitaceae
family, the whole-genome sequencing of Cucumis sativus, Cucumis melon, and Citrullus
lanatus has been completed [8–10], and genome-wide SSR markers have been characterized
and developed in these crops, which has greatly promoted their application in gene and
quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping as well as in comparative genomics [11–13]. A
rough syntenic relationship between melon (2n = 2x = 24) and cucumber (2n = 2x = 14)
chromosomes was revealed by comparative mapping using 199 SSR markers developed
from cucumber [14]. Later, Yang et al. (2014) developed a higher density map of Cu-
cumis hystrix containing 416 SSR markers, and 151 and 50 markers were derived from
cucumber and melon, respectively. With these shared markers among the three Cucumis
species, the chromosome-level syntenic relationships were well established, which was
further confirmed by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) [15]. Ninety-one syntenic
blocks were divided between cucumber and melon, and 53 syntenic blocks were identified
between cucumber and Cucumis hystrix. Furthermore, the genome-wide SSR markers
developed from melon and watermelon have made it possible to more clearly define
chromosomal syntenic relationships, and the complicated mosaic patterns of chromosome
synteny between melon, watermelon, and cucumber have been well established based on
cross-species SSR markers [12,15]. However, the syntenic relationships and chromosomal
rearrangements between Cucurbita species and other Cucurbitaceae crops are still largely
fragmented and incomplete.

Based on the conserved sequences among species or genera, some amplified fragment
length polymorphism (AFLP), random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), and SSR
markers were developed in previous studies [16–20]. However, these restricted markers
are insufficient for research on genetic diversity, genetic mapping, and comparative ge-
nomics. Esteras et al. (2012) constructed the first genetic map in pumpkin using 304 single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and 11 SSR markers and found that the linkage groups
of pumpkin were partially homoeologous to cucumber chromosomes. The applications
of these expressed sequence tag (EST)-SNP markers are still greatly limited due to the
small numbers of markers, the high cost of enzymes, and the complicated operating proce-
dure [21]. Due to the lack of genome-wide coverage and polymorphic markers, in-depth
application and comparative analysis still cannot be conducted. With the development of
high-throughput sequencing technology, there has been an increase in studies on Cucurbita,
and the whole-genome sequences of three important cucurbit crops have become available.
Based on these SNPs’ data, the whole-genome synteny analysis indicated that both the
C. maxima and C. moschata genomes underwent a whole-genome duplication (WGD) event
and that pairs of C. maxima (or C. moschata) homoeologous regions are shared between
chromosomes corresponding to the two sub-genomes [22]. Montero et al. also identified
that the covered regions in most of the C. pepo genome had experienced a WGD event [23].
Furthermore, some transcriptomes of Cucurbita species have become available, and EST-
SSRs were developed from them [24–28]. To date, the development of SSR markers in
Cucurbita species is still limited.

The whole-genome sequences of C. moschata, C. maxima, and C. pepo have been com-
pletely assembled, which will greatly promote the large-scale development of SSR markers,
allowing for the construction of high-resolution maps, gene mapping, and genome-wide
association studies (GWAS). In this study, we conducted a genome-wide identification of
SSR motifs in three Cucurbita species, analyzed the distribution and frequency of different
repeat types, identified cross-species transferable SSR markers by in silico PCR analysis,
and studied the chromosome synteny of C. pepo with other Cucurbitaceae crops. In ad-
dition, 66 core SSR markers were identified in Cucurbita genomes and used to evaluate
the genetic diversity and population structure of 61 C. pepo germplasms. Our study will
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be useful for research on the population structure, genetic diversity, molecular-assisted
selection, and map-based cloning in Cucurbita species.

2. Methods

2.1. Plant Materials

All of the pumpkin accessions used in this study were introduced from the National
Crop Germplasm Resource Platform of China (platform of vegetable germplasm resources)
in 2018. Four of the accessions came from Russia, one from America, and 56 accessions
were from 17 provinces in China. The number and sources are shown in Table S1.

2.2. Genome SSR Identification and Development in Cucurbita Genomes

The genome information of watermelon, melon, cucumber, and pumpkin was down-
loaded from http://cucurbitgenomics.org/ (2020). To develop a set of higher polymorphic
SSR primers for the future study, the criteria used for microsatellite identification in this
study was from 2 to 8 bp, and mononucleotides were not considered due to the diffi-
culty in distinguishing bona fide microsatellites from sequencing or assembly error. The
microsatellite identification tool (MISA) was used to identify and analyze SSR markers
including perfect and compound microsatellites. The specific screening details were as
follows: repeats with a minimum length of 18 bp (for di- and tetra-nucleotides), 20 bp (for
penta-nucleotides), 24 bp (for hexa-nucleotides), 21 bp (for hepta-nucleotides), and 24 bp
(for octa-nucleotides). The oligonucleotide primers for these SSRs were designed according
to the flanking genomic sequence using Primer3 software (v.1.1.4). Primers were designed
to generate amplicons of 100–300 bp in length with the following minimum, optimum, and
maximum values for Primer3 parameters: primer length (bp): 18–20–24; Tm (◦C): 50–55–60.
Other parameters used the default program values.

2.3. In Silico PCR and Synteny Analysis of Cross-Species SSR Markers

Using the SSR markers from pumpkin (C. pepo MU-CU-16) genome as a reference, we
comparatively analyzed the genome SSR information of cucumber (Gy14), melon (DH92),
watermelon (97103), C. moschata cv. Rifu, and C. maxima cv. Rimu. This was performed
with a custom Perl script that used the NCBI BLASTN program as a search engine with
an expected value of 10 and filtering. We allowed up to five nucleotide mismatches at the
5’-end of the primer, no mismatches at the 3’-end, and a minimum of 90% overall match
homology. To establish the syntenic relationships of chromosomes between C. pepo with
C. sativus, C. lanatus, C. melo, C. maxima, and C. moschata, we discarded these SSR markers
with multiply physical locations in the same genome, only retaining the SSR markers in the
genomes which had a single in silico PCR product. In addition, these shared SSR markers
located on the unanchored scaffolds of the chromosome were further filtered. The SSR
marker-based syntenic relationships were finally visualized with visualization blocks in
Circos software v.0.55 [29].

2.4. Genomic DNA Extraction, PCR Amplification, and Electrophoresis Detection

Genomic DNA of all the materials was extracted using 1 g of young leaf sample with
the cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) method [30]. The extracted DNA was
dissolved in 1× Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer (Solarbio, Cat: T1121). The concentration and purity
were detected by the Nanodrop-2000 nucleic acid analyzer. The extracted DNA was diluted
to 30 ng/μL as working solution and kept at 4 ◦C.

Each PCR reaction contained 1 μL of template DNA, 0.5 μM each of forward and
reverse primers, 5 μL mastermix (GenStar, Cat: A012-105), and 3 μL ddH2O. The amplifica-
tion was carried out as follows: An initial denaturing step at 95 ◦C for 5 min, 94 ◦C for 30 s,
followed by 6 cycles of 68–58 ◦C for 45 s. Each cycle was reduced by 2 ◦C, each annealing
time was 1 min, and 72 ◦C for 1 min; 30 cycles of 94 ◦C for 30 s, 50 ◦C for 30 s, and 72 ◦C
for 1 min. In the last cycle, primer extension was performed at 72 ◦C for 10 min.
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The PCR products were analyzed by 9% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and a
100 bp DNA ladder was used as the reference marker. After electrophoresis, silver staining
was performed to display the PCR products, and photos were taken for preservation.

2.5. Calculation of Clustering

The heterozygosity (He), observer gene number (Na), effective alleles (Ne), observed
heterozygosity (Ho), and the Shannon–Weaver index (I) were calculated using Pop-gen
software v.1.32 (Canada, University of Alberta). Polymorphic information content (PIC) of
SSR markers was computed using EXCEL (China, WPS of JINSHAN). When the PIC of an
SSR marker was below 0.25, it was considered as a low polymorphic marker, and a marker
was considered highly polymorphic if its PIC was above 0.5.

These amplification bands of each SSR primer were separated using polyacrylamide
gel-electrophoresis. The band patterns were visualized with silver staining, and gel images
were taken with a digital camera. In the same location, the presence of a band was marked
as “1”, the absence of a band was marked as “0”, and a missing band was marked as
“−1”. In this study we used Genalex-6 software [31] to conduct the matrix calculation
of SSR marker data which had been assigned a value, then transformed it into a triangle
matrix, saved it as a mega-file, finally, imported the mega-file into the Mega-6.0 software
(USA, Tamura, K team), and selected the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic
(UPGMA) algorithm in the “phylogeny” dropdown menu to draw the cluster diagram [32].

The software Structure v.2.3 (USA, UChicago; Britain, Oxon) was used to analyze the
population structure [33,34]. An admixture model and correlated allele frequencies were
used to estimate the number of the populations. For each of the K-values (ranging from
1 to 5), ten independent runs were performed with a burn-in period of 100,000 followed
by 500,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo runs. The optimal K-values depends on the peak
of K = mean (|Ln”P(D)|)/(sdLnP(D)). Based on the structure results, the most probable
K-value was analyzed using Structure Harvester (http://taylor0.biology.ucla.edu/struct_
harvest/, 2020).

3. Result

3.1. The Frequency and Distribution of Different SSR Types in Cucurbita Genomes

A total of 103,056 microsatellite sequences were identified in the Cucurbita genome,
including 34,375 SSR loci in the 269.9 Mb draft genome sequence of C. moschata cv. Rifu,
30,577 SSR loci in the 271.4 Mb draft genome sequence of C. maxima cv. Rimu, and
38,104 SSR loci in the 263 Mb draft genome sequence of C. pepo MU-CU-16 (Table S2).
Cucurbita pepo had the largest number of markers with the smallest reference genome
size, indicating the highest average density of markers (145 SSR/Mb). To obtain more
information, we used C. pepo with a higher marker density as the control for the following
comparative genomic analysis.

Here, we analyzed repeat types ranging from di-nucleotide to octa-nucleotide. Among
all of these nucleotide motifs, di-nucleotide motifs (41.0%) were the most common type,
accounting for 41.78%, 39.90%, and 41.01% of the total SSR loci discovered in C. moschata,
C. maxima, and C. pepo, respectively, followed by tri-nucleotide motifs (16.97%, 19.19%, and
17.88%, respectively), whereas octa-nucleotide motifs (3.78%, 3.76%, and 3.38%, respec-
tively) were the least represented repeat type in the three Cucurbita genomes (Table S2).
In general, the frequency of the total SSR loci decreased with the increase in motif length,
except for hepta-nucleotide SSRs.

We further examined the distribution of SSR motifs with regard to their repeat numbers
(Figure 1). For all the repeat types, with an increase in the repeat number, the SSR frequency
decreased sharply, and this change was more obvious in the longer SSR motifs (Figure 1).
Consequently, the mean repeat numbers in the di-nucleotides were the highest of all of
the repeat types. The analysis of individual SSR types revealed that some specific motifs
were more prevalent than others in each class (Figure S1). For example, the AT motif
was the most frequent di-nucleotide type in all three genomes, accounting for 31.61%
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(in C. moschata), 28.81% (in C. maxima), and 30.45% (in C. pepo) of the total di-nucleotide
loci. Similarly, the AAT, AAAT, AAAAT, AAAAAT, AAAAAAT, and AAAAAAAT motifs
(AATAATAT motif in C. maxima) were the most frequent types in each class. These results
indicated that AnT-rich motifs were the most abundant in all SSR motifs in the C. moschata,
C. maxima, and C. pepo genomes.

Figure 1. Distribution of SSR motif repeat numbers and relative frequency in Cucurbita genome. The
vertical axis shows the abundance of microsatellites that have different motif repeat numbers (from
3 to >20) with different colors.

We also investigated the SSR density in each chromosome of the three Cucurbita species
and found that the density of microsatellite loci was not correlated with the chromosome
size (Table S3). For example, in the C. moschata genome, the SSR density of the longest
chromosome (Chr04) had a medium density of SSRs, while Chr02, which is much shorter
than Chr04, had the highest SSR density. A similar trend was also observed in the other two
genomes, indicating that the distribution of SSRs was uneven in the Cucurbita chromosomes.
To better understand the distributions of different SSR motifs, we further checked their
frequencies on each chromosome (Figure 2). Our results showed that the distribution of
different SSR types on the chromosomes corresponded with their frequencies and SSR
density in the Cucurbita whole genomes.

The genomic sequences containing these microsatellites were screened for PCR primer
design, and 94,272 SSR microsatellite loci were found to contain suitable flanking sites
for SSR primer design. While C. moschata had the lowest proportion of SSRs suitable for
primers design (84.75%), the percentages in C. maxima and C. pepo reached 94.53% and
95.09%, respectively (Table S2). Though the di-nucleotide repeat types were the most
frequent in all three genomes, they did not exhibit good performance in primer design.
Interestingly, the hexata-nucleotide repeat types had the highest ratio of SSRs suitable for
primer design in all three genomes, followed by penta-nucleotide repeat types, indicating
that the longer motifs were more suitable for primer design in Cucurbita species. Finally, a
total of 91,248 SSR primers (28,194 in C. moschata, 28,061 in C. maxima, and 34,993 in C. pepo)
were designed, with some primers including more than one SSR locus as the compound
SSR (Tables S4–S6).
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Figure 2. (A) The distribution of SSR repeat types on each chromosome in C. moschata. (B) The
distribution of SSR repeat types on each chromosome in C. maxima. (C) The distribution of SSR repeat
types on each chromosome in C. pepo. The vertical axis shows the number of microsatellites from
di-nucleotide to octo-nucleotide which are discriminated by different colors. The horizontal axis
shows different chromosomes of C. ssp, and LG00 means all the chromosome unanchored scaffolds.

3.2. Chromosome Synteny Relationships of C. pepo with Other Cucurbitaceae Species

In order to understand the universality and correlation of SSR markers among Cu-
curbitaceae crops, we compared and analyzed the cross-species SSR markers between
C. pepo and other Cucurbitaceae species by in silico PCR. We identified 391 cross-species
SSR markers between C. pepo and C. sativus, 425 cross-species SSR markers between C. pepo
and C. melo, 717 cross-species SSR markers between C. pepo and C. lanatus, 11,732 cross-
species SSR markers between C. pepo and C. maxima, and 15,274 cross-species SSR markers
between C. pepo and C. moschata (Tables S7–S11). The collinear blocks to inversion blocks
ratio was 26:26 between the C. pepo and C. sativus genomes, 25:36 between the C. pepo and
C. melo genomes, 51:38 between the C. pepo and C. lanatus genomes, 154:158 between the
C. pepo and C. maxima genomes, and 153:152 between the C. pepo and C. moschata genomes.
Interestingly, the ratio of collinear blocks to inversion blocks was nearly 1:1 among the
three Cucurbita species. Each C. pepo chromosome shared 3–36 SSR markers with C. sativus,
C. lanatus, or C. melo. However, most of the C. pepo chromosome shared a larger number of
SSR markers (3-1,436) with C. maxima or C. moschata. The C. pepo syntenic block, CpeCma7,
had the largest number of shared SSR markers (i.e., 296) between C. pepo chromosome Cpe1
and C. maxima chromosome Cma4.

The physical positions of those common shared markers were compared. The main
syntenic relationships between C. pepo and other Cucurbitaceae species are listed in Table 1,
and the syntenic relationships visualized for C. pepo with C. lanatus, C. melo, and C. sativus
are shown in Figure 3. The main syntenic relationships among the chromosomes revealed
complex mosaic patterns. In Figure 3, each C. pepo chromosome was syntenic to more than
two chromosomes in other Cucurbitaceae species. The C. pepo chromosomes Cpe9 and
Cpe16 had the simplest syntenic pattern with watermelon, and each of them was mainly
syntenic to one watermelon chromosome (Table 1). Cpe9 was syntenic to watermelon
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chromosome W5, and 14 commonly shared SSR markers were found between Cpe9 and
W5. From the markers CpeSSR15544 to CpeSSR16107, there were three blocks belonging
to watermelon chromosome W5, and each block contained at least four SSR markers.
According to the continuous physical positions of these markers on both of the reference
genomes, the syntenic blocks CpeWM37 and CpeWM38 showed an inversion pattern, and
the syntenic block CpeWM39 showed a collinear pattern between C. pepo and C. lanatus.
Similar comparisons were carried out between C. pepo and C. sativus or C. pepo and C. melo
using the cross-species SSR markers. The C. pepo chromosomes Cpe7, Cpe8, Cpe11, and
Cpe20 had the simplest syntenic pattern with C. sativus, and each of them was only
syntenic to one cucumber chromosome. Meanwhile, the simplest syntenic patterns between
C. pepo and C. melo were mainly found on chromosomes Cpe15, Cpe18, Cpe19, and Cpe20.
The most complicated syntenic pattern was found on C. pepo chromosome Cpe1, which
corresponded to five chromosomes of C. moschata, four chromosomes of C. maxima, seven
chromosomes of C. lanatus, three chromosomes of C. sativus, and five chromosomes of
C. melo.

Table 1. The main syntenic relationships of C. pepo with other Cucurbitaceae species.

C. pepo C. moschata C. maxima C. lanatus C. sativus C. melo

Cpe1
Cmo3(4), Cmo4(1,436),

Cmo9(5), Cmo10(3),
Cmo17(24)

Cma3(5), Cma4(1,103),
Cma9(9), Cma17(19)

Cla1(5), Cla5(21),
Cla6(4), Cla7(13),
Cla8(5), Cla10(3),

Cla11(14)

Csa3(6), Csa5(28),
Csa6(3)

Cme3(4), Cme6(4),
Cme7(3), Cme9(5),

Cme10(16)

Cpe2 Cmo1(913), Cmo10(3),
Cmo18(12) Cma1(674), Cma18(8) Cla5(8), Cla7(8),

Cla10(13), Cla11(7)
Csa3(7), Csa4(6),

Csa7(3)
Cme1(3), Cme4(10),

Cme7(9)

Cpe3 Cmo4(3), Cmo14(1,080) Cma4(4), Cma14(859) Cla5(24), Cla7(8),
Cla10(36) Csa3(34), Csa4(4) Cme4(25), Cme6(17),

Cme7(6)

Cpe4 Cmo10(3), Cmo11(822) Cma11(640) Cla2(6), Cla3(5),
Cla6(12), Cla10(3) Csa1(15), Csa3(3) Cme2(11)

Cpe5 Cmo2(904), Cmo10(8) Cma2(692), Cma10(8) Cla1(8), Cla2(20), Cla9(5) Csa3(5), Csa5(8),
Csa6(8)

Cme4(3), Cme5(4),
Cme9(6), Cme11(10)

Cpe6 Cmo9(551) Cma9(396) Cla5(12), Cla8(4),
Cla9(5), Cla11(9) Csa3(6), Csa4(3) Cme4(6), Cme7(9)

Cpe7 Cmo5(3), Cmo12(587),
Cmo14(20) Cma5(4), Cma12(452) Cla2(3), Cla8(6) Csa2(5) Cme3(5), Cme5(3)

Cpe8 Cmo6(785) Cma6(431) Cla5(13), Cla10(16) Csa3(6) Cme4(10), Cme6(6)

Cpe9 Cmo18(544), Cmo19(6) Cma2(3), Cma18(440) Cla5(14) Csa1(4), Csa3(5),
Csa5(5)

Cme6(4), Cme10(3),
Cme12(4)

Cpe10 Cmo3(659), Cmo18(5) Cma3(547), Cma18(6) Cla1(23), Cla4(13) Csa4(3), Csa6(19) Cme8(20)

Cpe11 Cmo5(707), Cmo10(3) Cma5(574) Cla2(4), Cla8(17),
Cla11(14) Csa2(14) Cme3(11), Cme5(9)

Cpe12 Cmo17(665) Cma17(516) Cla6(12), Cla9(15) Csa6(9), Csa7(14) Cme1(17), Cme11(6)

Cpe13 Cmo8(9), Cmo15(649) Cma4(3), Cma8(7),
Cma15(468)

Cla1(21), Cla8(11),
Cla11(8)

Csa2(3), Csa5(13),
Csa6(6) Cme3(8), Cme9(12)

Cpe14 Cmo16(565) Cma16(409) Cla5(4), Cla7(17),
Cla10(14) Csa3(15), Csa4(8) Cme6(13), Cme7(5)

Cpe15 Cmo19(493) Cma19(356) Cla2(16), Cla7(4),
Cla9(11) Csa3(4), Csa7(11) Cme1(12)

Cpe16 Cmo20(526) Cma20(394) Cla2(23) Csa2(4), Csa6(4) Cme5(5), Cme11(10)

Cpe17
Cmo4(3), Cmo8(634),
Cmo9(7), Cmo14(3),

Cmo17(3)

Cma8(472), Cma14(3),
Cma17(4) Cla6(11), Cla9(17) Csa6(3), Csa7(3) Cme1(8), Cme11(4)

Cpe18 Cmo10(500), Cmo14(3) Cma10(354), Cma14(3) Cla3(8), Cla6(22) Csa1(16) Cme2(17)
Cpe19 Cmo7(658) Cma7(462) Cla1(20), Cla4(7) Csa4(4), Csa6(16) Cme8(23)
Cpe20 Cmo13(468) Cma13(330) Cla1(4), Cla3(12), Cla4(4) Csa1(11) Cme12(8)

The syntenic relationships among different Cucurbita species were simple and clear.
For instance, each of the 20 chromosomes in C. pepo was mainly syntenic with one chro-
mosome in C. moschata or C. maxima (Figure 4), implying that the chromosomes in the
Cucurbita genomes were highly conserved during evolution. Our results also showed that
there were three main relationship patterns among the C. pepo, C. maxima, or C. moschata
genomes, including (1) the eleven linear relationship chromosomes between C. pepo and
C. maxima or C. moschata such as Cpe2–Cmo1–Cma1. Most of the cross-markers in the
corresponding chromosomes showed collinear patterns. (2) There were eight inverted
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relationship chromosomes between C. pepo and C. maxima or C. moschata. For example,
the chromosome Cpe1 of C. pepo was inverted to the chromosome Cmo4 of C. moschata
and Cma4 of C. maxima. (3) There was a mosaic pattern between C. pepo and C. maxima or
C. moschata, for example, Cpe4–Cmo11–Cma11.

Figure 3. Syntenic relationships of C. pepo with (A) C. lanatus, (B) C. melo, and (C) C. sativus. Chromosome synteny
between C. pepo and C. sativus was based on 391 cross-species markers; synteny between C. pepo and C. melo was based
on 425 cross-species markers; synteny between C. pepo and C. lanatus was based on 717 cross-species markers. W1–W11
represent C. lanatus’ eleven chromosomes, M01–M12 represent C. melo’s twelve chromosomes, C01–C07 represent C. sativus’s
seven chromosomes, and LG01–LG20 represent C. pepo’s twenty chromosomes. Syntenic blocks are connected by the same
color lines from C. pepo chromosomes.

Figure 4. Chromosome synteny of C. pepo (blue) with C. moschata (green) and C. maxima (yellow). The
physical positions of chromosomes of each crop in the figure are arranged clockwise. Chromosome
synteny between C. pepo and C. moschata was based on 14,276 cross-species markers; synteny between
C. pepo and C. maxima was based on 10,655 cross-species markers. Cpe1–Cpe20 represent C. pepo’s
twenty chromosomes, Cmo1–Cmo20 represent C. moschata’s chromosomes, and Cma1–Cma20 rep-
resent C. maxima chromosomes. The syntenic relationship between C. pepo and C. moschata are
connected with the green color lines, and the syntenic relationship between C. pepo and C. maxima are
connected with the yellow color lines.
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3.3. The Genetic Diversity and Population Structure Analysis of the C. pepo Germplasm

In our preliminary study, approximately 400 SSR markers were screened using 61 ac-
cessions of C. pepo germplasm. Finally, a total of 66 core SSR markers were selected based
on the allelic number, the genomic coverage, and the efficiency of PCR amplification
(Table S12). These markers exhibited clear band spectrums and were evenly distributed
on the chromosomes. In this study, 276 alleles were detected by the 66 SSR markers in
the 61 C. pepo accessions with an average of 4.18 loci per SSR marker. The number of Na
ranged from two to nine. The highest number of Na was nine, which was detected by
SSR010246, SSR026560, SSR026918, SSR027656, and SSR026980, followed by SSR011546,
SSR003315, and SSR026797 with eight alleles. The number of Ne varied from 1.03 to 6.07
with an average of 2.31. The SI ranged from 0.083 to 1.96 with an average of 0.83. The PIC
value ranged from 0.03 to 0.83 with an average of 0.43 (Table S13).

We further used a model-based approach for population structure analysis of the
61 C. pepo accessions. According to the results of the structural operation, when K = 2,
ΔK showed a significant peak value, indicating that the 61 accessions used in this study
could be obviously divided into two groups (Figure S2), named group I and group II.
The five C. pepo subsp. ovifer accessions (2, 29, 30, 31, and 45) were clustered into group I
(8.20%), and all of them were wild materials. Most of the C. pepo subsp. pepo accessions
were clustered into group II (91.80%), which were all cultivated materials (Figure 5A). This
indicated that the SSR markers we used could clearly distinguish the cultivated materials
from the wild materials. The backgrounds of the cultivated accessions were narrow, except
for accession 45 in group I, which should have a complex genetic background, similar to
accession 14 and 16 in group II. The UPGMA analysis revealed that the 61 C. pepo accessions
were divided into two clusters (Figure 5B), which was consistent with their population
structure. The five C. pepo subsp. ovifer accessions were clustered together at the base of the
phylogenetic tree, which further supported our population structure analysis.

Figure 5. The genetic diversity of the 61 accessions based on SSR markers. (A) Population structure of 61 accessions in
C. pepo by the model-based analysis. The scale of the y-axis represents the percentage of genetic components, and the x-axis
represents the different materials. (B) Phylogenetic tree of 61 accessions in the C. pepo by UPGMA analysis; Group I (red
makers) and Group II correspond to the structure analysis.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Frequency, Distribution, and Characterization of Microsatellites in Three Cucurbita Genomes

With the development of sequencing technology, the discovery and mining of ge-
nomic SSR loci has successfully been applied in many plant species, such as cotton [35,36],
foxtail millet [37], cucumber [11], watermelon [13], tobacco [38], and melon [12]. Cucurbita
moschata, C. maxima, and C. pepo are important species that are cultivated worldwide, and
their graft genomes were released several years ago. However, there remains little infor-
mation on the development of genome-wide SSR markers in Cucurbita species, which has
strongly limited their genetic research. In the present study, genome-wide microsatellites
were identified and characterized in the three Cucurbita species. A total of 34,375, 30,577,
and 38,104 SSR loci were detected in the C. moschata, C. maxima, and C. pepo genomes,
respectively. The smallest genome size and maximum number of microsatellites were
detected in C. pepo, indicating that there was no direct correlation between genome size and
the number of microsatellites. The density of the SSR markers in the three Cucurbita species
was approximately 113–145 SSR/Mb, which is lower than that in cucumber (552 SSR/Mb)
but comparable to that in melon (109 SSR/Mb) and watermelon (111 SSR/Mb) [11–13]. In
addition to the natural differences among different genomes, many other factors could
affect the deviations in SSR density such as the software and parameters used for mi-
crosatellite detection. We suspect that the main reason for the difference in SSR density
between Cucurbita species and cucumber was the different selection criteria for the SSR
loci, e.g., the repeat types (di- to octa-nucleotides versus mono- to penta-nucleotides) and
the minimum lengths (18 bp versus 12 bp).

We further analyzed the distribution and frequency of microsatellites in the three
Cucurbita species (Figures 1 and 2). In most cases, a negative correlation was observed
between the microsatellite frequency and the number of repeat units. Consistent with pre-
vious studies in watermelon and melon, the di-nucleotide repeats were the most abundant
SSRs, followed by tri-, tetra-, penta-, hepta-, hexa-, and octo-nucleotide repeats [12,13]. This
is something that varies in different species. For example, the density of tetra-nucleotide
repeats was highest in C. sativus (164.2 SSR/Mb), Populus trichocarpa (144.9 SSR/Mb), Med-
icago truncatula (102.8 SSR/Mb), and Vitis vinifera (171.3 SSR/Mb), whereas the density of
tri-nucleotide repeats was the highest in Arabidopsis thaliana (146.6 SSR/Mb), Glycine max
(103.1 SSR/Mb), and Oryza sativa (220.1 SSR/Mb) [11]. Some studies have revealed that
the di-nucleotide motifs with high repeat numbers are more abundant and polymorphic
compared to those with short repeat units [39]. The reason is that di-nucleotide repeats are
much less frequent in coding regions than in non-coding regions [40,41]. It is also reported
that the exon region contains more triplet SSRs than other repeats, and triplet SSR motifs
may be related to high frequencies of certain amino acids [42,43]. These SSRs in the coding
sequence may have the potential to affect all aspects of genetic functions including gene
regulation, development, and evolution. However, the function of genes that contain SSRs
and the role of these SSR motifs in plant genes are less studied and poorly understood [44].
It is interesting to note that many bacterial SSRs in the intergenic regions have regulatory
functions [45], and whether these SSR motifs in the intergenic regions of Cucurbita species
play a role in specialization or gene regulation should be further studied.

The low number of repeat motifs was predominant, and the AT-rich motifs in partic-
ular contributed a large proportion of all types of di-nucleotide repeats in the Cucurbita
species (Figure S1). The AT or AAT type is more common in dicots [13], which is consistent
with our results. Recently, the characterization of SSR markers in bitter gourd showed
that the tri-nucleotide repeat units were the main type, with an overrepresentation of A/T,
AT/AT, AAT/ATT, and AAAT/ATTT motifs in all kinds of repeat types [46]. This has
also been found in other genomes [11,47,48]. On the contrary, the frequency of the GC
or CCG type was much lower at the genomic level [49,50], and the GC, TC, or GA types
have relatively stable structures. Most of the AT types are distributed in non-genic regions,
while the TC/GA types are primarily distributed in coding sequences [38].
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4.2. Chromosome Synteny Analysis between C. pepo and Other Cucurbitaceae Species

Chromosome synteny analysis has been conducted in many species, such as cucumber,
watermelon, and melon, but few studies have been conducted on the chromosome synteny
among different Cucurbita species or between Cucurbita species and other Cucurbitaceae
crops. In this study, the genome-wide SSR development from the three Cucurbita genomes
provided the possibility to identify their syntenic relationships at a high-resolution level via
in silico PCR analysis. Though the sizes of the pumpkin genomes are similar to that of other
sequenced Cucurbitaceae species, the number of cross-species SSR markers in the Cucurbita
genus is much higher. Compared to hundreds of shared markers in previous studies [14],
we identified many more cross-species transferable SSR markers in the Cucurbita genus
that were used for chromosome synteny analysis. The WGD event in Cucurbita, which
has not been observed in other sequenced Cucurbitaceae species, such as cucumber [8],
melon [10], and watermelon [9], may be a possible reason leading to the high abundance of
SSR markers.

According to the cross-species transferable SSR markers, 52, 61, and 89 syntenic blocks
distributed on all chromosomes were identified between C. pepo with cucumber, melon,
and watermelon, respectively (Figure 3). Similar homoeologous blocks were detected
by whole-genome comparison [22], suggesting that the cross-species transferable SSR
markers are useful and reliable in genome comparisons and chromosome synteny analyses.
In most cases, there were multiple synteny blocks detected between C. pepo and other
Cucurbitaceae species due to the fact of chromosome fission. The most complicated
syntenic pattern existed on chromosome Cpe1 of C. pepo, which was syntenic to seven
watermelon chromosomes, indicating that complicated structural changes occurred after
their divergence from a common ancestor. The ratio of collinear blocks to inversion blocks
was nearly 1:1 in Cucurbita, and the reason for this may be that genome duplication and
inter-chromosomal exchanges occurred randomly during chromosome evolution.

Based on the cross-species transferable SSR markers, we identified more highly con-
served syntenic blocks among Cucurbita species than melon, cucumber, or watermelon.
We found that each block among three Cucurbita species of the same genus contained
many more shared common SSR markers, and these homoeologous chromosomes were
much conserved, which further confirmed their close evolutionary relationships in the
Cucurbitaceae family. For example, the C. pepo syntenic block contained more markers
than that in melon [12]. Due to the WGD during chromosome evolution and speciation,
the number of the chromosomes and cross-markers increased. However, those blocks were
highly conserved during chromosome evolution among different Cucurbitaceae species.
The chromosomal pair analysis by cross-species SSR markers showed that there were
eight large-scale inversions on different chromosomes between C. pepo and C. moschata
or between C. pepo and C. maxima, indicating that C. pepo experienced more complex
evolutionary processes (Figure 4). Interestingly, Chr4 contained a mosaic region among
Cucurbita species. The reason might be due to the fact of genome duplication, large-scale
inter-chromosomal exchanges, or long-term evolutionary forces. Whether the partial inver-
sion of chromosome 4 in C. pepo will affect the mapping, cloning, and study of some traits
is worth exploring in the future.

4.3. The Genetic Diversity and Population Structure of C. pepo Germplasm

Previously, because of the scarcity of genomic sequences, there were limited molec-
ular markers available to study the genetic diversity and population structure of Cucur-
bita species. Though the genetic diversity of Cucurbita species has been evaluated using
sequence-related amplified polymorphism (SRAP), AFLP, SSR, RAPD, and inter-simple
sequence repeats (ISSRs), most of the markers used have high randomness, lack precise
location information, and have low genomic coverage and poor polymorphism, which
greatly limit their application [18,51,52]. With the draft genome available for three cucurbit
crops, we developed 91,248 SSR markers with precise physical locations on chromosomes
and evaluated the genetic diversity of 61 pumpkin accessions using 66 core SSR markers.
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The population structure of 61 accessions revealed that the background of some materials
was mixed between group I and group II, suggesting that these accessions may have
undergone gene exchange between two subspecies. The materials were collected from
different provinces in China, and they were obviously classified into two subspecies, subsp.
ovifer (or subsp. texana) and subsp. pepo, which is consistent with previous studies [21,51].
However, the three subspecies of C. pepo classified by Decker are C. pepo subsp. fraterna
(Bailey) Andres, C. pepo subsp. texana (Scheele) Filov, and C. pepo subsp. pepo [53]. The
putative ancestor for C. pepo, namely, subsp. fraterna from northeastern Mexico, has been
considered a wild gourd [54]. The population structure and UPGMA results indicated that
these accessions of C. pepo in China come from the common ancestor. Thus, there have
great prospects for germplasm improvement.

The Cucurbita genus contains several economically important crops, but its breeding
has lagged behind the other Cucurbitaceous crops. Limited high-quality cultivars cannot
meet the production requirements. Thus, different breeding programs can be facilitated
using marker assisted selection. The whole-genome SSR markers detected in this study will
promote the development and utilization in basic and applied research of Cucurbita species.
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10.3390/horticulturae7060143/s1, Figure S1: The top five types of each SSR repeat motif and their
frequencies in C. moschata, C. maxima, and C. pepo, Figure S2: The optimal K-values analysis by
using Structure Harvester, Table S1: The list of the C. pepo introduction accessions, Table S2: The
distribution of different nucleotide repeats in the genome of three Cucurbita species, Table S3: The
distribution of SSR loci on different chromosomes in C. moschata, C. maxima, and C. pepo, Table S4: The
identified SSR markers in C. moschata, Table S5: The identified SSR markers in C. maxima, Table S6:
The identified SSR markers in C. pepo, Table S7: List of cross-species SSR markers between C. pepo and
C. sativus identified by in silico PCR, Table S8: List of cross-species SSR markers between C. pepo and
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Abstract: Under high temperature stress, a large number of proteins in plant cells will be denatured
and inactivated. Meanwhile Hsfs and Hsps will be quickly induced to remove denatured proteins,
so as to avoid programmed cell death, thus enhancing the thermotolerance of plants. Here, a
comprehensive identification and analysis of the Hsf and Hsp gene families in eggplant under heat
stress was performed. A total of 24 Hsf -like genes and 117 Hsp-like genes were identified from the
eggplant genome using the interolog from Arabidopsis. The gene structure and motif composition of
Hsf and Hsp genes were relatively conserved in each subfamily in eggplant. RNA-seq data and qRT-
PCR analysis showed that the expressions of most eggplant Hsf and Hsp genes were increased upon
exposure to heat stress, especially in thermotolerant line. The comprehensive analysis indicated that
different sets of SmHsps genes were involved downstream of particular SmHsfs genes. These results
provided a basis for revealing the roles of SmHsps and SmHsp for thermotolerance in eggplant, which
may potentially be useful for understanding the thermotolerance mechanism involving SmHsps and
SmHsp in eggplant.

Keywords: eggplant; heat shock factor (Hsf); heat shock protein (Hsp); heat stress; thermotolerance

1. Introduction

Plants live in complex environments where multiple abiotic stresses, such as salt,
drought and extreme temperature, may seriously restrict their growth and development [1].
As sessile organisms, plants cannot move to avoid these stresses and, thus, they have de-
veloped mechanisms, such as enhanced expression of tolerance-related genes, in response
to heat stress [2,3]. To survive and acclimatize under adverse environment conditions,
plants have established self-defense mechanisms during the course of long-term evolution.
Previous studies have shown that under heat stress (HS), plant cells respond rapidly to high
temperatures by inducing the expression of genes encoding heat shock proteins (Hsps),
which are involved in preventing heat-related damage and confer plant thermotolerance
in strawberry, walnut, barley and grapevines [4–7]. Many Hsps function as molecular
chaperones in preventing protein misfolding and aggregation, consequently maintaining
protein homeostasis in cells and inducing acquired thermotolerance in plants [8]. The
expression of Hsps is controlled and regulated by specific types of transcription factors
called heat shock factors (Hsfs), which normally exist as inactive proteins [9].

Currently, many plant Hsf and Hsp genes from various species have been isolated and
comprehensively studied. Based on their approximate molecular weights and sequence
homologies, Hsps are classified into five families, namely, the small Hsp (sHsp), Hsp60s,
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Hsp70s, Hsp90s and Hsp100s [10]. The expression of sHsp is positively correlated with ther-
mostability [11]. As chaperones, Hsp60 proteins participate in the folding and aggregation
of many proteins transported to organelles, such as chloroplasts and mitochondria [12].
Hsp70 chaperones, together with their co-chaperones, make up a set of prominent cellular
machines that assist with a wide range of protein folding processes in almost all cellular
compartments [13]. In Arabidopsis TU8 mutants, the downregulation of Hsp90 expression
leads to mutants that are more sensitive to heat. In Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings, fungi pro-
ducing Hsp90 inhibitors increase the expression of the Hsp101 and Hsp70 genes, resulting in
the enhancement of plant heat resistance [14]. Arabidopsis has at least 21 Hsf s [15]. HsfA1a,
HsfA1b and HsfA1d act as the main positive regulators of the heat shock response [16]
and HsfA2 can enhance the thermotolerance of plants [17]. Above all, Hsfs and Hsps play
crucial roles in plant thermotolerance. The Hsf and Hsp gene families have been extensively
studied in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana and in non-model plants, such as rice (Oryza
sativa) [18], poplar (Populus trichocarpa) [19], maize (Zea mays) [20] and Chinese cabbage
(Brassica rapa L. ssp. pekinensis) [21].

Eggplant (Solanum melongema L.) is an important economic solanaceous crop, ranking
third, after potato and tomato. Eggplant is primarily cultivated in East Asia, South Asia,
the Middle East and northern Africa. The optimal temperature for eggplant growth and
development ranges from 22 ◦C to 30 ◦C. With global warming, the temperature in subtrop-
ical and tropical regions is often above 35 ◦C, resulting in serious heat injury in eggplant,
including limited plant growth, reduced productivity and damaged quality [2]. Thermo-
tolerance is an important agronomic trait for eggplants, but the molecular mechanisms of
heat tolerance remain elusive. Hsfs and Hsps play core roles in the signal transduction
pathways involved in plant response to heat stress. Due to the vital regulatory functions of
Hsf and Hsp genes in plant responses to heat stress, Hsf and Hsp genes in eggplant under
heat stress were studied. The eggplant genome was sequenced and assembled [22], en-
abling the characterization of the eggplant Hsf and Hsp families and their responses to heat
stresses at the molecular level. Therefore, genome-wide identification of Hsf and Hsp genes
in eggplant was conducted to infer their expansion and evolutionary history. RNA-seq
data and quantitative real-time RT-PCR analyses were used to explore their expression
difference in the thermotolerant line 05-4 and the thermosensitive line 05-1 as elicited by
naturally increased temperature. The results provide a relatively complete profile of the Hsf
and Hsp gene families in eggplant and elucidate their relationship with thermotolerance,
which provides a foundation for further functional research on these genes in eggplant.
Furthermore, these findings could potentially be useful for understanding the mechanism
of thermotolerance mediated by Hsfs and Hsps in eggplant.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Identification and Classification of Hsf and Hsp Family Members in Eggplant

Published Arabidopsis Hsf and Hsp sequences [23] were retrieved and used as queries
in BLAST searches against the eggplant genome database (http://eggplant.kazusa.or.
jp/, accessed on 6 June 2021) to identify potential eggplant Hsfs and Hsps. All output
genes identified according to Arabidopsis Hsf and Hsp sequences were collected and
confirmed using Pfam (http://pfam.xfam.org/search, accessed on 6 June 2021) and SMART
(http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/, accessed on 6 June 2021). The isoelectric points and
molecular weights were predicted using the Compute pI/Mw tool from ExPASy (http:
//web.expasy.org/compute_pi, accessed on 6 June 2021).

2.2. Phylogenetic Analysis

Alignments of the full eggplant Hsf and Hsp proteins were performed using clustal
X2.1 [24]. Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neighbor-joining (NJ) method in
MEGA (version 5.0) [25] with bootstrap values from 1000 replicates indicated at each node.
To identify signature domains, the Hsf and Hsp protein sequences were compared with
Arabidopsis and tomato. SmHsfs and SmHsps (sHsp, Hsp60s, Hsp70s, Hsp90s and Hsp100s)
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were named based on the subfamily classification and their phylogenetic relationships
with the corresponding AtHsfs and AtHsps and gene names of eggplant sHsps were re-
vised according to their molecular weights in the eggplant genome database based on
Hirakawa et al. [22].

2.3. Gene Structures, Conserved Motifs and Protein Functional Network Analysis

The exon and intron structures were illustrated using the Gene Structure Display
Server (GSDS, http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn accessed on 6 June 2021) [26] by aligning the
predicted cDNA sequences with their corresponding genomic DNA sequences. The con-
served motifs in the encoded proteins were analyzed using the MEME online program
(http://meme.sdsc.edu, v4.9.0, accessed on 6 June 2021) [27]. MEME was run locally with
the following parameters: number of repetitions = any, maximum number of motifs = 20
and optimum motif width = 6–100 residues for Hsf, sHsp, Hsp60, Hsp70 and Hsp100. The
STRING protein interaction database (http://string-db.org/, accessed on 6 June 2021) was
used to analyze the interaction networks of Hsf and Hsp proteins in the highly specific
protein and parameter selection model plant species Arabidopsis thaliana.

2.4. Plant Materials, Growth Conditions and Stress Treatments

In the present study, two inbred eggplant lines (selected by the Vegetable Research
Institute, Guangdong Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Guangzhou, China), the thermo-
tolerant line 05-4 and the thermosensitive line 05-1, were used. Eggplant seedlings were
cultivated under 25/20 ◦C day/night conditions and a 16/8 h day/night photoperiod in a
growth chamber until the four true leaves period for treatments. For the HS treatment, the
seedlings of 05-1 and 05-4 with four leaves were directly placed in the 42 ◦C light incubator
(RXZ-1000B3, Jiangnan Instrument Factory, Ningbo, China). For the heat treatment used
for RNA-seq, the 3rd mature leaves of treated seedlings were collected at 0 and 6 h after
HS treatment and 10 plants were used for each treatment. For the heat treatment used for
the qRT-PCR, the 3rd mature leaves from two different lines were harvested at 0 and 6 h.
The samples were harvested, immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 ◦C
for RNA extraction. Three biological replicates were performed and each replicate had
10 plants.

2.5. RNA Extraction and Quantitative Real-Time PCR Analysis

Total RNA was extracted using a TransZol Plant kit (TransGen Biotech/TransBionovo,
Beijing, China) and the cDNA was synthesized according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Takara, Dalian, China). Primers with amplicon lengths of 80–150 bp were designed using
Primer5 software. All primer sequences are listed in Table S14. Real-time qRT-PCR was
conducted on a Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) using
the SYBR Premix Ex Taq kit (TaKaRa, Dalian, China) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The 10 μL reaction system contained 5 μL of SYBR Green Supermix (2×), 4 μL
of cDNA template (30 ng/μL) and 0.5 μL of each primer (10 μM). The qRT-PCR reaction
was performed using the following parameters: pre-denaturation at 95 ◦C for 30 s, followed
by 39 cycles of denaturation at 95 ◦C for 5 s, annealing at 60 ◦C for 15 s and extension at
72 ◦C for 15 s. The fluorescent signal was measured at the end of each cycle and the melting
curve analysis was performed by heating the PCR product from 65 ◦C to 90 ◦C to verify
the specificity of the primers. Three independent biological replicates were performed and
the qPCR of each replicate was performed in triplicate. The relative expression levels of
eggplant Hsf and Hsp genes were calculated using the 2−�Ct method [28]. The SmEF1a
genes were used as internal controls.

3. Results

3.1. Genome-Wide Identification and Analysis of Hsf and Hsp Gene Family Members in Eggplant

To search for Hsf and Hsp genes in eggplant, we used the conserved Hsf and Hsp
domain consensus sequences of several proteins as BLASTP queries against the eggplant
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genome database (http://eggplant.kazusa.or.jp/, accessed on 6 June 2021). In addition, ho-
mology searches using identified protein sequences of Arabidopsis thaliana were performed.
After automated database searching and a manual review, 24 and 117 genes were identified
as members of the Hsf and Hsp families in eggplant, respectively, whose classification and
naming were based on the rules of the Hsp gene families from Arabidopsis and tomato, in-
cluding sHsp, Hsp60, Hsp70, Hsp90 and Hsp100. The Hsf and Hsp gene families in eggplant
were relatively large compared with those in Arabidopsis and those in tomato and rice,
respectively. The numbers of identified genes in the Hsf, sHsp, Hsp60, Hsp70, Hsp90 and
Hsp100 families of eggplant were 24, 39, 21, 30, 17 and 10, respectively (Table 1).

Table 1. Numbers of Hsf and Hsp genes in Arabidopsis, eggplant, tomato and rice.

Family Arabidopsis Eggplant Tomato Rice

Hsf 22 24 23 25
Hsp20 27 39 23 39
Hsp60 18 21 16 20
Hsp70 19 30 22 24
Hsp90 7 17 8 9
Hsp100 8 10 13 10

As shown in Supplementary Materials Table S1, the amino acid lengths for Hsfs
ranged from 111 (SmHsfA1c) to 496 (SmHsfA1b), with deduced molecular weights from
12.2 kDa to 54.8 kDa and the predicted isoelectric points of Hsfs were divergent, ranging
from 4.60 (SmHsfA3) to 9.64 (SmHsfA1d). The length of sHsp proteins ranged from 87
(Sm10.2-sHsp) to244 amino acids (Sm27.2-sHsp) and the predicted molecular weights were
between 10.2 kDa (Sm10.2-sHsp) and 27.2 kDa (Sm10.2-sHsp). In addition, the predicted
pI-values of sHsp proteins ranged from 4.56 (Sm10.2-sHsp) to 10.49 (Sm12.7-sHsp). The
amino acids lengths were consistent with the molecular weights of Hsp60s. The amino acid
number and molecular weight for Smcpn60-4 was the highest, while that for SmCpn60-
7.3 was the lowest and the predicted pI-values ranged from 5.26 (SmCpn60-a1) to 10.29
(SmCpn60-7.3). The deduced length of the Hsp70 proteins ranged from 85 (SmmtHsc70-3)
to 914 (SmHsp70-18) amino acids and the highest- and lowest-molecular-weight SmHsp70s
were SmHsp70-18 (103.1 kDa) and SmHsp70-5 (11.5 kDa), respectively, while the pI values
ranged from 4.52 (SmmtHsc70-3) to 9.35 (SmHsp70-19). The length of Hsp90 proteins
ranged from 137 (SmHsp90-4.4) to 782 (SmHsp90-6) amino acids, the predicted molecular
weights of Hsp90s were between 16.2 kDa (SmHsp90-4.4) and 89.6 kDa (SmHsp90-7.1) and
the predicted isoelectric points ranged from 4.78 (SmHsp90-5) to 9.55 (SmHsp90-2.1). The
longest amino acids lengths and highest molecular weights in Hsp100s were SmHsp100-
ClpB1, with 979 amino acids and 110.2 kDa, respectively. In contrast, the smallest was
SmHsp100-ClpC3; the predicted isoelectric points ranged from 5.38 (SmHsp100-ClpB3) to
9.07 (SmHsp100-ClpC1) and these proteins were distributed from the alkaline to acidic.

3.2. Phylogenetic and Sequence Structure Analysis of Hsf and Hsp Proteins in Eggplant

To evaluate the evolutionary relationship of the eggplant Hsf and Hsp proteins, a
phylogenetic analysis of each family was performed based on the full-length amino acid
sequences from Arabidopsis, eggplant and tomato and each family could be classified into
different subfamilies. The SmHsf family contained three subfamilies: type A (18 genes),
type B (5 genes) and type C (1 gene). Based on the phylogenetic tree, class HsfA had the
maximum number of subclasses among the three classes and was closer to tomato Hsf pro-
teins, which coincided with the botanical classification (Table S2). A total of 39 sHsp genes
could be grouped into 12 distinct subfamilies, containing 6 groups of cytosolic sHsp genes,
C-I, C-II, C-III, C-IV, C-V and C-VI and 2 groups of mitochondrial sHsp genes, MT I and
MT II. Notably, the C-I sHsp group in the eggplant genome was large, containing 24 genes,
compared with 6 in Arabidopsis (Table S3). The Hsp60 family was divided into 4 sub-
families, including cytosol-localized Cpn60 (12 genes), mitochondrion-localized Hsp60
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(4 genes) and chloroplast-localized Cpn60-a (2 genes) and Cpn60-b (3 genes) (Table S4). The
Hsp70 family contains genes encoding 19 cytosolic Hsp70s, 4 binding proteins (BIPs, Hsp70
homologs in the ER), 3 mitochondrial Hsp70s (mtHsc70s) and 2 chloroplastid Hsp70s
(cpHsc70s) (Table S5). Seventeen Hsp90 family genes could be divided into cytoplasm (Cyt),
mitochondrial (MT), endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and chloroplast, containing 8, 3, 2 and 1
proteins, respectively (Table S6). The Hsp100 family can be classified into ClpB, C, D and X
classes as follows: 3 ClpB proteins (designated as B1, B2 and B3), 4 ClpC proteins (C1, C2,
C3 and C4), 1 ClpD protein (D1) and 2 ClpX proteins (X1 and X2) (Table S7).

3.3. Structure of Hsf and Hsp Genes and Conserved Motifs of Hsf and Hsp Proteins in Eggplant

To obtained further insights into the structural diversity of Hsf and Hsp genes in
eggplant, we used the Multiple Expectation maximization for Motif Elicitation (MEME) [27]
to predict the conserved motifs shared among the related proteins within these families.
In each family, 20 putative motifs were identified. The details of these motifs are listed
in Tables S8–S13. Most of the closely related members in the phylogenetic tree shared
common motif compositions.

The exon/intron structures of eggplant Hsf and Hsp members were analyzed based on
their coding sequences and the corresponding genome sequences. The eggplant Hsfs shared
highly conserved exon/intron structures with 0–3 intron phases (Figure 1A). The intron
phases were remarkably well conserved among family members. Most of the eggplant
sHsps did not contain introns and only a few had 1–3 introns (Figure 1B). Interestingly, in
the Hsp60 family, two members, SmCpn60-8 and SmHsp60-3, had no introns in their coding
regions, while the other eggplant Hsp60s contained several introns (1–22) (Figure 1C). In
the Hsp70 family, cytosolic Hsp70s had 0–13 introns, ER-localized BIPs had 4–7 introns,
mitochondrion-localized mtHsc70s had 0–4 introns and chloroplast-localized cpHsc70s
had 6 introns, while truncated Hsp70ts had no introns (Figure 2A). With the exception of
SmHsp90-1.1, each Hsp90s member contained 1–17 introns (Figure 2B). The number of exons
and introns of Hsp100 family members differed greatly. For example, SmHsp100-ClpX1
contained up to 16 introns, but SmHsp100-ClpB3 and SmHsp100-ClpC3 only had 4 introns
(Figure 2C).
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic relationships, gene structures and motif compositions of Hsf, sHsp and Hsp60 family members in
eggplant. Multiple alignment of the Hsf (A), sHsp (B) and Hsp60 (C) proteins from eggplant (Sm) was performed with
MEGA 5.0 using the neighbor-joining (NJ) method with 1000 bootstrap replicates (left panel). A schematic representation of
conserved motifs (obtained using MEME) in the Hsf and sHsp proteins is displayed in the middle panel. Different motifs
are represented by differently colored boxes. Details of the individual motifs are in Tables S8–S10. Exon/intron structures of
the Hsf and sHsp genes are shown in the right panel. Green boxes represent exons and black lines represent introns.
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic relationships, gene structures and motif compositions of the Hsp70, Hsp90 and Hsp100 family
members in S. melongena (Sm). Multiple alignment of the Hsp70 (A), Hsp90 (B) and Hsp100 (C) proteins from S. melongena
(Sm) was performed with MEGA 5.0 using the neighbor-joining (NJ) method with 1000 bootstrap replicates (left panel). A
schematic representation of conserved motifs (obtained using MEME) in the Hsp70 (A), Hsp90 (B) and Hsp100 (C) proteins
is displayed in the right panel. Different motifs are represented by differently colored boxes. Details of the individual motifs
are in Tables S11–S13. The exon/intron structures of the Hsp70 (A), Hsp90 (B) and Hsp100 (C) genes are shown in the
middle panel. Green boxes represent exons and black lines represent introns.

3.4. Expression Patterns of Eggplant Hsf and Hsp Genes

To examine the heat response for Hsfs and Hsps in eggplant, an RNA sequencing
profile (data not shown) in leaves of thermosensitive line 05-1 and thermotolerant line 05-4,
at 0 and 6 h after HS treatment, was used. Hsf and Hsp genes were selected according to
annotations and their expression profiles were analyzed. We analyzed the transcription
levels of 18 Hsf, 25 sHsp, 6 Hsp60, 18 Hsp70, 11 Hsp90 and 6 Hsp100 genes in the leaves. As
shown in Figure 3, for the thermosensitive line 05-1, 16 genes (89%) of the Hsf family were
upregulated and two members, SmHsfA4e and SmHsfB3, were downregulated under HS
conditions, which were more than in the thermotolerant line 05-4, in which 17 Hsf genes
(94%) were upregulated by HS and only SmHsfA8 was downregulated. In contrast to line
05-1, SmHsfA4e and SmHsfB3 were strongly induced in treated 05-4 leaves. In the leaves
of the thermotolerant line 05-4, among the upregulated members, the expression levels of
most A (A1a, A1b, A3, A4a, A4b, A4d, A4e, A5, A6a and A6b), B1 and B2a were higher
than those of other members under HS.
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Figure 3. Expression analysis of eggplant Hsf and Hsp genes. Raw data were from RNA-seq data,
in response to HS treatment in 05-1 and 05-4 leaves. HS treatment: 42 ◦C for 6 h; 05-1: eggplant
thermosensitive line; 05-4: eggplant thermotolerant line.

A strong response to HS in all of the 25 sHsp genes from both lines (05-1 and 05-4)
was observed, in which a majority of these genes were upregulated and only Sm15.6-sHsp
and Sm15.8-sHsp were downregulated. After high-temperature treatment, the expression
of SmHsp60-1, SmHsp60-2, SmCpn60-a2 and SmCpn60-b3 was increased in the two inbred
lines, while SmHsp60-4 and SmCpn60-b3 was increased in 05-4 and no significant difference
could be observed in 05-1. Among the 18 Hsp70 genes, the expression was remarkably
changed in response to heat treatment in the thermosensitive 05-1 and thermotolerant
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05-4 leaves and these genes were upregulated in both plants. Among these upregulated
genes, the expression quantity of SmHsp70-1, SmcpHsp70-2 and SmHsp70-BIP4 was higher
in 05-4, compared with 05-1. However, SmHsp70-14 and SmHsp70-15 were increased
in the thermotolerant line, but decreased in the thermosensitive line. Considering the
Hsp90 genes, the expression levels of most genes (SmHsp90-1.3, SmHsp90-1.4, SmHsp90-1.5,
SmHsp90-2.3, SmHsp90-5, SmHsp90-6, SmHsp9-7.1 and SmHsp90-7.2) were increased and
only SmHsp90-2.2 and SmHsp90-4.3 were downregulated in the two lines. Among the
upregulated Hsp90 genes, gene expression levels of six genes in 05-4 were obviously higher
than in 05-1. After heat treatment, SmHsp100-ClpB1, SmHsp100-ClpB2, SmHsp100-ClpB3,
SmHsp100-ClpD1 and SmHsp100-ClpX2 expressions in the two lines were significantly
increased. Among these genes, SmHsp100-ClpB1, SmHsp100-ClpB3 and SmHsp100-ClpX2
showed higher expression in 05-4 than in 05-1, but SmHsp100-ClpB2 was more abundant in
the thermosensitive line.

3.5. Validation of Hsf and Hsp Gene Expression Levels by qRT-PCR

To verify the accuracy of the transcriptome sequencing, the expressions of 12 randomly
selected genes were validated using quantitative real-time RT-PCR (qRT-PCR). The results
showed that the expression pattern of each tested gene was similar to that of the transcrip-
tome sequencing and the increase rate of all these Hsf and Hsp genes in the thermotolerant
line 05-4 were significantly higher than those in thermosensitive line 05-1 (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Comparison of transcripts expression results from RNA-seq and qRT-PCR analysis. Abscissa: Sample number;
the ordinate (left): the relative expression of gene validated using qRT-PCR, represented by bar chart; coordinates (right):
RPKM value obtained from the transcriptome sequencing, represented by triangle scatter diagram.

4. Discussion

Many studies have suggested that Hsfs and Hsps play central roles in plant develop-
mental and defense processes [29,30]. Benefiting from genome availability, the functions
of the Hsf and Hsp family genes have been characterized in many plants. Although Hsfs
and Hsps exist in all living organisms, their numbers vary in different plants. There are
22 Hsfs in Arabidopsis, 25 Hsfs in rice [18], 30 Hsfs in maize [20], 25 Hsfs in pepper [31]
and 52 Hsfs in soybean [32]. Compared to the 27 sHsp genes in Arabidopsis [33], there are
35, 51 and 27 sHsp genes in pepper [31], soybean [34] and Chinese cabbage [35], respec-
tively. Previous studies have identified 18 Hsp70 genes in Arabidopsis and 32 genes in
rice [36]. The grapevine genome contains at least seven genes encoding members of the
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Hsp90 super family [37]. Zhang et al. (2015) reported 28 Hsf, 37 sHsp, 28 Hsp60, 20 Hsp70
and 5 Hsp100 genes in the poplar genome [19]. However, with the limited investigations
into the molecular mechanism of heat tolerance, little is known about the Hsf family in
eggplant.

In the present study, we identified 24 Hsf genes, 39 sHsp genes, 21 Hsp60 genes,
30 Hsp70 genes, 17 Hsp90 genes and 10 Hsp100 genes based on the eggplant genome
(Table 1). Although the total number of Hsf and Hsp genes was similar to that of Ara-
bidopsis [18,38–40], rice [18,41] and tomato [42], the members of some specific Hsf and
Hsp subclasses in eggplant were different from the other three species. Two members
were identified that belonged to subclass HsfC2 in rice, while no eggplant Hsf members
were classified into subclass HsfC2 and the same events were also observed in Arabidop-
sis thaliana [18] and pepper [31]. Rice is the model plant use for the monocot lineage
and we inferred that the gene duplications led to the unique HsfC2 subclass in monocot
species [17,42], which was the most marked difference between monocots and eudicots.
In contrast, similar to tomato and Arabidopsis thaliana [18,43], eggplant also has members
that were partitioned into the HsfA6 subclass, but no rice Hsf members were classified
into subclass HsfA6 [44]. This finding suggested that Hsf genes were doubled and gained
new functions during the evolution of the eggplant genome. Another interesting observa-
tion was that the subclass HsfA9 had 1 member in eggplant, compared with 4 members
in pepper [31] and Eucalyptos grandis (Myrtaceae) contained at least 17 closely related
HsfA9-encoding genes [17], suggesting a gene loss event during the evolutionary process of
eggplant. However, there were two HsfA4 subclass genes in eggplant, more than in pepper
CaHsfA4, which showed that some Hsfs might have the similar functions, as in maize [20].
The reasons for the increase in the HsfA9 genes need further investigation.

The phylogenetic analysis revealed that eggplant Hsf and Hsp members were more
closely related to those from tomato than to those from Arabidopsis, which was consistent
with the fact that both eggplant and tomato are members of the Solanaceae family [45].
Based on the previous analysis of the evolution of Hsfs and Hsps in Chinese cabbage [21,35],
rice [46] and soybean [47], Hsf and Hsp genes essentially cover all the subfamilies and are
relatively stable and conserved in the evolutionary process of eggplant and most of the Hsf
and Hsp gene families were closely related to the evolutionary species.

Divergences in coding regions, particularly those that change the function of the gene,
reflect amino acid altering substitutions and/or alterations in exon–intron structure [19].
The differences in intron and exon structure play important roles in the evolution of family
genes. Structural analyses showed that the eggplant Hsf genes contained 0–7 introns and
there were significant differences in the intron length; similar results were also obtained
in cucumber [48], rice [49] and chickpea [50], but this result was different from that of
pepper [31], for which all members have one intron. The number of introns of the Hsp gene
family members in eggplant also showed differences, similar to the results of previous
studies on poplar sHsp, Hsp60, Hsp70 and Hsp100 [19]. Qiao (2015), researching the pear Hsf
and Guo (2015), researching the pepper Hsp20, showed a lack of conserved motifs among
all the family genes and none of these genes contained the whole sequence, consistent with
the eggplant Hsfs and Hsps in the present study [31,51]. We speculated that the deletion of
introns and domains leads to structural changes during evolution, leading to functional
diversity in Hsf and Hsp genes in eggplant; however, this theory needs experimental
confirmation.

Hsfs, as transcriptional activators of Hsps, cooperate with Hsps to form a network
responding to various stresses. These factors play a broad role in the tolerance to multiple
environmental stress treatments apart from heat stress [52,53]. The comprehensive analysis
of the expression for individual Hsf and Hsp members under HS was necessary for further
functional analyses in plant thermotolerance [23,54]. The present study showed that
most members of the eggplant sHsp, Hsp60, Hsp70, Hsp90 and Hsp100 families were
induced by HS treatment in lines 05-1 and 05-4 and only a few members were significantly
downregulated. Several studies have indicated that the expression and accumulation of
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heat shock proteins and heat shock transcription factors can enhance the thermostability
of tomato [55], wheat [56] and rice [57]. Hsfs are activated under HS conditions and
subsequently bind the HSE elements of the promoters of the Hsp genes to regulate the
expression of downstream Hsp genes [17]. The accumulation of the Hsps effectively reduces
the damage from HS and enhances thermotolerance by binding denaturing proteins and
preventing them from irreversible aggregation [58]. Thus far, only sHsp has been shown to
play a major role in improving plant thermotolerance in the form of molecular chaperones
and cell membrane stabilizing factors [59]. However, the specific mechanisms of other
Hsp genes are less well established. Previous studies have shown that the response of
plants to high temperature was a quantitative trait controlled by multiple genes; some
normal genes were closed and some stress tolerance-related genes were induced under
high-temperature stress, thus altering plant morphogenesis, physiological functions and
biochemical and molecular structures, which in turn influenced the growth of plants [60].
In addition, heat shock proteins are different from other stress proteins and have their own
unique characteristics. In the present study, Hsps (sHsp, Hsp60, Hsp70, Hsp90 and Hsp100)
showed species diversity, universal distribution and instantaneous response and structural
conservation. For example, the synthesis of heat shock protein was fast, beginning between
the first few minutes and tens of minutes and the expression lasted for up to several hours,
occasionally continuing for 12 or more hours (Figure 4). Similar results were also observed
in poplar [19] and grape [61].

In Arabidopsis, there are four members of the HsfA1 family, A1a, A1b, A1c and
A1d [62]. Studies have shown that HsfA1a can directly sense heat stress and become acti-
vated and the same treatments also induced the binding to Hsp18.2 and Hsp70 promoters,
as examined by chromatin immunoprecipitation [63]. Overexpressing HsfA1a enhances di-
verse stress tolerance by promoting stress-induced Hsp18.2 and Hsp70 gene expression [64].
In addition, AtHsfA1 was also related to drought stress [65] and programmed cell death [66].
Thus, in eggplant, HsfA1 may also play a similar function to AtHsfA1 and simultaneously
communicate with Hsps. Increasing evidence suggests that Hsp is one of the most important
heat stress proteins regulated by Hsf and is the material basis of the response of plant cells
to high temperature damage [67–69]. Once exposed to high temperature, most of Hsf and
Hsp genes in eggplant were induced to express rapidly and the expression level of these
genes in the thermotolerant line was much higher than that in the thermosensitive line.
Therefore, the Hsf–Hsp involved protein degradation pathway is also the main pathway
of eggplant response to high temperature stress and may play an important role in the
production of heat-tolerance in eggplant. The results provide a foundation for further func-
tional research of these genes in eggplant, which could potentially be useful for elucidating
the mechanism of thermotolerance in eggplant, even in other solanaceous plants.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, 24 Hsf genes and 117 Hsp genes (including sHsp, Hsp60, Hsp70
and Hsp100) were identified from the eggplant genome. The phylogeny, gene structure,
expression profiles and heat stress responses of these genes were analyzed. The total
number of Hsf and Hsp genes of eggplant was similar to that of Arabidopsis, tomato
and rice, covering all the subfamilies, and the gene structure and motif composition
were relatively stable and conserved in the evolutionary process. SmHsf genes, as key
transcriptional activators of Hsp genes, regulated different subfamilies of Hsps in eggplant.
Most of Hsf and Hsp genes are highly induced by HS in eggplant leaves, which indicated
these genes participate in the response to heat stress. The expression levels of these
genes in the thermotolerant line were enhanced significantly higher than those of in the
thermosensitive line under HS in eggplant, which may be the main reason for strong
thermotolerance in thermotolerant eggplant. According to the above results, it is expected
to evaluate the thermotolerance of different eggplant resources by analyzing the expression
change of specific Hsf and Hsp genes under HS and even the thermotolerance of other
solanaceae species resources. The present study was undertaken to establish a solid
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foundation for functional research on the eggplant Hsf and Hsp gene families and broaden
our understanding of the mechanism of thermotolerance mediated by Hsf and Hsp genes
in solanaceous plants.
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Abstract: Allelopathy is an ecological phenomenon in which organisms interfere with each other. As a
management strategy in agricultural systems, allelopathy can be mainly used to control weeds, resist
pests, and disease and improve the interaction of soil nutrition and microorganisms. Volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) are allelochemicals volatilized from plants and have been widely demonstrated
to have different ecological functions. This review provides the recent advance in the allelopathic
effects of VOCs on plants, such as growth, competition, dormancy, resistance of diseases and insect
pests, content of reactive oxygen species (ROS), enzyme activity, respiration, and photosynthesis.
VOCs also participate in plant-to-plant communication as a signaling substance. The main methods
of collection and identification of VOCs are briefly summarized in this article. It also points out the
disadvantages of VOCs and suggests potential directions to enhance research and solve mysteries
in this emerging area. It is necessary to study the allelopathic mechanisms of plant VOCs so as to
provide a theoretical basis for VOC applications. In conclusion, allelopathy of VOCs released by
plants is a more economical, environmentally friendly, and effective measure to develop substantial
agricultural industry by using the allelopathic effects of plant natural products.

Keywords: allelochemicals; VOCs properties; VOCs action; VOCs detection; green agriculture

1. Introduction

The concept of “allelopathy” was first proposed by Austrian scientist Hans Molisch
in 1937 and mainly referred to the chemical relationship of plant interaction. Allelopathy
is an ecological phenomenon and plays an important role in the ecological adaptation
of plants [1,2]. The allelopathic effects have both positive and negative effects. Various
studies have reported the advantages of allelopathic effects in agricultural systems, such
as weed control [3–6], inhibition of pests [7–10], disease [11,12], improvement of soil
nutrition [13,14], and microbial interactions [15,16]. Ultimately, allelopathy of most plants
has effect on plant growth [10,17,18]. Plants can synthesize various secondary metabolites
during growth and development. Plant VOCs vary by species, and they are related to the
abundance of neighboring plant species and plant species composition [19,20]. These sec-
ondary metabolites can be beneficial or harmful to other organisms when stored or released
into the environment, such as secondary metabolites stored in plants that can prevent ani-
mal feeding and microbial infestation, while volatiles released into the air can attract insect
pollinators [21]. Plants communicate with organisms in the environment through VOCs,
thereby achieving a wide range of ecological functions, such as affecting their growth,
development, defense, reproduction, and life cycle [22]. In 1984, allelopathy was defined as
“any direct or indirect harmful effect by one plant (including microorganisms) on another
through production of chemical compounds released into the environment” by Rice [23].
These products of secondary metabolism, called allelochemicals, can be found in any organ
of the plant (leaves, stems, flowers, seeds, fruits, and/or roots) and can be released from
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the producing plant by different routes: volatilization, foliar leaching, root exudations, and
decomposition of plant residue (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The allelopathy pathways of plants.

VOCs are secondary metabolites volatilized by plants and ubiquitous allelochemicals
of plants [24]. Shikimate/phenylalanine, the mevalonic acid (MVA), the methylerythritol
phosphate (MEP), and lipoxygenase (LOX) pathways are the four main synthesis pathways
of VOCs, and plants can synthesize and release various VOCs including terpenoids, phenyl-
propanoids/benzenoids, and fatty acid derivatives [25]. The VOCs released by these plants
often have different ecological functions, such as chemical communication, kin recognition,
attracting or repelling insects, and many other effects [21,26–29]. Although the researches
of plants VOCs are mainly aboveground some chemical signal, more and more studies
show that VOCs also play an integral part in belowground plant–plant interactions [30].
In fact, the phenomenon that plants release allelochemicals through the volatile pathway
has been noticed for a long time. One of the first empirical studies of allelopathy involving
VOCs was researched by Molisch, who found that VOCs released by apples and pears
could inhibit potato germination [31]. VOCs have been widely demonstrated to defend
primarily against herbivorous insects [32,33], microbes, and pathogens [34–36], thereby
reducing extreme environmental stress [37,38] and promoting nutritional acquisition [11].
Muller et al. [39] researched the volatiles of annual grassland species in Salvia leucophylla
Greene and Artemisia californica communities, and this revealed that volatile allelochem-
icals had the interspecific allelopathic effects on the woody herbaceous plants, which
would negatively affected the recipient plant species [40,41] and changed soil microor-
ganisms [42,43]. Besides, in addition to VOCs released from plant shoots, root volatiles
may also have allelopathic effects on neighboring plants; for example, VOCs from big
sagebrush (Artemisia tidentata Nutt.) root inhibited seed germination of wild tobacco (Nico-
tiana attenuata) [44]. Most allelochemicals produced by plant roots are considered as “root
exudates” [45], but the few allelochemicals released by volatilization of roots are called
VOCs, which play an important ecological role in the soil ecosystem and have not been
studied thoroughly [46,47].

Allelopathy has received high attention and become one of the central scientific
problems in ecology [48]. Allelopathy is forming an independent scientific system, and we
are conducting in-depth and extensive research from both theoretical and practical aspects.
VOCs released by plants are one of the main ways to achieve allelopathic effects. It is a more
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economical, environmentally friendly, and effective measure to use the allelopathic effect of
plant natural products to develop the agricultural production [49]. Several excellent reviews
have summarized the relevant research on potential applications of VOCs [20,22,49], but
the studies on allelopathy of plants VOCs have not been systematically reviewed and
reported. VOCs are a kind of natural and environmentally friendly chemical substances
that volatilize from plants and are used as natural herbicides and fungicides to protect
neighboring plants from stress and increase crop yields [49]. We think VOCs have a much
broader range of the potential applications. So, in this context, study on the allelopathy
of VOCs is particularly important to the future development of green agriculture. The
review mainly focuses on the recent studies of allelopathy of plants VOCs, regarding
resisting diseases and preventing pests of plant, impacting on competition (inhibiting weed
hazards), breaking dormancy, regulating plant growth, affecting reactive oxygen species
(ROS) content and enzyme activity, modulating plant respiration and photosynthesis, and
their role as a signal conducting substance. We present the evidence from the references to
illustrate these roles to deepen the understanding of allelopathy of plants VOCs.

2. Allelopathy of VOCs of Plants

With the increasing attention of experts on the allelopathy of volatile, the potential
role of VOCs in agriculture has been gradually discovered. The allelopathy of VOCs on
plants are summarized based on existing research, which involved the main allelopathy of
plant VOCs. (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The main allelopathy of plants VOCs. (Note: This figure is widely inspired and adapted from Brilli et al.
(2019) [49]).

2.1. VOCs and Plants Growth

Numerous results showed that VOCs have an effect on plant cell growth and differen-
tiation [50–53], such as diallyl disulfide (DADS) of garlic VOCs, which can affect mitotic
activity and cell length of tomato roots by impacting on cell division, endogenous plant
hormone levels, expansin gene expression, and sulfate assimilation and glutathione (GSH)
metabolism [53,54].
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Similarly, many studies confirm that plant volatiles can inhibit seed germination and
the growth of root and seedling [50,55–60]. β-terpineol, linalool, eugenol, and tetradecanoic
acid are the VOCs released from tomato (Solanum lycopersicon Mill.) foliage, and they could
inhibit seed germination of the tropical plant Amaranthus mangostanus L. [55]. The brassica
species exude allelochemicals, which are glucosinolates [61] that could break down into
several biological action compounds, such as isothiocyanates, which have biologically
active and inhibit germination and growth of exposed plant species [57,62]. VOCs released
from pine needles and the roots of Pinus halepensis L. mainly inhibited the seed germination
and root growth of two herbaceous target species Lactuca sativa L. and Linum strictum
L. [63]. VOCs affect plant growth, mainly to change plant morphology and reduce plant
biomass. Therefore, seed germination, seedling root length, and seedling height are often
used as intuitive indicators to evaluate allelopathy. Low concentrations of DADS promoted
the growth of cucumber roots and induce elongation of the main roots by up-regulating
the expression of CsCDKA and CsCDKB genes and regulating the hormone balance of
the roots [64]. The VOCs released by Atriplex cana Ledeb. (Amaranthaceae) significantly
inhibited seedling growth of Amaranthus retroflexus L. and Poa annua L., and 5 μg/mL
essential oil completely inhibited the seed germination of A. retroflexus, Medicago sativa
L., P. annua, and Echinochloa crusgalli L. [65]. Besides, Effah et al. found that plant VOCs
mediate multiple ecological networks, and they may mediate the allelopathic effects of
the germination or growth of competitors seeds [66]. Monoterpenoids are considered as
effective inhibitors of seed germination and seedling growth [67,68].

VOCs affect plant growth, mainly to inhibit plant growth, but some studies have
found that VOCs have dual effects on germination and plant growth, both promoting and
inhibiting; for example, Arroyo et al. found that volatile chemicals from Artemisia herba-alba
Asso. inhibited the germination of Pinus halepensis Mill. seeds, promoted the growth of P.
halepensis seedlings, and reduced the root biomass of Salsola vermiculata L. seedlings [69].
VOCs also have an effect on plants growth direction. Runyon et al. found that Cuscuta
pentagona seedlings were favored by not only the growth of host tomato plants, but also
the direction of tomato VOCs [70]. The extracted VOCs of tomato and wheat were placed
on both sides of C. pentagona seedlings, and the C. pentagona seedlings continued to grow
in the direction of tomato VOCs. It was also found that β-phellandrene and β-myrcene of
tomato VOCs could significantly attract the growth of C. pentagona seedlings.

2.2. VOCs and Weed Control

Allelopathy gain extensive attention in biological weed control [3–6,71]. Boydston
et al. [3] found that mustard seed meal has the potential for weed control in organic
production systems. The release of volatile organic compounds from the leaves can cause
allelopathic effects and damage the growth of other competitive plants [72]. The allelopathy
of the volatile allelochemicals may perform a vital part in inhibiting the competitive ability
of weed species, be one of the alternatives to control weed infestation, and it has excited
the greatest interest [67,73–75]. Therefore, the best way to control weeds is to use the
crops’ own competition and allelopathy. Wei et al. reported that the volatile oil released by
Atriplex cana Ledeb. significantly inhibited the growth of seedlings of four weed species,
including Amaranthus retroflexus L. and Poa annua L., and it had a high value for further use
as a biological herbicide [65].

Brassicas produce the allelochemicals glucosinolates throughout their plant parts and
released them into the environment by volatilization [76]. In the natural environment,
glucosinolates are broken down into several compounds, and the most important com-
pound of them is isothiocyanate [77], which can inhibit the growth and development of
plant or weed [78]. Digitaria sanguinalis is a common non-irrigated weed that severely
affects crop yields. Pardo-Muras et al. showed that the oxygenated monoterpenes in
VOCs produced and released by both Ulex europaeus and Cytisus scoparius inhibited the
germination and early growth of two weeds, A. retroflexus and D. sanguinalis [79]. Many
studies have reported that in addition to independent effects of VOCs, VOCs also have
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synergistic or antagonistic effects. These synergistic and antagonistic effects lead to the
final allelopathy [80,81].

Besides, VOCs from invasive species can also reduce interspecific performance and
improve the performance of invasive species [82]. VOCs might also be perceived by
neighboring plants to adjust their defensive phenotype according to the present risk of
attack. Allelochemicals as natural herbicide have an attractive prospect, and some plants
may be expected to develop into a new generation of herbicides or fungicides.

2.3. VOCs and Plants Dormancy

Dormancy is a physiological state in which plants respond to stress [83]. DADS is
considered as main allelochemical of VOCs in garlic [53]. Hosoki et al. reported that
the sulfur-containing compounds from garlic VOCs could break the bud dormancy in
some corms, tubers, and ornamental trees [84,85]. Kubota et al. found that exposure to
volatile diallyl disulfides and trisulfides was the most effective treatment to promote the
bud break of single-bud cuttings of “Kyoho” (Vitis vinifera × labruscana Bailey) [86]. So,
the allelochemicals in garlic that break the dormancy of vine buds are sulfur compounds,
particularly DADS. In addition to DADS, more and more studies can prove that VOCs
can affect plant dormancy. In a recent study, Shukla et al. studied the breaking dormancy
of potato tubers effects on 20 essential oils from medicinal and aromatic plants [87]. The
essential oils could induce or inhibit the sprouting process of potato tubers by altering the
accumulation of reducing sugars, ethylene production, and expression of genes, thereby
affecting the dormancy of plants [87]. Besides, eugenol from clove essential oil and carvone
from caraway and dill essential oils have been reported to inhibit potato tubers sprout-
ing [88–90]. The results showed that the essential oils of lemon grass and clove were the
most effective VOCs for breaking dormancy and inducing germination of potato tubers.
The oils of palmarosa and ajwain inhibited the sprout of potato tubers [87]. Owolabi
et al. found the essential oils of Lippia multiflora, Cymbopogon citratus, and Zingiber officinale
could control potato tubers dormancy [91]. They are suitable for application as sprout
suppressants. At present, there are few studies on the effects of VOCs on plant dormancy,
and the specific mechanism of action needs to be studied in the future.

2.4. VOCs and the Inhibition of Plants Diseases and Insect Pests
2.4.1. Inhibition of Plants Disease

VOCs not only have an inhibitory effect on plants, but also on pathogenic bacteria. A
number of experimental trials showed that leaves’ VOCs inhibited germination and the
growth of plant pathogens and had stronger activity than commercial fungicides [92–94].
The essential oil of oregano triggers the expression of hundreds of genes involved in the
grapevine immune system, so it can prevent Plasmopara viticola infection in grapevine
(Vitis Vinifera) and primes plant immunity mechanisms [95]. The inhibition rate of volatile
allelochemicals from leaves of Ocimum adscendens to 29 different kinds of mycelium was
over 98%, and the inhibition rate of mycelium growth of Aspergillus reached 100%; es-
pecially, the activity of A. lavus was 10~100 times higher than another five commercial
fungicides [96]. Chaturvedi et al. found that volatiles released by Adenocalymma allicea
could effectively control leaf spot in rice and kill the pathogenic fungus Drechslera oryzae.
When volatile oil obtained from A.alicea plants compared with the activity of the synthetic
fungicides blitox-50 and m-45, the activity of volatile oil to D. oryzae was up to four times
higher than those synthetic fungicides [97]. In particular, this volatile oil had no harmful
effect on the growth and development of rice seedlings. The volatile oil released from
the leaves of the same genus Ocimum basilicum also inhibited the growth of other fungal
mycelia by more than 85%, and the dosage was only 1/4 of the commercial fungicide [98].
Therefore, using VOCs to replace commercial fungicide is no longer a dream. Phenols
are a kind of allelochemicals that have been concerned and studied. Eugenol is an impor-
tant class of phenolic allelochemicals. Cloves have a long history of use, and the main
volatile component eugenol has a strong inhibitory effect on fungi and bacteria [99,100].
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In a recent study, Quintana-Rodriguez et al. performed a screening on the efficacy of
22 VOCs, which were known to be volatilized from infected plants leaves, against the fun-
gal pathogens Colletotrichum lindemuthianum, Fusarium oxysporum, and Botrytis cinerea. The
work results showed that nonanal, (+)-carvone, citral, trans-2-decenal, L-linalool, nerolidol,
and eugenol significantly inhibited the growth of the three fungal species, and eugenol had
the most active among them. Therefore, the VOCs of plants have the disease resistance
function [101].

In addition to eugenol, there are many VOCs that can also inhibit pathogens. DADS
is a volatile organosulfur compound derived from garlic (Allium sativum L.) bulbs, and
it is known as an allelochemical because of the potential allelopathy of garlic. A large
number of study results show that it has a strong inhibitory effect on a variety of pathogenic
bacteria [102]. In a recent study, Yang et al. demonstrated that the VOCs (DADS) from green
garlic (Allium sativum L.) increased the accumulation of H2O2 and the disease resistance
of cucumber [103]. Sekine et al. reported that other VOCs such as cuminaldehyde and
p-cymene also have been demonstrated to possession antifungal activity against B. cinerea,
F. oxysporum, Verticillium dahliae, and Alternaria mali [104]. According to the work of Mandal
and Mandal, linalool, a substance with antifungal and antioxidant potential, was found in
the volatile oil of coriander (Coriandrum sativum L.) [105].

2.4.2. Inhibition of Plants Insect Pests

Numerous studies showed that plants not only produce toxins and hormones directly
in response to insect feeding, but also release VOCs to attract predators [106,107]. A class
of VOCs produced as a response to herbivore attacking are mainly terpenoids, predomi-
nantly monoterpenoids, and sesquiterpenoids [107], and they benefited the host plant by
interacting with herbivores. For example, when the larva of Spodoptera exigua Hübner. were
feeding on corn, the corn released volatile terpenoids to attract the parasitic wasp, which
was the natural enemy of S. exigua. If it was not mechanically damaged, the corn did not
release VOCs to attract the natural enemy. Further studies found that the oral saliva of the
beet moth contained volicitin, when the beet moth bit corn, its messenger jasmonic acid
derivatives were activated by volicitin to release terpenoids to lure Cotesia marginiventris
Cresson [108]. Kessler and Baldwin found that wild tobacco could release VOCs to attract
mealoptera, the natural predators of caterpillars, when caterpillars ate them. Additionally,
the VOCs released by wild tobacco also could prevent caterpillars from laying eggs on the
leaves [21].

Under natural conditions, plants can also achieve effective control of related pests by
releasing volatile substances to attract natural enemies. It is confirmed that the indirect
chemical defense of plants by releasing VOCs to attract natural enemies is a chemical
relationship in nature. Ageratum conyzoides L. released volatile terpenoid into the air
by stalks, leaves, and flowers to attract predatory mites (Amblyseius SPP.) and maintain
their population density [26]. Predatory mites are the most effective natural enemies of
red mites (Panonychus citri). So, the population density of red mites was reduced [26].
Degenhardt et al. found that VOCs from corn root (E)-b-caryophyllene attracted insect-
killing nematodes to control a major pest [109]. Therefore, the sustainable control of pests
and diseases can be achieved through the natural chemical mechanisms that exist in the field
to regulate plant–organism interactions. As a natural fungicide, VOCs have no harmful
effect on plant growth and development, and using VOCs is a more environmentally
friendly and economical way to kill bacteria.

2.5. VOCs and Plants Respiration and Photosynthesis

Previous studies showed that allelochemical can affect plant respiration by interfering
in various stages of respiration, including the generation of carbon dioxide (CO2) by
electron transport, oxidative phosphorylation, and the activity of ATPase, and it has the
potential to inhibit plant growth and development [41,110,111]. VOCs released from the
leaves of A. tridentata Nutt. var. vaseyana and Sasa cernua Makino. inhibited the respiration
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of germinating seeds [110,112]. In fact, studies of allelopathy processes in shrubs in the
1960s found that volatile terpenes could reduce respiration in the young leaves of some
plants and increase respiration in mature leaves [113]. Similarly, terpenes in eucalyptus
volatile oil could affect target plants by inhibiting cellular respiration [114]. The influence
mechanism of these allelochemicals on plant respiration deserves more in-depth study.

In addition, photosynthesis plays an important role in realizing the energy conversion
in nature and maintains the carbon–oxygen balance in the atmosphere. The high concentra-
tion of allelochemicals involved in multiple metabolic steps may lead to the inhibition of
plant photosynthesis, or even block the mechanism of photosynthesis by inhibiting electron
receptors, energy coupling, or destroying photosynthetic pigments and enzymes [115].
Isoprene volatilized from the foliage of many woody species was thought to increase
the rate of photosynthesis by stabilizing thylakoid membranes, so that adjacent plants
could tolerate high temperatures [116]. Kaur et al. found the volatile oils α-Pinene and
1,8-cineole from Eucalyptus tereticornis Sm. could significantly reduce the respiration and
photosynthetic pigment content of Amaranthus viridis Linn. Seedlings; thereby, the negative
effects of the oil on photosynthetic machinery was explained [117]. These studies can
confirm that olefin compounds can affect the photosynthesis of plants. In addition, Tsubo
et al. found that exposure to low concentrations of the volatile chemicals released by A.
adamsii Besser stimulated the photosynthetic rates of Stipa krilovii Roshev [118]. The volatile
oil of Artemisia ordosica Krasch. inhibited the growth and photosynthesis of Palmellococcus
miniatus through oxidative damage [119]. Zhao et al. studied the effects of eucalyptol and
limonene, the main terpenoids in cyanobacteria VOCs on the photosynthetic capacity of
Chlorella vulgaris [120]. The results showed that the compounds could induce the degra-
dation of photosynthetic pigments and reduce the photosynthetic abilities of other algae.
These studies can confirm that VOCs have the ability to affect plant photosynthesis.

2.6. VOCs and Plants ROS Content and Enzymatic Activity

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) play a vital role in the plant defense against stresses.
The balance between ROS generation and scavenging is considered as paramount in cellular
homeostasis. In recent years, more and more attention has been paid to the effectiveness and
feasibility of monomer organic sulfide extracted from garlic as an anti-tumor drug, and the
research and development of monomer organic sulfide has become an important research
topic [121]. Similarly, DADS had an effect on the ROS content of plants. Yang et al. used
cucumber and garlic as test materials to study the allelopathy of VOCs from green garlic on
the scavenging of cucumber ROS [103]. The results showed that DADS, a volatile substance
in garlic, reduced superoxide anions and increased hydrogen peroxide accumulation in
cucumber seedlings. The effects of VOCs on antioxidant enzymatic activities were species
dependent. They can regulate the activity of antioxidant enzymes (SOD, CAT, and POD)
of cucumber seedlings in response to oxidative stress. VOCs released from Acacia dealbata
Link. leaves increased the activity of superoxide dismutase (SOD) and peroxidase (POD)
in L. multiflorum flowers, but decreased SOD activity in T. subterraneum [60]. The volatile
allelochemical myrcene rapidly induced ROS production and significantly increased the
activity of lipoxygenase (LOX) in rice roots [122]. In other cases, Mutlu et al. reported
that the aerial parts of Nepeta meyeri Benth. contained two volatile oils, Germacrene-d and
Caryophyllene oxide, and they could reduce the SOD activity of six weed species [123]. Jin
et al. reported that the essential oil such as carvacrol, cinnamaldehyde, perillaldehyde, and
linalool enhanced the SOD and POD activities of Chinese bayberries, and carvacrol had
the best effect [124].

2.7. VOCs and Plants Signal Transduction
2.7.1. Chemical Communications

Plants, similar to animals, do not exist in isolation. Plant individuals and populations
maintain population relationships and resist external stress through chemical communi-
cation. VOCs volatilized from some plants are involved in plant–plant communication.
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Through more than 20 years of research, it has been found that when plants were stressed
by insect feeding, microbial infection, and mechanical damage, they could use volatile
organic substances to carry out inter-chemical and intra-chemical chemical communica-
tion [125,126]. Plants sent VOCs signals under attack or stress, then neighboring plants
received these VOCs signals directly or indirectly to turn on the chemical defense mech-
anisms and produce phenolic alkaloids chemical defense compounds including directly
terpenoids and other defense substances. Indirect chemical defense the use of VOCs to
attract the natural enemies of pests, through the methods of predation and parasitism
to eliminate pests. For example, the VOCs signals released by injured A. tidentata could
induce direct chemical defense by protease inhibitors in Nicotiana attenuate, and the VOC
signals released by maize leaves when insects fed could induce plants to rapidly release
monoterpenoids that attracted insect predators for indirect defense [127,128]. Wild lima
bean quickly synthesized and secreted excess nectar to attract natural enemies after receiv-
ing VOC signals from plants that have been harmed by foraging [129]. In recent years,
more and more research has gone deep into the mechanism of action of these chemical com-
munication signaling molecules. Baldwin et al. [125] found when in response to the attack,
infested leaves released (E)-β-ocimene (typical signaling chemicals of volatile terpenoids)
to increase the resistance of un-infested leaves and induce the expression of defense-related
genes in neighboring un-infected leaves [130]. In future research, based on the clarification
of the biochemical and metabolic processes of the phytochemical signal substances that
have been discovered, the response mechanism of the recipient plants to these signal
substances should be further explored. Therefore, although the research of phytochemical
communication faces huge challenges, the clarification of phytochemical identification and
communication relationships will broaden the horizons of the interspecific and intraspecific
relationships of plants.

2.7.2. Plant Kin Recognition

Kin recognition is simply the ability of an individual to distinguish the relationship
between genetically close related kin and non-kin. The kin recognition of plants has very
important ecological and evolutionary significance. Increasing evidence shows that plants’
recognition of neighboring allogenous and heterogeneous plants is mostly mediated by
chemicals [131,132]. When plants are attacked by herbivores, they will emit volatile signals
to surrounding plants. Some plants, such as A. tidentata, suffered less damage than other
plants that receive volatile signals from non-self-wounds [133,134]. This shows that VOCs
play a role in plant self- and non-self-recognition. Because VOCs are the simplest and fastest
chemical signal that can send to neighboring plants, plant recognition of volatiles helps
plants to establish corresponding response strategies in the early stages of competition.
This can avoid wasting resources in the competition between self and relatives as much as
possible [130]. After a series of studies recently, although the kin recognition of plants is
ubiquitous, most studies show that some plants do not have kin recognition behaviors in
order to avoid meaningless competition [27,135–137]. Plants’ kin recognition has always
been a hot topic in the study of behavioral ecology and evolution. From the perspective of
genetic recognition, it is of great theoretical and practical significance to re-examine the
ecological interaction of individual crops and groups and the environment.

3. Method of VOCs Collection and Identification

The allelopathy of VOCs has attracted widespread attention in recent years and a
lot of research work has been done. With the advancement of organic separation and
identification technology and the participation of more and more experts, the collection
and identification technology of plants VOCs is no longer a difficult issue in research.

3.1. Collection of Plants VOCs

The volatiles mostly are organic compounds with a molecular weight between 100
and 200, such as hydrocarbons, alcohols, ketones, organic acids, nitrogen compounds, and
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organic sulfur [138]. Most of them have high chemical activity. Different collection methods
may directly affect the type and proportion of VOCs, so it is particularly important to
choose the appropriate method.

Traditional distillation collection techniques include steam distillation (SD), simul-
taneous distillation and solvent extraction (SDE), microwave-assisted hydrodistillation
extraction (MWHD), ultrasound-assisted extraction (USE), and solid-phase trapping sol-
vent extraction (SPTE). They have certain disadvantages in the isolation and purification
of chemical constituents from plants tissues, such as long extraction time, high volumes
solvent, and low efficiency [139]. In addition, many natural products are thermally unstable
and may degrade during thermal extraction or distillation.

The most mainstream approach is headspace solid-phase microextraction (HS-SPME).
It has some advantages over SD, SDE, and SPTE, such as rapid solvent-free extraction,
no apparent thermal degradation, less laborious manipulation and sample requirement,
and so on [140]. Moreover, due to the relatively low temperature and short headspace
solid-phase extraction time, the risk of thermal artifacts is extremely low compared to other
techniques [141]. Additionally, it is easy to standardize and fully integrate into the analysis
system [142]. Thus, HS-SPME is an ideal technology of plants’ VOC collection.

3.2. Identification of Plants VOCs

Identification of allelochemicals involves both quantitative and qualitative measure-
ment. Qualitative identification is the identification of the type and structure of the allelo-
chemicals. Qualitative identification involves methods such as gas chromatography (GC),
mass spectrometry (MS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), Fourier transform infrared
(FT-IR) spectroscopy, and many other methods [143–145]. These are the analysis methods
of VOCs, but the analytical difficulties and required instruments are completely different.
Quantitative identification means the determination of the concentration of allelochemicals
on the premise of clarifying the type of them. The method of chromatography is used
to detect the concentration of known substances. Different methods should be selected
for qualitative and quantitative identification, and the selection criteria are determined
according to the characteristics of VOCs.

The existing identification techniques include gas chromatography mass spectrometry
(GC-MS), high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), proton-transfer-reaction mass
spectrometry (PTR-MS), and so on. PTR-MS has the potential to sample VOCs on-line
and make quantitative analysis fast without any sample preparation [146,147]. The most
widely used of these identification techniques is GC-MS [148]. Although PTR-MS can better
achieve quantitative identification, most of the volatiles identified are preliminary [149].
GC-MS has a higher selectivity and sensitivity in the identification of VOCs and efficient
separation and identification of the analytes.

4. Conclusions

This review summarizes the allelopathy of VOCs of plants including growth, competi-
tion, dormancy, resistance of pests and diseases, respiration, photosynthesis, ROS content,
enzyme activity, and signaling. It also summarizes the main methods of collection and
identification of VOCs. The study of allelopathy is quite a complicated work, because it
involves a variety of disciplines such as chemistry, ecology, biology, microbiology, and
so on. Scientists in these fields need to work together to conduct research. The study of
allelopathy on plants VOCs is still a new field. Most of the researches still focus on the
expression of the allelopathic phenomenon, but the depth and breadth of them are far from
enough, such as the lack of research on allelopathy mechanisms of plants, the relationship
between chemical recognition and communication mechanisms and allelopathy mecha-
nisms, and so on. In recent years, we have seen more and more reports on VOCs. VOC
transmission, emission, and accumulation are also hot topics in research, which deserve
more research attention. There are still many issues that need to be further explored. Plant
VOCs deserve more research attention.
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5. Prospective

VOCs may have a wide range of potential allelopathic effects in agriculture. VOCs
can not only manage weeds and pests as natural substance, but also regulate plant growth,
competition, dormancy, respiration and photosynthesis, ROS content, enzyme activity, and
diseases resistance. The most important thing is that they come from plants and meet
our requirements for developing green agriculture. It has more economic value and is
a more environmentally friendly and effective measure to use the allelopathic effects of
plant natural products to develop agricultural industry. At the same time, there are some
limitations in using allelopathy of VOCs of plants; for example, in field trials, VOCs are
not easy to control. The volatilization of VOCs of plants is specific to species, cultivars,
genotypes, and organs, as well as environments. In fact, the release of VOCs by plants are
not single VOCs, but a complex mixture [150]. In agricultural production, the release of
plant VOCs is affected by environmental and meteorological conditions, such as wind speed
and direction, humidity and rain, and temperature, among others. These factors make the
release of VOCs difficult to control. Moreover, the concentration of VOCs in open field
experiments is often lower than in laboratory experiments. Therefore, the allelopathy of
plant VOCs in agricultural production is more suitable for an easily controlled greenhouse.

With the development of allelochemicals identification technology and the participa-
tion of more and more chemists, the identification of allelochemicals is no longer a difficult
problem in the study of allelopathy. However, the molecular mechanism of VOCs has
not been studied, and it is not yet clear how VOCs are perceived by plants, and little is
known about the dynamics of the active release pathway of VOCs of plants. Therefore, the
focus of future research is to explore the nature and regularity of plant VOCs allelopathy
and dynamic process of VOCs release, mainly to decipher the perception mechanism of
VOCs within plant tissues. Over the past ten years, a large number of studies have proved
that VOCs are involved in signal transduction among plants, and many allelochemicals
involved in chemical communication have been identified. Now the problem we are facing
is how the mechanism of chemical recognition and communication and the mechanism
of allelopathy interacts. The general and specific chemical identification and the research
on the identification and transfer mode of the communicating substance are urgent issues
to be solved. Because the VOCs of plants are not easy to control, identifying the natural
concentration of VOCs is also a major problem we face with.

At present, with increasing demands for environmental protection and sustainable
development, VOCs have a dominant position in agricultural development and will be-
come more competitive in the future, especially in the greenhouse. The theoretical research
and practical application of allelopathy of plants VOCs have profound significance for
sustainable development of agricultural production, for maintenance and improvement
of natural resources, and for the rational arrangement of rotation and intercropping, the
construction of efficient planting systems, and the improvement of natural resources’
utilization efficiency, for the construction of efficient planting systems and rational arrange-
ment of rotation and intercropping or controlling pests and weeds. Not only that, the
use of allelopathy of plant volatiles can also affect plant life activity by regulating plant
growth, dormancy, respiration and photosynthesis, ROS content, and enzyme activity, or
by the chemical communication between plants. In summary, the allelopathy of VOCs of
plants has inestimable potential in agricultural development. Based on this, it is of great
significance to develop and practice the application potential of allelopathy of plant VOCs.
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Abstract: Pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) is one of the most economically important crops worldwide.
Heat stress (HS) can significantly reduce pepper yield and quality. However, changes at a molecular
level in response to HS and the subsequent recovery are poorly understood. In this study, 17-03
and H1023 were identified as heat-tolerant and heat-sensitive varieties, respectively. Their leaves’
transcript abundance was quantified using RNA sequencing to elucidate the effect of HS and
subsequent recovery on gene expression. A total of 11,633 differentially expressed genes (DEGs)
were identified, and the differential expression of 14 randomly selected DEGs was validated using
reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction. Functional enrichment analysis revealed that
the most enriched pathways were metabolic processes under stress and photosynthesis and light
harvesting during HS and after recovery from HS. The most significantly enriched pathways of
17-03 and H1023 were the same under HS, but differed during recovery. Furthermore, we identified
38 heat shock factors (Hsps), 17 HS transcription factors (Hsfs) and 38 NAC (NAM, ATAF1/2, and
CUC2), and 35 WRKY proteins that were responsive to HS or recovery. These findings facilitate
a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying HS and recovery in different
pepper genotypes.

Keywords: pepper; transcriptomics; heat stress; transcription factor

1. Introduction

Pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) is an important member of the Solanaceae family and
is one of the most important spice and vegetable crops in many countries [1]. It is rich in
capsaicin, capsanthin, and vitamins, which can improve appetite and health [2]. Pepper
grows well in warm climates but is sensitive to high temperatures, with the suitable tem-
perature range for growth and development being 20–30 ◦C [3]. When the temperature
exceeds 35 ◦C, the plant will suffer from heat stress (HS) and show symptoms of high
temperature injury in the whole growth stage, which will adversely affect the plant mor-
phology, physiological and biochemical metabolic processes, and other aspects [3,4]. With
the intensification of the greenhouse effect, global temperatures have risen, impacting the
growth and development of crops and presenting a severe challenge for many agricultural
regions in the world, and leading to a drastic reduction in economic yields and quality [5].
Therefore, investigating the molecular mechanisms underlying the response of pepper to
HS is imperative for developing varieties that are better adapted to more hostile conditions.

HS affects plant cell structure, protein denaturation, and lipid transport, resulting in
the destruction of the plasma membrane structure and the death of specific cells or tissues.
HS causes plant transpiration water loss, decreased photosynthetic rate, and abnormal
metabolism, which affect the growth and development of plants [4]. Photosynthesis is a
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very heat-sensitive physiological process and is easily inhibited by HS, affecting almost
all photosynthetic processes, including photosystem II, photosystem I, electron transport
chain, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis, and carbon fixation [6,7]. In addition to the
decrease in net photosynthetic efficiency and photosystem activity, reactive oxygen species
(ROS) accumulate, resulting in the destruction of D1 protein and antenna pigment in
serious cases, and thus reducing the ability of plants to absorb and utilize light energy and
sequester carbon [8,9]. Additionally, ROS accumulation caused by HS in plants results in
oxidative damage to cells. High temperatures cause metabolic imbalances and production
of ROS in plants, which aggravate lipid peroxidation and protein denaturation of the
cell membrane, thus affecting the structure and function of biofilms; severe cases can
lead to cell damage and plant death [10]. High temperatures also greatly effect plant
metabolism; for example, most of the genes in the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway of
eggplant are induced and downregulated under high temperatures, resulting in a decrease
in anthocyanin accumulation [11]. Many abiotic stresses, including HS, directly or indirectly
affect the synthesis, concentration, metabolism, transport, and storage of sugars. As a
potential signal molecule, soluble sugars interact with light, nitrogen, and abiotic stresses
to regulate plant growth and development [12–14].

Thermal signal perception and transduction are important parts of plant stress resis-
tance, involving a number of signal transduction pathways, including calcium-dependent
protein kinases (CDPKs) and mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK/MPKs), signal
molecules (such as ROS), and plant hormones, which play important roles in various
cellular signaling networks, by transmitting extracellular stimuli to generate intracellular
responses. Thermal signal perception and transduction actively regulate gene expression
and protein function under various stresses and ultimately cause adaptation to environ-
mental stresses [15–19]. For example, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated SlMAPK3 tomato mutants
were more heat-tolerant than wild-type plants, showing less plant wilting and membrane
damage, a lower ROS content, higher antioxidant enzyme activities, and higher transcrip-
tional levels [20]. The heat-induced 47 kD MBP-phosphorylated protein SlMPK1 negatively
regulates the heat tolerance of tomato by mediating antioxidant protection and redox
metabolism; SlSPRH1, a protein homolog rich in serine and proline, is the target protein of
SlMPK1 and can be phosphorylated by SlMPK1. Overexpression of SlSPRH1 reduces the
heat tolerance and antioxidant capacity of plants and is related to SlSPRH1 phosphoryla-
tion. The SlMPK1-SlSPRH1 module negatively regulates the high-temperature signal in the
high-temperature response process and cooperates with the antioxidant stress system [21].
Evidence shows that HS is accompanied by a certain degree of oxidative stress, and there is
a crosstalk between the signals of heat and oxidative stresses. A study showed that H2O2
erupts after a short period of time under HS, owing to the activity of NADPH oxidase [22].
This outbreak was related to the induction of HS response genes [23]. H2O2 or menadione
pretreatment can also improve heat tolerance in plants [24]. BZR1, the key regulator of
brassinoid (BR) response, regulates the HS response of tomato through RBOH1-dependent
ROS signaling; at least in part through the regulation of FER2 and FER3 [25].

Plant heat shock transcription factors (Hsfs) are important regulatory factors of signal
transduction, which mediate the transcription of heat shock factors (HSPs) and other HS-
induced genes [26]. HsfA1a regulates the initial response, and HsfA1a and HsfB1 are constitu-
tively expressed at a steady-state low abundance of mRNA. Under HS, the accumulation of
HsfA2 mRNA and protein is strongly induced, and HsfA2 becomes the most abundant Hsf,
regulating heat tolerance during recovery or after repeated HSs [27–29]. Under non-stress
conditions, overexpression of HsfB1 stimulates the co-activation of HsfB1, which promotes
the accumulation of HS-related proteins and enhances heat tolerance [30,31]. Hsps are
regulated by Hsfs, including Hsp100/ClpB, Hsp90/HtpG, Hsp70/DnaK, Hsp60/GroEL, and
small Hsp (sHsp), which are generally considered to be important molecular chaperones
for maintaining and/or restoring protein homeostasis, which plays a vital role in plant
survival under HS [32,33]. In addition to Hsfs, other large families of transcription factors
in plants are also involved in HS responses, such as WRKY, bZIP, MYB, and NAC. As a
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downstream negative regulator of the H2O2-mediated HS response, CaWRKY27 prevents
improper responses during HS and recovery [3]. CabZIP63, a member of the bZIP family in
pepper, directly or indirectly regulates the expression of CaWRKY40 at the transcriptional
and post-transcriptional levels and forms a positive feedback loop with CaWRKY40 during
the response of pepper to ralstonia solanacearum inoculation or high temperature–high
humidity [34]. Overexpression of SlAN2 induced the upregulation of the expression of
several structural genes in the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway and caused anthocyanin
accumulation in tomato, which enhanced the tolerance to HS [35].

In nature, when plants are subjected to HS, their ability to recover is important, as
the stronger the ability to recover, the faster the plant can restore their metabolic balance
and maintain their normal growth. However, the regulatory molecular mechanisms and
networks of pepper have not yet been reported. Therefore, in this study, we performed
transcriptome analysis of the heat-tolerant variety 17-03 and the heat-sensitive variety
H1023 during HS recovery, to identify candidate genes that had altered transcription levels
in the pepper leaves. Collectively, our findings provide a theoretical basis for the cultivation
of high-quality, heat-resistant varieties.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials and Heat Treatments

Two pepper varieties, heat-tolerant 17-03 and heat-sensitive H1023, were obtained
from the Hubei Key Laboratory of Vegetable Germplasm Enhancement and Genetic Im-
provement, Hubei Academy of Agricultural Sciences, for transcriptome analysis. Seeds
were sown in 50-hole trays and grown in a growth chamber under cool white fluores-
cent lights (approximately 200 μmol/m2/s) at 25 ± 2 ◦C with a photoperiod of 16 h
light/8 h dark and 70–80% relative humidity. At two weeks, seedlings with uniform
growth were transplanted to plastic pots (10 × 10 × 10 cm), containing peat, vermiculite,
and soil (v/v/v = 1:1:1), until they reached the stage of 6–8 true leaves. For heat treatment,
seedlings were well watered and cultivated at 42 ◦C for 3 d before recovering at 25 ◦C
for 1 d. The control seedlings were placed at 25 ◦C for 4 d. The lighting conditions and
humidity were not changed. The first fully expanded leaf from the top of each plant
was sampled from eight seedlings (three replicates) in the control and treatment groups.
All samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 ◦C for RNA
sequencing. The samples were named CK1 (HT1_1-HT1_3) (control group of 17-03), T1
(HT2_1-HT2_3) (heat treatment group of 17-03), M1 (HT3_1-HT3_3) (recovered group of
17-03), CK2 (HS1_1-HS1_3) (control group of H1023), T2 (HS2_1-HS2_3) (heat treatment
group of H1023), and M2 (HS3_1-HS3_3) (recovered group of H1023).

2.2. Measurement of Relative Electrolyte Leakage and Proline Content

Relative electrolyte leakage, which measures cellular membrane integrity, is frequently
used to evaluate plant stress tolerance [36]. The upper third of the fully expanded leaves
from treated and non-treated plants of 17-03 and H1023 were excised and used to generate
leaf discs (9 mm in diameter). Three replicates were used for each line, with 20 leaf discs
per replicate. The leaf discs were placed into 50 mL centrifuge tubes containing 25 mL of
distilled deionized water and shaken at 60 rpm for 12 h in the dark at 25 ◦C. The electrolyte
leakage (R1) of the solution was measured using a portable magnetic conductivity meter
(DDB-303A, Shanghai, China) at 25 ◦C. The solutions were boiled for 30 min and then
cooled to room temperature. The electrolyte leakage in the boiled solution (R2) was then
determined using the same method. The relative electrolyte leakage (%) was calculated as
(R1/R2) × 100.

The proline content was measured as described by Ben et al. [37]. Briefly, 200 mg
of ground leaf sample was extracted with 2 mL of 3% sulfosalicylic acid in boiling water
for 10 min. The samples were cooled and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15 min. Then,
1 mL of the supernatant was transferred to a new 15 mL test tube. Then, 1 mL of glacial
acetic acid and 1 mL of acid-ninhydrin reagent were added. The mixture was boiled for
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30 min and cooled in an ice bath to terminate the reaction. Next, the reaction mixture
was partitioned by adding toluene (3 mL). After static delamination, the upper liquid was
centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15 min. The absorbance of the organic phase was measured in
a spectrophotometer (Schimadzu, Japan) at a 520 nm wavelength. The proline content of
the leaf samples was calculated using a standard curve constructed with known amounts
of proline.

2.3. RNA Extraction, Library Construction, and Transcriptome Sequencing

According to the manufacturer’s instructions, total RNA was extracted from 18 pepper
leaf samples using TRIzol reagent (Life Technologies, California, CA, USA). The mRNA
with poly (A) in the total RNA was enriched using Oligo (dT) magnetic beads and divided
into fragments approximately 300 bp in length using ion interruption. First-strand cDNA
was synthesized using a M-MuLV reverse transcriptase system, using these RNA fragments
as templates and random hexamer primers, while the second strand cDNA was synthe-
sized using the first-strand cDNA as a template. Subsequently, the cDNA libraries were
constructed after polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification and selected according to
the fragment length of 450 bp. Then, the quality of the cDNA libraries was checked using
an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer system (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA).
Based on the Illumina sequencing platform, the qualified libraries were sequenced using a
double terminal (paired-end, PE) sequencer (Illumina, Foster, CA, USA).

2.4. Read Alignment and Mapping Reads to the Reference Genome

To analyze the sequencing results effectively and accurately, low-quality raw data or
connectors in the sequencing data were filtered. Cutadapt was used to remove the 3′ sequenc-
ing adapter (https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io/en/stable/) (accessed on 10 March 2021), and
reads with an average mass fraction lower than Q20 were removed [38]. The high-quality
clean reads from each library were mapped to the pepper reference genome CM334 (https:
//ftp.solgenomics.net/genomes/Capsicum_annuum/C.annuum_cvCM334/) (accessed on
10 March 2021) using HISAT2 software (http://ccb.jhu.edu/software/hisat2/index.shtml)
(accessed on 10 March 2021). The read count value of each gene was mapped using HTSeq
as the original expression of the gene [39]. Fragments per kilobase of transcript per mil-
lion mapped reads (FPKM) was used to standardize the gene expression levels based on
Cufflinks software [40].

2.5. Functional Enrichment Analysis of Differentially Expressed Genes

Genes with an absolute value of |log2fold change| > 1 and a false discovery rate
(FDR) < 0.05 were identified as representing significantly differentially expressed genes
(DEGs), using DESeq2 in the four comparisons of CK1_vs_T1, CK1_vs_M1, CK2_vs_T2, and
CK2_vs_M2 [41]. To study the putative functions and pathways of the DEGs in the above
four comparisons, gene ontology (GO) functional enrichment analysis was conducted using
Blast2GO (version 3.0; https://www.blast2go.com/) (accessed on 10 March 2021) [42].
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway annotation of DEGs was
performed using Cytoscape software (version 3.2.0) (https://cytoscape.org/) (accessed
on 10 March 2021) with the ClueGO plugin using a hypergeometric test and Benjamini-
Hochberg FDR correction (FDR ≤ 0.05) [43]. Transcription factors were predicted using
PlantTFDB [44].

2.6. Reverse Transcription and Quantitative Reverse-Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction Analysis

RNA was first treated with DNase I and then reverse-transcribed to cDNA using a
HiScript II 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (+gDNA wiper), according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (Vazyme, Nanjing, China). Then, the concentration of cDNA was diluted to
100 ng/μL, and the internal reference gene CaUBI-3 forward and reverse primers were
used for PCR to detect whether the reverse transcription was successful [45]. For the
quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) assay, all primers
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were designed using Primer3 (http://primer3.ut.ee/) (accessed on 10 March 2021), and
the specificity of the designed fragment was tested using SGN (https://solgenomics.net/)
(accessed on 10 March 2021) (Table S8). qRT-PCR was performed using SYBR® Premix
Ex Taq™ (Vazyme), with three technical replicates in 10 μL volumes containing 5 μL Fast
SYBR™ Green Master Mix (2×), 2 μL cDNA template (100 ng/μL), 0.2 μL of each primer
(10 μM), and 2.6 μL ddH2O. The PCR cycling conditions were as follows: 95 ◦C for 30 s,
followed by 40 cycles of 95 ◦C for 5 s, and finally 60 ◦C for 20 s. The relative expression
level of each gene was calculated using the 2−ΔΔCT method [46].

3. Results

3.1. Phenotypic and Physiological Responses of 17-03 and H1023 under HS

To accurately evaluate the heat resistance of pepper in the seedling stage under HS,
17-03 (heat-tolerant variety) and H1023 (heat-sensitive variety) were treated at 42 ◦C for
3 d and then recovered for 1 d at 25 ◦C. Compared with the leaves of seedlings of 17-03
and H1023 that did not undergo HS (Figure 1a,d), the leaves of seedlings 17-03 after heat
treatment were slightly bent (Figure 1b), while the leaves of H1023 were severely sagged,
and the lower leaves were severely wilted. Additionally, the growth points of the plants
were necrotic after treatment at 42 ◦C for 3 d (Figure 1e). After recovering at 25 ◦C for 1 d,
the down-bent leaves of 17-03 were completely extended (Figure 1c), while those of H1023
only partially recovered and did not stretch out completely. Additionally, the edges of the
leaves had different degrees of withering (Figure 1f).

Figure 1. Phenotypic and physiological responses of 17-03 and H1023 under heat stress (HS).
Seedlings of 17-03 and H1023 in control (a,d), treated at 42 ◦C for 3 d (b,e), and recovered for 1 d after
3 d of heat treatment (c,f). Relative electrolyte leakage (g) and proline content (h) in leaves treated at
42 ◦C for 0 d and 3 d and recovered for 1 d. Three independent biological replicates were used in
each treatment, with 9 plants (6–8 true leaves) per replicate. Data are presented as mean ±SEM of
three independent biological replicates. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between
tolerant and sensitive genotypes. **, p < 0.01, Student’s t test.

In this study, relative electrolyte leakage and proline content were measured in the
treated plants to evaluate heat tolerance. Under normal growth conditions, there was
no significant difference in the relative electrolyte leakage and proline content between
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the two varieties (Figure 1g,h). However, after 3 d of heat treatment at 42 ◦C and 1 d
recovery at 25 ◦C, there was a remarkable increase in relative electrolyte leakage in the
two varieties, with levels being significantly lower in 17-03 than in H1023 (Figure 1g). The
proline content in plants increased after HS and recovery in both varieties (Figure 1h). After
3 d of heat treatment, the proline content increased, but there was no significant difference
between the two varieties. However, the proline content further increased significantly
in the recovery stage, and the proline content in 17-03 was obviously higher than that
in H1023. These results show that 17-03 was more heat-tolerant than H1023, as the cell
membranes were protected from damage, and osmotic stress was alleviated by increasing
the levels of proline, an important osmotic protectant.

3.2. Overview of Transcriptomic Data for 17-03 and H1023

Transcriptome sequencing yielded 815.2 M raw reads (Table S1). After filtering,
724.31 M valid reads were obtained in 18 libraries (Table S1). The average effective data
obtained from each sample were 6.03 G, accounting for 88.85% of the original data (Table S1).
The Q30 base percentage of each library was above 92.81% (Table S1). The results showed
that the sequencing quality was reliable, and the data were suitable for the subsequent
analyses. The clean reads (82.23–85.35%) were mapped to the pepper reference genome
CM334 (Table S1), indicating that the data could be used for subsequent analysis.

3.3. Identification of Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs)

Based on the RNA-seq experiment, 24,448 expressed genes were identified in the
pepper leaves (Table S2). Among these expressed genes, 11,633 DEGs were identified
in 17-03 and H1023 among the four groups (Figure 2a; Table S3). Of the 11,633 DEGs,
7327 (3435 upregulated and 3892 downregulated) and 7778 (4025 upregulated and 3753
downregulated) DEGs were identified in groups CK1_vs_T1 and CK2_vs_T2, respectively
(Figure 2a,b); 5185 DEGs were common between the two groups (Figure 2a); however,
2142 and 2593 DEGs were specially differentially expressed in CK1_vs_T1 and CK2_vs_T2,
respectively (Figure 2a). Approximately, 3338 (2021 upregulated and 1317 downregulated)
and 4822 (2256 upregulated and 2566 downregulated) DEGs were identified in groups
CK1_vs_M1 and CK2_vs_M2, respectively (Figure 2b); there were 1934 common DEGs
and 1404 and 2888 DEGs specially differentially expressed DEGs in CK1_vs_M1 and
CK2_vs_M2, respectively (Figure 2a). Interestingly, 1229 common DEGs were identified
among all four groups (Figure 2a).

Figure 2. Expression analysis of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in 17-03 and H1023 leaves after
3 d heat treatment at 42 ◦C and 1 d recovery at 25 ◦C. Numbers of DEGs in 17-03 and H1023 at different
times (a). Numbers of up- and down regulated DEGs in 17-03 and H1023 at different times (b).

3.4. Validation of RNA-Seq Data Using qRT-PCR

To confirm the accuracy of the RNA-seq data, transcriptional levels of 14 randomly
selected DEGs, representing a wide range of expression levels and patterns, were de-
tected using qRT-PCR. All 14 DEGs participated in the process of HS response, includ-
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ing small heat shock protein (CA03g21390), HS transcription factor (CA03g16300), bZIP
(CA08g12820), MYB (CA04g16680, CA06g27890), WRKY genes (CA03g32070, CA08g08240,
and CA09g11940), NAC genes (CA05g04410, CA07g18020, CA09g12970, and CA11g04440),
EG45-like domain-containing protein (CA07g00930), and universal stress protein A-like
protein (CA11g00890) (Figure 3). The fold changes varied in the RNA-Seq and qRT-PCR
analyses. Generally, the expression patterns determined using qRT-PCR were consis-
tent with those obtained using RNA-Seq (Figure 3), which confirmed the accuracy of the
RNA-Seq results reported in this study.

Figure 3. Quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR)-based validation of differentially ex-
pressed genes (DEGs) in response to heat stress (HS) at different time intervals. Ordinate represents fold changes of
RNA-Seq data and the relative expression level of qRT-PCR. The relative expression level of each gene under stress at
each time point was compared with that under normal conditions. qRT-PCR data are presented as mean ± SEM of three
independent technical replicates.

3.5. Functional Enrichment Analysis of DEGs

To explore the biological functions of DEGs in the four groups, GO enrichment analysis
was performed. In total, 5133 of 11,633 DEGs in the four comparisons were annotated with
GO terms and assigned to three categories: molecular function (MF), biological process
(BP), and cellular component (CC) (Figure 4; Table S3). Under HS, the GO terms “pho-
tosynthesis, light harvesting” (GO:0009765), “DNA conformation change” (GO:0071103),
“nucleosome assembly” (GO:0006334), “DNA packaging” (GO:0006323), “chromatin assem-
bly” (GO:0031497), “nucleosome organization” (GO:0034728), and “chromatin assembly
or disassembly” (GO:0006333) were the most commonly enriched components in the BP
category in 17-03 and H1023 (Figure 4; Table S4). The most commonly enriched components
were “cell wall” (GO:0005618) and “external encapsulating structure” (GO:0030312) in the
CC category and “nucleosome binding” (GO:0031491) in the MF category in 17-03 and
H1023 (Figure 4; Table S4). However, “DNA replication” (GO:0006260), “DNA replication
initiation” (GO:0006270), “protein folding” (GO:0006457), and “protein-DNA complex
assembly” (GO:0065004) in the BP category, “protein-DNA complex” (GO:0032993) in the
CC category, and “nucleosomal DNA binding” (GO:0031492) in the MF category were
only enriched in 17-03 (Table S4). For the recovery stage after HS, the most significantly
enriched GO terms differed between 17-03 and H1023. In 17-03, DEGs were most enriched
in “translation” (GO:0006412), “peptide biosynthetic process” (GO:0043043), “peptide
metabolic process” (GO:0006518), “amide biosynthetic process” (GO:0043604), “cellular
amide metabolic process” (GO:0043603), and “organonitrogen compound biosynthetic
process” (GO:1901566) in the BP category (Table S4). “Ribosome” (GO:0005840), “non-
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membrane-bounded organelle” (GO:0043228), and “intracellular non-membrane-bounded
organelle” (GO:0043232) were the top three CC categories (Table S4). The terms of the MF
category were “structural constituent of ribosome” (GO:0003735) and “structural molecule
activity” (GO:0005198) (Table S4).

 

Figure 4. Gene ontology (GO) classifications of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the comparison groups CK1_vs_T1
(a), CK2_vs_T2 (b), CK1_vs_M1 (c), and CK2_vs_M2 (d). The DEGs were assigned to three categories: biological process
(BP), cellular component (CC), and molecular function (MF). The X-axis indicates the top ten most significantly enriched BP,
CC, and MF categories. The Y-axis indicates -log10 (p-value).
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We performed KEGG pathway analysis to examine the pathways in which DEGs were
involved. The significantly enriched pathways involved in HS and recovery responses
are shown in Figure 5 and Table S5. The common significantly enriched pathways under
HS were identified, such as “photosynthesis–antenna proteins” (cann00196), “ribosome
biogenesis in eukaryotes” (cann03008), “fatty acid elongation” (cann03008), “anthocyanin
biosynthesis” (cann00942), and “glycine, serine and threonine metabolism” (cann00260)
(Figure 5 and Table S5). However, the significantly enriched KEGG pathways during recov-
ery were different. The term “ribosome” (cann03010) was the most significantly enriched
in 17-03, whereas “photosynthesis–antenna proteins” (cann00196), “carbon fixation in pho-
tosynthetic organisms” (cann00710), “porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism” (cann00860),
and “carotenoid biosynthesis” (cann00906) were the most significantly enriched in H1023
(Figure 5 and Table S5).

Figure 5. The significantly enriched pathways in comparison groups CK1_vs_T1, CK2_vs_T2, CK1_vs_M1, and CK2_vs_M2.
The X-axis indicates the significantly enriched Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways, and the
Y-axis indicates the percentage of a specific category of genes in the main category.
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3.6. Analysis of HS-Responsive Heat Shock Proteins and Heat Transcription Factors

Hsps and Hsfs are sensitive to HS, indicating that they play important roles in
the HS response. Based on the results of transcriptome sequencing, 47 Hsp members
were identified as differentially expressed in at least one of the four comparison groups
(Figure 6; Table S6). Most of these were dramatically upregulated in pepper leaves after
3 d of heat treatment and were more highly expressed in H1023 than in 17-03 (Figure 6).
Moreover, seven Hsps were expressed at higher levels after recovery from HS. CA01g13220,
CA02g11030, CA09g06120, and CA10g10840 were highly expressed in H1023 cells (Figure 6),
and CA01g31330 was highly expressed in 17-03 and H1023 cells (Figure 6). Furthermore,
the expression levels of five Hsps (CA04g02800, CA09g03220, CA09g06120, CA11g13160,
and CA11g13170) markedly decreased after 3 d of heat treatment (Figure 6). Similarly,
17 significantly differentially expressed Hsfs were identified, most of which were upreg-
ulated during and after recovery from HS (Figure 6). Among them, six (CA02g11030,
CA03g06850, CA05g00840, CA06g08710, CA07g15920, and CA10g20440) were significantly
highly expressed in H1023 after recovery from HS (Figure 6). These results indicate that
these significantly differentially expressed Hsps and Hsfs might play an important role in
plant protection in the long-term HS response of pepper.

Figure 6. Heatmap of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) encoding Hsps and Hsfs in the compari-
son groups CK1_vs_T1, CK2_vs_T2, CK1_vs_M1, and CK2_vs_M2. The color gradient represents the
normalized fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) value (Z-score) of
DEGs. The redder the bars, the higher the gene expression level.

3.7. Analysis of HS-Responsive Transcription Factors

Transcription factors (TFs) play an important role in plant growth and development,
as well as in biotic and abiotic stress response networks. Transcriptome analysis showed
that many TFs in pepper were regulated by high temperatures and participated in plant
recovery. A total of 49 TF families of 635 TFs were differentially expressed during heat
treatment and recovery in 17-03 and H1023, including HSF, NAC, WRKY, ERF, bHLH,
MYB, C2H2, B3, GRAS, bZIP, and HD-ZIP (Table S7). In this study, 38 DEGs encoding
NAC proteins were identified. Among them, most were upregulated during and after
recovery from HS. Moreover, the expression levels of most NAC TFs were higher in H1023
than in 17-03 during and after recovery from HS (Figure 7). WRKY proteins have also
been reported to play important roles in heat response. Here, 35 DEGs encoding WRKY
proteins were identified, with almost half of them upregulated in both H1023 and 17-03
during and after recovery from HS (Figure 7). Moreover, five WRKY genes (CA01g01280,
CA01g34460, CA09g05110, CA09g11940, and CA12g09290) were upregulated in 17-03 but
downregulated in H1023 after recovery from HS (Figure 7). Furthermore, some WRKY
genes, such as CA11g05370, CA02g18540, CA09g08120, CA11g03750, and CA01g22410,
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were significantly highly expressed in H1023 after recovery from HS, but not at other times
in H1023 or in 17-03 (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Heatmap of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) encoding NAC and WRKY proteins in
the comparison groups CK1_vs_T1, CK2_vs_T2, CK1_vs_M1, and CK2_vs_M2. The color gradient
represents the normalized fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM)
value (Z-score) of DEGs; the redder the bars, the higher the gene expression level.

4. Discussion

High temperature is one of the key climatic parameters affecting plant growth and
development, resulting in crop yield losses [47]. HS can restrict photosynthesis, increase
photorespiration and transpiration rate through stomatal regulation, and reduce plant
biomass [7]. Pepper is a highly temperature-sensitive crop [3]. Although the physiological
effects of HS on pepper have been widely studied, changes in pepper at the molecular level
in response to HS and subsequent recovery are poorly understood. Therefore, to better
understand the HS response in pepper, it is necessary to uncover the mechanisms under-
lying it. In the present study, we investigated the phenotypic and physiological changes
in pepper seedlings of two varieties during and after recovery from HS. Furthermore, we
comparatively analyzed heat-induced transcriptomic changes to obtain a global view of
HS responses in pepper.

Under high temperature stress, the structure and function of the cell protoplasmic
membrane are initially damaged, resulting in an increase in cell membrane permeability
and intracellular electrolyte leakage and finally leading to an increase in electrolyte leakage
of tissue leachate [48]. Therefore, the degree of electrolyte extravasation and high tempera-
ture injury can be determined by measuring the relative electrical conductivity of the tissue
extract. In this study, 17-03 and H1023 were verified as high temperature-resistant and high
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temperature-sensitive varieties, respectively (Figure 1b,c,f,g), and were used to explore
the responses and recovery patterns of pepper to HS and the possible mechanisms of the
different heat resistances. There was a remarkable increase in relative electrolyte leakage
in both 17-03 and H1023 after HS, but the levels were significantly lower in 17-03 than in
H1023 (Figure 1h), indicating that 17-03 could alleviate damage to cellular membranes
during HS. However, there was little change in the two varieties from HS to recovery
(Figure 1h), indicating that the damage to the cell membrane caused by HS is irreversible.
Proline, an amino acid and a compatible solute, has been widely reported to accumulate
in response to various abiotic stresses, such as high temperatures [37]. After 3 d of heat
treatment and 1 d of recovery, proline levels were significantly increased in both 17-03
and H1023. While there was no significant difference in proline content between 17-03
and H1023 during heat treatment (Figure 1h), the proline content increase in 17-03 during
recovery was higher than that in H1023 (Figure 1h), indicating that the self-repairing ability
of 17-03 after HS was stronger than that of H1023. Based on these data, we conclude
that 17-03 is more heat-tolerant, as it protects cell membranes from damage and alleviates
osmotic stress by increasing the proline levels.

Moreover, we obtained accurate data from transcriptome analyses based on RNA-
seq and analyzed the genes of metabolic pathways that were significantly affected by
HS and participated in the process of plant restoration. In 17-03 and H1023, there were
more DEGs in the HS stage than in the recovery stage (Figure 2a,b), indicating that the
regulatory mechanism of HS response was more active at a transcriptional level. There were
significantly more upregulated DEGs than downregulated DEGs in CK1_vs_M1 (Figure 2b).
However, in the other groups, the number of up- and downregulated DEGs was almost
the same (Figure 2b). Moreover, the DEGs after heat treatment were mostly different from
those during recovery in 17-03 and H1023 (Figure 2a). These results indicate that the
defense and recovery mechanisms of pepper may have common regulatory pathways, and
that there are different pathways for response, resistance, and repair.

Out of a total of 11,633 DEGs (Table S3), 5133 were assigned a GO classification
(Table S3). GO enrichment analysis showed that DEGs after heat treatment were commonly
enriched in “photosynthesis, light harvesting” (GO:0009765), “cellular glucan metabolic
process” (GO:0006073), and “nucleosome assembly” (GO:0006334) in 17-03 and H1023
(Table S4). These findings are similar to the HS response in sweet maize (Zea mays L.) [49].
DEGs were also significantly enriched in “DNA replication” (GO:0006260), “DNA repli-
cation initiation” (GO:0006270), “protein folding” (GO:0006457), “protein-DNA complex
assembly” (GO:0065004), “protein-DNA complex” (GO:0032993), and “nucleosomal DNA
binding” (GO:0031492) in 17-03 after heat treatment (Figure 4; Table S4), which may
confer increased resistance to high temperatures. The DEGs of H1023 and 17-03 during
recovery were enriched with different GO terms and KEGG pathways (Figures 4 and 5,
Tables S4 and S5), indicating that the repair pathways were different, which is likely due
to the different degrees of high-temperature damage. In the KEGG pathway analysis,
DEGs involved in HS response were predicted to function in metabolic pathways and the
biosynthesis of secondary metabolites in 17-03 and H1023, which is similar to the results of
previous studies [50,51].

Hsps, which are involved in multiple biological processes, such as signal transduction
during HS, and have deduced functions, such as being chaperones, the folding and unfold-
ing of cellular proteins, and the protection of functional sites from the adverse effects of
high temperature, range in molecular mass from 10 to 200 kDa [52]. Hsps have functions
as molecular chaperones that affect protein quality and were initially identified as proteins
that were upregulated during heat treatment [51]. Many Hsps have been detected as heat
response factors in tomato [53] and grape [54] plants. In this study, a total of 47 Hsps were
significantly differentially expressed in the four groups. Among them, 45 Hsps were com-
mon differentially expressed in 17-03 and H1023 after heat treatment (Figure 6; Table S6).
Hsps can accumulate rapidly in sensitive organs and play important roles in protecting the
metabolic apparatus of cells, thus acting as a key factor in the adaptation of plants to high
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temperatures [55]. In this study, almost all DEGs encoding Hsps were upregulated in the
four groups, the expression of which was the highest after heat treatment (Figure 6), which
may play a role in protection under and after HS in 17-03 and H1023.

In addition to Hsps, various other TF genes, such as genes of Hsfs, NAC, and WRKY
TFs, were also affected by HS [56]. Hsfs combine with cis-acting Hsps to play important
roles in both basal and acquired thermotolerance [26,51]. Here, 17 DEGs encoding Hsfs
were identified and most were upregulated in the four groups (Figure 6; Table S6). More-
over, some Hsfs were significantly highly expressed in H1023 after recovery from HS; such
as CA02g11030, CA03g06850, CA05g00840, CA06g08710, CA07g15920, and CA10g20440
(Figure 6). These significantly expressed Hsfs could play important roles in the long-term
HS response of pepper, by combining with the cis-acting regulatory elements, called heat
shock elements, in the promoter regions of Hsps.

Plant NAC TFs have been reported to play an important role in modulating HS
responses. For example, overexpression of Arabidopsis ANAC042 leads to significant
thermotolerance in transgenic plants [57]. Our data indicated that the expression of 38 TFs
encoded by NAC domain-containing genes was also heat-regulated (Figure 7; Table S7).
Interestingly, most upregulated NAC TFs were more highly expressed in H1023 than in
17-03, during and after recovery from HS (Figure 7). WRKY TFs are one of the largest
TF families in plants and have also been reported to participate in regulating plant HS
response [58]. In this study, 35 WRKY TFs responded to HS in the four groups, and almost
half of them positively regulated thermotolerance (Figure 7). Moreover, some WRKY TFs
negatively regulated thermotolerance, such as CA01g01920 and CA01g23300 (Figure 7).

5. Conclusions

We verified the pepper varieties 17-03 and H1023 as being heat-resistant and heat-
sensitive varieties and used RNA-seq to elucidate the effects of HS and the subsequent
recovery on the expression of genes regulating the HS response and thermotolerance mech-
anisms. A total of 11,633 DEGs were identified in the four groups, with 1229 common DEGs
among all four groups. Functional enrichment analysis showed that in 17-03 and H1023,
DEGs were most enriched in metabolic processes under stress and photosynthesis and
light harvesting during HS and after recovery from HS. The most significantly enriched
pathways in 17-03 and H1023 were the same under HS, but differed during recovery. Fur-
thermore, 38 Hsps, 17 Hsfs, 38 NAC TFs, and 35 WRKY TFs were identified as participating
in the HS or recovery responses. These findings facilitate a better understanding of the
molecular mechanisms underlying HS and recovery after HS in different pepper genotypes.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/horticulturae7100339/s1, Table S1: Statistical analysis of pepper clean reads in 18 libraries for
RNA-seq. Table S2: Gene read count, FPKM value, annotation, and functional enrichment. Table S3:
Detailed list of DEGs in 17-03 and H1023 under HS (42 ◦C) for 3 d and recovery (25 ◦C) for 1 d
relative to the control. Table S4: Significantly enriched GO terms of DEGs in 17-03 and H1023 in the
four groups (FDR ≤ 0.05). Table S5: Significantly enriched KEGG pathway in 17-03 and H1023 under
HS (42 ◦C) for 3 d and recovery (25 ◦C) for 1 d (FDR ≤ 0.05). Table S6: DEGs encoding Hsps in 17-03
and H1023 at the heat treatment and recovery stages. Table S7: Differentially expressed transcription
factors in 17-03 and H1023 at the heat treatment and recovery stages. Table S8: qRT-PCR primers
used for validation of RNA-Seq data.
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